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ABSTRACT

Early in the nineteenth century, four Christian missionaries went 

from Great Britain to Sweden - from one Christian country to another. 

The free evangelical type of Christianity which they represented was 

vastly different from the orthodox Lutheran Christianity in Sweden 

and made a lasting impact on Swedish Christians. It is the aim of 

this study to show, by bringing together the total efforts of these 

missionaries, that their work was directly involved in and in many 

respects led to the rise of evangelical Christianity, the revivals at 

the middle of the century, and to the abrogation of the Conventicle 

Edict, which was the beginning of religious freedom in Sweeten.

Basic information was available through early non-critical biographies 

of three of the men, while a more recent in-depth biography has been 

written on the fourth. Information concerning their work was found 

in many letters from these men and others in the archives of the 

British and Foreign Bible Society, the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary 

Society, and the Baptist Missionary Society in London; of the United 

Society for Christian Literature (formerly the Religious Tract Society) 

in Guildford; and of the Congregational Church in Edinburgh. Minutes 

of the Committees of these organizations as wrell as their annual 

reports provided further information. In Sweden, the archives of the 

Evangelical Society, the Swedish Bible Society, the Swedish Temperance 

Society, the Society Pro Fide et Christianismo and the Evangelical 

Nativeland Society, all in Stockholm, furnished primary material.

Through infor-nation gathered from these sources, together with help 

from various historical accounts, the vital contributions of these men



to the religious life in Sweden at that time is examined and dis

cussed. Their work is shovn to have provided an impetus which 

sparked the early revivals into a burning movement by mid-century 

and which played a significant part in the development of freedom 

of religion in Sweden.
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INTROnJCTlCW

The abolition of the Conventicle Edi ct (konventikelplakatet) in

Sweden in 1858 followed a great wave of religious revivals throughout 

the land. It was the first of several acts of the Parliament which 
eve.ntu.ally led to complete freedom of religion in that land with the 

downfall of the Estate Parliament in 186>5» For this reason, 1858 is 

considered by many to be one of the most significant years in the 

history of the church in Sweden.

Enacted by the Consistory of the Swedish Church in 1726, the Conven

ticle Edict forbad the people to gather for any religious purpose out

side the church or their own homes. Any meeting - or conventicle - in 
a home or elsewhere a a which a group o f people oohcr than one's immedi

ate family gathered to sing hymns, read the Bible or join in common 
prayer was declared illegal, and any who attended such a meeting was 
subject to severe fines and even exile. When added to the earlier 
Edict of 1663 which iisimcted the church authorities to take care that 

no preaching or teaching should be permitted that would destroy the 
peace or unity of the state church, the church and state joined forces 
to safeguard religious unity in the country through legislation.

But as has to often occurred thrnugbli.t history, attempts to impose 
limits upoh. men's freedom of religion was "to invite men's express desire 

to trgnsoreii those laws and to seek and explore new ideas and thinking. 
Within Christian history, such laws seem, in spite of their creators' 
good intents to protect and direct, to defy the lnnntleis scope and 

energy of the Holy Spirtt to inspire the minds'of men to seek new areas 
of thought and worship, as well as to reform error and decay in the old
and e stab li sh ed.

- 1 •-



So it was almost inevitable that some new ideas- and thinking should 
eventually penetrate the iron curtain of religious unity with which 
the Swedish church had striven to insulate the country. The first and 
perhaps the most important of these was Pietism, which camo to Sweden 
early in the eighteenth century from Germany. Within, a relatively 
short period of time, a large number of the clergy had been influenced 
by it and Vfere known to be Pietists,, It was when this was made known 
to the- authorities, together with the information that conventicles 

were being held in several parishes that the edict was issued by the 
king in 1726. Hiring the one hundred and thirty two years that this 

edict was in force, many new ideas in theological thought did penetrate 
the strong legal barriers of the church, carried within • men's minds and 

strangt-benci by the convictions of their hearts.

Many inspired men and women, not only from Sweden but from other? lands 
as well made their contributions to the events leading up to 1858.

Four men in particular, all Scots, who made significant contributions

came from Great Britain and considered themselves to be missionaries -

from one Christian country to another. The first two were John

Paterson and Ebenezer Henderson, whose original intent was to go to 

India as missionaries, sent out by the Haldane Congregational churches 
in Edinburgh in 1805.. The frustration of' their plans through circum
stances completely unforeseen and beyond their control, which came to 
be considered by them to be the direction of the Holy Spirit, led them 

to Sweden in 1808 where they soon entered upon various activities which 
were to have far-reaching results. The third was Joseph Raynor Stephens,

who later became well-known in Britain for his efforts on behalf of the
formation of the trade unions. He was sent to Sweden in 1027 under the 

aegis of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society in response to a.



request from an English industrialist to that society for a clergy

man to minister to the needs of his many English woi'kers in. Stockholm, 

The fourth was a young Methodist minister by the name of George Scott 

who was sent to replace Mr. Stephens in. 1850. As British Christians 

of the evangelical persuasion, all four men well understood the condi

tions and problems they encountered in Sweden - conditions and. problems 

that in many respects were amazingly similar to those that had existed 

for many years in Great Britain. Their thinking could undoubtedly be 

stated in the words of Dr. Nils F. S, Ferre who wrote, more than a 

hundred years later: ’’Missions are for pagans. Pagans are everywhere. 

Modern missions, of course are for people in non-Christian lands. 

Kierkegaard is, indeed, painfully right: our problem is for the

Christians so-called to become so in. fact. ”*

There are a few scattered accounts of the work of these men to be found

in biographies and various histories. A biography of Ebenezer 

Henderson, written by his niece Thulia Henderson, and published in 1859 

is, at best, sketchy, k second biography of Mr. Henderson, a doctoral 

thesis on his life and work written by J. H. Classman in 1959 at New 

College, Edinburgh is more thorough. Mr. Paterson’s memoirs were 

edited and published in 1858 by William L. Alexander in London. A bio

graphy of Joseph Rayner Stephens was written and published. in. 1881. by 

George Holy cake, but devotes only a few pages to Mr. Stephens' work in 

Sweden. And in 1929, Gunnar Westin in Sweden published a comprehensive 

two-volume biography of George Scott, Besides these biographies and 

memoirs, the only other published material is to be found in the

* Perr6, Nils P, S. ’’Pear, Duty and Love as Ultimate Motives for 
Christian Missions”, International Review of 
Missions, 194-8,
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histories
in Sweden,

of the British and Foreign Bible Society, the Bibl
and the Tract Societies of both countries,

Society

The purpose of this study, therefore, is to bring together in a con

cise form the work of these four men - which teems to have played a far 
more significant role in the advance of the Kingdom of Christ in Sweden 
than most would, credit, and to re-examine their contributions,, In the

opinions of a large number of both clergy and laity of the time, they 
were little better than interlopers and mischief makers. But a. careful 

examination of the motive's, work and accomplishments of these men may 
.lead to the conclusion that their contributions can in no way be con- 

sii.ered anything other than remarkable - in some instances even monu
mental, In the process, questions must be raised about their influence
on the advance of evangelical Christianity and the final victory for
total. freedom of religion in Sweden, Did their tracts play such an 

enormous pert in the first half of the century to as to bring men and 
women of all social levels to a conscious recognition of their sinful- 
state? Did the need they felt for salvation followed by 1 heir desire
to meet in the forb.idden-by-law conventicles to read together both the 

Bible and the new literature add to the pressures for freedom of reli

gion and assist in bringing it about? What, in fact, vhat the role and 
contribution of the publication and dissemination of tlie.se tracts?
What, if any, was the influence of John Paterson and Ebenaev Henderson 
themselves? It would, 'be necessary to explore whether without their 
inspiration, direction and unending hard labor a considerably longer 
time would have elapsed before the formation of a Bible Society in
Sweden, What would have happened to that society, two decades later 

when it watt suffering from internal problems had not George Scott taken 
.hold and breathed new life and activity into it? How many more years

tlie.se


would have gone by before Sweden would have had either a missionary 

or a temperance society had he not led the way to their formation?
And would many of the crucial events in the Swedish religious life of 

the fifth and sixth decades have occurred without the catalytic pres

ence of Mr. Scott? These are only a few of the questions that will 
arise in the course of this assessment. It will therefore be necessary
to take a fresh look at the results of the work of these men and to 
review the significance of these results to evangelical Christendom
in Sweden. .

It has been considered to be of real value to summarize briefly, at 
the outset, the contemporary ecclesiastical scene in both Sweden and 

Great Britain, as well as to fill in some of the more meaningful events 

in the life of the church of the preceding century in Sweden and in the 
rise of modern missions in Britain. Little is known of the history of 

the Swedish Church outside that country, and few in Sweden are familiar 
with the history of missions in Britain. It is hoped, therefore, that 

this will be helpful in setting the scene for the advent of these men

as missionaries in Sweden.
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G7LAPTER I

EVANGELICALISM
AND HIS RISE OF MODERN MISSIONS , IN „ BRITAIN

A. EVANGELICALISM
1. The Social.. and Spiritual Environment .. in . the. Eighteenth 

Century

2. The.Rise of Evangelicalism
The character of Evangelicalism; Roots in Pietism and the 
Moravians; Early Missionary Precedents - the SPCK and the 
SPG.

3. John Wesley_and . the Methodist Revival
Wesley the Missionary; Wesley the Itinerant Preacher; The 
Societies; Wesley in Scotland; George Whitefield; The 
Revival Begins;

4. The Evangelicals.and Revival
In London - William Romaine, The Eclectic Society; Throughout 
England - John Newton, Thomas Scott, Joseph Milner, Henry Venn, 
William Fletcher, and Selina, Countess of Huntingdon; The 
"Second-Generation" Evangelicals - the Clapham Sect; Evan
gelicals in Oxford and Cambridge.

5» The Dissenters and Revival
Congregationalists in England and Scotland; the Baptists.

B. THE RISE OB' MODERN MVSSIONS
1. Early. Begginnings

The Early Reformers; Colonial Enterprise - Propaggation of 
Religion in Virginia, the Pilgrims, the East India Company ; 
the SPCK and Danish Missions; Missionary Interest in Scotland 
Moravian Missions; Contributing Factors and Motivations.

2. The Birth of Modern. Missions

3. The. Baptist Missionary Society
William Carey; Foundation of the Society in 1792; John 
Thomas, Surgeon; Missionary Work Begun in India.

4. The ...London . Mi ssionary. ..Society •
Drs. David Bogue and Thomas Haweis; Foundation of the Society 
in 1795; the First Missions.
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5. Mis sionary 1 nterest . in Scotland
Missionary Societies in Glasgow and Edinburgh; Robert 
Haldane.

6. The_ Church Mi s sionary.Society
"Church Principle"; Foundation of the Society in 1799;
Henry Martyn: German. Missionaries; Lay Settlors; First 
Missionaries in 18155.

7. The .Wesleyan . Methodist Mission-ary. .Society-
V/esley and Missions; Joseph Pilraoor and Richard Boardman, 
forerunners; Missionary Work of Dr. Thomas Coke; "Godly 
Jealousy"; Founding of the Society in 18155.

8. The Religious Tract Society
Forerunners - the SPCK, Hannah More, Mrs. Wilkinson, Rev. John 
Campbell, Wesley, others; Rev. George Burder; Formation of 
the Society in 1799; Early Successes; Foreign Work.

9. The.British and Foreign . Bible.Society
Early Bible* Distribution; The Need for Bibles; Formation 
of the Society in 1802; The First Ten Years.



EVANGELICALISM

The . Social and Spiritual Environment in the . Eighteenth Century

According to many accounts, Christianity in the British Isles during, 

the first half of the eighteenth century had reached an altrninoly low-

level. The Church of England existed ~ outwardly grand - with hundreds 

of parish churches tlroughout the land presided over by a vast hier

archy of bishops and parish priests. There were numerous nonconfor

mist churches led by their independent clergy, and a remnant of the 

Roman Catholic Church still existed. Scotland was served by its 

national church. All were pledged to teach the Christian faith and its 

way of life. But if attendance records and statistics of the day are 

to be believed, only t very small percentage of the population ever 

went to church, and so few either heard or benefitted from the church's 

teaching. As the century moved on, some Anglican parishes declined in 

the number of communicants by as much as twenty-five percent. The num

ber of nonconforming chapels declined in some instances over fifty 

perceni.' Attendance at Roman Catholic mass fared the same percentage 

drop. And in Scotland the situation was little better. "In visible

status, the church had suffered seriously; no further reverses seemed 
2likely to depress its position."

People simply were not very interested in the Church or what it had to 

say. So they stayed at home. Some did go to church, but their numbers 

were small. Ernest Payne says: "A dry rationalism infected men's 

minds and heards. Enthusiasm was at a discount, the very word being a 

bodge of reproach. ' " And J. A, Proude gives this analysis: "Religion, 

as taught in the Church of England, meant moral obedience to the will of

- 8 —



G-od. The speculative part of it was accepted because it was assumed 
to be true. The creeds were reverentially repeated; but the essen
tial thing was practice. People went to church to learn to be good, 
to hear the commandments repeated to them for the thousandth time, and 
to see them written in gilt letters over the cornmunion table. About 
the powers of the keys, the real presence, or the metaphysics of doc
trine, no one was anxious, for no one thought about them. It was not 
worthwhile to waste time over questions which had no bearing on con
duct, and vziiioh could be satisfactorily disposed of only by sensible

kindifference. ”

It is little wonder, then, that society in general reached the depths 
so often described.. The rich were very rich and the poor were unbe
lievably poor’. In between were the artisans and the trades people.
The former were a little better off than the very pool', and the latter 
were shown in caricatures of the period to be well fed and sleek. But 
all seemed to have in common a spiritual lethargy, either resulting in 
or aided and abetted by drunkenness, immorality, cruelty and crime. 
These were not characteristics of any one level of society, but seemed 
to permeate through the entire. Anyone who wished could make and sell 
gin - but a license was necessary to sell beer! The poor drank to for 
get their suffering. The rich drank to alleviate their boredom. The 
trades-people drank to emulate the rich. The literature of the day 
often reveals disgusting coarseness. The baptism records, especially 
in country parishes tell an appalling story of immorality, A close 
companion of drunkenness and immorality was cruelty. Many stories con 
tain accounts of cock-fighting as well as bull and bear baiting. It 
was fashionable to take in a hanging at Tyburn. It is recorded in a 
number of accounts that when Charles Wesley preached to fifty-two

- 9 -



criminals in a jail waiting to be king, one of those hardened 

criminals was a ten-year-old.. As for crime, smuggling was popular 

with both rich and poor. Dick Turpin, the highwayman, was a hero : 

and bands of rich young men known as “Mohocks” were vandals and ter

rorists of the streets of London. And all that barely begins to tell

the story.

Conditions in the West country were equally appalling. Some years

later Hannah More v/rote: "Farmers were as ignorant as the beasts that

perish, intoxicated every day before dinner, and plunged in. such vices 
5as make me think London a virtuous place.”' In Cheddar, she found

only one Bible in all the parish, and no clergyman had resided in it

for forty years. She also wrote: “In the large district of Mendips

the only resident clergyman was the vicar of Axbridge and even he was

intoxicated about six times a week, and very frequently prevented from 
z

preaching by two black eyes honestly earned by fighting.”

What then, had been happening to the church? While at no time could 

it be considered, all bad , the ills affecting it at this time seemed 

to be overpowering. The well-known quote of the day, “There is no 

religion in England ... If one speaks of it, everyone laughs", was 

very possibly true.

The Church of England was suffering from a number of problems. It had

internal problems that were doctrinal, ecclesiastical and political in

nature. Battles between faith and reason raged with little attempt

made for reconciliation. A cold philosophy of common sense prevailed

and, “The nerveless creed ... ‘It is ten to one it is true’ filled the 
8place of living faith in the land.” The clergy were engulfed by a 

veneration of reason and morality coming from France and Germany. A

~ 10 -



religion of the heart - t love for God and Christ, Hit Son, was not 

often considered. In fact;, "Many of the orthodox clergymen were 

spectacularly lacking in spiritual dedication." Outwardly, status 

had been lost as a result of the Acts of Toleration of I689 - men who 

had no desire to go to church no longer felt compelled to do so. 

Impropriation was an economic blow that struck at ecclesiastical bal

ance in both clergy and church property. Abuses such as pluralism and 

absenteeism existed within the system which affected the stability of 

the entire institution till, "The church had reached the low-water 
matr. ".B lUlinne calls it, "The glacial epoch in our church 

history.

Nor were the churches of the noncc^rf‘<^;rii^.sts any better off. Sochnhan- 

ism was growing and all three groups of Baptists as well as Presbyteri

ans were drifting in this direction. Liberalism in theology was increa

sing in all of them. Some turned in the opposite direction to a sort 

of hyper-Calvinism which, with its hard and cold theology drove people

tway, "A strange lethargy was slowly disintegrating theological con- 
12vi-cUon and ethical standards. " The Roman Catholics, many of whom

were unable to withstand the legal penalties of the earlier laws which

penalized them both socially and economically, gradually left that

church. By the middle of the century, "The Roman Catholic population

in England was only about half what it had been a half a century

earlier, and for the remnant, the future would become more depressing 
13with the defeat of the final Jacobite uprising of 1745."

To the north in Scotland Moderathsn had begun. It stood basically for 

a broad and sound learning, tnd any evidence of enthusiasm was consid

ered vulgar. As a result, religion came across as dry tnd dull, giving 

neither life nor hope to its hearers. The old practice of patronage

11



was reinstated, providing those who opposed it with a "last straw" 

for dissent. In protest, a new church was formed in 1733 by Ebenezer 

Erskine and four other ministers, which was to be free from any 

Eirastianism. But in spite of the attempts of these men and others, 

the Moderates had triumphed by the middle of the century. With their 

pursuit of the good life and culture, they assured. the Scots of a 

learned, moral and secular clergy, Thomas Chalmers remarked: "The

sermons of the Moderates are like a fine winter’s day - short;, clear 

and cold. The brevity is good, the clearness better, but the coldness

is fatal.

The Rise of Evangelicalism
The Character of Evangelicalism; Roots in Pietiam and the 
Moravians; Early Missionary Precedents - Society for Pro
moting Christian Knowledge and Society for the Propagation 
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts.

It was into this atmosphere of cold spiritual lethargy and social 
dissipation that Evangelicalism was born. The term was not a new one, 
but it was a good and fitting one. It spoke of the Evangel - the Good
News from God to man - that God loves man and wants to save him from
sin to a glorious salvation through His Son, Jesus the Christ, and
thereby enable him to live a life of joyful and loving obedience to
His will. The term had been used in connection with Wyclif and his
followers. Even earlier, it had been used to designate both Lutheran
and Reformed at the time of the Reformation. "As early as 1531, Sir

Thomas More (referring to adherents of the Reformation) declared that
’Those Evaungelicalles thelmself cease not to pursue and punishe their 

15brethren’." In a lengthy footnote, Balleine proffers this explana
tion; "... Who first applied it to those clergy who taught the doc
trines of the Revival was later a matter of dispute; cf. Pearson’s

- 12 -



Life_of Heey; To men thus orthodox do a certain number of their
clerical brethren apply the epithet of Evangelical ministers as a
term of reproach' ; and Antijacobin Review, 1799» ‘Those who arrogate

to themselves the title of Evangelical preachers.' Apparently the
word was first applied to their doctrines; Evangelical teaching was

•something obviously different from the fashionable teaching or

morality. Then it became applied to those who preached the Gospel;
of. Letters from Haweis to Walker, 1759 (quoted in Sidney's Life _of

Y/alkegr p=4-79)j Talbot took his living with a view to do good, before
he could be at all said to be evangelical. ’ Toplady' s Letter ,, to YWesley,
177O: ’You complain that the Evangelical clergy are leaving no stone 

16unturned to raise John Calvin's ghoss. However, there seemed to

be several reports of it cropping up independently in various areas - 
particularly in Wales, and was used in connection with the revivals 

there. These revivals seemed to begin with individuals, who tirrugh 

reading their Bibles, were brought to a conviction of their sins and
the realization of a need for salvation. Man's sin and his need for

repentance before a righteous and holy God was primary in their think

ing. When a man had truly repented of his sin, which more often than 

not was an emotional experience that plumbed. the depths of the indivi

dual, he then asked for and received God's forgiveness. This having 

been done, the individual experienced a new sense of freedom unlike 

anything he had ever before known. For him, the Scripture - "The 
truth shall make you free" - had come true. It was a remarkable and 
exhilarating release from a sense of sin and guilt and in this way he
vas "born again", He was now a, "Free soul moving in a medium of free 

17grace." He then, in faith, began his progress toward a more holy

and disciplined life which was evidenced by a warm, joyous and compas
sionate devotion with a loving concern for his fellow man. This was
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true conversion and opened the way to living a Godly life This was

the heart of Evangelicalism.

This awakening soon grew and spread from isolated individuals to 

groups and became revivals in many communities. Following close upon 

the heels of the drive to live holy and spiritual lives came the urge 

to share this Gospel and salvation - not only with one’s friends and 

neighbors, but with all nations. In all, it was a strong reflection 

of Spener’s Pietism in Germany, as well as of the morality of the

Puritans.

Pietism in Germany under Philip Jacob Spener (I63A-17O5) who is often 

called the Father of Pietism, might be said to be the real beginning 

of the Evangelical Movement. It was, basically, a return to Luther’s 

emphasis of salvation by faith. Spenex1 felt that the importance given 

by the Lutheran Church to pure doctrine, right administration of the 

Sacraments, and a well-organized establishment as a church, dulled the 

minds of the people to a mere outward participation in the divine ser

vice without touching their hearts or motivating them to live uprightly. 

Therefore reform was necessary, and it could be brought about by a 

living faith-piety, which in turn would bring about upright conduct.

He worked for reform in the clergy, arguing that the personal piety of 

the clergy was necessary if their preaching was to be effective. He 

began training for the young with the Bible as a school text book. He 

preached the necessity of a “Conscious, personal, vital, active and 

practical life for all and recommended household devotions, extempore 
prayer, Bible reading and a stricter' observance of Sunday.’’”^ A younger 

colleague, August Hermann Franke developed social action in the movement, 

helping to found the University of Halle and founding in that city an 

orphanage and several schools. Spener’s most original contribution was
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the organization of small private groups for devotional practices 
and the cultivation of the Christian life which he called the 

"Collegia Pietatis".

The influence of Pietism was carried forward by a small group of 
Moravians who had, under persecution fled their country. They settled 

at Berthelsdorf near Leipsig in eastern Germany on land owned by Count 
Nicholas von Zinzendorf, who had met Spener as a youth and had been

raised in Pietistic circles. This settlement became known as
"Herrnhut" (The Lord's Watch) ; a community which was to have far-flung 
influence throughout the Evangelical movement in England, and into the 

entire world. It never became an actual movement in England as it did 

in other countries, but its influence on Wesley and the Evangelicals 

was strong and unmistakeable, clearly recognizable in the preaching and 

teaching, and particularly in the missionary movement at the end of the 

century.

Missions, however, had a much earlier beginning in Britain, In a very- 

small way, British missionary work might be said to have begun when 

Cromwell in 164-8 persuaded the English Parliament to vote a large sum 

of money for missionary work abroad. 1n l6t-9 the Corporation, for the 

Propagation of the Gospel in New England was created and ministers were 
urged to collect money to sustain it. Inspiration for this move came 
from the work of John Eliot, a young Cambridge graduate and a Puritan 

who, in 1631 emigrated to Massachusetts to preach to the' Indians. 

Cromwell's plan of missions vra.s never realized, but preceding, so 

closely the foundation of the first missionary societies in Britain, it 

may have served as an rmpoeus and inspiration in the hearts of those
who followed.
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As early as I698 the Society for Promoting; Christian Knowledge

(hereinafter to be called, the SPCK) came into being through the work

of Thomas Bray, curate in charge of Sheldon in Warwickshire. Having

been appointed Ecclesiastical Commissary for Maryland by the Bishop

of London, he assumed the duty of the oversight of the American

settlements. To better fulfill this duty, he prepared to visit that

colony, hoping to bring libraries with him to the few clergy of the

Church of England, who were in the colonies. He started a public

appeal not only for books, but also for money to buy more of them.

in order to facilitate this work, the SPCK was formed, "With the aim

of spreading Christian knowledge at home and in the plantations and.
19colonies of the Nevz World by means of libraries and schools.”

Bray returned home from his visit to Maryland with a nevz zeal and

inspiration for missions. This provided the impetus for the founding

of a second society in 1701 - the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel, in Foreign Parts (hereinafter to be called the SPG). The aim of

this society was: ”To provide chaplains for the king's loving subjects 
20in the Christian Religion, " ‘ For this, Bray worked tirelessly and,

"During the years 1695 to 1701 Bray was responsible for sending 129 
23missionaries abroad." By.1/OA a grant was made for them to open a

school for negro slaves in New York, and shortly after, Thoroughgood

Moore vzas appointed missionary to the Indians. Almost a century later,

in 1792, they had appointed chaplains in fourteen of the United States,

six Canadian provinces, the Windward Islands and the Mosquito Coast of

Central America. The SPG vzas a singular missionary society, and. through

the spiritual torpor of the eighteenth century, this society, "Kept

alive the flame amid the darkness when there was no other light 
22burning."
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John, Wesley and ,the ... Methodist,.Revival.
Wesley the Missionary. 
the Societies; Wesley 
The Revival Begins.

Wesley the Itinerant Preacher; 
in Scotland; George ’Whitefield.;

It was into the dissolute society of r the early eighteenth century, but
into a home touched by evangelical spirit that John Wesley was born in 
1703. His mother, Susanna Wesley was a Godly woman; she had read 

accounts of the work of the Danish-Halle missionaries to India and
also of the SPCK and the SPG, Her children probably heard her tell of 
them, and the stories of her Christian tuition in the home have often 
been told. When, therefore, two of her sons, John and Charles jour
neyed to the New World as chaplains under the auspices of the SPG i^i 

1736, she was overjoyed. Both brothers had been roused by impulses of 

holiness and piety in their days at Oxford and were members of the 
group which was jokingly dubbed the Holy Club by other students?.

John’s stint as a chaplain in Georgia was hardly successful, and at 

the end of an unhappy two years he returned to London in 1738. Charles, 
faring no better, had returned home after only one year. Upon his 

return, John met Peter Bdhler, a young Moravian missionary from Germany, 
and Bohler's simple faith in Christ made a strong impression on Wesley. 
This led him to attend one of the meetings of the group of Moravians 
in Aldersgate Street, which had been founded by Zinaendorf during his 

visit to London in 1737, and there Wesley experienced a conversion and 
an assurance of salvation that changed his life. A few weeks later., 

he travelled to Zinzencdorf’s community in Marienborn in Germany where
he met the Count. It has been recorded that the two men differed on

many points, such as justification and sanctification, and didn’t 

really understand each other. Wesley then determined to go to 

Herrnhut, and once there found himself much more at home. He learned
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much from the simple devotion of the Brethren there and at the end of 
three months, returned home, fired to begin his own ministry of prea
ching. For a while, he and his brother Charles continued their 
fellowship with the Brethren, but in 1740 broke with them, unable to 

agree with their mystical and antinoniian principles.

For the next year, Wesley struggled with his own theology, and early- 
settled into thoughts and. patterns to which he would adhere for the 
rest of his life. When in 1738 he received a call from his friend 
George Whitefield in Bristol to come and help hie preach to the miners 

there, he hesitated - he was not sure that preaching in a field was 
proper. But in the end he went. And that was the beginning of one of 

the greatest itinerant’ministries the world has known. In fact, itin

erancy became a passion with Wesley, and gradually he recruited many 
other travelling preachers. He was to travel some 150,000 miles over 

England and Scotland and preach over 40,000 sermons before his death 

fifty-three years later. And this in a day when travel was either on 

foot or by horse! Wesley's own conversion experience became the model 
for those converted through his preaching. He preached repentance and 
a conscious acceptance of salvation through Christ. And salvation was, 

for Wesley, the free reception of grace by man, offered freely by God
to all men,.

Upon Wesley's advice, those converted through his ministry began to 

meet in small groups to talk and pray together, not only for mutual 

edification, but for strength to withstand the taunts of their friends 
and relatives. Unable to find time to meet with all the small groups 

who urged him to meet with them, he suggested that they all come . 

together on a Thursday evening when he would talk and pray with the 
entire group.. Many such groups began to form and became known as
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societies. One can easily see in these societies the influence of

Spenei*’s •‘‘Collegia Pietatis" and the conventicles of the Kerrnhut

Bi'ethren.

Soon, through the aid of Wesley's great genius for organization, the 

many societies were bound together in a vast network all over England. 

Many in these societies wished to secede from the Church of England 

and form a new church, but for as long as he lived, Wesley was opposed 

to this. In the Armiiii an Magazine for April 1790 he wrote: “I live 

and die a member of the Church of England, and none who regard my 

judgment or advice will ever separate from it." Sometime after*

1740, classes for Bible study and prayer were formed, and provided a 

training ground for leadership. Each member was asked to contribute 

a penny a week to help dissolve the debts incurred by renting ha'lls

for the societies. Societies and classes both were of tremendous

social and educational value as well as spiritual, and bound the people 

together into a close-knit group.

Between 1751 and 1791 Wesley made twenty-two visitsto Scotland, travel

ling as far north as Inverness and Aberdeen. Mere he found the spiri

tual state of the people sadly lacking. His comment after a visit to 

Dundee in 1764 was: "There is seldom feai* of wanting a congregation 

in Scotland. But the misfortune is, they know everything; so they
n)

learn nothing!"'"'1' In Edinburgh on. the 25th of May of that year, he 

visited the General Assembly, and his impressions here were, likewise, 

not the highest - they wasted too much time arguing over simple matters 

such as ministers' stipends! On the whole, he was vzell received by the 

clergy in Scotland, as were other Methodist lay preachers who travelled 

there -- their hospitality being kinder than h;is criticisms. But while

he felt "His mission -was less successful in Scotland than it had been
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in England «,. he recognized that in Scotland congregations were not 
as alienated from the Gospel as were the urban populations of 
England, and that this was due to the effectiveness of the Scottish 
ministry. "25

All the same, societies were begun in Scotland and a record of one of 
the earliest ones is to be found in a diary for the years 1760, 1761 

and 1762 of William Smith, an advocate of Aberdeen and a member of the 
Methodist Society which had been formed there?. His very first entry 
relates to his attending a meeting of the Society. "On 15 April, 17 61 
comes the following note?: ’Mr. Christopher Hooper and Thomas Olivers

came to town from New Castle being two of Mr. Wesley’s travelling 
preacners, and Mr. Hooper preached on Thursday evening at six o’clock 
at the Castlehill ... They were piercing and at the same time the 

plainest and simplest that ever were heard - and blessed by God, they 

have not been without fruit, for many of the people not only heard 

gladly, but have been stirred up to seek salvation and are resolved to 
meet and commune frequently with some that fear God for that purpose'
... Thus the tiny society, which had been struggling for over a year 
received a new infusion, of life. From now on, Aberdeen Methodism was 

in unbroken contact with the work of John Wesley and all the rest of
his connexion." .

During this same span, of years, George ’Whitefield, a friend of the 

Wesleys since Oxford days, and also a member of the Holy Club was also 
moving along the evangelical path. Ho too went to Georgia as a chap
lain for the SPG, and when, two years later he returned to London (when 
he too came into contact with the Brethren in Aldersgate) he was 

ordained a priest and set out to gather funds for an orphanage in 
Georgia. 1t was on this mission he came to Bristol. As he walked out
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one day to the area where the collieries wire, hie saw nern whose 

reputation was that c^dt drunkemess and savagery. He steppet up on 

a little mound of earth and preached, the Gospei to them - just as he 
had done in Georgia. Quickly, his audience grew from about two hun
dred on the first day to twenty thousand people, all waiting, "To hear 
of a Jesus who came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repen
tance." This was the begi nning °f Whit efield's great oetdtor

ministry. And he lov ed. it. Ht hPmself sftd: ”There pop no putpil 
28Iik.p a mound; no sounding-board like heaven. "

George Whitefield was a different figure from Wesley altogether.

Whereas Wesley emerges out of history books as a rather austere and
solitary figure (somewhat like an Old Testament prophet) Whitefield

comes into vision as a warmer personality, enjoying fellowship with
everyone. Hp lacked Wesley 's organizational genius, but as a per.usH-

sivp preacher he mst have been a giant. Benjamin Franklin,, never

known to bp a spendthrift told this tale. "I happened to attend one

of his sermons, in the course of which I perceived be intended to

finish with a collection, and I silently resolved he should get nothin

from me. 1 had in my pocket a handful of copper money, three or four

silver dollars, and five pistoles in gold. As he proceeded, I began
to soften, and concluded to give the copper's!. Anothpo stroke of his

oratory made me asham’d of that; and determin’d me to give the. silvery

and he finish'd so adnn.ra.bly that I empty'd my pocket wholly into the 
29collector's dish, gold and all," '

As Whitefield was preaching at Bristol, demands for his preaching 
elsewhere began to increase and. became so great that he wrote to 

Wesley, soliciting his help. Wesley responded. From the outset, hp 

too preached to great crowds. As he began to travel, preaching to
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great crowds wherever he went, his brother Charles and Whitefield 

began to preach to equally large crowds of Londoners on Moorfields 

and Kensington Common. Suddenly, and without any accountable reason 

the great Revival had begun. 1t was not planned, nor was it antici

pated. 1t came, "Like a breath of the Spirit of God into a hopeless 

and fainting world. On human grounds it cannot be accounted for save

that in all ages the instinct for God implanted in mankind continually 
30urges it to seek God afresh. ” As a result, thousands of men and

women were caught up into a religious enthusiasm and piety, and lives 

were suddenly and miraculously changed. People flocked to church and 

Sunday again became a Sabbath Day, Sobriety replaced drunkenness; a 

strict morality was observed quite generally. The Revival brought

with it almost unbelievable miracles.

The Evangelicals and Revival

1n London with William Romaine and the Eclectic Society; 
throughout England with John Newton, Thomas Scott, Joseph 
Milner, Henry Venn, William Fletcher and Selina, Countess 
of Huntingdon; The Second-Generation Evangelicals - the 
Clapham Sect; Evangelicals in Oxford and Cambridge.

While V/esley and Whitefield were preaching and gathering their converts 

into societies, later to become known as the Methodists, two other 

groups of new believers who were coming into evidence consisted of 

the Englican Evangelicals and the Old Dissenters. The former were 

simply called Evangelicals, remained in their parishes, while the 

latter were mainly the Congregationalists and the Baptists,

1n the beginning, the Evangelicals were of both clergy and laity.

Their numbers were few and not strong, and they were largely the pro

duct of the Methodist revivals. 1n London, William Romaine, who came
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from a family of French Huguenot refugees and whose lite had at .some 
point been touched by the revival solely represented KEauigelicals in 
that city from 1749 for several years., louring those years, his Sunday 

afternoon h.eeCures at St. Dunstans-in-the-West were the1 only evangel

ical services in London, and they were very well attended. He finally- 
received support by the arrival in 1753 of Thomas Jones and in 3-54 
of Henry Venn, both evangelical. preachers. There are many names that 
should appeal' on the roll of the early Evangelicals - John Thornton, 

Richard Cecil., Thomas Haweis and George Pattrick to name just a few. 

These London Evangelicals founded a club in 1-783, the Eclectic Society, 

which provided the means for them to keep in touch with each other,
They held bi-weekly meetings at which they discussed common problems 
and debated both theological and practical questions.

Outside of London, there were others who carried the evangelical banner

in the Church of England.. Sir James Stephen has designated, "As her

Four Evangelists, John Newton, Thomas Scott;, Joseph Milner and Henry- 
11Venn (Now moved to the north).” 1 Newton, formerly a cruel master of 

a slave ship experienced a change of heart and was later ordained to 

the curacy of Olney in Buckinghamshire. Although not particularly 

successful with his parrsi.ioners, he was venerated among his fellow

ministers and to be under his pastoral care was considered, a prize 
greatly to be sought. Scott;, a former grazier, was ordained to a 
curacy neighboring Newton’s. He later succeeded Newton at Olney and 
then moved to London, There he wrote a cornmentary on the Bible which 
made hin famous. Joseph Milner took orders and simuntaneously became 
Headmaster of Hull Grammar School., and lecturer at tine parish church 

there. His work on church history had the important effect of faira-li.- 

ari zing his contemporaries with writers of the early churohi.
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Henry Venn, the last of the four, after a short curacy in Clapham, 

preached in Huddersfield and the surrounding area. His preaching drew 

great crowds there and later in Yelling. He wrote the treatise The 
Complete Duty of Man which greatly influenced, the lives of many other 
churchmen,, In it, his evangelical fervor is understood in this state
ment: "Christ_the law-giver will always speak in vain, without Christ
thd Saviour is first known, All treatises to promote holiness must be 
deplorably defective, unless the Cross of Christ be laid as the foun
dation, constantly kept In view, and every duty enforced as having

32relation to the Redeemer. " How beautifully Venn had stated the 
basis of evangelical teaching.

Another man whose name ‘should be included in this list was John
William Fletcher of Madeley. Of him John Wesley wrote: "I have known

many exemplary men, holy in heart and life, but one equal to him I have 
33not known, one so inwardly and outwardly devoted to God. 1 ' All these 

men, while renewed in spirit by the Methodist revivals remained loyal 
churchmen. Therefore, one could say that it is they and others like 
them who remained in the Church of England who are the true followers 
of John Wesley and should be considered his real spiritual descendents,

One other person among this first generation of Evangelicals who should 
be included is Selina, Countess of Huntingdon. She had early been con

vinced by the evangelical preaching, and in 1757 invited George 
Whitefield and Henry Venn to miake a preaching tour into the western
counties. In London she opened her house to the evangelical clergy 
and made William Romaine her chaplain, Her aim wa^, "To evangelize her

y
own class in society, 1 ’ * As the number of chapels under her patronage
grew, they became organized under the direction of Whitefield into what 
became.known as the Connexion, Because there were not enough trained
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clergy to man her chapels, she established a theological college at 

Trevecca for this purpose. Eventually, she and her lay preachers 

separated from the established church - at which time the ordained 

clergy of the Church severed their connections with her’. But her

influence had been invaluable.

Towards the end of the century another group came into existence 

that was also to have far-reaching influence. This was the Clapham 

Sect. 1t was really no sect at all, but rather a brotherhood - a 

close association of friends who were also neighbors in the village of 

Clapham, which was at that time what we would call a suburb of London. 

These men were all affluent, all in positions of power in England in 

one area or another, and all evangelical Christians - products of the 

revivals. William Wilberforce, MP from Yorkshire was the unacclaimed 

head of the group. He had been converted through reading Dr. Philip 

Doddridge's Rise .and Progress of _ Religion in the Soul. The reading of 

this book led Wilbenforce to a study of the New Testament and resulted 

in a conversion, "As significant as that of John Newton or John 

Wesley.

A list that sounds like an honor roll of the day's leaders, not only 
in government but also in the various missionary and Bible societies 

at the turn of the century forms the membership roll of this group. 

After Wilbenforce appear such names as: Thomas Clarkson, one of the 

earliest and most untiring workers for the abolition of slavery; 

Granville Sharp), a scholar and philanthropist, for many years devoted 

to the struggle against slavery; Zachary Macaulay, editor of the 

Christian Observer (which was the organ of the Clapham Sect and was 

devoted to the abolition of the slave trade) and often called a 

"devoted friend of Africa"; John Shore, Lord Teignmouth, former
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Governor-General of 1ndia, and president, for many years of the

British and Foreign Bible Society; James Stephen, Master in Chancery,

MP for Tralee and a lawyer of Y/est 1ndian expei'ience, having first 

hand knowledge of the cruelty of slavery; Henry Thornton, MP for 

Southwark and a strong supporter of anti-slave trade legislation in 

Parliament; and John Vem, son of Henry Venn and rector at Clapham 

parish church where they all regularly worshipped. One woman, Hannah 

More, a good friend to all of them, a writer of many tracts and a 

tireless worker in establishing Sunday Schools in Cheddar and its 

neighborhood, must also be included on the list;. The closest collab

orators in the interests of the sect;, or "Saints" as they were called, 

were two clergymen - Charles (Saint Charles) Simeon and 1saac Milner, 

both of Cambridge.

Each member of this group was committed to doing good, and they

"Planned and labored together like a committee that never was dis

solved. ’ Led by Vfiiberforce, they all worked on anti- slavery cam

paigns, till in 1807 slave trade was abolished by Parliament. 1n the 

meantime, every member of the group was working on one or more boar”.s 

of the newly-formed missionary and literature societies. They supported 

and contributed to the recently founded periodicals - the Christian 

Ob server, the Missionary Register and the Evangelical Magazine. They 

supported Sunday Schools and Parish Schools. Education for the labor

ing classes and the poor vras of prime concern to them. And at the same 

time, they embarked on a literary crusade for the benefit of the rich, 

which met with great success. Hannah More set the standard, saying,

"To expect to reform the poor while the opulent are corrupt is to throw
. 57odours into the stream, while the springs are poisoned.” ’ They helped 

erect orphanages and they supported penal reform. They fought for the
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abolition of the press gang, the relief of chimney boys and against 
other social ills. And each man was as liberal with his purse as 
he was with his time and energy. The results were astounding.

At Oxford, the Evangelicals were having a hard time of it. Six youths
there had several years earlier been expelled for literally having too
much religion. Another received the same fate - "From having been 

38tainted with Methodistical principle. ” Later, towards the end of 
the century, Oxford was opened to Evangelicals. But it was then too 
late - the truly interested and the keenest minds of the Evangelicals 
had gone to Cambridge.

Here, the Evangelicals fared better, thanks to the presence of Isaac 
Milner, president of Queens College from 1788 and of William Parrish, 
vicar of St. Giles and Professor of Chemistry at Magdalene. These men 
welcomed the Evangelicals and actually drew many of them to study 
there. Probably the best known was Charles Simeon, whose influence 
was to extend far beyond the border of Cambridge. In 1783 he became 
minister of Holy Trinity Church, and in spite of much trouble and many 
disturbances, his Bible, Doctrine and Sermon classes, and his Friday 
Conversation Circle for the discussion of religious questions were 
always full. Fifty years of teaching young men had results beyond 
estimation. "A teacher so wise, so genial, so spiritual, moulding the 
lives of the men from whom the bulk of the clergy were drawn, acquired 
a position almost unique in the English Church. " While his thinking, 
and therefore his teaching were evangelical, he too remained for all 
of his life a Churchman, and he tried to influence his students to 
keep a firm allegiance to the church.. Lord Macaulay wrote: "If you 
knew what his authority and influence were, and how they extended from 
Cambridge to the most remote corners of England, you would allow that 
his real sway in the church was far greater than that of any Primate.
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And with Macaulay’s later involvement with the Church Missionary 
Society, that influence could be said to have extended to the far 
corners of the globe.

The Dissenters and Revival
Congregationalists in England and in Scotland; the 
Baptists.

The Methodists and the Evangelical Party of the Church of England were 
not the only ones involved in the revivals. The old Dissenters - the 
Baptists, Congregationalists, Quakers and Presbyterians were also 
caught up in the general enthusiasm, although the latter two in an 
almost negligible degree. As Dissenters, they had all just passed 
through a century of persecution and difficulty resulting from the 
Clarendon Code of penalties which had placed severe restrictions on 
their lives and even ruined some families by the exorbitant fines..
They had worked hard to repeal many of the crnel laws, but failed.. All 
were strongly rooted in English Puritanism, and believed that man’s 
sole duty was to God. It was, on the whole, a strict and often joyless 
Christianity. But then, perhaps they had little to be joyful about.

Presbyterian and Quaker congregations were gradually decreasing. The 
Presbyterians were, according to Gilbert, "Pacing virtual extinction 
,., while the Society of Priends was playing no part in the massive 
expansion of dissent taking place within Congregational and Baptist
coramuait ie s,

The Congregationalists were Calvinists, believing in predestination. 
They rejected the idea of a state church and believed in separate con
gregations receiving their authority directly from God. Their nuniers 
had increased slowly since the early seventeenth century, strongly
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influenced by the Puritans of Rotterdam and New England where

Congregationalism was growing rapidly. By the middle of that century 

they had a goodly number of meeting houses. With much difficulty they 

survived the vicissitudes of the following one hundred and fifty years, 

and by the middle of the eighteenth century, they were firmly estab

lished. 1n a lecture delivered at Mansfield College in 1911, Newton 

Marshall defined that body thus; "The Congregational movement summed 

itself up in all the movements that had gone before. 1ts doctrine was 

reformed, in ritual it v/as Puritan, it fixed once and for all in a 

visible institution the Separatist ideal, and it denied the episcopacy 

with the Presbyterians. " '

When the revival fires began to burn all around them, they were divided 

in their reception of it. The people were listening to Wesley and 

Whitefield and other Methodist preachers, and conversions were taking 

place. The clergy, however, were slow to follow. Philip Doddridge 

on the other hand, a leading figure in Congregationalism and founder 

of an academy at Northampton v/hich attracted students from all the dis

senting groups, was literally a frontiersman of the revival. As early 

as 1742 he had published works on evangelism, and his hymns published 

at that time have a warm evangelical tone. Tvro of his most outstand

ing students to come out of the academy were Risdon Darracott and 

Benjamin Fawcett, both of whom vere evangelical in spirit, and kept 

cordial relationships with Whitefield and the Methodists. 1n fact, 

connections between George Whitefield and the Congregationalists were 

both numerous and close. He v/as of great assistance to the Countess 

of Huntingdon’s Connexion in founding the school at Trevecca which pro

vided the Congregationalists with many of their ministers. Less than 

a century later, the whole Connexion vas officially linked up with the 

Congregational denomination.
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In Scotland, Congregationalism found a ready welcome. The established
Church there was in little better shape than the churches in England
before the revivals. Of it, Escott says: "Church attendance had

greatly fallen off and the interest of the people no longer shared in

the theological interests of their fathers. The Industrial Revolution
changed their thinking and they were more materialistic minded, both
peasants and the working class. Among the educated class, a spirit of

skepticism was prevalent. Rationalism affected everything. A new
deistic doctrine of man and his natural goodness was set in place of

the ancient theological doctrine of man and his depravity. A degraded 
4-3state of the clergy was well-known. 1 ’ So, it would seem, Scotland too

needed revival.

Into this scene came another pair of brothers - Robert and James 
Haldane - bom in 1764- and 1768 respectively, and who would, more than 
Wesley and his preachers, bring revival to Scotland. They too were 

raised by a devout Christian mother'. After short careers in the navy 
and the East India Company respectively, they retired in their early

I*

twenties. At that time, they began to read the Bible and other Chris
tian books,, and to befriend the neighboring clergy. Prayer became a
daily discipline. "Before long, both had experienced being boxm,

* It^A" •again,

Robert Haldane, having been unsuccessful in an attempt to go to India
as a missionary, decided to give himself to mission work at home and
proceeded to open preaching houses ana seminaries for training preacher

"What India lost at that time ... Scotland gained in the home mission 
4-5work of Robert and James Haldane. 1 ' ’'
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Jatnes Haldane began his work by forming Sunday Schools in Glasgow 

and the surrounding villages. But before long, he tried his hand at
preaching, and in this found his true work. In 1797 he and two
friends set put on a preaching tour of northern Scotland. When they 

returned, they reported that they had found the state of religion 

there to be deplorable. They gave as an example the- town of Thurso, 

having found that that town had not been catachised for forty years.

Moreover, "In all the shire of Caithness, consisting of ten parishes, 
there was scarcely an instance of the Gospel being faithfully 
preaahed. James Haldane’s experiences here resembled those of
Wesley and Whitefield.. His first sermon was preached to not more than 
three hundred persons. The next day, the congregation had increased 
to eight hundred in the morning and to fifteen hundred in the evening.

As a result of this report, it was decided that some program of home 
missions be established.. A society consisting of Christians of differ
ent denominations was formed in Edinburgh to which they gave the name,
The Society for Propagating the Gospel at Home, and the first general 
meeting was held on 11 Januiry, 1798. Their first address declared:
"Our sole intention is to make known the evangelical Gospel of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. In employing itinerants, schoolmasters, or others, we do 

not consider ourselves as conferring ordination upon them, or appoint
ing them to the pastoral office. We only propose by sending them out,

| y
to supply the means of grace wherever we perceive a deficiency,"
Their main work was to encourage Sunday Schools, to promote reading of 
the Scriptures, to circulate tracts, to establish libraries of devo
tional books, and to defray the expenses of ministers willing to preach 
in towns or villages in their neighborhood. Many srni.Il revivals v/ere 
begun by these men. One of the Society’s most important contributions 
was the sending of Gaelic catechists and preachers to the Highlands, 4
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with the result that, "From Solway to the Orkneys, Scotland experi
enced a great spiritual awakening. The two Haldane brothers con
tinued to further the cause of Congregationalism in Scotland till 
1808, in which year they became Baptists. Neither brother felt any 
need for disunion with the Congregationalists, but this feeling was 
not mutual with many in the Church), so they disassociated themselves

from it.

The Baptists had not as yet gained much foothold in Scotland, but their 
numbers were growing in England. At first, they, like the Congrega
tionalists mistrusted the Methodist movement - infant baptism was their 
stumbling block. Moreover, "John Wesley insisted on calling them 
’^Anabaptists' and that'didn't go down very well," Nor should it 

have, for the English Baptists do not trace their origins back to the 
Anabaptist refugees that came to England in the sixteenth century.
While they opposed infant baptism, they held too many fanatical views 
on other issues for the English Baptists to consider them as true 
spiritual forebears. They grew rather', as a group of Separatists out
of the Puritan movement who believed that, "All baptized people were

not automatically part of the Church, but rather that the Church was

composed of baptized persons who voluntarily united in the Church,
50desiring to separate themselves from the world.“

Two groups of Baptists had come into being quite independent of each 
other. The first of these, the General Baptists were a distinct part 
of the Separatist movement. The second group, the Particular Baptists 
sprang from a movement within the Church of England that became the 
Independents and who eventually rejected infant baptism, These two 
groups still existed independently when the revivals began. They too, 

like other nonconformists were divided on the question of
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predestination - the General Baptists being Armenians and the
Particular Baptists holding to strict Calvinism, And with them aalso, 
like the others, by the middle of the eighteenth century, the true 

dynamic of the Christian spirit had gone out of the preaching and out 

of the church. So when the great revivals came along through the 

preaching of Wesley and Whitefield, after the first period of distrust,
they began to remember and put into action their own doctrine of con

version, so centra! to their Christianity, though for a while seemingly

forgotten.

Then one day, a servant in the household of the Countess of Huntingdon 

named. David Taylor, evidently touched by the revivals, began to preach 
in neighboring villages* As a result, several small socicities of 

Christians were formed, and they decided to form themselves into a 
church at Barton, on Methodist lines, in 174-5.* They built themselves 

a chapel and registered it as independent.

Soon there were four other chepels in nearby communities and a movement 
had been started. As they studied the Bible, they became convinced 

that the Scriptural mode for baptism was inversion and that there was 
no Scriptural authority for the baptism of infants at all. By 1760 

their number' had increased, so that they divided into five independent

societies. Strangely, "They existed in isolation, apparently ignorant
. ’ 51of other Baptists with similar views."

Then in. 1762 a Methodist named Dan Taylor was influenced by the Parti
cular Baptists in his neighborhood near Hebden Bridge, But holding 

Methodist Arminian views, he could get no Particular Baptist minister 
to baptise him. He and a friend, walked to Hottingharnshire and there 
found a minister of a General Baptist church to do the job. But when



he went to the General Assembly of the General Baptists in London,

he was sadly disillusioned by their laxity. The result was that

through his work and direction a new Connexion of General Baptists was

founded. Their stated design was, "To revive experimental religion or 
52primitive Christianity in faith and practice. 1 " The group flourished

and others soon joined with them. The preaching had a strong evange

lical tone. They sang with zest and a new hymn book was provided. 

Sunday Schools were begun, and missions were of great interest to them 

This new connexion had the live, new air of the Revival, and many new

churches were founded, "Especially in the towns influenced by the 
53Industrial Revolution. "

In the Particular Baptist group), a new generation of men arose who

were filled vdth evangelical fervor. Robert Hall of Northampton wrote

a book. Help to Zion's Travellers, in 1781-. This book became widely

read and in a way was the beginning of evangelical revival in the

Particular Baptist group. They fought against extreme Calvinism, Hall

maintaining that, "The way to Jesus is graciously laid open for every- 
54one who chooses to come to Him. " Another of the new men, Andrew

Puller, held that, "It was useless to invite the unconverted to put

their trust in Christ if it was impossible for any but the elect to 
55embrace the Gospel." And so the Baptists too now had become a part 

of the Revival.

Of the whole revival, Tudor Jones has given a most fitting summary:

"It was the genius of the Revival that it made personal salvation a 

dramatic event. It forced thousands of people in an age when ration

alism, classicism and indifferent ism were in the ascendant to see that 

their own personal destiny was the one great issue. The rhetoric of 

the preachers was dedicated to bringing men to a point of decision.
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To do this, absolute choices were presented in highly emotive langu
age. Men had to choose between light and darkness, between life and 

death. The similes, metaphors and illustrations of the preachers were 

dramatic in substance and existential in intention. They vere aimed 

at producing a decision rather than to illuminate a point, Men rush

ing towards precipices, ships in high tempests, soldiers arising to 
fight, armies locked in deadly combats, boats floundering in awful
floods o. these were the images which heightened the drema of per- 

56sonal redemption. ’ * ,

Joseph Altholz succinctly summed up the results; "Evangelical P’rotes-

tants are characterized by moral earnestness, a rigorous standard of

conduct and frequent examination of conscience; they emphasize Bible

reading, private family and group prayers and an active role for the
laity. They have become known for their* organized efforts to influence

and reform society, but the original emphasis of the movement was on 
57individuals and small groups."

THE RISE OF MODERN MISSIONS

Early Beginnings '
The Early Reformers; Colonial Enterprise - Propagation of 
Religion in Virginia, the Pilgrims, East India Company;
The SPCK and Dani.sh Missions; Missionary Interest in 
Scotland; Moravian Missions; Contributing Factors and 
Motivations.

Providing the statements of Tudor Jones and Joseph Althoiz .are correct, 
then it is not to be wondered at that the coming era of missionary 
activity was about to be launched. While it was important to those 

newly reborn, inspired and enthusiastic evangelical Christians to
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build their churches in which to worship and to teach their children 
the Christian faith, it was equally impoutanh to them not to let the 
Church become an end in itself. They soon learned that to exist as 
a Church meant to witness. The Gospel neither could nor would be con

tained within the institution. To do so would be to stifle it and kill 
the very spirit which brought it into being. They realized that the 

church was, "placed in the world in order to give witness to Christ's 
redeeming work." They felt, along with the Apostle Paul, that "The 
love of Christ controls us." (ll Corinthians 5:9) Thus controlled, 

they felt compelled to obey Christ's command, "Go therefore and make 

disciples of all nations", (Matthew 28:19) and Peter's admonition to, 
"Declare the wonderful deeds of Him. who called. you out of darkness into 
His marvelous light." (l Peter 2:9)

The Reformation itself, neither on the Continent nor in Britain gave 
birth to any real missionary interest. But the reformers should not 

really be condemned for this seeming failure. In their defence, one 

must remember the times and the situation in which they found themselves. 

Their entire time was literally consumed by their struggles with the 

Roman Church. They had to found and then build their new reformed 
churches, establishing, both-their theology and their ecclesiastical 
life before their vision could move on to the needs and possibilities

of missions. And few of them had ever had any contact with the heathen
world.

However, it should be recognised that the reformers were not totally 
unaware of the need for missions. They knew very well that the Gospel 

had not yet reached the entire world. Luther', in his concern for the 
church's battle against Islam felt that, "The Church has to fight against 

Islam with spiritual weapons ... the only way was the personal testimony
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Bu cer'59of Christians who have fallen into the hands of the Turks. 1 *'

is known to have had a concern for the conversion of the Jews. Calvin

had a more intimate contact with the need for missions through corres
pondence with a group of Brazilian emigrants. In hi.s commentary on 
the Lord’s Prayer, Calvin "Insists that the Christian community has to 
pray for the conversion of the heathen and to draw all nations of the
earth to God,

The one great visionary of the Reformation would seem to be Erasmus, 
While not a reformer in the sense of Luther and Calvin, his interest
in the Church was evident and that he saw a need for missions can be
seen in a few statements from his treatise, On the. _ Art of Preaching,
He wrote; "Travellers bring home from distant lands gold and germss;

but it is worthier to carry hence the wisdom of Christ, more precious 
than gold, and the pearl of the Gospel, which would put to shame all 
earthly riches. Christ orders to pray the Lord of the harvest to send 
forth laborers, because the harvest is plenteous and the laborers are 
few. Must we not then pray God to thrust forth laborers into such 
vast tracts? ... It is a hard work I call you to, but it is the highest 
of all. Would that God had. accounted me worthy to die in so holy a 
work ’ ’’^

It could. be said that in Britain, the Missionary Movement literally 

grew alongside the colonial enterprise - "The very first missionary 

contribution in England was Sir Walter Raleigh’s gift of one hundred 
pounds to the company which founded the Elizabethean colony of

62Virginia, for the propagation of religion in that settlement." The 

Pilgrim Fathers who sailed in the Mayflower in 1620 founded their 
colony in New England and hoped to evangelize the red men they found 
living there. John Eliot joined this group in I63I and -preached to
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the Iriquois Indians for fifty-eight years and translated the Bible

into the language of the Mohicans,

The East India Company founded in 16000), "Proved, in a way, unwillingly

to be the most noteworthy servant of Jehovah since the empire of Cyrus 
6 3the Great," '' On each ship that sailed to India was a chaplain, and 

each of their five factories vaas provided with one. These chaplains 

were, of courses, meant to serve the British cormnnity, and evangeliz
ation of the heathen was incidental. At first, the company gladly 
cooperated with any missionary endeavors that applied to them for help... 
But somehow, during the following yearns, the missionary good will of 
the company was lost, and by the end of the eighteenth century, mis
sionaries for India were refused passage on their ships.

The attempt of Cromwell in 1649 to raise money to send missionaries
to America and the West Indies received little support throughout the
country. The money that was received was enough to purchase lands
yielding nearly six hundred pounds a year. In this respect, "The

nation as such became the first missionary society, and the Corporation 
6/for the Propagation of the Gospel in New England was its executive. ” ' 

Political problems in. England were then causing great trouble which, 
together with Cromwell's death and the Restoration put an end to this 
and other plans for missions that he had.. This society' vas brought 
again to life under Charles II- and supported missionary work in Nova
Scotia and Neva Brunswick,

Then an interesting thing happened. In 17005, letters from the first 
missionaries to India, Bartholomov Ziegenbalg and Henry Plutschau, sent 

under the auspices of Frederick IV, King of Denmark, to Tranquebar, a 
Danish settlement on the south-east coast of India were received!, tellin
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of their work there. These letters were translated into English and 
published. They were sent to the SPG- in London, along with a request 
for financial aid for the mission. But this society, unable because 
of its charter to support any work outside the English colonies, sent 

the letter on to the SPCK, whose chief works were their charity
schools and the publication of literature. They were not bound by 

charter, and their interest was caught. In 1710 a subscription was 

opened and gifts for the mission were received. They subsequently 

tried to enlist missionaries in England., but in this they failed.

It is interesting to note that this English society, with full approval

of the Archbishop of Canterbury and. other bishops of the Church of

England, undertook to support - and continued to support for many years

- a Christian mission whose preachers were orda.ined by the Lutheran

Church. As early as 1719, Archbishop Wake wrote to Ziegenbald shooting
that the SPCK was acting with the full approval of the Church of England
And as late as 1812, a letter from • Bishop Heber says, "The SPCK recog- 

6 5nized their ordination, and no one will blame the Society.* The East 

India Company had proved to be of great help to this early mission, 

transporting books and letters without charge.

During this same period, the missionary' spirit was also coming to life

in Scotland. In the year 1647? the General Assembly recorded a desire 
66to take the Gospel to the unconverted, ’‘Especially to the Jews. 1 ’ But 

nothing is known to have come of it. In I709 the Society in Scotland 
for Propagating Christian Knowledge was founded in Edinburgh. While 

their chief interest was missions to the Highhandteh they also gave a 

grant of five hundred and forty-thi-iree pounds to the Presbyterian colon

ists in New York and New Jersey to maintain two missionaries to the
Indians t h ere. One of these men was David Brainerd, whose short work
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of three years, 174-4- to 174-7 accomplished great things among the 
Delaware Indians. A few years later, this society began translation

of the Bible into Gaelic,

While Britain was experiencing these small beginnings, all creating 
much interest and firing the imaginations of the people, it should be 

remembered that the great movement of the Moravian Missions was being 

born and growing in Germany. When, in 1731 Count Zinzendorf attended 

the coronation of King Christian IV in Copenhagen, he saw there two 

Eskimoes, .sent by Hams Egede, a Norwegian clergyman sent to Greenland 

by the Danish Halle Mission - a work which was about to be closed down,

At the .same time he heard about the sufferings of the slaves in the 

West Indies, and actually talked with Anthony Ulrich, a negro slave 

from St, Thomas. When he reported on these situations to the Brethren 

upon his return to Herrnhut, they accepted this information as a mes
sage from God - a signal for action. Two young men, Leonard Dober and
Thomas Leupold. wrote to Zinsendorf and, "Made the first recorded offer 

6"7of service to Moravian Missions." The result was the beginning of

the greatest missionary movement ever' known, when the two men set out

for St, Thomas in the West Indies and two others left for Greenland to
establish New Herrnhut. Within the next few years, missionaries went
to heathen areas in many parts of the world, and in fifty years, these

Brethren had set up twenty-seven mission stations served by one hundred
and sixty-five missionaries. And by 1832, exactly a hundred years later,
"The work comprised forty-one stations with forty thousand persons in 

68charge served by two hundred and nine brethren and sisters."

As the eighteenth century advanced, many ideas and motivations were 
"Working together for good" for the advancement of Christ's kingdom.
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For all, the desire to win souls for that kingdom was the primary 
motive. Underlying that desire was love • love for Christ and conse
quently a love for mankind. This love resulted in a compelling drive 
in both men and women to share their new faith, their joy in their 
salvation and their hope for eternal life in a Heavenly hereafter,
Many were inspired by letters and reports arriving home from mission
aries already at work in some distant land telling of converts andI
miracles as well as of hardships. Others were inspired by many of 

the great missionary hymns written during this time. One of the earli

est and perhaps best known. was Jesus Shall Reign Where'er the Sun, writ

ten by Isaac Watts in 1719. And in a more light-hearted vein, tales of 

romance and adventure were arriving via ships returning home from 

remote and alluring places all over the globe, which stirred the iimg- 

inations and broadened peoples' horizons, causing them to dream of far 

away places with strange sounding names.

Beyond all this, there were also strong cultural and ethical motivations 
that weighed heavily on men's minds. For example, William Carey, 
unquestionably dedicated to spreading the Gospel in India voiced a
sense of what must be considered a cultural motive* He wrote: "Can
we hear that they are without the Gospel, without government, without 
laws, and without arts and sciences; and not exert ourselves to intro
duce amongst them the sentiments of men and of Christians? Would not

the spread of the Gospel be the most effectual means of their civiliza- 
69tion? Would not that make them useful members of Society?" A clearly 

ethical motive was that of indebtecniess, in particular to the Africans 

who had suffered from the slawe trade. In the charge given to two 

German missionaries sent out by the Church Missionary Society in 1800-., 

Josiah Pratt said: "The temporal misery of the whole Heathen World has
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been dreadfully aggravated by its intercourse with men who bear the 
name of Christians : but the Western Coast of Africa between the 
Tropics, and more especially that part between the Line and the Tropic 
of Cancer, has not only, in common with other heathen countries, 
received from us our diseases and our vices, but it has even been the 
chief theatre of the inhuman Slave Trade; and tens of thousands of 

its children have been annually torn from their dearest connections, 

to minister to the luxuries of men bearing the Christian name .,. and 
though Western Africa may justly charge her sufferings from, the trade 
upon all Europe directly or remotely, yet the British nation is now 
and has long been most deeply criminal, We desire, therefore, while 
we pray and labour for the removal of this evil, to make Western Africa 

the best remuneration in our power for its manifold wrongs."

So with hearts filled, with love, and minds inspired by lofty motives, 
many young men and women responded to the call for volunteers to go 

out as missionaries, caring little that they would face dangers and 

difficulties, problems and privations, despair and death. The love 

and inspiration bred in them a holy zeal which, together with the dedi

cation to put it into action gave rise to the numerous missionary and 

missionary type societies that began to come into existence at the 

turn of the century. Added to this was the ability in many of the 

members of these new societies to raise money with which to finance
the missionary projects, thus enabling the rapid growth of their mis

sions. Nor was there, for the most part, any shortage of manpower.
The religious fervor resulting from the revivals caused even poor men 
to offer themselves as missionaries. Their spiritual convictions acted 

as the spur; and with some effort on their parts, and with a modicum 
of education, a career as a missionary backed by one of the societies 

became a sudden and dazzling possibility.
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The Birth of Modern Missions

The year 1792 is considered by many as the year of the birth of modern

missions. It is the year that saw the foundation of the Baptist

Missionary Society at Kettering - the society which sent William Carey

as its first 010310X3.1/' to India. However, Max Warren in his study on

the modern missionary movement suggests the year I/89 as the year that

ushered in this great expansion of the Christian Church. He writes:

"In that year, the Eclectic Society in London, a group of as yet

unknown and undistinguished clergy and laity, took for their subject

of discussion on February l6th the question, ’What is the best method

of propagating the Gospel in the East Indies?' In I789 Carey became

a Baptist minister in Leicester, and never ceased to press the subject

of Missions upon the attention of his fellow ministers. I789 also saw

the first of WO.lhOam Wiiberforce 1 s great parliamentary speeches on the 
71subject of slavery."

Eugene Stock, historian of the Church Missionary Society ^£□.3^3 the 

year 17786 instead as the great year to claim the birth of modern mis

sions^. He lists twelve outstanding events which occurred in that year

as his reasons.

"In this year; ■

1. William Wilberforce (who had shortly before experienced 
his conversion) solemnly resolved 'to live to God’s glory 
and his fellow-creature’ good’.

2. Thomas Clarkson's essay against the slave-trade was 
published and began its work of influencing the public 
mind.

1. Granville Sharp (he produced the famous brief that
brought about the freedom of slaves in England in 1772) 
formulated his plan for settling liberated slaves at 
Sierra 'Leone.
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4. Daavi. Brown, the first of the five chaplains to a 
military orphanage landed in Bengll..

5. Charles Grant at Calcutta conceived the idea of a 
great mission to India, He was a director* of the 
East India Company from 1792 and later its charman.

6. William Carey proposed at a Baptist Ministers 
meeting the considerations of their responsibility 
to the heathen,

7. The first shipload of convicts was sent to Australia, 
and a chaplain was sent with them,

8. The Eclectic Society discussed Foreign Missions for 
the first tine, the question being ’What is the best 
method of planting and propagating the Gospel in 
Botany Bay? •

9. A visit by Christian Friedrich Schwartz, Halle edu
cated missionary with the Danish Mission in India vho 
pioneered Christian vernacular schools there, and who 
was the SPCK Lutheran missionary in South India•to 
Tinnevelly which led, more than twenty years after, 
to the establishment of the Church Missionary Society 
Tirmevelly Mission. •

10, Dr. Coke, the great Wesleyan missionary leader, made 
the first of his eighteen voyages across the Atlantic 
to carry the Gospel to the negro slaves in the West 
Indies, an enterprise afterwards joined in by the 
Church Missionary Society and several other societies.

11, The Act of Parliament which enabled the Church of 
England to commence its Colonial and Missionary Epis
copate was passed,

12, Dr, Tiunlow, Bishop of Lincoln, preaching the annual 
sermon of the SPG advocated the evangelization of 
India. And he appealed to the East India Company to 
build churches and support clergymen for them."72

The Baptist Missionary Society

William Carey; Foundation of the Society in 1792; John 
Thomas, Surgeon; Missionary work begun in India.,

Following this year, 1786, William Carey never ceased to work for the 
establishment of a missionary society within the Baptist Church, of 
which he was an ordained minister. He cobbled shoes and taught school
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in order to keep his family alive, but he studied constantly and 

longed to carry the Gospel to the heathen. To begin with, he received 

little support from his fellow Baptist ministers. At a meeting of 

ministers in 1786 in Northampton, Carey’s suggestion to send the Gos

pel to the heathen was answered by the rebuke, "You are a miserable 

enthusiast for asking such a question. Certainly nothing can be done 

before another Pentecost, when an effusion of miraculous gifts, inclu

ding the gift of tongues will give effect to the commission of Christ
71as at first.” But even such a public snub could not quench his 

spirit, and at each successive meeting of the ministers, year after 

year, Carey continued to press his case. He also put his ideas into 

writing in his now famous, An Enquiry into the O^bhOga.tOons of 

Christians to. use Means for the Conversion of the Heathens, in whi.ch

the Religious State of the Different Nations of the World, the Success

of Former Undertakings and the Practicability of Further Undertakings

are considered by William Carey.

Slowly, one by one, a few friends of Carey, ministers in Northampton

shire who were praying monthly for revival., cams to agree with his 

thinking. Then, at the ministers meeting on 31 May, 1792, Carey was 

asked to preach to the meeting. Seizing his opportunity, using Isaiah 

5S-:2, 1 as his text - "Enlarge the place of your tent, and let the cur

tains of your habitations be stretched out; hold not back, lengthen 

your cords and strengthen your stakes. For you will spread abroad to 

the right and to the left, and your descendants will possess the 

nations and will people the desolate cities", - he preached what has

since become a. guide for many missionary meetings-- - "Expect Great

Things from God. Attempt Great Things for God.” That night, plans 

were made to propose A Baptist Society for Propagating the Gospel among
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the Heathen at the next meeting. This was done, but the actual for

mation of the society did not take place until the ministers meeting 

at Kettering in October 1792* This first missionary society of the 

era did not, like many that followed it, quickly find large sums of 

money with v/hich to set the operation into motion. In fact, the first 

offering amounted to just a little over thirteen pounds! From then on, 

Andrew Puller, minister of the church in Kettering spent much of his 

time travelling about Britain to gather funds.

During this time;, a young surgeon, John Thomas, on service on an East 

India ship had been baptized, and decided to give himself to evangeliz

ing in India. He had been studying the language of Bengal since 1786, 

so he could easily communicate with the people. Seeing the success of 

the Danish mission to the south, he decided to return to England to 

get support and a colleague. Having heard of the new movement of the 

Baptists, he applied and became their first appointed missionary,

Carey volunteered to become his colleague, and the two sailed for India 

in 1793 - but not on an East India ship;, for the company was opposed to 

the whole idea. For six years Carey and Thomas worked in the north of 

India, all the way to the borders of Bhutan. Then in 1799, four more 

missionaries arrived and the six joined together to begin a mission in 

Serampore, just fourteen miles from Calcutta. Two of the new arrivals 

died shortly. The remaining four were a great combination to launch 

the new mission. "'Thomas was a surgeon, Carey a linguist of excep

tional powers, William Ward an experienced printer and Joshua Marshman 

a schoolmaster," This combination proved to be a real formula for 

success. By 1812 tracts had been published in twenty different 

languages, they had taught over ten thousand children in their schools
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and baptized over seven hundred converts. This first mission had

set a formidable standard for all followers.

The London Missionary Society

Drs, David Bogue and Thomas Haweis; Foundation of the 
Society in 1795; The First Missions.

Not long after Carey and Thomas had begun their work, a letter was 
received from Carey by his old friend Dr. John Ryland (he had baptized 

Carey in 1783) who was now at the Baptist College in Bristol. Ryland 

invited Dr. David Bogue, minister of the Independent Chapel (Congrega

tional) at Gosport and Rev, Stevens of the Scotch Church to share the 

news of this letter in which Carey told of his first six weeks in
Bengal, Dr, Bogue was so moved that he wrote an article for the
Evangelical Magazine with the rather strange title. To the Evangelical
Dissenters, who practice Infant Baptism, in which he appealed to the

readers for the cause of missions. "What shall we render unto the Lord
75for all His benefits?" It was a masterful, well-thought-out appeal

including facts concerning numbers of heathen, a confession on behalf

of the Dissenting Church in England to sloth in this matter, and a

rationale for embarking on a missionary venture adding, "I am confident

that very many among us are willing, nay desirous to see such a work

set on foot, and will contribute liberally of their substance for its

support. Nothing is wanting but for some persons to stand forward and 
76to begin. ”

Shortly thereafter, in the November 1794. issue of the same magazine,
Dr. Thomas Haweis, chaplain for the Countess of Huntingdon published 
a review of Letters, ,on Missions addressed to the Protestant Ministers 

of , the* British Churches by Melville Horne, a former chaplain to Sierra
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Leone who had tried to form a mission there. After quoting Christ's 
command to go to all the world, he asked, "What monies have we sub

scribed, what associations have we formed, what prayers have we

offered up), what animated exhortations have we given to cur flocks 
77and to one another on the subject of missions?" At the end of the 

article, Dr. Haweis informed the public that one hundred pounds had 

already been pledged by one man, providing a society could be formed, 

for the first six persons who would be willing to go as missionaries 

to the South Seas - and an additional five hundred pounds would be 

available. These two articles aroused much excitement and. were largely 

influential in the founding of the London Missionary Society.

On 4 November, 1794 eight ministers of evangelical sects met in 
a London coffee house to consider the practicability of founding a new 

missionary society. This, and several subsequent meetings stirred, up 

a tremendous interest in both clergy and laity. In April of 1795 the 

Evangelical Magazine published an address written by the Rev. George 

Burder of Coventry in v/hich he urged: "Let us do something lKddDLATLLY 

Life is short. Let us work while it is called today. The night of 

death approaches; and our opportunities of being useful will close 

forever. Whatsoever then our hands find to do, let us do it with all
-7 0

our might, and that without delay. ’ ’ Many responded and on the 21

September, the Missionary Society - later to be called the London

Missionary Society - was formed. Its constitution was non-sectarian
and they stated that, "The sole object is to spread the knowledge of 

79Christ among heathen and other unenlightened nations."' A subscrip

tion for funds was opened and within a month they had over three thous

and pounds. A decision was taken at the final meeting on the 25 

September to send missionaries, "To Otaheite, or some other of the
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islands of the South Sea," It was also decided that the Evangelical 

Magazine, would be the official organ of publication through which they

would conraiuiigLte with their members.

Before September of 1795 was over, "Resolutions were adopted that a 

full account of the foundation of the society should be sent to minis

ters and friends in Scotland, and to all foreign protestant churches, 
seeking their coopermtOon.^SS By the following year?, letters had been 

received as well as some contributions from Holland, G-erma^nyr, Sweden

and Switzerland.

The Society immediately began to look for candidates for missionaries 

for this first venture. Considering the spirit of the times, in which 

missionary fervor was rising rapidly, candidates were soon found and 

examined by the conmi.tt.ee. The ship *Duff" was purchased, and in 

August of 1796 thirty-six men and women with two children were ready 

to sail. Their first ^o.ssion would soon be a. reality.

The next two missions were decided upon on the 24- July, 1797 when 

Dr. Vanderkamp of Dordrecht was accepted as a missionary to go to 

Jamaica, On the same day, it was also decided to send a mission to 

Hindostan. And so the Missionary Society expanded its operations.

"By 1820 they had missions established in the South Seas; six in 

Ultra Ganges (the far east); nine in the East Indies; two in Russia;

two in the Greek Mission; fifteen in Africa, plus one each in
82Mauritius and Madagascar; and four in the West Indies. ” ’ " This was

no smalt accomplishment in twenty-five year’s;!
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Missionary Interest in Scotland

Missionary Societies in Glasgow and Edinburgh; Robert 
Haldane.

Shortly after the founding of the London Missionary Society, a sina.ll

beginning was made in Scotland. In February of 1?9^> both the Glasgow

and Edinburgh Missionary Societies were formed, supported by many

ministers of both the Church of Scotland and of the Secession group.

In fact, "The first sermon on behalf of the Edinburgh Society was 
o

preached by Dr. Erskine." The interest aroused by their formation 

brought the question of missionary support to the General Assemblies 

of both churches that year. But in spite of great general interest, 

support was not strong enough, for both assemblies voted against any 

support of the societies. The Church of Scotland claimed that these 

societies "Were nothing but revolutionary clubs in disguise, highly
8Adangerous in their tendency to the good order of society at large", '

and the Associate Synod, "Pronounced against the societies on the

ground of the lowering of denominational testimony by promiscuous assc- 
85ciation in mission work." The two societies decided to go ahead any

way, sending at first their financial support to the London Society. 

Later they were to send out missionaries to found their own missions, 

but no great success was to come to them, and one after another of 

their attempts had to be abandoned. Not until twenty-eight years had 

passed would the Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1824 venture 

into the work of foreign missions.

It was also at this time that Robert Ilaldane of Stirling, influenced 

by ta3.es of William Carey’s mission in India, decided that he too ought 

to become a missionary to India. Already a generous subscriber to the 

London Missionary Society (he was, in fact, "One of the first Scotsmen
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to enroll himself as a member of the London Missionary Society, 
giving fifty pounds to its funds in 1796"), and appointed a director

at its general meeting in May of the same year. In 1797 the board 

of that society,, concerned with obtaining qualified and trained men 

as missionaries, heard a paper prepared by Dr. Bogue on the subject..
As a result, they adopted several resolutions requesting suggestions 
for finding good men to be missionguiLes, and that ministers should 

seriously consider themselves for missionary work. It was as a res

ponse to these resolutions that Mr. Haldane decided to go to India, 
and asked Dr. Bogue to accompany him. Dr. Bogue accepted, and Benares

was chosen as the site for their mission. Mr, Haldane then sold his

estate at Airthrey, and set about to prepare for the new/ work, but the

East India Company refused him a permit to land in India, in spite of

influence exerted on his behalf by both Pitt and Wilberforce. The

Company feared interference by the missionaries in their trade, and

one of their directors actually stated that, "He would rather see a 
87•band of devils in India than a band of missionaries." This defeat

for Robert Haldane's missionary aspirations was to turn into a great 

blessing for the cause of missions in Scotland. In 1798 he and his 

brother, together with friends had formed the Society for the Propa
gation of the Gospel at Home, whose entire purpose was missionary in 
character. They supported, in every way the Missionary ,,Magazine, foun

ded in 1796 by Charles Stuart, an Edinburgh physician and Greville 

Ewing, assistant minister at Lady Glenorchy's Chapel in Edinburgh,

Mr, Ewing became the first editor of the magazine. It was to be a 

monthly publication and was, "Intended as a repository of discussion

and intelligence respecting the progress of the Gospel throughout the 
88world. ' ‘ Circulation quickly rose to over five thousand copies and 

did much to foster missionary interest throughout Scotland.
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The Church Missionary Society

"Church Principle”; Foundation of the Society in 1799;
Henry Martyn; German Missionaries; Lay Settlers; First 
Missionaries in 18155.

In 1799 & third society was founded which would further even more the 

cause of missions in Britain - the Church Missionary Society. Several

‘ men of the Church of England, already strong supporters of the non

denominational London Missionary Society felt that, "The Church of
89England must have its own Missions," Two years earlier, William 

Wilberforce, John Venn, Charles Grant and Charles Simeon had been dis

cussing just such a society. Although these men and many other church

men were involved in varying degrees in the other society, there was 

within them _ a loyalty to the Church of England, its episcopacy and its 

liturgical worship, and they agreed, "That Missions must be based on 

Church Principle. ” By this was meant: "(l) That no church enter

prise ought to be undertaken by individual clergymen without the bishops

at their head, and (2) that every man ordained by a bishop was ipso 
91facto fit to be a missionary."

So it was only natural that these devoted churchmen should found their 

own missionary society which they did ~ in London on the 12 April,

1799, and they called it The Society for Missions to Africa and the 

East. This name would later be changed to simply, The Church Mission

ary Society. Their rules were drawn up and John Venn prepared a state

ment for publication saying: "It would be the committee’s aim to rec

ommend such men only as have themselves experienced the benefits of 

the Gospel, and therefore earnestly desire to make known to their

perishing fellow-sinners the grace and power of a Redeemer, and the. ,
92inestimable blessings of His salvation," ' Wilberforce, Grant and Venn
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went to present the rules to the Archbishop of Canterbury, but that 
gentleman was 'wary of the idea and would not commit himself. A year 

later, he gave his blessing and encouraged the society to proceed.
Nov/ this group too was faced with the three requisites - men, money 
and a place to establish a mission. The first of these proved to be 
the real stumbling block. No one witlun the established church could 

be found who was willing to leave home and head out into the unknown - 

such a step of faith was too great. It was not until .1802 that Henry 

Martyn (in 1803 to become curate .to Charles Sinieon) expressed a desire 
to become a missionary under the auspices of the society. But a num

ber of difficulties prevented him from accepting such a post. Finally, 

in 1805 he became a chaplain with the East India Company and worked in 

India for six years. Although his name, was never listed on the 

society’s roll, he has ever since been remembered as their first 

English candidate.

In the meantime, the frustrated committee had begun to search outside

of England for candidates. They wrote to the Berlin Missionary
Seminary and there obtained two men, Melchior Renner and Peter Harivvig

to become their first missionaries. Not being English churchmen, they
were accepted as missionary catechists for West Africa. When the time

came for them to leave, they returned first to Germany where they were
ordained by their own Lutheran Church. This put them, . "On a par
ecclesiastically with the German and Danish missionaries of the SPCK 

93in India. ' ' The committee then accepted them as full missionaries.

They sailed in 1804 to begin work in Sierra Leone and thus became the 

society's first real missionaries,, '

Until 1815 uo Englishmen could be found to go as missionaries - only 

German Lutherans. In 1809 two candidates, William Hall and John King
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were found, but they were not missionaries in the traditional sense -

they were artisans going to New Zealand ass, "Pioneers of Industry and

civilization, though. with the object, through these, of introducing 
94the Gospel; and they were called Lay Settlers. '* Two months after

these men had sailed, the committee accepted for training as a mis

sionary a shoemaker, Thomas Norton, who eventually became a clergyman,
A second candidate was William Greenwood, a blanket manufacturer who 
also studied to be a clergyman. At first, both men were refused 

ordination - it was believed they sought ordination only as a stepping- 

stone to becoming missionaries. But finally, in 1813, ordination was 

granted; but it was not until 1815 that they sailed as missionaries.

The Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society

Wesley and Missions; Joseph Pilmoor and Richard Boardman, 
forerunners; Missionary work of Dr. Thomas Coke; "Godly 
Jealously"; Founding of the Society in 1813.

A late-comer among the many societies being formed during these years 

was the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, founded in 1813. The 

missionary idea vas not a ne^vr one to the Methodists. Both John and 

Charles Wesley had themselves been missionaries to Georgia in 1736“ 

1738. When John Wesley later embarked on his career of itinerant 

preaching, he claimed the entire world as his parish - and Methodists 
have ever since claimed this as the beginning of their world expansion. 

In their rebellion against Calvinism, the Wesleys preached a doctrine 
of universal redemption. Following this came the pursuit of holiness

- they longed for and sought the internal work of the Holy Spirit for 
sanctification. "This is the order of things in the economy of grace
- saintship and service, inward dedication and outward activity; the 

sanctifying of heart and will imports the yielding of hands and tongue,
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95talents and goods, an entire and living sacrlfici." With such

inner compulsion, it valid have been impossible for the Methodists 
NOT to form a missionary society. Besides, by the time of the forma
tion of their society, the Methodists had actually already been 
engaged in missionary wbrk for fifty years.

As early as 1769, the Methodist Conference had collected the vast sum 
of seventy pounds and sent two men, Joseph Pilmoor and Richard

Boardman as missionaries to America, The result of their work was the 

founding of the Methodist Episcopal Chuuch there. Then in 1786,

Wesley appointed Thomas Coke to superintend these missions, perhaps 

as a result of Coke's great interest in missions. He had in 178% pub

lished his ideat, Plan of the Society for the Establishment of Missions 
among the Heathen. 1t met with little response. Then, on the way to 

America in that same year, his ship was driven far off course in a 

storm, and they landed on Antigua, an island in the West Indies. There 

he found a large body of Christian negroes - the result of the work of 

the Moravian missionaries - and he soon proceeded to establish a 

Methodist mission on the island!. From this time on, he worked unceas

ingly for missionary enterprise in the Methodist societies, with the 
result that both interest in missions and missionary projects contin
ued to increase, 1n a report given to a Liverpool conference in July 
1813, the numbers of Methodists' around the world in missionary enter

prises were: "100 in Fiance; 127 in Gibralter; 96 in Sierra Leone;

1, 522 in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland; 15, 220 in the West lndi.es and 
216,000 in the U.S.A.n>

The care of these missions must have presented an awesome task for 
just one man and his committee, and. there was no way of collecting
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funds to support these missions except by Dr «, Coke’s begging rounds. 

Finally, as a result of* much firnmcial embarrassment, a C omit tee mi 

Finance and Advice was formed in 1800. which consisted of all hht

Methodist preachers in London. But even this was not sufficient to 

handle all the work efficiently.

The circumstance which probably brought the most pressure to bear on 
the Methodists for forming their own missionary society was vrhat their 
own historians have labeled "G-odly jealousy". Two groups in particu
lar, the London Missionary Society and the British and .Foreign Bible 

Society were soliciting funds for their work on a regular basis from 
all the free churches, Methodists included. Their people were intensely 

interested in missions, and they gave liberally to all such appeals. 

When Dr. Coke became aware of this, he wrote to his committee in 1812; 

"The LMS are forming committees of two or three of OUR friends, to

raise annual subscriptions among OUR societies and hearers for support 
97of THEIR missions. 1 " It is easy to believe that this became a strong

argument in favor of forming their own society!

With the background of Dr. Coke's already established missions, with 

their own enthusiastic missionary interest, and with the Godly jealousy 
of the leaders, the Methodists proceeded to form their own society.

The Rev, George Morley who travelled in the Leeds circuit and the Rev. 

Jabea Bunting, chairman of the District were responsible for this step. 
At a meeting in Leeds on 6 October, 1813, the Rev. Morley brought 
up the subject, and a Missionary Society for the Leeds District was 
proposed And accepted. Nineteen resolutions were accepted and the 

Methodist Platform was produced. Other societies in surrounding dis-' 

tricts soon followed suit - only a few held back, claiming that.
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"Methodist Chapels were established, only for Divine Worship of God - 
98not for public meetings for perilous innovations. ‘ ’ In 1814, after

the death of Dr, Coke, the committee accepted laymen as members and 

became known as the "executive committee". But not until 1817 was a 

constitution for a general foreign mission department discussed, and 

then a plan for a Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society drawn up. Its 

final form was adopted by the Conference in 1818 and the General 

Wesleyan Methodist Missionary' Society came officially into being.

The Religious Tract Society

Forerunners - the SPCK., Hannah More, Mrs. Wilkinson,
Rev, John Campbell, Wesley, others; The Rev, George 
Burder; Formation of the Society in 1799; Early 
Successes; Foreign Work.

Besides all the great missionary societies, two literary societies 

were founded during this era which were to be of invaluable assistance 

to them. The .first of these was the Religious Tract Society, founded, 

in 1799, proposed at the annual meetings of the London Missionary 

Society in that year. The spreading of religious tracts was not a new 

idea. For a full century, the SPCK had. been publishing and distribu

ting Christian literature of this kind. Hannah More had for many year 

been writing small tracts for her work with Sunday Schools, And fol

lowing her, a Mrs, Rebecca Wilkinson of Clapham, together with some of 

her friends printed a large number of tracts. In fact, her work, might 

be judged through numbers alone. With the aid of the Philanthropic

Society, "211,000 books and 229,250 tracts and pocket prayer-books 
99were printed for her."

Mich earlier, in 1750, the Society for Diffusing Religious Knowledge 

among the Poor published many small books for both children and adults
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And still earlier, John Wesley noted in his Journal., dated 20 

December, 1745, "We had within a short time given away some thou

sands of little tracts among the common people." And in 1788 his 

Arminian Magazine appeared. 1n 1787 an undenominational Society 

for the Reformation of Manners was begun by Wilberforce for the 

distribution of tracts against prevalent vices, especially drunken- 

nesa, By the end of the century, the many religious peroidicals-- 

of the era had appeared.

1n Scotland, tract circulation was begun in 1789 by the Rev, John 

Campbell who had earlier come into contact with such a publica

tion at a book stall. He was so impressed with the tract he saw 

that he had an edition of it printed and circulated. He had re

peated this process several times as he came across other tracts 

which he felt would be of value to others, when some of his friends 

suggested that tract circulation could be done more effectively 

by forming a society for that purpose. This he did in 1793 and

about which he wrote: "About a dozen formed ourselves into a Re

ligious Tract Society, This, as far as 1 know, was the first 

society of this kind that ever existed in the world, o^his

was the Religious Book and Tract Society which later expanded to 

become the Religious 3ook and Tract Society of S’cotland in 1855.

1n 1799), the Rev. George Burder came to London, partly to attend to 

business losses incurred by the bankruptcy of a London bookseller 

who had published many tracts for him. Peeling that privately fi

nanced ventures of this type were inadequate, he hoped to meet with 

and persuade some fellow ministers to establish a non-sectarian so

ciety to publish and circulate tracts and other literature of an
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evangelical nature. His arguments vzere persuasive and on 9 and 

10 May, forty of his friends met and the Religious Tract Society was 

founded. 1n July they issued an address to the public in which they 

stated their purpose and plan. They wrote: "Let the fair picture of

religion hang in public, and each strong persuasive find its vwy into 

all surrounding connections. Let volumes be condensed into a few 

pages; let pious ingenuity toil - while twice ten thousand hands 

distribute the salutary produce from family to family, and from county 

to county; and ‘May He, from whom all holy desires, all good counsels 

and all just works do proceed, unite the hearts of His people in such 

an undertaking - inspire them with all needful wisdom and energy - 

and accomplish their most extended desires’,

The first tract published by the society was written by ID?. Bogge and, 
102"Has frequently been called the Society's Act of Parliament," 1n 

this address is listed what he considered to be the seven qualities 

that ought to be found in a good tract. The first was pure truth,

The second, called the society’s "Golden Rule" stated: "Each should 

contain some account of the way of salvation, (so that if a person 

were to see but one and never had an opportunity of seeing another, 

he might plainly perceive that, in order for his salvation, h e mss t be 

born again of the Spirit, and justified by faith ni thi obdieme I of 

Jesiis Christ our Lord). ’’ The other five were: that it should be

plain; it should be striking; it should be entertaining; it should 

be full of ideas; and all tracts should be adapted to various situa

tions and conditions. "This steadfastness of the aim and the simpli

city of the expression show the earnestness with which the fathers and

founders of the society went to work, and explained the success with 
104'w^t^3^€^t^, under God, its efforts have been crowned. " 1n 1805 the
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committee inaugurated a new series called Hawkers Tracts (simply, 

tracts to be sold by hawkers on the streets) - an attempt to live up 

to the quality of being entertaining, in oi'der to appeal to the popu

lar taste. This move succeeded and within the first year, half a 

million more were sold. In estimating their value, Mr. Hewitt says:

"It is well also to remember that they were one of the chief agencies 
of a moral revolution."105

As early as the first year of its existence, tracts were being trans

lated into foreign languages, mainly for French prisoners of war and 

for Dutch and German sailors in England. Correspondence with 

Christians on the Continent was opened and within three years regain 

correspondence had been established with tract societies in Berne,

Basel, Heidelberg and Eberfeld. In fact, at about the same time that 

the Religious Tract Society was being formed in London, a simHar 

society was founded in Fuhnen in Denmark, "To extend the influence of 
pure and vital Christianity by the dispersing of edifying tracts.’’^ *

By September of 1802, correspondence existed between the two

societies.

The British and Foreign Bible Society

Early Bible Distribution; The Need for Bibles; Formation 
of the Society in 1804; The First Ten Years.

The second of the literary societies was the British and Foreign Bible 

Society, Here again, there was nothing new in the idea of the society. 

Bibles had been distributed by both the SPCK and the SPG for one hundred 

years. Bible distribution was included in the operations of the 

Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowledge among the Poor 

in 1750, and of the Society for the Support and Encouragement of Sunday
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Schools in 1785* There was even a Bible Society founded in 1780 

whose purpose was to circulate the Scriptures in the army and navy

of Great Britain.

An early circumstance which brought about the founding of this new

Bible society was the financial inability of the SPCK to furnish a

large enough supply of Welsh Bibles in about 1791* Not until 1799

did the SPCK venture to print ten thousand copies, but this number

supplied only one fourth of the need. A second circumstance was the

visit of a committee of the London Missionary Society to Paris in

1802 to see about beginning evangelistic work there, "The booksellers'

shops were searched for some days before a single copy of the Scrip- 
107tures could be found." When this report was heard, the society

immediately decided to print an edition of the New Testament in French

and even voted eight hundred and forty-five pounds for, "The diffusion 
108of Christian literature in France and Italy. “

The founding of the Religious Tract Society and their calm continua

tion to print and distribute tracts throughout the troubled, war- 

threatened times, especially in 1801 when rumors of invasion by 

Napoleon were planting fear in the hearts of all Britons, had won the 

admiration and support of some of the great political figures of the 

day. In December of 1801 some of these men met and the question was 

submitted as to, "How a large and cheap edition of the Bible could be 

had in Welsh and how, if possible, a permanent repository of Bibles 

could be procured, that there might be no more scarcity of them among 

the poor Welsh. " During the discussion, the Rev, Mr. Hughes,

Baptist minister from Battersea asked the question which has now become 

famous in Bible societies - "Surely a society might be formed for that 

purpose; and if for Wales, why not for the Kingdom; why not for the
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whole world.?" ‘ At the annual meeting of the Religious Tract Society-

in May of 1803, the need for such an association was strongly urged. 

FinaHy, in March of 1804, a public meeting was held and the Rev. John 

Owen, curate and lecturer of Fulham and editor of the Evangelical 

Magazine moved the adoption of the resolutions which were to establish 

the British and. Foreign Bible Society.

Within a week, a committee of thirty-six members was chosen and it

was representative of all Christians in Britain. Fifteen members were

from the Church of England, fifteen from other Christian communions

and six were foreigners resident near London. A constitution was

adopted, its first statement being: "The designation of this Society

shall be the British and Foreign Bible Society, of which the sole

object shall be to encourage a wider circulation of the Holy Scriptures

without note or comment; the only copies in the languages of the

United Kingdom to be circulated by the Society shall be the Authorized 
111Version."

Publicity was now necessary. The Evangelical Magazine gave, as usual,

outstanding reporting to the general public. A prospectus stating the

aims and principles was prepared and distributed widely. The Rev. C.

Steinkopff, pastor of the German Lutheran Chapel in the Savoy in London,

and also foreign secretary of the Religious Tract Society provided

contacts with leaders and societies on the Continent, having been,

several years . earlier, secretary of the Christian Society of Basel,
112"At that time a centre of manifold religious agencies." Soon reports

of great need for the Scriptures were coming in from many lands. As a 

result, the first auxiliary Bible Society on the Continent was fonned • 

in May of 1804 in Nuremburg, and five thousand copies of a German New 

Testament were ordered for distribution in Austria and Germany. They
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soon received requests for Bibles in many other languages, and.the 

first application of their funds for a foreign version was for two 
thousand copies of a Mohawk-English Gospel of St. John!

The Society was now well-launched and contributions, in spite of the

many problems caused by the war were generous. Patronage was strong,

and the Society quickly acquired many friends. But until 180)9, only

one auxiliary vas formed in Britain and that was in 131^01^1^11. Then,

after a sudden spurt of rapid growth, there was, by , an auxiliary

in every shire in England. That not everyone was in favor of the new
Society could be expected, and an interesting address to Lord

Teignmouth, the Society's first president, appeared in the Evangelical

Magazine. The writer claimed: "It appears that this said Society is

a kind of wooden horse, craftily fabricated, and filled with persons

armed 'with Bibles, to pull down the Church, corrupt the manners of the

people, lead the clergy into temptation and endanger the salvation of

immortal souls ... Fire must be called down from Heaven upon you: for
if such projects as yours become popular and numerous, you will pull 

313down the church and starve the clergy." '

In spite of such criticism, the Society flourished. In its fourth

year, its revenues exceeded twelve thousand pounds and in, its ninth,

seventy thousand pounds. At the tenth anniversary meeting of the

Society in May of 1814, the president announced: "A total of one
million, one hundred and forty-eight thousand, eight hundred and fifty 

Hicopies of the Scriptures had been circulated on the Continent alone."
Societies were known to exist in North America and in most countries on
the Continent. Bibles had been distributed from Russia and all of 
Scandinavia to Africa, Asia and the West Indies. Surely the hopes of 
its founders were not only fulfilled, but overwhelmingly exceeded!
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EARLY af ISTTINITY

Anskar - 837 A,D).; British Missionaries through the 
Eleventh Century; Establishment and Growth of the 
Catholic Church; Its Decline.

That missionaries should find their way from Britain to Sweden in the 

nineteenth century should come as no surprise to either the Swedes or 

the British, for their coming was, in a way, a repetition of history. 

The arrival of John Paterson and Ebenezer Henderson in Sweden in 1807

was not the first time missionaries of the Christian faith had arrived

there from Britain.

It is thought by many that the Christian church in Sweden was founded 

by Anskar, a monk of Corbie near Amiens. He arrived at Birka, an 

important trading city in Lake Malar in 829, where he remained for two 

years, founding his mission. Upon his return to Germany to make a 

report to his bishop, he was consecrated Archbishop of Hamburg, which

was later united with the See of Bremen. The mission in Birka contin

ued through the work of Rirnbert, Anskar's successor, who was also 

Anskar’s biographer, through which work we have most of ou.r information 

of this early mission. During the following 150 years, little is known 

of the small mission except that it continued to livre.

At this point in history, two remarkable men, both kings of Norway are 

known to have accepted the Christian faith.. Olof Tryggvason, who 

reigned from 995 to 1000 is considered the first Christian king in that 

country, although two of his predecessors, Hakon the Good and Harald 

Grayskin both tried unsuccessfully to introduce Christianity to that 

land. Olof was baptized by a hermit in the Scilly Isles, and later 

confirmed by Aelfheah the Bald, Bishop of Winchester (later known as
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St. Alphege of Canterbury) while on a Viking raid in England, When 

Olof returned to Norway, he brought with him Christian missionaries. 

Wherever he went, he brought people to Christian baptism - although 

it is not certain that all those baptized were willing victims. Of 

these missionaries, John, Sigfrid. and Grimkil, little is actually 

known. What is known is that Sigfrid travelled east from Norway into

Sweden and made his faith known there.

Several years after Olof's death, his godson, Olof Haraldson claimed 

the throne and ruled for ten years until 1025. As a Christian king, 

he was a strong organizer of both civil and church law. He too 

brought English bishops to the northland to teach their faith - Rudolf 

(who later became Abbot of Abingdon) and Bernard. Sigfrid, known as 

Sigurd in the north, was a monk from Glastonbury. After a stay in 

Norway, his missionary activity took him eastward into Va'stmanland in 

Sweden where he baptized the Swedish king, Olof Skotkonung. He is also 

known to have preached in Smaland, a southern province, and is there 

venerated as founder of the church in Vaxjd. He was buried under the

altar in that cathedral where his tombstone was visible until about •

1600.

Prom this time on there were Christian bishops in Sweden, the kings 

embraced Christianity, and the number of churches increased. Skotko- 

nung founded the church and the See of Skara in about 1020, for which 

the archbishop in Bremen consecrated Thurgot as bishop, thus establish

ing the succession of bishops in Sweden - a succession which remains 

unbroken to the present day. At the close of the eleventh century, 

Skara had had three more bishops - Rodulward, Ricolf and Hervard 

(Edward) - all Englishmen, The neighboring See of Vdsteras claims an
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English saint, the monk and abbot David, as its founder. He was a,

monk of the Cluniac order who came to the land some time after 1020.

At first he labored in the southern part of the country and later 

transferred his activity to the province of V&stmanland. He was mar

tyred in 1082. Another Englishman, St. Eskil labored in Sddermanland 

at the same time. And in 1152, the Englishman Nicholas Breakspeare 

visited Sweden as a Papal legate for the purpose of establishing an 

archbishopric there. Last in this list was St« Botvid, a native 

Swedish missionary who was baptized in England.

At this point, the influence of Rome began to make itself known through 

the interest and work of Pope Gregory VII. He wrote the first known 

letters from the Papacy to Sweden in 1080 and 1081, asking for a repre

sentative to be sent to Rome to give him information on the Swedes and 

their nation. It is thought that the English bishop Rodulward of 

Skara made that visit. (

For about the next four hundred years, the power of the Roman Church 

grew in Sweden, and along with it, the same abuses that existed in the 

church on the continent. As a result, there was great dissatisfaction 

with the church and its connection with the Papacy. The independent 

Swedes neither could nor would tolerate interference from Rome, and 

they were fed up with the excessive wealth and power of the higher 

clergy at home. The revenues of the church were enormous and one his

torian has estimated that the "Annual income of the bishops and con

sistories was about twelve times the revenues of the state.

The archbishop, Gustaf Trolle, now enthroned at Uppsala, had become a 

man of great power in the national government - so much so that his 

time was entirely taken up with ruling the nation, and as a result
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failed to rule the church. His ruthless actions towards those who

dared to disagree with him had earned him the hatred of many of the 

Swedes. In 1523, Trolle was deposed (for a second time) from the 

office of archbishop by a meeting of the Riksdag (Parliament) in 

Strangnas - the -same Riksdag vhich elected Gustavus Vasa as king of 

the realm. A new archbishop was elected, but confirmation from the 

Pope was not forthcoming. He sided with Trolle. Instead, Rome 

appointed an Italian prelate as Bishop of Skara to look after matters 

until the problem of the archbishop could be sorted out. This was a 

tactical error of the first order. An Italian prelate as Bishop of 

Skara was unthinkable, absolutely unacceptable to the Swedes. As a 

temporary solution, the Pope then appointed a Swedish bishop, Johannes 

Magni to handle the business of the archiepiscopal office until the 

matter could be settled, But none of these actions provided the Swedes 

with any real satisfaction.. So with the affairs of the church in such 

a state of upheaval, Sweden was ripe for the Reformation, already 

underway in Germany and other lands to the south.

THE REFORMATION

Lutheranism

Olaus Petri and Gustavus Vasa; Riksdags of 152? and 1571;
Uppsala meeting of 1593 and the Adoption of the Augsburg 
Confession; Riksdag of 1595; A United Church under Carl 
IX and Gustavus Adolphus II; Churchmen Johannes Rudbeckius, 
Laurentius Paulinus Gothus and Johannes Matthiae.

Protestant Lutheranism, brought about by the Reformation can be said to 

have become an accomplished fact in Sweden by the early part of the 

seventeenth century. The greatest man in the movement was Olaus Petri, 

who preached and taught in Strangn&s the new doctrines he had learned 

while studying in Y/ittenburg, where he was a personal friend of both
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Luther and. Melancthon, He was strongly supported in leadership by 

his younger brother Laurentius and by their good friend, archdeacon 

Laurentius Andreae. Andreae was a learned theologian who had become 

chancellor to the king. He believed that the church was a congrega

tion of the believers and its property therefore naturally belonged 

to those who constituted the congregation. This belief was quite 

happily accepted by the king who had a strong desire as well as a 

need for the seemingly limitless treasures of the church.

So, at a meeting of the Riksdag in Vdsteras i^ 1527, the church was 

stripped of much of its lands and power. This should probably be con

sidered a political rather than a religious action, for the king, 

Gustavus Vasa (1496-1560) whose coffers were literally empty, was 

anxious to see this done in order to appropriate the wealth which 

could be gained by such a move. Now the king would have a free hand

to take and use whatever monies of the church and the monasteries he

wished.

The second important decision of the Riksdag of 1527 was that the 

bishops and other clergy were never again to apply to Rome for confir

mation. Preachers would be permitted to preach the new faith in the 

churches, and both burghers and peasants would be permitted to inquire

into it.

Under the leadership of the two Petris and Andreae, the following years 

saw the translation of the Bible into Swedish - the earliest was a 

translation of Erasmus' revision from the Vulgate. A liturgy was writ

ten for the Swedish church as well as a catechism : a hymn book was 

published : and many books were printed. But not until 1531 did a 

definite break come with Rome, at which time Laurentius Petri was
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elected archbishop, giving Sweden its first Protestant ai'chbishop.

He was consecrated by Petrus Magnii who had been consecrated in Rome, 

this maintaining the unbroken succession in Sweden.

By the Ordinance of 1571, protestant Lutheranism was officially adopted 

in Sweden, and the Reformation can be said to have become an accom

plished fact by the early part of the seventeenth century. King John, 

second son of Gustavus Vasa had ascended the throne in 1568 after the 

death of his older brother Eric, and remained king until his death in 

1592. He was succeeded by his brother Charles in 1604 - the interlude 

giving the throne to Sigismund, John's son who had become the king of 

Poland and who was an ardent Roman Catholic. However, immediately 

following John's death, the clergy, who had assembled for his funeral 

requested a council. The request was granted and a council was con

vened in 1593 in Uppsala. Their purpose in coming was to determine 

church doctrine, ceremonies and discipline, and to elect an ar-hbxshop 

and other bishops. At this meeting, the Augsburg Confession, after 

being exarnined.-thoroughly point by point, was accepted unanimously.

From this time on, the church took its direction as a single, unified 

state church, and a rigid, uncompromising Lutheran orthodoxy began to 

develop.

Although it was now a protestant rather than a Roman Catholic church 

with ties in Rome, the church in Sweden still played an important role 

in the government of the land as one of the four Estates - or Orders - 

which had ruled the kingdom for many years. These four Estates - the 

Nobility, -Clergy, Burghers and Peasants - constituted the Riksdag, and 

as such ruled the land together with the king and his council. 1n this 

way, the church continued to have a significant sa.y in governing the 

land for many years. Concerning the action of the council of 1593,
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Wordsworth says; "It is scarcely possible to exaggerate the impor-
2tance of this council as a turning point in the history of Sweden."

Two years after the Uppsala Meeting in 1593 another event occurred 

which must be mentioned. Duke Charles, a great admirer of both 

Melancthon and Calvin convened a Riksdag at Sbderkdping in 1595* It 

seems that many attempts were being made by King John and his wife 

Catherine (sister of the previous king of Poland and an ardent Roman 

Catholic), and also by Sigisrrnnd, their son, who was almost fanatical 

in his loyalty to Rome, to effect a reconciliation between Rome and 

Sweden. Moreover, when Sigismund took the obligatory oath to accept 

the Augsburg Confession in order to be crcvmed king in 1594, he had 

no intention whatsoever of abiding by it. Soon thereafter he not only 

instituted the mass in Stockholm, but appointed Roman Catholics as 

members of his council and as provincial governors. As a result, the 

decision was taken at the Riksdag in 1595 that, "All Catholic priests 

must leave the country, the Catholic laymen being permitted to remain 

as long as they refrained from agitation against the Lutheran faith
3and against the Swedish government." It was even decided that, "For

eign dissenters from the evangelical religion were to be exiled from
the kingdom ... Swedes might remain, provided they did not cause scan
dal. This decision was to cause trouble for many years to come.

As can be expected, matters between Sigismund and his Uncle Charles 
deteriorated quickly after this - to such an extent that Sigisnamd 
invaded Sweden with a Polish army. In September of 1598 a battle was 
fought at Stangebro in southern Sweden. Sigisnamd was defeated and 
forced to return to his home in Poland. He was then formally deposed 
from the Swedish throne as a Papist, and his uncle. Duke Charles was 
crowned King Carl IX in 160-..
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Daring the following century, the church forged ahead, rising to great 

heights of pure orthodoxy, although troubled frequently by abuses and 

the infiltration of a Calvlnistic evangelicalism and Pietism. A strong 

emphasis was placed on developing church law, and instruction and edu

cation were high priorities, But, as was true of the reformers on the 

continent, little thought was given to missions - to sharing their 

religion. All the energy of the reformers went into the building of 

their new Lutheran church. But there were many strong and great men 

in the church, as well as the king himself - Carl IX* s son, Gustavus

Adolphus II. The king supported the Augsburg Confession and, "Allied 
5himself with the church as he found it." Axel Oxenstierna, Chancellor 

to Gustavus Adolphus and possibly the greatest statesman Sweden ever 

had, was a devout Lutheran and a vocal anti-Roman Catholic. He had an 

inquiring mind which led him to both question and listen.

One of the greatest churchmen during the early part of this century 

was Johannes Rudbeckius, Bishop of Vdsteras, and one of the first doc

tors of theology ever raised in the kingdom. His interest in education 

led to the founding of several schools ; he assisted in founding an 

orphanage : he rebuilt the local hospital : and he saw to it that church 

law was obeyed. Perhaps the most outstanding of his contributions was 

the system of Church Registers which he established in his own diocese 

and which later became the system used for many years in all of

Sweden.

Two other men of this era who should be mentioned were Laurentius 

Paulinus Gothus, Bishop of Str^^ha<7n.ds^, raised to archbishop in Uppsala 

in 1637, and Johannes Matthiae, an eminent teacher and tutor of 

Christina, the future queen. Gothus was an educator who founded 

schools and published a sort of encyclopaedia called "Ethica Christiana’’
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Matthiae was an Uppsala professor who later became Bishop of Strangnds, 

and became a good friend to Comenius, the Moravian bishop and educator.

Reform Influences

Fifteenth Century Mercenaries; John Forbes; Laws of 
1672 and 1686; Calvinists Louis deGeer and John Lurie;
John Amos Comenius.

What was going on theologically on the European continent was well- 

known in Sweden during these years. Actually, reformed thinking out

side Lutheranism was becoming known and feared as early as 1565 when 

King Eric, first son of Gustavus Vasa issued a strong mandate against 

"distorted doctrines" - by which Calvinism was intended. And at the 

Uppsala meeting in 1595, the council rejected, "All the errors of 

Sacramentarians, Zwinglians and Calvinists, and also Anabaptists, and 

all other heretics by whatever name they are called.” This resolution 

was of much annoyance to the then king, Carl IX, who had strong 

Calvinist leanings and who employed a Calvinist chaplain. This same 

chaplain engaged in a disputation at Uppsala in I6O8 with a Scot, John 

Forbe.s. He was a Calvinist theologian and had been moderator of the 

Aberdeen Assembly in 1605. He spent an entire day at Uppsala explain

ing and defending his faith, but when he proclaimed the Calvinistic 

doctrine of absolute election, the Swedes' stopped listening. And so 

the most that can be said for his visit was that the reform message

had been heard.

Earlier, during the sixteenth century, Scots had begun to come to 

Sweden in increasing numbers. From 1557 to at least I56I, King Eric 

had courted both Queen Elizabeth of England and Mary, Queen of Scots. 

While nothing came of his courtship, one positive result of the envoys' 

visits was the enlistment of troops for the Swedish army, which they
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strongly promoted. During the next decade, several troops of

Scottish cavalry are known to have fought alongside the Swedes and

the military records are liberally sprinkled with their names, and 
7"Most of these men were of the Reformed faith." After the wars were

over, some of them settled down as burghers in Sweden, and Scottish 

names - or distortions thereof - can be found in many parts of the 

country to this day.

It is from this time and in connection with the Scots that we hear of

what could very well have been the first missionary accomplishment of 

the Swedish Church, albeit an unintentional one. In his work on reli

gion in Sweden, the Scottish minister James Lumsden relates a tale 

concerning Lord Reay and his four hundred men from Sutherland shire who 

fought in the army for Gustavus Adolphus. He writes: "This Lord Reay 

seems to have been a good man and to have taken part in the war from a 

conviction of its importance to the cause of Protestantism. But his

people were as yet rude and irreligious ... From their intercourse 

with Christians abroad, they returned to their own country Christian

ized, enlightened men; and from this is to be dated the high religious
g

character which the Reay district has so long maintained."

With the reign of Gustavus Adolphus II (I6II-I632) came a period of 

religious toleration in Sweden. Assurance was given to those of other 

confessions that they were welcome in the country as long as they 

practised their worship quietly. And it was stated that the authorities 

could in no wise rule over a man’s conscience, which statement was to 

prove a helpful loophole in years to come. Calvinists could worship 

as they would, and even Russian Orthodoxy was permitted. The Roman • 

Catholics were the exception, for they were still hated and feared. 

Swedish students who went abroad to study were forbidden to attend
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Polish Catholic or Jesuit schools; and no Papist could visit Sweden

without risk of his life. The abdication of Queen Christina,

daughter of Gustavus Adolphus II in 1654, due in great part to

Catholicism, along with the visit of the vocal DesCartes to Stockholm 
9

in 164-9-1650, "Caused a strong wave of anti-Catholicism."

As a result, the orthodox group within the church began to tighten 

controls and came out against any outsiders whatsoever. In I663, a 

bill was passed warning church officials to see to it that, "Nothing 

might creep into the congregations, or other places of teaching that 

could in any way destroy our Christian doctrine or the peace and unity 
of God’s congregation."^ In the same year, a special statute was 

passed that forbade the importation of books that might contain any 

heresy. In I672, Carl IX got a law passed stating that citizenship 

in Sweden meant Lutheran belief, and foreigners of other faiths living 

in the country must bring their children up as Lutherans. In 1686 

this law became general for all citizens and it held until I766. Per

haps the most stringent of the several laws passed at this time was 
that in which it was stated that all Swedish citizens must worship 

only according to the evangelical Lutheran faith as it was described

by the Augsburg Confession.
z •

Failure to do so incurred not only exile from the land, but also for

feiture of all rights and inheritances in the land. Such restrictions 

of personal religious freedom seem to us to be incredibly stern and 

binding, but they were not looked upon as such by the Swedish people 
whom they affected. They saw these laws as a necessary defence to 

insure the purity and unity of the church. It was taken for granted 
that the clergy would, take in hand the religious education, discipline 

and spiritual well-being of the people, which they did. Moreover,
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they also expected that the government vould stand behind the clergy 

in this by maintaining the church. However, when a law was passed 

requiring that all the work of the university professors should be 

turned into the Chancellory teaching staff for inspection, indignation 

arose in the intellectual circles. The ensuing hue and cry was so 

great that this particular ruling had to be greatly modified.

While the church authorities were busy passing all these laws to keep 

out any non-orthodox-Lutheran. ideas which could threaten church unity 

and influence the minds of the flock, others were truly working to 

build the Christian faith within the hearts and minds of the people.

Not all the clerics felt that the end aim of the church was to cause

all within it to think alike - that proper laws and intellect alone

should lead the church. Two of these men were Jacob Boethius, pastor

at Mora from 1693 und Jesper Svedberg, preacher at the court of Carl

IX and. later bishop of Skara. Boethius felt himself called to be a

prophet, to speak out against the suppression of the people because of

the Riksdag statements made in 1693- He wrote two sharp articles for

which he was imprisoned until IJIO. After this, for eight years he

spoke out against the irreligious lives of some of his fellow pastors,

and preached for a holy way of life for all Christians. In his zeal

for holiness and by his expressions of a pietistic type of thought, "Boeth 
11ius heralded the religious demands of Pietism."

Jesper Svedberg criticized the orthodox intellectualism and legalism 

in the church. His thoughts were Bible-centered. He was well acquain

ted with Lewis Bayly's Practice of Piety and Browne Willis’ The Whole 

Duty of Man - both read in the English Puritan circles. But Svedberg 

had no liking for the religious freedom of the individual. His great 

interest was in the education and edification of the people. He
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wrote: "A right and. piously instituted, catechetical examination

edifies much more than ten sermons. During the sermons which are,

for the most part strange (that is, in learned terms), many sit with

other thoughts, know and retain little, and return home in the same

way they ca^ns. But this is not so with pious and edifying cateche- 
12tical examinations."

' The lives of the people at this time were hound up in the small rural 

communities where they lived, worked and. had their social life. The 

majority of them were illiterate; and lawlessness, immorality and 

carelessness were rife. And the church authorities felt it their duty 

to do something about it. Education was taken on by all the clergy 

and as Bibles were not’generally available, Luther's Shorter Catechism

was used as a text. Catechetical instruction and examinations were

held on a regular basis by the pastor in the homes. In between his 

visits, the head of the household was expected to hold weekly examina

tions of his family as well as of all those who worked in his house

hold. The significance of these household gatherings for examination 

cannot be overstated, for they were the method, along with the Bible 

teaching and exposition, by which the people not only gained a know

ledge of the Scriptures, but learned to read and write. These small

meetings in the homes have come to be regarded as, "The footprints in 
13which the coming conventicles of Pietism trod."

Earlier in the century three men, all of them Calvinists, made their 

impact on Lutheran Sweden^. The first of these voas Louis deGeer, a 

Dutch Walloon and an industrial leader through v/Oxose influence several 

hundred Belgian families settled in Sweden. He established foundries- 

in many parts of the country and controlled much of the commerce of the 

land. As a result, he is frequently spoken of as the "Founder of
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Sweden's important industrial enterprises.” But deGeer was also 

interested in both the church and in education and was a generous 

supporter in these areas. And because of these interests, he was 

influential .in bringing the other two men to Swedish shores.

The first of these two was John Durie, a Scotsman and a cousin of 

Andrew Melville, and who came to Sweden in 1635* Durie’s great pro

ject during his life was to "Secure the inter-communion and coopera-
15tion of the Evangelical Churches in the north and west of Europe, ' ’

He labored for this project from 1628 until his death in 1680. During 

this time, Gustavus Adolphus II was probably his strongest supporter. 

But this support ceased with the king's death at Lutsen in 1632. By 

the time Durie arrived in Sweden, he was already well-known to both 

Axel Oxenstierna, Chancellor and confidential advisor to the king, and. 

to Johannes Matthiae, and he came bearing letters of introduction from 

the archbishops of both Canterbury and St. Andrews, He was well- 

received by the theologians in Uppsala and by Bishop Rudbeckius in 

Vastei'as. But • they did not welcome his ideas of communion with evan

gelicals having differing thoughts on doctrine. He was severely 

examined by a meeting of churchmen in Stockholm not only on his ideas 

of union, but also concerning his own faith, which was highly suspect. 
His ideas were rejected, and he was advised to leave. But he had made 

a strong impact on many who heard him.

The other man ■ was John Amos Comenius, the great Moravian bishop and 
educator. DeGeer had heard of Coraenius’ educational genius, probably 
through Durie, and invited him to come to Sweden. He agreed, to pay 

Comenius generously, and also any men he might need to help him with ‘ 

his work. Comenius accepted and arrived in Norrkoping in 164-2 where 
he was. offered the post of "Reformer of the Swedish National School
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System." The fact that Comenius was a Calvinist must have caused 

much consternation, but the anti-Calvinist bishops of Sweden wanted 

Comenius’ knowledge and genius for their schools so much that they 

did an amazing thing. They literally disclaimed knowledge of 

Comenius’ Calvinism, and conveniently entitled him a Hussite - thereby 

making him acceptable.

Much of Comenius’ influence in Swe.den was made through Johannes 

Matthiae, former Latin tutor of Queen Christina. Matthiae counselled 

with Comenius concerning the organization of the Swedish Church, and 

later used many of his ideas to make improvements. As Bishop of the 

Unity of the Brethren, Comenius was drawn into the work of concilia

ting the churches on the continent. But it was obvious, almost from 

the outset that neither Catholics, Lutherans nor Reformed churches 

were willing to conciliate. Moreover, such open interest in the

Catholics or the Calvinists did not endear him to the Swedish Luther

ans. Finally some of his opponents in Sweden publicly denounced him 

as a crypto-Calvinist and the Bishop of Skara preached a sermon in

which he strongly denounced Calvinism, and named Comenius as a 
. . . 17"contaminating influence". So as soon as Comenius completed his 

educational project for the Swedes, he returned to Leszno in Poland 

to resume his duties as Bishop of the Unity in 1648.
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NEW INFLUENCES AND THE BEGINNING OF CHANGE

Pietism .

Spener and. Franke - the “Gradual Infiltration"; Leaders 
Elias Wolker, Eric Tolstadius, and Nils Grubb; Return 
of the Carolinians; The Position of the Church - 
Archbishop Eric Benzelius; Edict of 1726 - The Conven
ticle Act; Radical Pietism - Conrad Dippel, Edict of 
1735, Sven Ros£n; Bishop Herman Schroder; Peter 
Murbeck and Andreas Tengbom.

All during these years, there' existed a group of non-orthodox men in 

the church of Sweden who were of .a mystic nature. In I64O, some 

literature had appeared which bore a distinct “Jesus blood and wounds" 

theology. This encouraged the soul to lose itself in Christ’s suffer

ing, and so rest in Him as its rock of salvation. The preaching of 

these men began to reflect this thought and so encouraged their lis

teners to Inner piety. At the same time, it offered a sharp criticism 

of what they considered to be dead orthodoxy. By I644 Bayly’s Praxis 

Pietatis had been translated into Swedish, and. in 1647 a translation 

from a German Lutheran devotional book had appeared - Johann Arndt’s 

True Christianity (Fyra Bd’cker om en Sann Kristendom). Largely through 

this book, medieval and Jesuit mysticism was brought into Swedish 

ecclesiastical thinking. It contained much of Thomas 4 Kempis and 

Bernhard’s writings, but all within the framework of a correct

Lutheranism.

Little by little new movements began to stream into Sweden from the 

continent, and by I68O a conservative Pietism was known. And it is 

known that in 1677 the rector of the German School in Stockholm,

J, Upperdorf was familiar with the teachings of Spener and his "eccle- 

sia in ecclesiola". The pastor of the German church in Stockholm had 

sympathies for the conventicle idea. Evidently his sympathies were 

shared by the members of his congregation for when, in I689, a vacancy
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occurred in this pastorate, the call was tendered to Spener. He

declined.

This incidentally, was not Spener' s first contact with Sweden. In

1686 he became court minister in Dresden where he became acquainted

with Anna Sophia, sister of Ulrika Eleanora, Queen of Sweeten. In I688

he sent the queen one of his new writings, Die Evangelische Glaubens-

lehre. He also wrote her a number of other letters, but the extent of

his influence is not really known. What is known is that Ulrika

Eleanora "herself was filled with a more sincere, personally under- 
18stood piety." From then on, she began to gather about her a circle

of friends with these same interests.

At the same time, several other wel.l-knovn and influential Swedes came 

into contact with Pietism. Two of these were Dr. Urban Hjarne, a well- 

known physician, and his friend Erik Odhelius (called Odelstiema),

■ They had heard and accepted some of Spener’s and Franke’s reform ideas, 

and in Dresden, in I69O they first heard the term "Pietist". Daniel 

Djurberg, a professor of theology at Uppsala from I698 to 1736 met 

Spener on a visit to Dresden and accepted much of his thinking, and 

after his return, his teaching was strongly marked by it. Others too 

had visited Franke in Halle, and the list of pietistic thinkers in

Sweden began to grow.

Conventicles now existed in Sweden. The earliest known one, about the 

year I689, consisted of a small group of friends of Friedrich Rodman, 

a barber’s apprentice in Stockholm, and they gathered regularly for 

Bible reading and prayer. And they were known to the clergy, A letter 

from the churchman, Kyrkoherde Johan Vultejus on RiddarhoSmem in 1693 

states that"by this time. Pietism had quietly found a'foothold in the
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] 9 "capital city," But while these conventicles were discussed among 

the churchmen, not much was done about them, as they were not then 

seen as any real threat to the church and its teachings.

In 1694 the first Swedish student enrolled at Halle - one Gustaf 

Granaenriiielm. By the end of that year, thirteen Swedes had enrolled, 

and it is certain that they brought the ideas of Pietism back to 

Sweden with them. In 1693, archbishop Eric Benzelius himself visited 

Halle and from that time on spoke of Pietism with great consideration.

But before long, the clergy began to grow restless, and fear of this 

new thinking troubled them to the point of action. In addition to the 

1686 ruling against all other beliefs, controls were now placed on 

foreign travel to help uphold that ruling. Foreigners with other 

beliefs were still permitted to come to Sweden and to practice their 

oven religions as long as they did so quietly and didn't annoy anyone 

else by it. In 1687 & French-German church was founded in Stockholm 

whose first pastor was Nicolaus Bergius. This was a Calvinistic group 

and they didn't stick too closely to the rules. This encouraged the 

few Roman Catholics still living there to begin to practice openly, 

which quickly caused the church to sit up and take notice. Things had 
now gone too fax’! As a result, the clergy in 1693 opened process to 

pass judgment on some seventy persons, and heavy fines were inflicted.

Some of these fines were cancelled because of the intervention cf

Holland, whose request for mercy for these people even included a plea 

for religious freedom in Sweden. Then some local pastors sent a peti

tion to the king to try to ease the matter, but got nowhere. In order 

to protect themselves against further legislation or action, the 

Calvinists joined forces with English fellow believers and placed 
themselves under the protection of the English minister and held their
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services of worship at his palace on S$dermalm. The Catholics and

Jews fared worse, and were later forbidden to enter the land, "As 
20scorners of Jesus Clrist and His church." An edict was passed in

1696 which stated that Jews, Turks, Moors and heathens who did enter 

the kingdom would incur great risk to themselves - especially if they 

would try to seek instruction in the Christian faith, and followed 

that by Christian baptism. They were not to be trusted. This fear 

of "the heathen" was felt not only by clergy, but also by the laity. 

Well-known to both were these words from a Psalm by Luther:

"Preserve us Lord in your Word 
Cast down the murders by Pope and Turk 
Which Jesus Christ, your dear Son 
Would crush from His throne."21

In spite of all the attempts of the church 'to force the people to keep 

to a strict orthodoxy, a new wave of Pietism came and swept over the 

land beginning in I7OO. And its gate of entry was Karlskrona. In 

that year, two German students, Johan Werner Pause and Johan Schade,

students at Halle came to Karlskrona in southern Sweden to work there

as tutors. As such, they came into contact with several homes in the 

town. While Pause kept school, Schade visited the homes where he read 

the Bible and prayed, and also organized conventicles in the German 

congregation there. They represented a moderate Halle pietism. Before 

long, the pastor of the German church, who saw in these two interlopers 

a threat, saw to it, with the help of the local pastor, that they were 

deported. They were soon replaced with two other students, but they
too were forced to leave.

In Stockholm too, Pietism had gained a firm foothold. The earliest 

information is found in a letter to Franke in 1702 from Elias Wolker
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(1660-1733) who is considered Sweden’s first lay preacher and the

central figure among the Pietists at the time, asking for support

in a country where ”A follower of Christ was considered a strange 
22animal or a foolish creature, ” Wolker had been in daily contact 

with Andreas Kock, a student who had returned from a stay at Halle, 

Because of this connection, Wolker felt free to write to Franke, 

seeking ties for his small group with the power center in Halle.

This small circle of friends met Wednesday and Friday evenings to 

sing a psalm and to read, explain and discuss a chapter of the Bible. 

The little group grew, with Kock as leader. More students arrived 

from Halle to help, but it wasn’t long before the church authorities 

became aware of them. In April of 1703 they were brought before the 

authorities for questioning, and in spite of their logical defense, 

they lost the case and were forbidden to meet. A letter to Halle in 

1705 says that the group still existed. And then an unusual thing 

happened - the group received a follower who was a member of the 

Swedish clergy - Petrus Dahlbei'g. He was a Franke-influenced man who 

in 170A had become the Queen's chaplain. He was the first clergyman

known in Sweden to become a Pietist.

Pietism now began to show up elsewhere in Sweden, and although its 

progress was slow, it can now be considered to have become a real

movement within the church. At'its heart were the conventicles - the

meeting of small groups of friends who came together in the evening to 

read the Bible, to listen to readings of pietistic writings and to 

pray. Many experienced a new spiritual birth and so sought spiritual 

satisfaction at a much deeper level than before - in a more true and 

intense way. For them, it was in these conventicles rather than in 

the church that they found the warm spiritual nourishment that they
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In Gotheriberg, many people began to send their children to Halle for 

their education and as can be expected, they returned with pietistic- 

influenced thinking. Others were heard of in Karlshamn and in 

Va‘steras. In many places where it sprang up, it was quickly driven 

out by the stern and almost fanatical Johann Mayer, a bitter enemy of 

Frarke. Mayer had the ear of the king, and with this influence, many 

edicts against Pietism now were issued. He told the king that he con

sidered the Pietists to be fanatics, who under a pretence of Godliness 

desecrated the clear Lutheran religion and overthrew its holy founda

tions. Mayer actually harmed himself seriously by his bitter writings 

but somehow managed to keep in the good graces of the king. His

accusations were answered by Conrad who went to extremes him-
23self, and pictured orthodoxy as "A whore in the pillory! " Then 

franke decided to come to Sweden himself. He had an audience with the 

king and made such a good impression that the king’s own confessor, 

Malmberg, made a visit to Halle - and later reported that he could

find no fault there.

For many years now, Sweden had been at war with many of the European 

countries. In 1709 Carl XII suffered a great defeat in Poltava and 

Sweden found itself in a great general crisis. The people were gener

ally impoverished by enforced contributions to the war^^. The heavy 

drain on the man-power of the nation had brought industry almost to a

stand-still and agricultural production to a new low. There was wide

spread discontent among all the classes and suffering throughout the 

lower elapses. As so often happens in times of suffering and discon

tent, many turned to religion. This, as can be expected, greatly 

favored the growth of Pietism.
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By 1710 many pastors were won over to this new thinking,, and brought 

to this conservative Pietism the orthodox Lutheran influence.. One of

these was Nils Grubb, a former student in Ka.ll.e who became a pastor 

in UmeS.. He preached conversion in his church and formed conventicles 

in his home, and through his labors, Pietism began to spread in north

ern Sweden. The Pietists in Stockholm under WWolker also continued to

grow in number. He organized conventicles in his home and members of 

those groups wrote poems and songs which were published in 1717, 1720 

and 1724 - without the consent of the Consistor'inm. Some kind (or 

careless) censor had pssed them.

In 1722 the movement received a fresh, strong impetus when the soldiers, 

taken as prisoners during the thirty years of war began to return home 

from imprisonment in Russia following the many wars of the Carolinians. 

While in Tobolsk, a Captain vonWreech had obtained and read seme of 

Pranke’s writings. He had then written to Franke who had, in return, 

sent Bibles, Testaments, song books, tracts and money to the prisoners. 

As a result, many of them had been converted to Pietism, and when they 

returned to their homes in various parts of Sweden, they brought their 

Pietism with them. They met together in small groups where they could. 

They read the Bible together, and with a deep and sincere piety sought 

to live their lives according to the example our Lord had set therein. 

At the same time, they worshipped regularly at the local church - it 

was never their intent to separate from it.

In 1723 Erik Tolstadius, a pastor in the Skeppsholm congregation in 

Stockholm came to the fore as a pietistic preacher and was even con

sidered by some to be Sweden’s Franke. At this time, the usually 

hidden opposition between the old orthodoxy and the new pietistic 

thinking broke out into open conflict. Tolstadius, as leader of the
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Pietists clearly delineated the decline of the Church and called for 

a deputation of the Riksdag to look into the business of the Church. 

That indignation ran high within the church hierarchy is understand

able. But the Church now could no longer ignore this movement within

its own house and ranks.

The forces of the Church were led by archbishop Eric Benzelius, who 

with far superior political agility was able to parry all the thrusts 

of the Pietists. But just at this time, intervening national politi

cal problems arose and so occupied the time of the Riksdag and the 

Estates that the whole problem of the Pietists was, for a time, forced 

into the background. Although this gained for them some breathing 

space, the earlier edicts forbidding any religions other than orthodox 

Lutheranism had not been forgotten and were frequently recalled and 

enforced. Bo, while Pietism had received a severe blow, it was far 

from dead. Conventicles still continued to meet, and the battle con

tinued to rage - sometimes silently, sometimes not.

Finally, on the 12 January, 1726, thanks to the influence of Anders 

Horn, president of the Chancellory, a brilliant statesman, and a for

mer Pietist whose loyalty to Pietism could not withstand the political 

pressures, the notorious Conventicle Edict (Konventikelplakatet) was 

issued. Conventicles, carefully and unmistakeably defined, were for

bidden and heayy fines listed for any who either organized or attended 

such a gathering. At the same time, the clergy were instructed to 

care for their flocks by holding periods of instruction and examina

tions in the homes concerning the catechism and the weekly sermon at 

church. An obvious effect of this edict was that it furthered the 

isolation of the Church. And the effect of its refusal to recognize 

any new ideas could only have been stultifying. However, in the
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Conventicle Edict, orthodoxy won a great victory over Pietism and 

can be said to be the point at which orthodoxy in the Swedish church 

reached its zenith. So it, together with the death of Franke in the 

same year proved to be a deadly blow to Swedish Pietism.

The arrival of Pietism in Sweden ann iit subsseqeen rise as a trre 

religious movement veas more than juus a ap^oss regains the terisC 

orthodoxy of the Ceeich. It was a ”PriCtfe ti aaacr to ath aright and 

duties of the individual., and in ddfeenc ao a threr tccrcfthin ao afiih, 

and of an emphasis on the need of hope and love in. the church as a
pi

whole. ” In it could be found some of the perihanism of England as

well as some of the later evangelical concepts in that country.

Pleijel says: "Lutheran Pietism had many roots. ' It could relate to

the rational strain which is found in Mflancthon’e theology as well as

in orthodox theology, including pre-Reformation piety which was marked

by Augushinsa.n-Beirhaidian mysticism, and conveyed to the evangelical

Christianity through prayer books and edifying tracts such as those by 
25Johann Arndt." The early Pietism in Sweden was the quiet, ireni© 

Pietism of Spener and mainly called for conventicles for Bible reading 

and prayer, some participation of the laymen in the life of the church, 

and for the education of the clergy in practical piety and edifying 

preaching. It also called for the preaching of a religion of the 

heart, and sought a warm Christian fellowship that knew no denomina

tional bounds. Men were either converted or unconverted; and many 

rules were made for the sanctification of the converted. Worldly 

pleasures must be denied. Life was to be an earnest, ecbfi disciple

ship of true piety as well as one of works of mercy and evangelism.

But there was no thought whatsoever of separation from the Church. 

Church attendance was considered important and therefore urged. Later
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on when Franke became leader of the movement in Germany, Pietism

took on a more aggressive nature. He asserted that, "A true Christian

must experience a sudden, agonizing religious crisis followed by an 
26immediate knowledge which could define its time and plaice. 1 ‘ From 

then on, Halle Pietism took on a strong legalistic character, which 

soon found its way to Swedish shores.

Since the crushing of Pietism by the Conventicle Edict of 1726, many 

new mystical writings had been coming into Sweden from' Halle, now 

under the leadership of Gotthilf August, Franke’s son. A large number 

of the persecuted Pietists quickly embraced this new form of piety and 

an aggressive, radical type of Pietism began to grow. The early leader 

of this new movement was Johann Conrad Dippel, a German physician and 

theologian who had been imprisoned for seven years in Denmark for 

political intrigue. Dippel visited Sweden from I726 to 1728, during 

which time he quickly became known as a powerful adversary of ortho

doxy. His fiery writings and out-spoken condemnation of the clergy 

had a strong appeal for the people. As a result, his followers soon 

showed an open hostility to the clergy. Some would even stand up in 

the middle of a Sunday sermon in the church and call the minister a 

liar! But in the end, Dippel went too far. His teachings on justifi

cation and sanctification - he maintained that they were one and the 

same thing - caused a tremendous upheaval not only in the Church, but 

in the old conservative pietistic circles.

So again the clergy banded together, and in 1735 another edict was 

issued, more stern even than the previous one. It permitted fines to 

be imposed upon those who were merely rumored to have any religious 

thoughts which deviated from orthodoxy. Before long, reports were 

coming from all directions, and a minor inquisition was in progress.
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Fortunately, many of the clergy remained true to their pietistic 

thinking and that, together with new ideas from the Enlightenment 

coming from the continent - many of which' were embraced by the theo

logical faculty in Uppsala - helped relax the stern laws.

Dippel had caused so much trouble during his short visit to Stockholm

that before the end of his second year there he was deported. However,

his radical ideas remained and spread, while the old conservative

pietistic circles slowly withdrew. They had-completely lost faith in

the old uniform religion of the state Church and had even given up the

great hope for the church's reform. It seemed to them that the Church

had become "A veritable Babel - ready for destruction along with that 
27world whose interests it shared."

Now within the new radical circles, a strong apocalyptic feeling arose. 

Early on, they had seen King Carl XII with ids amazing victories on 

European battlefields as a new Messiah who would establish the thousand- 

year Kingdom on Earth. Then this changed. The simple and the poor were 

to become the chosen of God to save Christendom. Apocalyptic literature 

was popular, dreams and visions were usual, and enthusiastic singing 

became their specialty. The greatest leader of Radical Pietism was 

Sven Rosen. During his student days in Uppsala, he had been won over 

to the philosophy of Liebnitz and vonWolff, leaders of the Enlighten

ment in Germany. After leaving Uppsala, he was caught up in the reli

gious circles in Stockholm and there experienced a momentous conversion, 

after which he gave up his plan for an academic career and gave himself 

over to a religious life. At first, he attached himself to Tolstadius. 

But before long, he joined the radical groups and soon assumed a posi

tion of leadership in them. He continued this leadership for a decade, 

writing prolifically all the while. He was a mystic and spent many
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hours in contemplation. He and some of his close associates were 

reported for being suspected of wrong religious thinking and after a 

long legal procedure, he was exiled in 1741. His departure became

the death-blow for radical Pietism.

In the meantime, some of the fires of the old conservative Pietism 

had continued to burn quietly in a few hearts. Between 1730 and 174-0 

these banked fires began to come to life. Many of the ministers who 

had previously preached Pietism openly had had to return to impeccable 

orthodoxy, but their sermons were infused with their pietistic spirit;, 

keeping alive its ideals and principles. Bishop Herman Schro’der of 

Kalmar was the first of these men to begin to speak openly again. He 

had kept in touch with Halle because of his great interest in missions. 

Because of this, he aroused interest in his. own See in missions, rais

ing money to help support a Swedish-born missionary who went to India 

under the sponsorship of Halle. This was a young Swede named 

Kiernander. He had gone to India as a missionary to the Danish-Halle 

mission at Cuddalore, and 'later moved to Calcutta, where he labored 

for twenty-eight years, thus becoming the first Protestant missionary 

to that city. Schrdder spoke to the Riksdag in 1731, urging them to 

forward missions in their colonies; and also included reports of 

missionary work in India when the Riksdag was to consider forming an 

East India Company. Because of this, Schroder is considered a pioneer 

of missionary thought in Sweden. As a result of his efforts, he 

gained much respect from the Riksdag. Even the Church authorities 

began to look upon him with special favor. But in spite of this, the 

Swedish Church still took no real interest in missionary work but con

tinued rather to interest itself chiefly with its internal problems and 

struggles.
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Daring this decenns.em, two pietisti-c revivals broke out - one in 

Karl.ekrona in southern Sweden, and the other in FrSmmestad in 

V^steigi'hland further north. Peter Murbeck, a fiery preacher led the 

movement in the south and Andreas Tengbom was leader in the north. 

Large groups of people literally streamed into their churches to hear 

them, much to the annoyance of the crhecicx men. But many true con

versions took place and lives were changed in all walks of life. The 

Cathedral Chapter in the south finally called in Meibeck for question

ing, and in 1741 he was suspended - not on grounds of fiicr, but as a 

consequence of what were considered to be shortcomings in his official 

duties. So his work came to an end for several years, until the sus

pension was lifted in 1746. The revival in Fi4,mmeetad had quite a 

different ending. Soon after it had begun, a group of radical Piet

ists moved in and Tengbom found himself in a strenuous struggle with 

them. Then, at what was a crucial moment, the irenic •tidings of 

Hesi•erllutism sounded in the town, putting an end to the arguments and 

struggles.

Herrnhu ti sm

Carl Henrik Grendelshsfrna and early Contacts;
Zsnzendcre,s visit to Sweden; Diaspora 'Workers; Toler
ance Edict of 1741; The Great Pioneers of the 1740's - 
Thore Oie.elies, Elias Ostergren and Arvid Giadin; Prob
lems from 1745-1752; The Final Decades of the Century.

This brings us to the second great religious movement - one with a 

strong missionary emphasis - to come to Sweden during the eighteenth 

century - Herrreleti£nn. It claims the 13 August, 1722 as its date of 

birth at Hutberg, a hill which was on the land owned by Count 

Nicolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf in Saxony, There he, together with a

handful of the Moravian Brethren - the "Remnant" or "Hidden Seed" of
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the ancient Unitas Pratrum from Bohemia and Moravia - formed a con

gregation which was "baptized by the Holy Spirit Himself to one love

... a day of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the congregation.
28It was its Pentecost.” Like Pietism. Herrnhutism was a religion of 

the heart. Its followers felt that this was the common ground in all

Christian denominations. Lewis states: "This became a fundamental

conception ... Zinzendorf’s world-wide view of religion ... This heart-

to-heart or personal and intimate devotion to Jesus Christ and to all

who acknowledge him as Saviour rose above all the barriers of creed,

forms of worship and ecclesiastical organization : it was instantly

recognized by all men in every place who shared in it; and it was a 
29meeting ground of all Christians and of all churches. ”

Therefore. their first goal was that of the unity of all Christians. 

regardless of denomination. According to Zinzendorf. the mission of 

the Pilgrim - a term he frequently used - was. "To awaken the slumber

ing Christians in the different churches and more effectively clothe 

them. if they can. in their several religious habits as Lutherans. 

Anglicans. Calvinists or Moravians.

The second goal was that of mission. for to be a Christian was. "To

act upon the simple truth that to be a Christian is to be involved in 
31a mission to the whole world. ” Consequently. a tremendous mission

ary activity resulted, and the people of Herrnhut "Became the vital
32leaven of European Protestantism. ”

Present in Herrnhut on their Foundation Day in 1727 was a young Swedish 

nobleman. Carl Henrik Grundelstierna. He was a Pietist and a member 

of the close circle of friends which gathered around Tolstadius in 

Stockholm, and he was filled with a great zeal to win souls. He had
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earlier become acquainted with Zinzendorf while on a study tour in 
Saxony and had visited him in Herrnhut in the spring of that year.

After a third visit to Herrriiut in December of 1/2“/, during which he 

related to Zinzendorf the religious conditions in Stockholm, Zinzendorf 

opened a correspondence with Eric Tolstadius. When Grundelstierna 

returned to Sweden in 1?29, he began to work for the ideas of the 

Brethren. Moving within the circles of the popular radical Pietism 

of the time, he met with little success in his promotion of the ideals 

of Herrnhut. First of all-, according to reports, he lacked sufficient 

talent and energy for the job. Secondly, Zinzendorf had, in his 

earlier correspondence written stern warnings against Dippel’s extreme 

views which were just then so eagerly accepted in Stockholm. That 

scarcely made Zinzendorf ' s views popular, So when, in 1731 the first 

of the "Brothers" from Herrnhut arrived in Stockholm, they were able 

to accomplish very little. In 1734 a second pair arrived there on 

their way to Lapland as missionaries. They remained in Stockholm for 

several months, using their time to try to explain their beliefs.

In 1735 Zinzendorf himself made a visit to Sweden. He had heard of 

the renewed activity of the Pietists under the leadership of Peter 

Murbeck in Malin', and it was into their midst he came, to bring his 

teaching of God’s free grace. But even this great man made little 

impression on the legalistic Swedish Pietists. He paid a call on 

Bishop Rydelius in Lund and they had several conversations in which 

Zinzendorf spoke of his ideas on reconciliation and God’ s free grace, 

but there is no indication that they reached any agreement on any

thing. And after only one week, Zinzendorf left Sweden.

One after another, "Diaspora Workers” from Herrnhut came and went in 

Sweden, all bringing their message of God reconciling men to Himself
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through Christ's death, and the following decennium brought their 

first success. They were undoubtedly helped by the fact that for 

several years there had been many attempts at broadening tolerance 

in the country, especially in the matter of religious freedom. The 

interest of the government to promote industry and foreign trade to

raise the economic standard helped provide a favorable climate. If 

Swedish Lutherans in England, it was argued, were free to practice 

their religion there, then Englishmen should receive the same courtesy 

of religious freedom in Sweden. The Clergy Estate responded to this 

suggestion with an outright "no". But they were outvoted. In August 

of 1741 & decree was issued, permitting freedom of religion to any who 

were of the English and Reformed churches. "Thereby those of the 

Reformed thinking had received a secure position in Sweden. An impor

tant stage on the road toward religious tolerance had been
33accomplished,"

Three men in particular, all Swedes, may be said to be the real pion

eers of Herrnhutism in Sweden. They were Thore Odhelius, Elias
»•Ostergren and Arvid Gradin.

The first of these, Thore Odhelius, had earlier become a strong separ

atist, following the mystical ideas of Dippel. But he had never com

pletely forsaken his discipleship under the tuition of Tolstadius, On 

a visit in 1738 to Lithuania, he came into contact with a revival in 

the circle of.Brethren from Herrnhut living there, and. experienced a

d.eep religious change in his life. According to his own statement,
34"I know not what else to say except that Mercy happened to ms.”

Upon his return to Stockholm the following year, he began to preach 

with great zeal his new belief in the peace and joy to be received in
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the confession of sin, and trust in the Lamb of God whose blood had

been shed for the sins of mankind. God’s grace was freely available

to all who truly sought. Most desired of was the sense of freedom

which each one who asked, received from Christ, through His work of

salvation and reconciliation. Odhelius wrote: "With Him is calm,

peace and joy and a glorious victory, which no law or morality can 
35ever give." Odhelius’ preaching was of such power, that people

flocked to hear him and many were won over to this new thinking - not 

the least of whom were many of Stockholm’s clergy. So great became 

his following that a new party within the church was actually formed, 

calling themselves "Odhelianerna”, and were considered to be ranged 

against "Tolstadianerna" - the followers of Tolstadius. Because of 

this, the Herrnhutters found ant i-pietistic orthodox churchmen align

ing themselves with their group - an added bonus! As a preacher, 

Odhelius was considered to be one of the most outstanding of the time, 

so it is little wonder that his following grew so rapidly,

1JElias Ostergren visited Herrnhut in 1738 where he too had a deep reli

gious experience. He returned to Stockholm in 1740, having travelled 

first through Vaste'rgo'tland, where in Prdmmestad his preaching had 

begun a revival movement, both in the heart of the above-mentioned pas

tor Andreas Tengbom and in the congregation. The influence of 

Ostergren was so great in Vastergdtland that many former members of 

the congregations who had become separatists were brought back into 

the fold of the Church.

After leaving this area, Ostergren made a three-month visit in 

Stockholm and Uppsala. In Uppsala, he discovered that Zinzendorf’s 

"Berlinische Reden" had won great recognition and that many of the 

professors there were ruch in agreement with it. Concerning this, he
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wrote: "It v/ants only workers for the whole ccurntry to be captiva

ted ♦,, Our net is full, it is impossible for us to pull it ashore
"56alone, come and help us. ’ ’ He then departed on a tour to Gothenburg,

Skara and again to Vastergd'tland to preach to the extreme separatist 

Pietists, Many of them were to renounce their separatist views and

become reconciled to the Church.

In the spring of 1741 he and a friend, Olof Bjdrn left Stockholm for 

Lapland, where they preached to the Lapps for two years. Following 
that, dstergren went on to Trondhjem and Kristiania in Norway, remain

ing there for a few years. Bjdrn, a carpenter from Vdster&s spent 

some time in London where, for a time he was a part of Zinzendorf’s 

Fetter Lane Society, along with John Wesley and Peter Bohlej?.

Concerning Arvid Gradin, Jacobsson writes: "Of all Swedish Herraiut-

ters before 1750, Arvid Gradin is indisputably the most important - as

much by reason of knowledge and talent as by piety of heart, burning

zeal and self-sacrifice for the community of Brethren - in various 
37countries and many various appointments," And together with 

Odhelius and dstergren, he is considered the founder of Herrnhutism 

in Sweden.

As a student in Uppsala in 1727, he aligned himself with the more ’warm

hearted orthodox group. Then, joining his friends on their trips to 

Stockholm to hear the preaching of Tolstadius and other Pietists, he 

was gradually won over into that movement. With the coming of ration

alism and natural theology from Germany, he soon joined the ranks of 

those who held to the Liebnitz-Wolff philosophy. Next he came under 

the influence of Dippel’s writings, and by 1733 was wholly involved 

with that group in Stockholm. But with all this vacillation, he found
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no inner peace, and was by now fairly disillusioned with all these

groups. In 1735 he came across Christian David's book telling of

the community in Herrnhut and was so moved by it, he decided that

he too should adopt their principles. As a result, in April of 1738

he found himself in Herrnhut, "With a warm longing in the heart for

the salvation of my poor soul, and with much emotion in the heart 
38and with thanks." Before the first day was over, he was deep in

discussion with the brothers concerning their views on free grace and 

justification. IUring the following days he prayed much for guidance 

and mercy from God, and sought help from the brothers till he finally 

experienced a real conversion in both heart and mind. He wrote then 

to his friends in Uppsala that he had decided to remain with the

Brethren for the rest of his life.

In August of 1738 Gradin met John Wesley at Heronhut during the lat

ter's short visit there, and related to him the story of his conversion 

which Wesley noted in his Journal, dated 12 August, 1738. In September, 

he met Zinzendorf who was on a secret visit to Herr^nt from his exile

in Marieaborn. As a result of that meeting, Gradin went to Herr•ralaag, 

Zinzendooe's home, to become tutor to his son. He also taught in the 

Brethren’s Seminary in Marienborn, Seminarius Theologicum Augustana 

Confessionis, and became so immersed in the congregation that he 

renewed his decision to remain there for all time. It was, inciden

tally, just at this time that Sven Rosen, exiled leader of the radical 

Pietists in Stockholm arrived in Maoieaborn. He became so strongly 

influenced by Gradin and Herrnautism that in December of 1743 he became 

a member of the congregation in Maoieaborn. His letters therefrom to

old friends in Sweden had "A significant influence in aid of 
39Heoonautism there."
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In the meantime, the small groups of Brethren in Sweden were having 

a hard time of it and in 1741 wrote to Zinzendorf asking for help.

It was only natural that Gradin was chosen, along with Martin Dober 

as an official deputation to visit the archbishop and the theological 

faculty in Uppsala in October of that year. Both the archbishop and 

the theological faculty were impressed and well-pleased with Gradin’s 

letter* from the bishops of the Brethren and could find no fault with 

their statements of belief. As a result, he was invited to preach 

many times, and many were to seek forgiveness of sin and to find sal

vation through "The Blood of the Lamb". In November he founded the 

first society of the Brethren in Stockholm, consisting of several 

small circles of brothers who had been meeting together for Bible >. 

discussion, prayer, singing and study of Herrnhut literature.

Odhelius and another minister, Johan Holmberg were the leaders of 

these groups. The most remarkable thing about them was that they were 

founded with the full approval of the Swedish clergy, who could see in 

these conventicles nothing contrary to the church laws.

For the next few months, Gradin travelled extensively in Sweden, 

beginning in his home town of Vika in Dalarna, proceeding to V&stman- 

land, V^stergdtland, and finally arriving in Gothenburg in March of 

1742. He preached in many towns and many revivals began. Finally, 

on the 16th day of May he sailed for "home" - via a tour to Bergen in 

Norway and then to Amsterdam, arriving in Marieriborn in July.

Herrnhutism continued to grow in Sweden, particularly in Stockholm and 

in V^stergdtland. Odhelius continued to preach in Stockholm with 

Holmberg as his helper, and by November of 1743, ten local preachers 

had joined them. Many new groups came into existence, all around. Lake

Mdlar and as far west as V^ster^s. Before long, there were small
5.
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groups all over central Sweden. In V&stergdtland, the aforementioned. 

Andreas Tengbom of 'Fra'mmestad had become the leader of the movement.

A flood of literature, translated from the German was distributed and 

eagerly read. Johan Hrlmbeeg was the driving force behind this effort 

and it was also through his interest that a songbook, Sipon Sgnner 

was published.. This songbook became immensely popular and vm.s givvn 

credit for the salvation of many souls. "Sions Songs alone had con

verted many thousand souls if the country who never knew one letter
of Tolstaddus or Odhelius, even less about the Herrnhut congrega-
. • „40

By 1745 the Heirthut movement was strong in many parts of Sweden. When 

Gradin returned to Marieriborn in 1742, he had reported that there were

less than one hundred ministers in Sweden who could be called "devoted"

to Hmrrneuti£e, But by 1750, there were some 3,200 to be found in all 

parts of the country. During the 1750's, the movement spread mostly 

through the western part of Skane in southern Sweden. The next decade 

saw it moving eastward and northward throughout the province, and 

within ten years it was firmly grounded in the entire area.

During the years of 1745 to 1752, a severe crisis arose within the 

Hmrenhut groups because of fatahics coming from Germany, causing many 

problems among them. As had happened with earlier groups, the leaders 

were exiled from Sweden. This by no means caused the death of the 

groups - their spirit was too strong. During the following years they 

re-grouped and by I76O more revivals broke out and Herethuhism spread 

still further through the land, even infiltrating into the church 

itself. It continued to burn as a strong movement - sometimes to the 

point of fanaticism - and can be considered as great a movement as

Pietism in Sweden.
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In the remaining decades of the century, many strong preachers of the 

movement were heard in many parts of the country - Johannes Nicolaus 

Sundius in Allerum; Anders Carl Rutstrom, Erland Predrik Hj&rne and 

Christian Gotthelf Ike in Stockholm; Daniel Grau in Vaster&s; Olof 

Strandberg in Narke; and Anders Hillestrom and Peter Arfvidsson in 

Gothenburg - to name a few. But even with these and other powerful 

preachers, there never seemed to be any one central figure to hold it 

together. Any real leadership seemed only to come from any visiting 

diaspora workers from Heornhlut.

Both Pietism and Heronautism served to effect a marked change in the 

lives of a large number of the Swedes. As many of the orthodox clergy 

were won over to these movements, their preaching changed. Their 

sermons were no longer learned lectures aimed at raising the morality 

of the people, but rather were directed to the individual as a chal

lenge to work out a anod-won, personal Christiani^ty^. The art of 

rhetoric was discarded and sermons were delivered in the simple speech 

of the people, vastly enriched by the strong colloquialisms of the 

day. Thereby they 'breated a form of popular preaching which has con

tinued to the present day. Dogmatically, however, they remained

firmly on orthodox ground. "In Herrnautism’s Caoistfcentric preaching 

of salvation one saw in general - even in orthodox quarters - an 

attempt to make the most fundamental teaching of faith in Lutheran
I Q

dogma a reality in practical daily piety. ” But in every other line

of thought - stress on redemption as an individual experience, demand 

for a personal decision, and tolerance toward other religious groups - 

they revealed their Pietistic nnd/fo ^0^1x^13110 leanings. These 

people thus became committed to a new and better way of life, striving 

for the perfection of the life of Christ. They showed a great zeal
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for the religious education and care of their children. They visited 

and helped both the poor and the sick, and they constantly encouraged 

each other for mutual edification. By the end of the century, evan

gelism and revivals in their midst - which for many years had been 

going on in a quiet, almost hidden 'way - increased and drastically 

changed the character of the religious life which had become "More

Church free".

Emmanuel Swedenborg and Carl von Linne

Tvzo men who fit into neither of the above movements, nor even in the 

Enlightenment-influenced orthodox church - and nor were they clergymen 

- but who exercised an amazing influence over the religious lives of 

many Swedish people were Emmanuel Swedenborg and Carl von Linne.

Emmanuel Swedenborg, perhaps the more striking figure of the two was 

born in 1688, son of the aforementioned Jesper Svedberg, Bishop of 

Skara. Prom early youth, he was interested in the natural sciences and 

his studies in that field out-distanced his religious studies. As a 

young man, he was most certainly influenced by both radical Pietism and 

Herrnhutism. Then a lengthy visit to England brought him into contact 

with the thinking of both Newton and Locke and with Cambridge Platonism. 

In 1729 he wrote Vera Demonstratio Evangelica in which he attacked the 

prevailing orthodoxy of the Swedish Church. Many of his ideas seemed 

to coincide with those of Conrad Dippel, and he v/as strongly attracted ~ 

to Dippel's mysticism and beliefs in the supernatural. Regardless of 

any previous religious experience, Swedenborg himself considers the 

year 1743 (at which time he was fifty-five years of age) as the date 

of the beginning of his spiritual sight, and began at that time to 

believe he had some special spiritual calling from Cod - an amazing
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change from a life which had been devoted to science and mathematics.

He told a friend many years later, "I, for my own part had never 

expected to come into that spiritual state in which I am now; but 

the Lord selected me for this work, and for revealing the spiritual 

meaning of the .sacred Scriptures, which He had promised in the prophets 

and in the book of Revelation. My purpose previously had been to
4, texplore nature, chemistry and the sciences of mining and anatomy. ”

During the next few years, he experienced many dreams and visions, many 

of which he at first doubted himself. But gradually he was convinced 

that these were from God and their directions became his calling.

In London, in April of 1745, Swedenborg had a vision which proved to

be the decisive factor ‘ which shaped his views for the rest of his life.

He had a vision of the Lord God who revealed to him that, "He had

chosen me to explain to men. the spiritual sense of the Scripture and

that He Himself would explain to me what I should write on this sub- 
45ject. And from that time on, he considered himself to be "Admitted

to intercourse.with angels and spirits, speaking with them as man with 

man. In June of 1747 he resigned his job on the Royal Board of

Mines in order to devote himself to his new work and not be distracted

by worldly concerns, and to become a religious preacher, called of 

God.

He then began the writing of his voluminous religious works which show 

the development of his thinking and ideals. He considered the Bible to 

be divine and the highest authority for his expositions. Yet he set up 

a canon of his own, disregarding those books he felt were not truly 

spiritual. Everything that existed emanated from God and existed solely 

through Him. Swedenborg's view of the Godhead was Unitarian. Christ 

was not the son of God, but was God himself who, after the creation took
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on. the form of man. The Holy Spirit was Godly truth and. power eman

ating from God the Saviour. He considered, sin not to be a willful 

desertion of God by man, but to be man’s love for the world and himself 

to the extent that he forgot his heavenly origin. There was no need 

for atonement - with the help of God, man could battle his sinful 

desires and gradually lift his soul upwards through a continuing moral 

renewal until the soul would be united with the deity.

As a religion, Swedenborgianism never had a very great impact on the 

religious life in Sweden, although Pleijel, the most careful of Swedish 

church historians gives it greater scope than any other., It came first 

to Gothenberg through a Greek language lecturer, Gabriel Andersson 

Beyer. From there it spread northward into V^stergo'tland where it 

caught on among some of the former radical Pietists. Swedenborg’s 

differences with the orthod.ox views on reconciliation and his mysticism 

held a strong appeal for the former followers of the Dippelian persua

sion. By the middle of the 1770’s some of these groups enjoyed visions, 

shaking, crying and wailing. A group of the Herrnhutters also joined 

in with them, and even Andreas Kn8s, a strong orthodox churchman and 

educator in Skara was influenced by this thinking. But Swedenborgian

ism never received enough followers in Sweden to be rated as a movement, 

and no Swedenborgian society was actually recognized in Sweden until 

1885. The movement had, in fact, a larger following in England where 

it was accepted by various members of Methodist, Quaker and Church of 

England congregations. So it is strangely interesting to note that 

although Swedenborg’s followers were relatively small in number, his 

writings and spiritualism became so widely known.

Swedenborg’s contemporary, Carl von Linne was first a botanist, but 

from the beginning a man with a strong sense of calling that God had
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chosen him to appear in his time to interpret nature. He felt that 

the laws of nature would show the "Direct way to knowledge of her
y

creator's majesty, omnipotence, omniscience and mercy. " He found

no conflict between his ideas and Biblical revelation, and thought 

that a true knowledge of nature could only support one's belief in 

God. He wrote, in the opening sentences of his book "Systema Naturae": 

'I saw the back of the Infinite, all-wise and all-mighty God as He 

went from me ... and I was appalled. I traced out His footsteps over 

the field of nature, and I remarked at every extremity of it an infi

nite wisdom and power, I saw there how all animals are nourished by

plants, plants by the earth, how the earth-ball is turned night and 

day round the sun, which gave it life, how the sun with the planets 

and the fixed stars are held up in their empty nothing by the motive 

and director of universal existence, of all causation, this world's 

Lord and Master. If one should call Him 'Fate' one is not wrong for 

all things hang on His finger. If one should call Him 'Nature' one is 

not vrong, for from Him all things have come. If one should call Him

’Providence' one speaks rightly too, for all things are done according 
4Bto His will and pleasure."

It was as professor at Uppsala University that von Linne became known,

and from all over the world students flocked to hear his lectures and

to accompany him on his botanical expeditions. His new principles of 

taxonomy became world famous. In his lectures, he would easily "Recon

cile truth and knowledge, Christian revelation and empirical research. 

Through these lectures and his discussions on hygienic and economic 

questions, he influenced many young men who were later to become the 

clergymen of the land. The fact that in later years vicarages often 

became large farms and gained such central significance in the parishes
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was largely due to the influence of Linne’s teachings in the belief 

in the religious and ethical character of natural sciences. And 

because of his teaching to thousands of students throughout the years, 

many of whom became clergymen, trained in botany and horticulture, 

which knowledge they passed on to the peasants in their parishes,

Linne’ s influence was far more wide-spread and valuable than that of 

Swedenborg. This could only result in good, if Linne were, as 

Wordsworth claims, "A warnn-heirted, joyous and reverent man of science, 

surrounded by loving pupils and a happy family, and looking with 

mingled awe and gladness at the footprints of the Creator in the field 
of nature."5°

The Close of_ the Century

Reign of Gustavus HI; Tolerance and the Edict of 1781;
Cultural Growth - Societies and Academies; Problems of 
State; Election of Crown Prince Carl Johan Bernadette; 
the Enlightenment and Secularization in the Church;
Defensive Orthodoxy - Jacob Serenius, Pehr Tolleson,
Samuel Wiesel; Societas Svecana pro Fide et Christianismo;
Henric Schartau.

The latter third of the century was one of political strife and unr’est 

in Sweden, filled with foreign intrigue and continual wars, draining 

the country of both money and man-power. The rich nobility were dis

satisfied, having been deprived of their power by the king, Gustavus 

III, who came to the throne in 1772. He had had a French education and 

was a pupil of the rationalistic school which had spread to Scandinavia 

from England, France and Germany, Ho initiated many reforms - such as 

the abolition of torture, freedom of the press, and even attempted to 

deal with the overvz/^€^]^m:^ng problem of drunkenness in the country.

He was also interested in religion. As a product of the French Enlight

enment, he was a moderate, and preferred the old uniformity within the 

church so that all would be taught and believe the same thing. He
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requested revisions of the Bible, Psalm Book, Liturgy and the Hand

book. But there was so much argument about it all among the church

men, and it was all re-worked so many times that it dragged on way

past the turn of the century. However, "This work was the enlightened.
51theologians most outstanding contribution" of the time. The king*s 

liberalism showed itself in the Edict of Tolerance issued in 1781, 

whereby within the framework of the Church, all foreigners could have 

full freedom of conscience. They could believe what they wished and 

practice that religion. In 1782, Jews were given freedom for their 

religion and were given permission to build synagogues in three 

Swedish cities - Stockholm, Gothenburg and Norrkdping. The only res

triction of any importance placed upon these people was that they were

not permitted to hold state office or membership in the Riksdag. Then 
I

in 1784 a great concession indeed was made - the first Roman Catholic 

Mass in many years was said. However, the restriction was placed upon 

the Catholics that they were not allowed to make any new convei'ts.

While this period may have been politically dark, it produced great 

advancement in many areas of knowledge. Science, art, literature, law 

and justice made great strides, and the formation of societies and 

academies blossomed. Much earlier in 1739 the Academy of Science had 

been founded by von Linne the botanist, Anders Celsius the astronomer 

and Torberg Bergmen the chemist. The Academy of Letters had been 

organized in 1753- But now came a new rush of cultural groups. The 

Academy of Music was founded in 1771, the Royal Swedish Opera in 1773 

and the Swedish Academy in 1786 - all to which the king lent his sup

port. His reign with all its advances, in spite of the fact that per

sonally Gustavus III was known as vain, frivolous, profligate and even

deceitful had ushered in, "What has been justly called the period of 
52Neology." .
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The hatred of the nobility for this king increased when he made

himself absolute monarch in 178$- He was assassinated in 1792 and 

his son was crowned King G-usta.v 17 Adolph. He did little to distin

guish himself, except to embroil Sweden hopelessly in wars and 

intrigues with Russia, Denmark and France. His countrymen became so 

disgusted with his ineptitude that they deposed him in 1809 and his 

uncle, already an old man with no children was elected king and 

crowned Carl XIII. Then came a stroke of good fortune for the belea

guered country. In searching for a crown prince, a young lieutenant, 

Baron Karl Otto Morner forwarded the name of one of Napoleon’s most 

successful generals, Marshall Jean Bernadotte, Prince of Ponte Corvo. 

Surprisingly, the Council accepted this unusual candidacy. Bernadotte 

too accepted - not hesitating to renounce his Roman Catholicism to 

become a Lutheran, and in short time he was elected Crown Prince Carl 

Johan on the 21 August, 1810. From that time on, Sweden's fortunes 

began to change and one of the darkest periods of its history began

to wane.

These many years of troubles were bound to have their effect upon the 

Church, and the middle and late years of the century produced little 

advance - especially within the orthodox circles. Secularization grew 

at an alarming rate, and in some cities on the Sabbath the clamor of 

"business as usual" as well as that of noisy sports in the streets was 

so disruptive during church services that police patrols were called in 

to suppress the troublemakers and in some instances, even to divert 

traffic from the surrounding roads. Contempt for any religion was 

popular among the educated youth, and the Church blamed this in large 

part on the influence of the French Enlightenment.
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The Church itself was a victim of this malady, A large number of the

clergy had turned to a more modern view of their office. For the most

part, they had accepted that, "The true church was the invisible

church, whose goal was ethical : to promote love among mankind. The

educational, dogmatic-confessional and institutional, on the other hand, 
53was not a part of the nature of the true church." The modern church

man believed that his duty was to influence the morals of the people so

that they might become good and upright citizens. They must be left 

to think freely. Then, because of the close correlation between reli

gion, state and morals, men’s understanding would become progressively

enlightened. Moreover, "The minister committed himself to spread the 
54truth in a way that would agree with the laws of the state. " Further,

at a meeting of the clergy in V&ster&s See, Bishop Troilius directed 
55the ministers to "Teach the law of the land.” As a result, many 

Sunday sermons were little more than political speeches. In fact, 

some clergymen became completely disinterested in their offices - to 

such an extent that their lack of Godliness was reported in the local 

newspapers. Also, because of the prevailing mood of tolerance, mch of 

the earlier zeal against Pietism and Herrnhutism had dwindled, although 

sporadic attempts were made to preserve the uniformity and purity of 

the Church by some churchmen who remained loyal. And in some of the 

more remote country villages where some of the deep-rooted old super

stitions still existed, trials for vitchcraft were known as late as

1757.

But not all the clergy were affected. Some of the old orthodoxy still

existed and the Church itself could be said to have taken a defensive

stand against the onslaught of the divergent influences from so many 

directions. Much of the old pietists influence still existed, and
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most of the preachers of any note were of this ilk. Others truly

strove to keep the old orthodoxy alive. Jacob Serenius, Bishop of

Str&ngn&s from 1763 was one of the outstanding men in this group. 4

During his earlier years as a clergyman, he had been active in the

religio-political areas. But now he sought to reform the church from 3
'I

within and keep it pure from the secularization of the day. Pehr

Tolleson preached great revival sermons in the Riddarholm Church in
i3Stockholm during the 1770's and 1780's. Amazingly, the new learning

and secularization did not penetrate into some of the more isolated

areas. Here the ministers continued pretty much in the old orthodox

way. One such area was the parish of Vislanda in Sm&land, to whose

pastor, Samuel Wiesel, "Pietists and Herrnhutters were as unknown in 
56his house as they were in China." ;

In the far north the numbers of "Readers" (LMsare) were growing rapidly.

These were people who gathered themselves into small conventicles to -i

read the Bible, the sermons of Luther and postils of other writers.

The groups usually formed following revivals and on the whole did much 

good. Some, however, moved into the areas of fanaticism, the people 

falling into trances or convulsions. This practice had actually begun 

in the middle of the eighteenth century following the arrival of the 

Brethren from Herrnhut and the term "Latsare" came into general use for 

all, in all parts of the country who attended such groups. And among 

them, secularization had little effect.

While this period gave rise to many secular societies and academies, 

the church had a significant counterpart in the new "Societas Svecana 

pro Fide et Christianismo". A Swedish minister*, Dr. Carl Magnus Wrangel 

was its founder. During his travels in North America and England he 

had met and been inspired by two great revival preachers,
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H, MI. Muhlenberg and George VVhiitfielcL On his return trip to Sweden

from America, he met John ’Wesley in England, whom he greatly admired,

and there learned about the British Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, It was perhaps with this in mind that upon his return home

to Stockholm he set about to found his new society. Its purpose was

to "Set foremost the Word of Jesus Christ and salvation thrcxigh Him ...

On such a basis the Society wished to obtain an edifying, living 
57preaching within the Swedish Church," Beginning with thirteen found

ing members - all clergymen except one - its membership grew within the 

first year to seventy-six members in Sweden and twenty-eight members in 

other countries, At first, they published many small pamphlets, "To

awaken and strengthen within the members of the Church a Christian 
58faith and confession as well as communicating sound, knowledge."

The particular interest and second goal of the society was the 

Christian education of both children and adults. By 1777 two Cateche

tical schools had been founded in Stockholm and by the end of the cen

tury there were five in all. Concern wras expressed for the youth 

throughout the land, and in 1798 notices were sent to parish schools 

throughout the country urging them to follow suit; in catechetical 

training. The new schools led to a need for books - another project 

which the society gladly took in hand. A revision of Luther’s Cate

chism was planned and teaching methods were discussed. The work of 

this society in both material and methods was original and avant-garde, 

effective to a great degree and it continued for many years.

After the turn of the century, the State Church remained pretty much 

the same. The Hand Book and Catechism were finally completed under 

the direction of Archbishop Uno von Troil, a learned historian, and 

Jacob Axelsson Lindblom, Bishop of Linktfping. Neology deepened,
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following the patterns of Samuel $driann, a professor of theology at 

Uppsala. He was a naturalist, a pupil of von Linne and exercised, a 

great influence on his students.

But of all the preachers of the time, Henrik Schartau of Lund was 

without question the most remarkable. He was raised in a Godly home, 

educated in Lund University and was ordained a minister in the Church 

at the age of twenty-three. During his early years he was strongly 

influenced by both Pietism and Herrnhutism, but he never joined with 

either group. While he agreed with most of the teachings of the lat

ter, he reacted strongly against their emotionalism, He believed the 

same Gospel, but, "It was their way of presenting and applying the 

Gospel which he disliked. Not only did they lack correctives for the

abuse of grace ,,. but he considered that at times they actually 
59evoked grace, or even fostered it." He felt rather that the estab

lished Church was better equipped to offer the people a true and deep 

Christianity, free from the emotional excesses of the revivalists and 

the "Lasare".

His own conversion had occurred during a communion service during which 

he recognized his own acute state of sinfulness and need of forgiveness. 

Then, according to his own words, he "Was even granted the grace to 

receive the pronounced forgiveness according to Jesus’ word, Jesus’ pro

mise and Jesus’ assurance, based on the atonement of His own blood and
60confirmed in the Holy Communion with His offer of atonement. ’’ This

assurance of forgiveness and salvation was to remain with him and colcr 

his preaching for the rest of his life, providing him with the self

assurance and dignity for his office as well as the gentle humility 

and caring ministry so necessary for a true shepherd.
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He was a purely orthodox churchman, in the true traditional sense 

of orthodox Lutheranism. He did not belong to the circles of the new, 

enlightened and moderate orthodoxy, as it was understood in that day.

In fact, it was against just such "Orthodoxy that the orthodox Schartau
6 J,

struggled most of all. " His preaching was powerful, strong and

spiritual, and he looked upon his vocation as "His great business of 
62saving soous." Pepple thronged to hear him from all around Lund -

peasants, burghers, and both students and professors from the univer

sity, He spent much time in counselling his parishioners who came to 

him with their problems, sure of a hearing, and equally many hours 

catechizing which, according to V/ordsworth was one of his strongest 

points. He compares him and his influence to his contemporary, Charles 

Simeon at Cambridge. But from all accounts, Schartau seems to have 

been, at the turn of the century and for several years after, a deep 

and thirst-quenching well of spiritual water in the seemingly dry

desert of the orthodox church in Sweden.

As the new century moved forward into its first decade, the old style

of unified parish life in the country began to break down, due in part

to an increase in population and in part to people-shifting - due to

industrialization. The Parish system, local customs and old folk ways

and lore began slowly to disappear. The Church, as has been said, was

on the defensive. Many new foreign ideas, chiefly from Germany, were

flooding the universities, especially in philosophy and theology. The

foremost problem in theology seemed to be, "Between an enlightened 
63Christendom and a Christian Enlightenment." From England came the 

6j"Entrepreneurs in 'praxis piieatis*" ' who only helped to widen the 

gap between the orthodox Church and the many groups seeking both a 

deeper spiritual life and a religious freedom, which was growing in
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importance. There were intermittent revivals which broke out in 

various areas from north to south, but the only ones of any lasting 

effect seemed to be Schartauism in the south, and a deepening old 

Conservative Pietism growing in the far north. Other than that, the 

first decade of the new century found the religious state in Sweden 

to have an arid spiritual atmosphere in the orthodox Church; a 

Pietism, for the most part become dry and legalized.; and a number 

of Herrnhut Brethren, warding off as best they could a growth of fana

ticism. And no where could be found any real interest in taking the 

Gospel to heathen lands. So with no real central, strong leadership, 

there was really only a conglomeration - all striving to promote their 

own particular brand of thinking. It is not difficult, therefore, to 

understand that no interest in missions had entered the Church. It, 

as well as all the fragmented groups was too self-centered with little 

thought for others. Fortunately the new century would bring solutions, 

not only from within Sweden itself, but also through impulses from

over the seas.
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CHAPTER III

TWO MISSIONARIES COME TO SWEDEN

A. WORK IN DENMARK

1. Rise of Haldane Congregationalism in Scotland
Formation of the Congregational. Church; Disapprobation of 
the National Church; the Theological Seminary.

2. Congregat ional Mission s
Philosophy of Missions; Ordination of Two Missionaries for 
India - John Paterson and Ebenezer Henderson; Arrival in 
Denmark and the Decision to Remain.

3. Ministry in Copenhagen and Elsinore
Preaching; Tract Distribution; Language Study and Teaching; 
John Campbell and Contact with the Religious Tract Society; 
Danish Evangelical Society; Bibles for Iceland; First Con
tacts with the British and Foreign Bible Society.

4. War with Denmark and the Escape of the Missionaries to Sweden

B. WORK IN SWEDEN

1. The New Country
The Political Situation; Morality; Country Life;; Nation
alism and Mysticism among the Educated.

2. The Ministry of Ebenezer Henderson
Gothenburg and the English Chapel; Tract Distribution; Tour 
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WORK mJ DENMARK

Rise of Haldane Congmegationalism in Scotland

Formation of the Coniroiakional Church; Disapprobation 
of the National Church; the Theological Seminary.

When Robert Haldane, frustrated in his hopes to gf tf India as a 

missionary returned to Scotland, he found there ample outlet for his 

desire to serve God. He gave much of his time and a large amount of 

his money for the work of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 

at Home. As part of this work, he rented in July of 1798 the "Circus”

- a large auditorium in Edinburgh, which was tf be used solely for 

undenominational evangelism. This would serve well as a pulpit for 

his brother James and other visiting preachers. There was at this 

point no intent whatsoever of setting up any new denomination. But in 

December of that year, G^viHe Ewing, who had been itinerating for 

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel at Home for some time 

along with his duties in Lady Glenorchy’s Chapel, withdrew from the 

National Church. Soon those who were active in the work of the Circus 

decided to follow suit. They formed themselves into a church, adopting 

the form of church government known as Congregationalism, and James 

Haldane became its first pastor. Robert Haldane then purchased the 

Circus for their use.

It wasn’t long before similar churches began tf form, an£ many Sunday 

Schools were started for both children and adults. The congregation 

at the Circus built a church which they called, "The Tabereiacle" and 

soon after that, a second chapel was formed. The cause of missions, 

both at home and to the far-away heathen was zealously pursued, sparked 

by Mr. Ewing’s great interest. Not only had he been active in the
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formation of the Edinburgh Missionary Society in 1796 and been its 

first secretary, but he had fostered great interest throughout all 

Scotland in missions through his Missionary Magazine, begun in that

year.

The rapidly growing movement now caught the attention of the National 

Church, People were literally flocking to these new churches. Their 

spirits were captivated by the evangelical preaching, and the joy and 

enthusiasm in the meetings were much to their liking. This, together 

with reports of great crowds attending the Ccngregationalists* Sunday 

Schools became a cause for alarm to the National Church, and as a 

result severe steps were taken at the General Assembly of May 1799,

The first was that livings of the Church were closed to all but its 

own licentiates. The second was that it prohibited "Ministers of this 

Church, ... from employing to preach upon any occasion, or to dispense 

any of the ordinances of the Gospel, ... persons who are not qualified, 

according to the laws of this Church, of a presentation, and from hold
ing ministerial communion in any other manner with such persons.’’I 

This excluded then not only the separatists, but also the clergy of 

the Church of England.

At the same time, a paper was drawn up called Pastoral Admonition, 

which all ministers were instructed to read from their pulpits. In it, 

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel at Home was specifically 

named as an organization that was revolutionary and atheistical and 

possibly covered a secret democracy and anarchy. This was particularly 

effective at this time when the public lived in daily fear of a coming 

invasion by Napoleon and the French Army. But the accusation was soon 

thereafter accepted as false due to a paper published by Robert Haldane 

denying all charges.
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In spite of this, the National Church continued with its attack on 

the Congregationalists. The Pastoral,Admonition was also sent to the 

sheriffs of the counties and to the chief magistrates of all the burghs.

An appeal was even sent to the Koine Secretary, The Duke of Atholl, 

strongly on the side of the National Church, sent a letter to the Lord 

Advocate suggesting that an Act of Parliament was in order to stop the 

enthusiastic, seditious preachers and missionaries who were surely 

arousing the people to the point of overthrocW.ng their loyalty and 

principles. Such an Act was not forthcoming.

The Associate Synod was also opposed to the new movement and passed 

resolutions against lay preaching;, saying it had no warrant from the 

Word of God. They also warned their people against the Sunday Schools - 

they did not teach correct Christian principles.

In spite of all this opposition, the Congregational churches gref in 

size and number. And this growth gave rise to a new problem - the new 

churches needed ministers. The Society for the Propagation of the Gos

pel at Home too needed more ministers for its increasing evangelistic 

ventures. And this problem in turn revealed the need for theological sem

inaries in which to train the ministers. Again Robert Haldane rose to 

the occasion with both funds and organizational ability. A school was 

begun in Edinburgh in 1799, followed shortly by two more - one in 

Glasgow and one in Dundee. But by 1804 the three were consolidated 

into one school in Edinburgh. These schools were entirely maintained 

by Mr. Haldane - the students’ lodgings, education and books, as well 

as medical attention were paid by him. He even gave each student in 

excess of twenty-four pounds per year' for their own use. "It is compu

ted that the seminary must have cost him upwards of £20l000." (This

would have been for the entire life of the seminary, )
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Congmega■tional Missions

Philosophy of Missions; Ordination of Two Missionaries for 
India - John Paterson arid Ebenezer Henderson; Arrival in 
Denmark and the Decision to Remain There.

It was tf this Congregational theological school that two young men, 

John Paterson of Duntocher near Glasgow and Ebenezer Henderson rf

Dunfermline had come tf train as ministers. Mt. Paterson had been

ordained and was a minister rf the Congregational Church in Cambuslang 

and Mr, Henderson was still ' a student at the Seminary when a call for 

two missionaries was issued in 1805 by the two Congregational churches 

now existing in Edinburgh. These churches, considering it to be more 

like the Now Testament churches tf send out missionaries directly from, 

and at the expense of the individual congregations rather than through 

missionary societies, decided to find two young men and send them tf 

India. To make this official, they passed a resolution which was pub

lished in the Missionary Magazine. It read: "The formation of a Mis

sionary Society seems to imply a deficiency in the constitution of a 

church of Christ, as if it were not competent for such to use all the 

means necessary for spreading the Gospel. But in the New Testament, 

we read of missions sent out by the churches, and we hear of no other 

societies engaged in the work. Paul and Barnabas were sent out to the

heathen by the church at Antioch, The churches were commanded to

receive the brethren thus employed, and to bring them forward, on their 
xjourney after a Godly sort. II! John 6:10. " How wrong this decision

was to prove will later be seen. They then called upon all who were 

willing to devote themselves tf the work to come forward, and announced 

that funds necessary for their work would be received through collec

tions, subscriptions and donations.
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Mr. Paterson and Mr. Henderson stepped forward to accept this chal

lenge, They were duly accepted and ordained by prayer and the laying 

on of hands to this work on 27 August, 1805 at the Tabernacle in 

Edinburgh. The exact location in India for this mission was not yet 

decided, so they planned to go first to Serampore and discuss the 

matter with William Carey, Because they were not allowed passage on 

any of the ships of the East India Company, they booked passage to 

Denmark, hoping there to obtain passage on a ship of the Danish East 

India Company and thus land at a.Danish settlement in India. So, 

filled with hope and gre'at expectation they set out for Denmark, on 

the same day as their ordination. They landed in Elsinore on Friday,

13 September, 1805, and proceeded the next day to Copenhagen where they 

met John Dickie, a Scottish merchant, to whom they carried introductions 

They then set out to arrange for their passage to India, but in this 

they were unsuccessful. Only one ship was due to sail before winter 

set in, and there was no room for them on it. They offered to go 

steerage, but that too was full. Then they offered to sleep on the 

deck, but this the captain absolutely refused. As a result, they had 

no choice but to spend the winter in Copenhagen, for the moment a very 

disappointing change in plans. This information was immediately trans

mitted to Edinburgh.

Ministry in Copenhagen and Elsinore

Preaching; Tract Distribution; Language Study and Teaching;
John Campbell and Contact with the Religious Tract Society;
Danish Evangelical Society; Bibles for Iceland; First Con
tacts with the British and Foreign Bible Society.

Not willing to waste precious time, the two men set about to assess 

their situation and to make plans. As they walked about the streets of 

Copenhagen, they saw a city of people much in need of the Gospel and
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felt convinced that there was as much need for a Missionary in 

Copenhagen as in India. In a second letter to Edinburgh they vfrote: 

"Before v/e left Scotland, we were given to understand that the Danes 

were a very religious people; but from what, we have seen and heard, 

they are the very reverse. We do not suppose that there are any people 

that pay less attention to religion ... The Sabbath is scarcely known 

here; the most of the merchanics are at work, and nearly all the shops 

are open. Those who do not chuse to work, devote the day to pleasure 

... None appear to us to be caring for the concerns of their souls; 

nay, their conduct declares that they do not believe that they are 

immortal creatures, or that there is any hereafter.

A reply from Edinburgh'to these letters was quickly forthcoming, assur

ing the men of continued support and of the churches’ willingness that 

they should remain in Copenhagen over the winter, and to try to carry 

on the work of Christian missions there. On 25 December, 1805,

they wrote to their missionaries saying: "We have been strongly per

suaded that for the present at least, the Lord calls for your labours 

in that part of the v/orld where you now are placed ... To us, nothing 

appears more clear than that the service in which you are now engaged

ought not to be abandoned, nor the door closed which the Lord has 
5opened," And in another letter which followed shortly thereafter 

they wrote: "We pity the inhabitants of Bengal or Otelieite because 

they worship idols, but what better are Europeans who worship NO 
God?"6

So the two missionaries settled in and began to make plans. The first 

item on their agenda was to provide services on Sunday for the large • 

English-speaking population in Copentiagen. Through the help of Mr. 

Dickie, they met a young Englishman who offered his home for this
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purpose, and on their second Sunday in that city, they preached to a

fair number of their countrymen. At the end of October Mr. Paterson

wrote, telling of this and of successive services: "The most of the

English people to whom it was mentioned that we designed to preach

laughed at the idea and some of them were very much against it. Being

confident that the work was the LordL’s, we went forward, not doubting

but He would prosper it. The first day we met publicly in the large

elegant room we had obtained for the purpose, only 13 attended; next

day there were about 4-0 and yesterday about 100. Among all these,

there were not above three or four poor looking people; there were

many of the first people in the place, and several naval officers. We

never preached to a more attentive congregation; they all seemed to

be struck with the solemnity of the worship, and some heard with tears

in their eyes. What the result may be we know not, but v/e have no

doubt that the Lord will bless his own Word for the salvation of many 
nin this place."

After a few weeks, feeling this service now to be well established, 

they began to think of providing a similar service for the many English 

people living in Elsinore. There was an English chapel there, and a 

clergyman to serve it; but the chapel had been closed because of 

insoluble differences between the minister and the congregation.

Because of this, the two men decided not to avail themselves of the 

chapel, but rather hired a hall for the purpose. By the second week of 

November, the arrangements were completed and after that Sunday, they 

preached there every Sunday as well as in Copenhagen. For a while they 

divided this task between them, so that when one was to preach in 

Copenhagen, the other would preach in Elsinore. Because of the time 

wasted in so much travel back and forth, it was eventually decided that
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Mr. Henderson would remain in Elsinore and Mr. Paterson in Copenhagen, 

exchanging pulpits occasionally.

Their next task was to reach the Danes themselves with the Gospel.

Because they didn’t know the language, this would have to be done

through the medium of tracts. Again, Mr. Dickie came to their help.

He introduced them to the editor and publisher of a local newspaper who 

knew English well. Through his help, the tract. The One Thing Needful 

was tianslated into Danish and published. Most of their time during 

the following week was used in walking about and handing these tracts 

to everyone they met. This in turn drew much attention to themselves, 

and the natural curiosity of the people brought many to hear then.

Their small congregation soon swelled and so they now needed and found 

a large hall for their Sunday services. They also set about having 

more tracts translated and published. All this was evidently well- 

received by the Danes in general,. On 14 May, 1806 they wrote: "So 

far as we know, scarce one has dared to lift a lip against us in the 

way of defamation. Our conduct is so much out of the beaten track, 

that they seem to be at a loss what to think of us, or on what prin

ciple to account for our acting as we do; yet the worst that they have 
said of us is, that we are METHODISTS ! "8

At the same time, they set about to study and learn the Danish language. 

They also began to give lessons in English, by which means they hoped 

to help support themselves. In this they were successful to the extent 

that they were able to meet their own expenses until the time they began 

to receive support from the British and Foreign Bible Society.

At the end of 1805, Mr. Paterson received a letter from John Campbell (who 

was now working with the Religious Tract Society, which he had helped 

found) which Mr. Paterson claimed, "Marks out, by a kind of prophetic spiri
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9a great part of the field we afterwards occupied. " First, Mr.

Campbell asked, him if he might not be able to establish a Tract 

Society in Denmark, suggesting that the Tract Society in London might 

be able to help them. He then posed a long series of questions: "Are 

Danish Bibles scarce in Denmark, or in any particular part of Denmark? 

Are there any institutions for propagating the knowledge of Christ in 

any shape? Are there any itinerants in the darkest parts? Any means 

used for the religious instruction of youth? Are there many benevolent 

institutions? What is the state .of religion in Norway? Are Bibles 

scarce there? Would Danish tracts be understood there? ... Have you 

any information respecting Sweden, Lapland or Poland? ’ As can be

seen in many later letters from both Mr. Paterson and Mr. Henderson, 

faithful attempts were made to answer all these questions. During the 

next few years, they made long and difficult journeys for this purpose 

throughout all of Scandinavia, Their total conmitraent to this as the

will of God can be realized in a letter from Mr, Paterson in which he

wrote: "... The events which have taken place in the course of it

(the past year') are truly marvelous in our eyes ~ events which we tiust, 

by the divine blessing, will tend to the promotion of the Kingdom of 

the glorified and compassionate Redeemer, What reason have we to be 

grateful for the Lord’s kindness to us during that period. He has 

truly done great things for us, whereof we are glad. In His providence. 

He has placed us in the midst of strangers, vr/io have treated us with 

distinguished marks of kindness, among whom He has raised up for us 

many affectionate and sincere friends. He has opened a door of useful

ness to us, which we trust will not be shut, but will, on the contrary, 

we hope, become daily voder and more effectual .., If we, on our part, 

be more faithful and diligent, we cannot doubt, that the Lord, will shew
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Himself to be faithful, in making His word by our means more success- 
11ful."

Also through Johm Campbell, the two missionaries made some of their

most important contacts in Denmark. Through him and Mr. Wolfe, Danish

consul in London, they met a Mr, Thiork.lein, an Icelandic scholar and

lawyer living in Copenhagen, Because of his help, they were later able

to get the Icelandic Scriptures printed and sent to that country where

very few such books existed. Concerning further communications about

Icelandic Bibles Mr. Paterson wrote: "Our letters being communicated

to the Religious Tract Society in London, led to our connection with

that valuable institution, and also, though less directly, paved the 
1?way for our connection with the British and Foreign Bible Society, " '

Through a letter from a Rev, Bee sen of Faaborg in Fuhnen, published 

in the Evangelical Magazine which had been sent to them, they learned 

of the existence of the Danish Evangelical Society. One cannot help 

but question why John Campbell, who had worked closely with the Commit

tee of the Religious Tract Society since 1804 had not informed the 

missionaries of Rev, Beesen and the Danish Evangelical Society, for 

they were certainly known to the Committee of the London Society. In 

the minutes for 30 September, 1802 appears this quotation from a letter 

received from Fuhnen: "Our small society arose about three years ago 

.,. The design of oir union from the beginning was to promote the 

spreading of the Gospel and true Christianity. The most successful

means for promoting this end has hitherto been likewise with us, the 
13dispersing of edifying tracts. " And in the minutes for 10 May, 1804 

appeared this report: "A most useful institution of the same kind has 

been established in Denmark by a company of respectable Danish clergy

men, who are now editors of a Danish Evangelical Magazine, and are very
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successful in printing and dispersing numbers of tracts, suitable to 

the peculiar wants of the present time.

Mr. Paterson wrote to Mr. Beesen in December of 1805 hoping to meet 

him, but he received no reply. By August of 1806, having continued to 

hear much about the Evangelical Society in Puhnen and of the Rev, Mr.

Beesen the two missionaries journeyed west to visit this man near 

Odense. There they learned that the Danish Society was about to print 

two thousand copies of an Icelandic New Testament. This the mission

aries felt to be a totally inadequate supply, considering Mr. Thork- 

lein's information on the lack of Bibles in Iceland. So they opened 

a correspondence with the British and Foreign Bible Society, who added 

three thousand more Testaments at their expense, and encouraged them 

to make preparations for printing the vhole Bible in Icelandic.

This first contact with the Briitih and Foreign B ible Society waa to 

prove of great significance to t he two men a nd t heir work f or m my t^^ea^r 

to come. Through it, a new directton wwuld b i g iven t o t heir p aatis 

which would take them far from their original goal of India, and in an 

entirely different manner than they had anticipated. Many years later 

Mr. Paterson wrote of this in retrospect: "We have observed with 

pleasure its (the British and Foreign Bible Society) progress ddi'r^ng; 
the first two years of its existence, and rejoiced in the prospect of 

assisting it in giving the Scriptures to the inhabitants of India; 

but now that our labours were to be confined, for a time at least, to 

the continent of Europe, we began to think something might be done for 

the circulation of the Scriptures in the countries where our lot for 

the present was cast. In this we were encouraged by our friend 

Campbell's letter. Our first object vas inquiry as to the wants of 

the people, and the probability of supplying these provided we found
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15that they existed.” They never lost sight of this objective.

Through friends in Denmark, the two missionaries heard of and made 

their first contact in Sweden. This was with a Professor Hyllander 

at the University of Lund. Of him Paterson wrote: "Having heard 

that he was a truly evangelical preacher, and the means of doing rnuch 

good among the students by his lectures on theology, I wrote to him 

from Copenhagen, requesting him to give me some information concerning 

the state of religion in Sweden, and especially in Scona. He kindly 

replied to all my queries, but said that the Gospel preachers in Scona 

were just like the hawthorn bushes, few and far between ... There is 

no such thing as a hawthorn hedge there, and only a few stunted trees 

or rather bushes. His information showed us that the state of religion

was not much better on the Swedish side of the water than on the Danish

side.

Just then, Mr, Henderson happened upon an. old copy of the Evangelical 

Magazine for February 1799, in which he read a letter from a curate in 

Storeberg, near Lidkdping in Sweden, by name of Laurence Chiiitopher 

Retsius. It seems that in that year", a reply from Sweden was received 

by the London Missionary Society to their letter to Sweden - one of the 

many sent to foreign Protestant churches asking them to tell the minis

ters in their lands about the Society. The letter to Sweden, sent 

through the offices of the Rev, Mr. Hisser, Chaplain to the Swedish 

embassy and minister of the Sv^^tdLsh Church in London, to the Society 

Pro Fide et Christianismo in Stockholm had been held up somewhere 

along the way. However, a lengthy reply from that society, published 

tardily in the June 1799 issue of the Evangelical Magazine, assured, the 

Missionary Society of their esteem and desire to comply with the request 

to make known as much as possible this work of spreading the Gospel to
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the entire world. They wrote: "We imrnmdiately dispatched to the

different Bishopricks the copies intended for them, and have used

every possible exertion from that time to make your grand undertaking

known to the. most distant borders of our land ... (and they promise-d)

to transplant among others your most energetic zeal, and to help with

our prayers and supplications at an all-sufficient throne of grace.

the labours of those brethren wrho are going forth to publish the Gos- 
17pel. " That they did as they had promised is evidenced by the Rev,

Retzius’ letter, dated 12 December, 1798, in which he says he will,

"Try to collect as much money as in this poor neighborhood can be

had ... my own revenue is very little more than ten pounds per 
18annum, ' * Mr, Henderson wrote to the Rev. Mr. Retzius v/ho quickly

replied, stating interesting but disheartening facts concerning the 

spiritual state of his country.

Both letters received from Sweden speak of spiritual destitution in 

that land and lead one to question a communication from the Society 

Pro Fide et Christianismo in Stockholm. The British and Foreign 

Bible Society, after their formation in 1804, wrote to most countries 

on the continent, asking for information concerning the availability 

of the Bible to the people in those lands. As before, the letter to 

Sweden was sent to the Society Pro Fide et Christianismo. When their 

reply came, it read: "Owing to the gracious and paternal care of the

government of our country, as well as from the gospel-light and zeal 

which had generally spread among individuals, no want exists of that 

holy book which contains in it the fountain of all knowledge, bringing 

salvation and producing good will among men.in the light of the 

two previous letters and a later sharp contradiction of this statement 

from John Paterson, one wonders if the ministers in that society were
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either completely out of touch with the people and didn't; know the 

true situation or simply unwilling to admit the truth of the

matter.

In spite of - or perhaps because of - these facts, Sweden, that 

country across the small strip of water separating Elsinore and 

Helsingborg, seemed to beckon to them. In the spring of 1806, Mr. 

Henderson made a short excursion across on the ferry and distributed 

tracts among them. The two men visited Lund where they made the 

acquaintance of Dr. Hyllander and a Professor Egelhart. They left 

some tracts with Professor Hyllander which he promised to translate

into Swedish, Short visits to both Malmd ndt lirlsiryat were made

before they returned to Copenhagen.

War with Denmark and the Escane of the Missiornries to Sweden

World events novr took a hand in the affairs of the two missionaries.

Napoleon and his armies had been marching throughout Europe and alli

ances were being made between countries, pleasipg one and aggravating 

another. In a secret alliance with France, Russia had agreed to 

secure the aid of the Danish navy to keep Britain out of the Baltic. 

Getting wind of this, the British took matters into their ovzn hands to 

prevent such a blockade. On 3 August, 1807, the first division of

the British war squadron arrived in the Sound. Mr*. Henderson was the 

first to recognize that a move would have tt te mbdt, He wrote eo 

Mr. Paterson on 12 August, urging him Io join hin_ in Elsinore,

"To be ready to accompany him, if necessary to Sweden, and there to
. ' 20 await the issue of the negotiations then pending, "”'
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Mr, Paterson was unwilling to leave immediately, and because of his 

hesitation, was forced to remain in the city throughout the bombard

ment which followed. He kept a journal of the proceedings from 

10 August to 22 September which he later sent to the Scripture

Magazine, v/no printed it in their first volume. This is thought to 

be, "The fullest account ever published in our language of the havoc

and desolation wrought by the fire-laden missiles, which the Danes in 
23bitter mockery denominated 'Proofs of English friendship’."“ The 

city was bombed from the British warships with no apparent considera

tion for the people and their homes. Mr. Paterson continued; "About 

four in the morning the spire of the beautiful Lady Church was in a 

blaze - a colossal torch, 250 feet of flame, burning at a height of 

380 feet ... About 1,700 of the townspecple had been killed and fire

had destroyed nearly 400 houses .,. Yet, strange to say, in the midst 
22of so much min the Icelandic Testaments were unscathed. " ‘

A rather poignant note in Mr. Paterson's account relates that the 

bombardment of • Copenhagen vas carried out under the command of a lead

ing supporter of the Bible Society in London, v/nich had helped finance 

those Testaments. The British Admiral, James Gambier was a Vice 

President of the British and Foreign Bible Society from 1805 until his 

death in 1832.

Little was heard at home from the two men during this time. Then in 

the October issue of the Missionary Magazine the following notice 

appeared: "In consequence of the recent events v/hido have taken place

in Denmark, we are under considerable anxiety about Messrs. Paterson 

and Henderson, who, as our readers will recollect were labouring in • 

Copenhagen and Slsineur. Mr. Henderson embarked for Sweden, at an 

hour's • notice with the llnggish consul (Mr. Garlich), and is now
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labouring at Gottenburgh. V/e heard nothing of Mr. Paterson for some

time; but we are happy to state, that letters have been received

from him. He was in Copenhagen during the bombardment; but through 
23the goodness of God, escaped unhurt." According to his own account, 

Mr. Paterson finally left Copenhagen on the 18 October and crossed over

to Malmo in Sweden.

WORK IN SWEDEN

The New Country

The Political Situation; Morality; Country Life;
Nationalism and Mysticism among the Educated.

The Sweden into which these two missionaries came in 1807 was a troubled

land, a land undergoing great change. the country was in a

mess. The king, Gustavus IV was foolish and stubborn, totally incapable

of ruling. John Paterson, who generally spoke kindly of everyone even

wrote of the king: "It cannot certainly be affirmed of him that he was 
22|-the wisest of men ! ’ ' The country, depleted of both man-power and

money through many wars, was faced with more war and attacks on all 

sides, Denmark and Norway threatened from the south and the west. To 

the east, Russia was al-ready on the move, invading the Swedish tern-i- 

tory of Finland. Many officers in both army and navy vzere inept, and 

some of them sold out to the Russians. While not actually at war’ with 

France, Napoleon’s great Marshall Bernadotte was ready to attack 

Pomerania - Sweden* s last outpost on the continent. England, Sweden’s 

one powerful ally sent a force of ten thousand men to help, but because 

of arguments with the king as to how these troops should be deployed, 

they finally sailed awa.y in disgust. So Svzeden was literally left a 

sitting duck., at the mercy of all her enemies. When the king still
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offered no leadership, even refusing to summon the Riksdag, one of the 

generals, George Adlersparre, arrested him and his resignation was 

demanded in 1809. Now, for the moment, there was no one on the throne, 

no heir to the throne, no leader, and still no peace. There was much 

fear and gloom throughout the entire land. Then old Duke Charles, 

uncle to the deposed king, was elected to the throne and became King 

Charles XIII. But he was to give little leadership either, Fortu

nately, by the autumn of 1810'the situation was relieved with the sudden 

and surprising election of Marshall Bernadette as Crown Prince Carl

Johan.

The moral conditions of the country were by now at a low level. Produc

tion and consumption of whiskey was unmeasurable, and the resulting

drunkenness was the cause of much crime. Assault and theft were the

worst, and it was not considered safe to travel on the roads. Gamming

was common and breaking of the Sabbath was usual. Immorality was so bad

that the newspapers began to report on it. By 1822 the Stockholm Post

had reported that one-third of all chhldi•ey born in Stockholm were

born out of wedlock, and statistics for the whole country reported one 
25out of fourteen.

The country at this time was still largely agrarian, but because for 

so many years large numbers of the men, especially those v/io v/oked on 

the farms, had been conscripted into the army, there was not the man

power to work the farms. As a result, there were few crops raised in 

many areas, which in turn resulted in famine and poverty. In fact, 

conditions were so bad that when they were brought to the attention of 

the British and Foreign Bible Society in London, they opened subscrip

tions, raising money to buy seed corn, for funds to improve hospitals, 

and to help alleviate the general suffering of the poor. By April of
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1809, three thousand, pounds had been sent, and more was to come. An 

amazing description of the miserable conditions in Sweden as reported 

to the Bible Society can be read in the Evangelical Magazine, Volume 

XVII, pages 172, 254 and 255.

Because the country was still an agricultural land, nine-tenths of the 

population were still living in the country. The Swedes formed a 

fairly homogenous society and there were few changes in residence or 

work, due to law and custom. Most people could read and write - they 

got their training from the pastor, depending on his sense of respon

sibility and their own willingness. Local news was to be had at 

either the church or the local pub - often situated beside each other.

The king ’ s proclamations were read at Sunday worship and were often 

longer than the sermon. The old ways of life and custom still persis

ted, and many of the old superstitions remained. Slowly, new litera

ture began to appear, bringing new ideas which in turn began to bring 

changes in those old laws and customs. Religious revivals had sprung 

up in various parts, but on the whole, they had only touched the sur

face. Mostly, the people hung on to their old ideas of Christian cus

toms, and any who had been affected by any deeper spiritual influences 

kept those new ideas right alongside the old customs - so not much was 

changed. And on the whole, ministers were held in respect and a real ' 

sense of worship existed in the church services. Many of the ministers 

were Pietists and some of them had been influenced by the Moravian

Brethren,

The well-educated, of whom a large percent were the clergy were, as 

has been noted, strongly influenced by the Enlightenment on the conti

nent. They more often than not felt superior to those who held the old 

conservative thought, especially when it came to religion. Oscar Hippel,
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in his paper on the state of religion in Sweden during the second 

decade of the nineteenth century quotes a description of the nature 

of the religious thought among the clergy who adhered to the Neology 

of the time as it appeared in the Swedish Literary Newspaper (Svensk 

Literatur-Tihnrng) in 1815. It stated: "The Enlightenment as under

stood here was a type of order and consisted of three degrees. On 

the first ... one was satisfied to shake off the simplest prejudices, 

for example, that one ought to read the Bible - the Sabbath must be 

kept Holy - one could, by a sudden change go to hell, etc;, ... The 

second degree imparted a far clearer light : one ex:commrunLcoted the 

clergy from the community ... and one considered oneself, on the whole, 

more intelligent than Paul. At last, in the third degree, one 

realized that all superstitions are all actually contained in one 

single one, namely that one believes in something higher than one

self.’’

Another strong influence besides that of rationalism was mysticism.

There seemed to be an amazingly strong taste for this among both clergy

and laity. They evidently found it quite possible to dabble with the

occult without giving up their usual Christian devotional habits.

There was even some Sweherirorgianism left, but this was mainly in

Skara diocese. "The secret sickness of the world as Geijer called the

Gustavian era’s inclination for spiritualism, alchemy and such tricks,

was, in its own way a manifestation of the same long survival of the 
27supernatural concept that we have met among the country people. " ’
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The Ministry of Ebenezer Henderson

Gothenburg and the English Chapel; Tract Distribution;
Tour of Northern Sweden and Finland; Results of Tract 
Distribution; Promotion of Bible Societies; Influence 
for Evangelicalism and Missions ~ Carl Frederick av Win- 
gird and Cornelius Rahmn; Financial Problems; Founding 
of a Congregational Church; Departure from Sweden.

Such was the Sweden to which Ebenezer Henderson arrived in late August 

of 1807. He immediately turned north, heading for the port city of 

Gothenburg where he had heard•there existed a large colony of English 

and Scots. Many of these were descendants of the soldiers who had 

fought in the armies of the sons of Gustaf Vasa and of Gustavus 

Adolphus. It was one of the few ports open for trade at the time - 

continental ports were being blockaded - so business was brisk, and 

British merchants were busy making fortunes out of the favorable situ

ation. The British navy still lay off Gothenburg, and the town was 

crowded not only with men from the fleet, but with many English

speaking travellers seeking refuge.

What was not to be found in this bustling town was either church or a 

minister to preach to the British residents and visitors. Upon 

inquiry, Mr, Henderson learned about a snall, unused privately owned 

chapel which he received permission to use. It is highly probable 

that this chapel was the property of what • was called the English Con

gregation in Gothenburg, which dated back to I69I, At. that time, an 

English congregation was first recorded in Gothenburg which was pro

bably made up of members of the British factory there - British mer

chants who had some years earlier joined forces for protecting their 

mutual interests in that city. This English congregation came offi

cially into existence in November of 1747, but did not build a place 

of worship until several years later. Finally, a building was comple

ted in 1762. Vhen one of the men purchased the building in 1767 to be
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his home, the condition was made that the room intended as the church 

would be available for services. Instead!, a separate wing was built 

and designated as the church and from the records, ministers from 

England served there until 1785. After that year, there was no minis

ter until 1822 because the small congregation, could not afford to pay 

an adequate salary. As a result, as far as is known, the church 

remained unused for many years, its very existence unknown to many.

However, during that time a few unexpected entries were made in the

records. In 1807 some repairs were made • : in 1810 some candles were

purchased : and in both 1809 and. 1810 wages were paid to a verger.

The historians of the church write: "These expenses were somewhat of

a mystery because there is no evidence that the church was being used 
28at this time, or that any services were held." But a bit later they 

add: "It is known that a missionary priest from Copenhagen, a Scots

man called Ebenezer Henderson, visited Gothenburg about this time and 

got together a Congregational community. It may be that this is the

occasion referred to and, if so, it affords an explanation of the 
29expenses incurred," Henderson's niece and biographer more

closely identifies the place, stating: "He had been welcomed there 

by the British residents, and had been allowed the use of the English 

Chapel, which was private property and was destitute of an officiating 

clergyman.

Within a few weeks Mr. Henderson had a regular congregation on Sundays 

The services had to be intimated for the benefit of the British people 

alone - public worship other than that of the approved religion of the 

Swedish Church was still prohibited by the old Church Law of 1686. •

Official representatives of other countries, and others who came to 

Sweden, for business purposes were still allowed their own worship and
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ministers, as long as they worshipped privately.. But those ministers 

were not allowed to preach or to administer the sacraments outside 

their private chapels. The services, conducted by Mr. Henderson in 

English, were well-attended not only by the British, but also by a 

good number of Swedes who knew/' about the services and understood the 

language.

Not a great deal is known of Mr, Henderson’s ministry in Gothenburg 

except from a relatively small number of letters which indicate that 

he was zealously pursuing his task as minister to his small congrega

tion. He continued to distribute tracts among the people and also 

found, in this way, a ministry among the Danish prisoners of war, with 

whom his knowledge of the Danish language stood him in good stead.

"For their use he translated the well-known narrative of James Covey,
51so popular among sea-faring men." Glassman, in his thesis does not

mention this tract, but reports that Mr. Henderson translated the

tracts Sixteen Short Sermons and Three Dialogues into Danish. Mr.

Henderson himself wrote: "V/iihin these last eleven months, upwards

of one hundred thousand have been hishsrbuted, and I am happy to add, 
32they have everywhere created interest, "

Toward, the end of July of 1808 he, together with Mr. Paterson, began 

an epic two-month tour through northern Sweden and Finland. All along 

the way they visited clergymen, hoping to get information concerning 

the religious state of the country, and of the availability of the 

Scriptures to the people. They also wished to inform the ministers of 

their plans for founding a society for the distribution of the Sorhp- 

tures and of tracts, hoping to awaken their interest and receive their 

support. They oassieh over six thousand tracts with them which they 

dishsrbuheh wherever possible. They observed keenly the conditions
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they found, and recorded many of them in the journal they kept. Con

sidering the reports of historians of the wide-spread immorality of 

those years in Sweden, it is interesting to note a comment quite to 

the contrary made by Mr. Paterson of the area of Dalecarlia: "We

never saw a person drunk; nor do we recollect of hearing a single 
33oath during the whole of our tear.’1 What struck them the most was 

the appalling poverty of the people ti most of the north ~ which,

of course, prevented the people from possessing copies of the Scrip

tures, if they were available. •

Having reached Tome, the northernmost city on their route, they 

visited some small communities of the Lapps. Here they learned that 

only one edition of the New Testament had ever been published in their 

language, and that in 1755. The supply of that edition was now nearly 

exhausted. Their report on the religious state of the Lapps was 

equally unencouraig^ing. They wrote: "Their Christianity was little

more than nominal ,.. There were very few examples of real Christianity
3Ato be found among them.”

The two missionaries then proceeded south into Finland, giving away 

tracts as they went. When they reached southern Finland, they came to 

Welleaborg, close to the point where the Russian army lay and so were 

forced to retreat. They had hoped to cross the Gulf of Bothnia to 

Stockholm, but could not because of the proximity of the Russians. So 

they had to retrace their steps all the way back north to Sweden - a 

long and arduous journey. They finally arrived back in Stockholm in 

October, having travelled a distance of some twenty-three hundred miles 

- no mean achievement in those days, considering the conditions in a 

country at war and the uncertainties of travel.
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The information they had gathered and their impressions were duly 

reported to the Religious Tract Society and the British and Foreign 

Bible Society, the heairt of the reports being that few Bibles were to 

be found in Lapland, and none at all in Finland. The one happy note 

sounding in the reports was written by Mr. Henderson to the Religious 

Tract Society on 4 November, 1808: "We cannot entertain the least 

doubt but that, by means of the vast number of tracts which have found 

their way into those regions, 'many souls will be brought to the know

ledge of the truth, and led to rejoice in the Son of God, as the Hope
35and Restorer of the guilty and the lost. " The eventual publication 

in Stockholm in I8l2 of Bibles in the Lapp language and of Finnish 

New Testaments and tracts was due, in large part to this report.

Funds for this work were voted by the British and Foreign Bible Society 

in the winter of 1808. That the hope expressed in this report was to 

a good extent fulfilled can be learned from letters to both London and 

Edinburgh.

Shortly after their return, the following messages were sent by them, 

indicating that some immediate results had been forthcoming. The first 

concerned UmeS: "It gave us much pleasure to learn afterwards that at 

a little distance from UmeS, there is a number among the peasants 

awakened, to whom our tracts have been useful. Had we known this at 

the time we were in that neighbourhood, we might perhaps have visited 

them, and said something to them for their profit." About PiteS 

they wrote: "We have heard since of a considerable stir among the 

peasants not far from Pitea.. They have received benefit from some of 

our tracts which were sent them in the beginning of the summer ...

There are some of their adherents in the town itself; but as we knew 

nothing of them when there, and they knew nothing of us we had not the
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pleasure of meeting them,*'" A third instance concerned Bolings in.

Dale^c^ar^l^i^s^: "We learned that he (the church organist) and many others 

still living were brought to t he knovvlldge o f the truth .. • We under

stood that they sometimes came togetter to tpeak of the things which 

belong to their peace. They feel much the want to GOc Gospel. We 

exhorted him to encourage thh trst t o meet t oggther for prayer, read-
70

ing the Scriptures, etc.”

But it was not until a few years later OeaO reports of the real effects 

of this deluge of tracts upon the countryside began to appear. Follow

ing are excerpts from three letters. On I9 August, 1811 Mr. 

Paterson wrote to the Religious Tract Society: "A few weeks since, I 

was visited by an old man from Dale carl ia, who informed me that the 

tracts we distributed on our journey in 1808 have been the means of 

much good. The awakened are scattered over a large extent of country;

those of them who live near each other, meet often for prayer, and 
39reading the tracts and other religious books. " In 1817 he wrote to

the British and Foreign Bible Society while revisiting northern 

Sweden: "In going towards the south, I knew I was to pass through 

tracks over which the Spirit of the Lord has, in the last few years, 

been poured out in such abundance ... This work began in the year 1808, 

at which time Mr. Henderson and I first visited those places. It took 

its commencement in the parish of Luleg, and has gradually extended 

through a track of 200 or 300 English miles in length. The Word of 

the Lord has grown and multiplied exceedingly. " And over twenty 

years raOtr, Dr. Henderson, in an address to the committee of the 

Religious Tract Society in London commented more fully: "When Dr. 

Paterson and I went to Lapland in 1808, we took a stock of tracts from 

Stockholm. There was one place where we distributed several hundreds,
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consisting chiefly of copies of ‘The Great Question Answered’. Some

years afterward, we learned that a great sensation had been produced

in the parish by giving away these tracts. Inquiry was excited; and,

almost immediately, the saving influences of the Holy Spirit were

poured out on those who were engaged in reading them; a concern about

the immortal interests of their souls became very general among the

inhabitants of that parish; the flame, which was thus kindled, was

communicated from cottage to cottage, till all became thirsty for the 
» 1

waters of everlasting life, ’ ’ ' Surely the seed which had been thus 

sown contributed largely to the harvest reaped in the coming revivals.

It would appear from the early letters, however, that the two mission

aries had few contacts themselves with the peasants in the countryside. 

And it is evident that they learned that there had already been several 

small awakenings all through the north with the result that many of the 

peasants had been born again. These early awakenings were the result 

of the preaching of the missionaries of the Moravian Brethren, many of 

whom had travelled throughout the whole of northern Sweden for several 

years. Conventicles had existed there (as well as in many other parts 

of the country) for over half a century, which were attended by both 

clergy and laity in spite of their illegality. Unfortunately, there 

are almost no records of this work.

So the two men, aside from distributing their tracts along the way as 

they travelled, kept pretty much to their initial aim of visiting the 

clergy in the towns, to introduce them to the tracts and to interest 

them in a Bible and Tract Society. Considering the number of miles 

they covered in a very short time, they would hardly have had time to 

do otherwise. That they succeeded in this aim can be seen in the 

records of the Evangelical Society for its first few years. Hardly had
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the men returned to Stockholm than many of the ministers whom they

had visited were sending for large numbers of tracts. In Mr.

Paterson's own words: "We made ourselves acquainted with the state of 

religion in the north, formed connections here a.nd there over the 

whole of that extensive tract of country, made arrangements for having 

the New Testament printed in the Lapland language, and also to have 

tracts translated and printed in that language, besides the prospect 

of being able to obtain a considerable circulation of the Scriptures 

among that destitute people,

After their return, Mir. Henderson continued with his ministry in 

Gothenburg until the spring of 1812, carrying on the usual duties of 

a minister to his congregation, as well as other activities. Although 

there are no records to go by, the testimony of others tells us of the 

work he did to further the work of the Evangelical Society c in 

Gothenburg and. in areas south, especially by promoting the idea of 

Bible Societies. When Dr. Gustaf Brummairk, now minister to the Swedish 

Legation in London, friend to and member of the British and Foreign 

Bible Society made a visit to Sweden in 1813, he sent back regular 

reports to the London Society, After a visit to Gothenburg he wrote 

that he thought that a Bible Society ought to be established in that 

city. He added: "I ought, however, here to mention, that I found the 

minds of many already prepared for this good work; inasmuch as the 

Annual Reports of the British and Foreign Bible Society and the high 

reputation of the Rev. Ebenezer Henderson, who had, upon many occa

sions, advocated its cause, had been powerful means in the Hands of 

Providence to pave the way; the stay of the Foreign Secretary, the 

Rev. C. F. A. Steinkopff, at this place (in 1812) short as it was, 

had also made many look forward to the establishment of a Bible Society
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with eager expectation. ’ * Dr. Brunnmark returned to Gothenburg a 

few/ months later and was present at the formation of the Gothenburg 

Bible Society on 4 November, 1813, The aged Bishop Wingard was 

in the chair, One further testimony to Dr. Henderson’s work in form

ing Bible Societies came in a letter from John Paterson, in which he 

was reporting the annual meeting of the Stockholm Bible Society in 

I8l6. He wrote: "The president proceeded to give a concise account

of the progress of the cause in the provinces. Of all the Auxiliary 

Societies yet formed in Sweden, that of Lund stands first. The acti

vity of his Lordship, Bishop Faxe, aided by the professors and clergy, 

stands almost unparallelled in the history of Bible Societies. The 

eminence this Society has attained, is not a little owing to the 

impulse given to it by the presence of ry friend Mr. Henderson, about 

the time it was forming. He urged the plan of Bible Associations in 

every parish, the adoption of which has been attended with such amaz

ing effects.

It was also during this time that Mr. Henderson began v-diing, the 

result of which were books of sermons, Bible studies and commentaries. 

He continued his own studies in Greek and Hebrew, and conducted classes 

in English, It was in one of his English classes that a student named 

Carl Frederick of WingOrd, son of the Bishop of the Diocese of Gothen

burg was enrolled. He was a lecturer in theology and known to be 

strongly influenced by neology. He was openly unsympathetic towards 

his father's Pietistic friends and his friends in the Herrihut circles. 

But this young man was, in the opinions of historians Bengt Sundkler 

and Gunnar Westin, influenced by Henderson's evangelical thinking to 

the extent that he turned sharply away from neology. According to 

D, -Fehrman, Wingard’ s biographer, the two men became close friends,
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and Westin opines that, "It is inconceivable that thereby such a
45zealous man as Henderson would not propagandize for his religion. ‘ "

One of the earliest evidences of WingSrd's change was his participa

tion in 1813 in the founding of the Gothenburg Bible Society, at which 

time he was made one of its secretaries. In 1818 he succeeded his

father as president of this society. Mr. Paterson, in a letter to 

the British and Foreign Bible Society told of an incident that surely 

indicates some change in the younger Winged. Having attended a meet

ing of the Gothenburg Society he wrote: "At the breaking up of the 

meeting, a most interesting scene took place. The venerable Bishop, 

taking his son (the excellent Secretary of the Society) by the hand, 

and addressing himself to me said, 'You see, Sir, that I am an old man 

about to drop into the grave. I am no longer able to take an active 

part in this good work; but, thanks be to God, who hath given me this 

son, and who hath put it into his heart to engage with his whole soul 

in the cause; so that he not only discharges his own duty as secre

tary, with a zeal and ability which do him honour, but the duties of 

his aged father as President’,"Wingard’s interest in the work of 

the Bible Societies continued for the rest of his life.

Another evidence of WingeOird's change was his growing interest in evan

gelical missions, which can be traced back to the time of his friend

ship with Henderson, the missionary. Because of the fact that Gothen

burg was practically the only main port in all of western Europe where 

a break-through of Napoleon's embargo had been made, thousands of 

foreigners were streaming through that city, among them many mission

aries. No nuniers are available, but records from the Herrxhut Brethren 
there relate that they contacted many of them and took them in hand for 

the time they were there. Would not Mr. Henderson and his group, who
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were in close contact with the Brethren have done all they could also 

for these missionaries? Would not Wingard have come into contact 

with them at Henderson's home? — or at the Chapel? It could only 

have been through such contacts (and the visit of Dr. Steinkopff) that 

he could have gained such a thorough knowledge of the British Mission

ary Societies that he advised a young Swede in I8l8 who wished to 

become a missionary: "The English Societies, of several names ... are 

the best and the most liberal. In that same year, WingSrd succee

ded his father in the episcopate, and by that time he was involved 

with the Evangelical Society in Stockholm, of which he had become a 

member in 1817. His interest in missions continued and grew, and 

finally in 1835 he was to be one of the founding members of the Swedish 

Missionary Society, having worked for it through promotion of missions 

during the intervening years.

Another man upon whom Henderson’s influence vas to prove of great sig

nificance was the Rev. Cornelius Rahmrni, Chaplain to the Division of 

the Royal Artillary in Gothenburg. This young man early became a fast 

friend of both the missionaries, was strongly influenced by Mr. 

Henderson's evangelical preaching and scon involved himself with the 

work of the Evangelical Society in Stockholm. By 1814 he was its rep

resentative in Gothenburg. Through his contacts with both Mir. Paterson 

and Mr. Hend.ei*son, he became affiliated with the London Missionary 

Society and in 1819 went to Russia, as a missionary for this society.

By this act, he became the first missionary of the nineteenth century 

to depart from Sweden.

One can only conjecture how far the influence of Mir, Henderson reached 

through the lives of these two men - an evangelical spirit that with

out question touched the lives of many others. And the work of the
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many ministers in the hundreds of Bible Societies which were begun 

in the next few decades resulting in the reading of the Scriptures 

by the people formed a strong support for ' the revivals. Sundkler, 

while giving little attention to the work of Mr. Henderson, goes on 

to say that he considers him to be, "The most important of the mis
sionaries"^ - of all those that came to Gothenburg.

In 1810 Mr, Henderson made a trip home to Britain and while there

consulted with his friends about his position in Sweden - did they

continue to consider his ministry there to be their mission? After

all, they had in good faith, believing India wa.s the area to which the

Lord had directed them to send a missionary, collected their funds and

sent the two men on their way. The previous spring he had written in

a letter to Mr. Paterson: "Although I am willing to go where I am

most likely to be useful, I shall, if possible seek to come to some

part of Kindostern. " His friends replied, advising him to remain in

Gothenburg. But the Congregational churches in Edinburgh, under whose

aegis he and Mr, Paterson had set out, had problems and dissensions,

and financial support from them was now/ substantially diminished. Some

individuals still helped with gifts, but it was fortunate that friends

in London also helped as, "The purse was not merely low, but actually 
50deficient." At this point, (I8O9) Mr. Paterson noted in his Journal: 

"We received a very interesting letter from our friend Mr. John 

Campbell. It was particularly encouraging as the inquiry made by 

friends in London as to how/ vze were supported led us to hope that if 

deserted by some of our fiiends in Scotland, the Lord would raise up 

friends for us elsewhere both ready and able to support us if this aid 

should be necessary. We never did apply to our London friends for aid, 
but it was afterwards spontaneously granted and just when most needed. "-^1
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Record of this is to be found in the minutes of the General Committee

of the Religious Tract Society for 20 November, 1809, at which time 

the following resolution v/as made: "This committee in consideration

of the unremitted exertions of the Rev. Mes£r*s. Paterson and Henderson

in translating and superintending the printing of religious tracts in 

the Icelandic, Danish, Swedish and Finnish languages and of the expen

ses incurred by them in prosecuting joumies of many hundreds of miles 

for the purpose of distributing tracts and in translating, printing 

and circulating the necessary papers in order to induce the formation 

of a Religious Tract Society on an extensive scale in Sweden, the 

result of which has been the establishment of the Evangelical Society 

at Stockholm : it was resolved unanimously that Messrs. Paterson and

Henderson be requested to accept of a gratuity of fifty pounds as an 
52acknowledgement of their important services." This is the first 

record of any gratuity of money to be given out by the committee of 

the Religious Tract Society, and the very fact tba-b it was given, as 

well as the amount gives an indication in what high regard the members

of the Committee held the work of the two men.

In 1811 Mr. Henderson reported that he now had a Sabbath School and 

hoped to be helpful to young people. At the end of that year he sent 

a joyful letter home containing significant news. He vrote: "The 

Lord of the vineyard hath not let me labour in vain - It will doubtless

afford you much pleasure to hear of the formation of a church in 

Sweden — on the 6th of October, the first Sabbath, we met in the 

chapel after its being repaired, tth disciples come together in the 

afternoon, when I addressed them on the nature and ends of Christian 

association; after which we formed ourselves into a church, by 

unitedly surrendering ourselves in prayer unto the Lord, imploring his
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presence and blessing, and the communication of that grace and

strength which He hath prond-sed, to enable us to keep his command

ments —■ Three months have nov/ nearly elapsed, during which we have 

not met with the smallest interruption; and having obtained help of

God, we have continued steadfastly in the Apostle’s doctrine, and the 
53fellowship, and in the breaking of bread, and in prayers. " Later

in the same letter he tells a bit about it, giving us virtually the 

only information we have about this congregation and of Mr. Henderson’s 

work in it: "Almost every successive Sabbath furnishes me with a num

ber of new hearers. There is such a constant influx and efflux of

travellers and sea-faring people here, that the face of my congrega

tion is constantly changing ,.. My time is filled up in the following 

manner. On the morning of the Lord's day, we have worship between the 

hours of eleven and one. At three o’clock p.m. my Sabbath school 

begins, which continues till half past four. At four we have the Lord' 

supper and at six our public evening service commences. We have also a

lecture on Thursday evening. The rest of the week is taken up with pre 
' 54paratory studies, and endeavors to preach from house to house, ’’ It

would seem that sloth was not one of Mir. Henderson's besetting sins!

But at the same time, while one is compelled to admire Mr. Henderson's 

courage and industry, one cannot help but wonder that this new congre

gation was permitted by the church authorities to continue without 

the smallest interruption . It was against the law, which Mr. 

Henderson undoubtedly knew. Again one is left only to conjecture : 

perhaps the church authorities were too occupied in the general confu

sion, hustle and bustle of Gothenburg just at that time : or perhaps 

they considered it to be only a group of British Christians come to 

worship together, which was legal : or perhaps they felt it was more 

or less a chapel for the many travellers who passed through the city.
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Whatever the reason, it is an amazing fact that it was peacefully 

allowed to exist in a country v/here such severe laws had been set up 

to prevent just such a possibility.

However, he was not to enjoy tthis fruit of his labor for long. Within

a short time, Mr. Henderson agreed to go to Iceland for the British

and Foreign Bible Society to deliver Bibles and Testaments which had

been printed in Denmark, In April of 1812 he wrote : "You may

be assured, my dear brother, that it is not without some sensations of

pain that I tear myself away from my friendt in Gottenbrrhh, although

it appears it be for a season only ... I expect, if spared and plans 
55succeed, to be back here at all events by the autumn of 1813."

Mr. Henderson never did return to his work in Gothenburg for any length 

of time - only for short visits. From that time on, he travelled as an 

agent for the British and Foreign Bible Society founding societies, 

translating, and distributing tracts and Bibles. Of the congregation 

in Gothenburg, little seems to be known. Mr. Glassman has written:

"It is recorded in the London Christian Instructor for 1818 with ref

erence to Henderson's church: ’Owing to his removal, however, and the 

death and removal of some of its members, it no longer exists as a 

body’.

The Ministry of John Paterson

Impressions and Decision to work in Stockholm;
Rev. Stdhlin and the Moravian Brethren; Religion in Stock
holm; Founding of the Evangelical Society; Tract Publica
tion and Distribution; Significance and Effects of the 
Tracts; Other Work; End of Support from Scotland; The 
Swedish Bible; Problem with Society Pro Fide et Christi- 
anisme; Printing of Old and New Testaments; Problem of 
the Apocrypha; Reports to London; The Icelandic Bible;
The Lapp Bible;; The Swedish Bible Published; A Work 
Completed - A New Work Awaiting.
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When Mr. Paterson left Denmark, two months after Mr. Henderson's

departure for Sweden, he came first to Malm# in southern Sweden. He

had practically no money with him, so he wrote immediately to Mr,

Henderson who arranged for him to travel to Gothenburg with a friend

who was on his way there. In a couple of weeks, the two friends were

reunited. Mr, Paterson wrote of his impressions: "Religion was in a

much more prosperous condition here than in Copenhagen, among all

ranks. Several of the clergy were truly evangelical and laborious,
57and doing much real good. ’ 1 And in a report to the Religious Tract

Society in London he made the following comments: "This country 

affords a much more pleasant prospect in regard to the kingdom of our 

Lord than Denmark. There are many among all ranlcs here who have the 

cause of religion at heart, and will cheerfully engage in any plan 

calculated to promote the interests of the Redeemer's kingdom. All 

that seems to be wanting is some object to engage their attention, and 

to call forth their exertions. This I hope, will not be wanting much 

longer ... In some places where I fell in with a number together they 

took them (tracts which he had taken with him) and were so eager after 

them, that I could not supply their demands, so that some were in dan

ger of being tom to pieces ... Although we caused 4- or 5000 to be 

printed, they are all gone, and the demand for more is very great. 

Indeed, I am convinced that immense good may be done in this country 

in this way. Nothing is wanting but money; and I hope to be able to 

raise a considerable sum for this purpose among our friends in this 

country; but it is to our friends in England that we chiefly look for 
assistance. "58

Mr, Paterson remained in Gothenburg with his friend for about three 

months. During this time, the two men discussed what their next pro

cedures should be, and of this Mr, Paterson wrote: '"<v resolved that
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Mr, Henderson should remain in the field he now occupied and which

promised to he a sphere of great usefulness, whilst I should proceed.

to the capital, and try what could be done there for the circulation

of religious tracts and the printing and distribution of the 
59Scriptures."

In January of 1808 Mr. Paterson set out for Stockholm, there to begin 

his own ministry in Sweden. Due to the kindness and interest of 

friends he had made in the Moravian group in Gothenburg, he carried

with him letters of intrdduttoon to the Brethren in Stockholm. Arriv

ing in that city on 22 January, he went directly to the house of

the Brethren where he met their minister, the Rev. John Gottlieb 

StJhl.in, with whom he soon shared his purpose in coming and his hopes 

to form a society for the publication and distributirn of tracts and 

Bibles. Westin criticizes Mir. Paterson for going first to the Brethren 

(albeit they were the only contacts he had in Stockholm) instead of to 

the Churchmen, saying: "Although he believed himself capable of giving 

the clergy in Stockholm an orthodox testimony, it didn’t occur to him

to turn to the leading men of that city's Consistory for help in carry- 
60ing out his plans. ’’ nn viow ofnatorUnct s, Wtstin’ o inidoi is itite

unfounded. Moreover, the fact that Mr. Paterson went first to the

Brethren seemingly posed no problem to the ministers of the Church in

Stockholm at that time. Within a very few years, many members of the

clergy, not only in the capital, but in many parts of the country had

become members of the Evangelical Society which Mr. Paterson was to

found. In a table of membership worked out by Sture Jarpimo, by 1814

the society had ten bishops and one hundred and forty-two lesser 
6lclergymen on its rolls.”
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Through Rev. Stdhlin, Mr. Paterson quickly met many influential men,

most of them sympathetic to the Brethren, and who were to be of great

help to him. Some of these men, when first hearing of Mr. Paterson

and his intents were puzzled by his presence. He wrote: ‘"When I did

get to the capital, altho’ most kindly received by the friends there,

yet they could not perceive why a missionary from England should come 
62to them or what I could possibly do among them. ” The answer fol

lows immediately: "I pointed out the need there was for the publica

tion and extensive circulation of religious tracts and the advantages 

likely to result from a well-organized scheme for this purpose. I 

also brought before them the awful destitution of the people in gen

eral in regard to the Scriptures and the need there was that something 
should be done to supply their wants." J

Mr. Paterson observed with lively interest life in this city, and 

especially the spiritual conditions and religious interests of the 

people. Considering the historians' comments on life in Sweden at 

that time, his remarks are surprisingly positive. He wrote: "Here, 

as in Gottehburgh, I found several pious, and laborious, and faithful 

ministers of the gospel. Where the gospel was preached with warmth 

the churches were well attended, and I never witnessed more attentive 

hearers. Indeed, it was no uncommon thing to see a whole congregation 

in tears when the love and sufferings of Christ were dwelt on ...

There were among the clergy some of who all that could be said was that 

they were orthodox; but it was a cold orthodoxy. The churches where 

they officiated were very thinly attended; and the pew was as cold as 

the pulpit. Still, with one exception, all the clergy were orthodox. 

Indeed, German neology had never made that progress in Sweden which it 

had in Germany and Denmark. Of the laity he wrote: "Religion is
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warmly supported by the Court, and many of the lower classes know

and love the Saviour. It falls much, much short, however, of what 
65it should be, and even of what it is with you in England. " It is 

quite clear that Mr. Paterson saw a great need in the spiritual lives 

of the people of Stockholm,, and he knew exactly how to go about the 

job of filling that need.

Although Rev, StAhlin was sympathetic with Mi?. Paterson's ideas for prin

ting and distributing tracts, he was, at the same time actually afraid 

of the consequences of doing so. There had, since I766 existed a law 

which gave control of the publication of any and all religious publica

tions in the country to the Consistory of the Swedish Church, and he felt 

it far too risky to form a Tract Society in Sweden at this time. He 

voiced these fears in letters to Herrnhut (see Westin, pages 78-80) but 

went along with Mr. Paterson, hoping thereby to curb him from going too 

far too fast. In spite of Rev. St&hlin’s fears, the majority of the 

group of Brethren fell in with the plans. Encouraged by Mr. Paterson's 

promise of financial help from England, a society was formed on 29 

February, 1808 at the home of Rev. Johan 7Waet”er.'dahl, Curate at the 

Skeppholm Church, which was to be known as The Evangelical Society 

(Evangeliska Sallskapet). Sir G, A, Leijonmarck, vice-president of the 

College of Mines was to be the first president. Their purpose was to be:

’’To found a tract society in order to ■ spread Swedish, Finnish, and if 
66possible even Lapp tracts.” On 20 February, 1809, in a report by

the president to the British and Foreign Bible Society the statement 

of purpose was enlarged to read: ’’After a mature deliberation, and

having previously consulted several exalted patrons, we found i” most 

advisable to include in one society the two-fold object, the circula

tion of the sacred Scriptures and the distribution of religious tracts.
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We therefore determined to entrust the execution of this design to 

one and the same committee; yet a fundamental rule was added, that 

each of the two branches should have its separate funds, and a dis

tinct account of the income and expenditure of each should be kept, 

and annually laid before the public. We hope this arrangement will 

meet with your approbation.” A short time later, the approval of 

the king was sought and received, thus putting to rest the fears of 

Rev. St&hlin. It is of interest here to note that due to this report, 

the archives of the British and Foreign Bible Society name 1809 as 

the founding date of the Swedish Bible Society, although the Swedish 

Society does not. Actually, a motion for the separation of the Bible 

committee from the Evangelical Society was not made until July of

1814. Royal sanction for the new society was given on the 22 February,

1815, which date the Swedish Bible Society considers to be its date of

birth.

The first two tracts to be translated and published were The Great 

Question Answered and James Covey . These tracts were received with 

some astonishment by the public, Mr. Paterson wrote: "The circula

tion of these tracts created a great sensation throughout the length 

and breadth of the land. The style was different from anything the 

people were accustomed to. Some of the wise ones said, ‘These are not

Lutheran, and they are not Moravian or Herrnhutish : from whence, then, 
68come they’?” The tracts were not only accepted and read, they were

evidently eagerly sought after. Dr. Ribbner reports: “During the

first year, pamphlets totalling almost 100,000 copies were distributed,

which gives evidence to a tremendous demand, and at the same time to 
69

a widespread interest in the work of the committee. ” That the inter

est continued is evidenced by the figures of tract distribution from
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the Society’s annual reports. In 1818, 110,345 were circulated, and 

160, 000 in 1811, The total figure for the first seven years was 

783,0- ,4.7 °
That the tracts reached the people for whom they were intended through

out the land can be read in letters to the Evangelical Society from 

ministers who wrote regarding the tracts. One such letter was received 

from Vicar Schmaltz in Kalix in northern Sweden dated 12 November,

1810, and historian Nils Roden writes: "He thanks for the pamphlets 

which were sent to him and which already, for the most part have been 

distributed, and received with joy by his 'greedy-for-reading audi

ence’," Roden also points out that a large number of the ministers 

who made contact with the Evangelical Society were connected with the 

Herrnhut Brethren in Stockholm, indicating -the close ties the men 

involved in the revivals had with each other. An actual list of par

ishes and the number of packets (each packet was composed of the 

seventeen tracts now printed by the society) sent in one shipment in 

April of 1811, as well as'the names of their ministers is given by

Roden in his account.

And so the tracts were spread quickly into many parts of the country, 

carrying within them the Gospel message to every individual in simple, 

understandable language, telling him of his need for an experience of 

salvation - an experience that was quite separate from anything he had 

previously known. Salvation meant more than membership in the State 

Church. It meant more than a knowledge of portions of the Scriptures 

and of Luther’s Catechism. It meant even more than knowledge about 

Jesus and Christianity, rightly preached in the churches. And it meant 

more than struggling to live a holy life as taught by the Pietists. 

These tracts told them the IVH and the HOW of all the above - without
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which the preaching and the holiness had been so ineffectual,

Through reading them, the people saw themselves as guilty sinners and 

consequently were led to remorse and repentance and a realaiation of 

their need for forgiveness. This could be obtained through confession 

of their sins which, in turn, brought them a great release from the 

heavy sense of guilt. They were free from their sins. Forgiveness 

and grace were available upon earnest request, and with the guidance 

of the Holy Spirit and the Scriptures, a life of both joyful and 

sorrowful holiness became a thing not only to be desired, but an 

adventure to be eagerly sought after.

Some later letters bear witness to the power and results of the tracts. 

On 12 December, I8l6, the secretary of the Evangelical Society in

Stockholm wrote to the Religious Tract Society: "We have MANY letters 

from the country that bear testimony to the general good effect pro

duced by cur tracts on those that have read them. Had not the icy 

ingredients of infidelity frozen the hearts of so many in our cold

Sweden, no doubt the seed would have sooner taken root and produced 
72fruit; but as it is, it requires time and much patience. " ' And on 

7 February, 1817, the Committee of the Evangelical Society reported

to the Religious Tract Society: "That the reading of these tracts has

been attended with a blessing is not a. mere probability; for, beside 

the general assurances to this effect in letters, we have positive 

information, that several persons have been brought to the knowledge 

of the truth by them ... Thus we see that the grain of mustard seed, 

sown in 1808, has become a great tree, which spreads its boughs over 
the whole country, and bears fruit for time and eternity.”^*

In light of this and earlier testimonies, there can be little doubt 

that the introduction, publication and distribution of the evangelical
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religious tracts in Sweden by Mr. Paterson and Mr, Henderson had a 

tremendous effect upon the lives of many people throughout the entire 

land. Neither man made any extravagant claims, as others had, as to 

the efficacy of the tracts themselves - that souls had been saved 

simply through reading them - but unquestionably, their work of tel

ling the Gospel story was of great significance and would be richly 

rewarded in the harvest of the coming revivals. Nevertheless, most

Swedish church historians have tended to minimize the work of these

two men and the effects of the tracts in the religious life of the 

people. Emil Liedgren reduces their work to one short statement in 

his history of that era; “The Evangelical Revival in England had, 

through both the zealous tract-spreaders John Paterson and Ebenezer 

Henderson made contact with Herrnhut influenced ministers and laymen 

in our land and an inclination for missionary work, Anglo-Saxon style 

had begun to awaken here. ' He then goes on to tell of the

Evangelical Society, giving total credit to its Swedish members. In

a footnote he adds that another writer will deal further with the sub

ject. This has not yet been done - after thirty-five years. Historian 

Ernst Newman has been more generous saying; “With their biased stress 

on sin and judgment, the Saviour and 'the Kingdom of free grace', these

tracts have promoted all over the land a turn to serious, practical 
75piety which paved the way for the evangelical revival.”

Normally, one would think that the job of founding such a society with 

all its attendant duties such as committee meetings, correspondence and 

interviews as well as supervising the publication and distribution of 

the tracts and the general leg-work involved would consume most of the 

hours of the day. Yet, it seems that Mr. Paterson still found time 

for many other pursuits. Prom the very first day of his arrival in
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Stockholm he began to study the Swedish language, not generally con

sidered to be an easy task. Then, finding a larger group of British 

people in that city than he had thought to be there ~ merchants, 

mechanics, travellers and members of the British Fleet - he sought 

for and found a church where he could conduct services of worship in 

English for these people. This was the French Reformed Church, located 

in the center of the city. Here, according to his own record, he 

preached, "Every forenoon till the end of July (l808)."

Nor was this all. He also began, upon arrival in Stocc^ioj.m to give 

private lessons in English. This was a necessary task, for he was 

sorely in need of funds. In his Journal, Mr. Paterson explains the 

problems which both he and Mr. Henderson were having in this area, but 

which he did not include (perhaps out of both kindness and discretion) 

in his memoirs. Nor is anything to be found about the matter in any 

of Mr, Henderson's correspondence. As was mentioned earlier, there 

were serious problems in the church in Edinburgh - mainly that its 

chief leadership and. support had been withdrawal. Both fames and Robert 

Haldane had now become Baptists and had left not only the Edinburgh 

churches, but also the Seminary and indeed, the denomination. This 

materially weakened all the-Congregational churches in Scotland to the 

extent that little or no aid could be expected from them to support

missionaries. Robert Haldane had been in contact with the two men in 

Sweden, hoping to interest them in joining him, but this they refused. 

As a result, he offered to pay their passage back home to Scotland, 

but this too they refused, Mr. Paterson recorded in his Journal; "We 

were not the men to be moved from our purpose and were determined to 

keep to the parts where Providence had placed us and do what we could 

for our own support, not doubting that if we needed aid, friends would
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be raised up to assist us to carry on His work on the continent of 
77Europe." ' As we have already seen, this aid did cone.

In spite of the difficulties, the problems in the Edinburgh clurches 

must have caused them, Mr. Paterson added with what can only be termed 

Christian charity: "Both of the Messrs. Haldane had done immense good 

during the few years they had gone steadily and none can tell how much 

more good they might have done had they not been men given to 

change,"7 But then in a very human way he adds: "And yet perhaps it 

was well that the connection with. the Haldanes was broken off. Mr.

Robert Haldane had too much influence over the churches and pastors.

Mr. Aikman used often to say that it was a happy deliverance when both

the brothers became Baptists as then their influence over the churches 
79was at an end." z

Reading between the lines in both Mr, Paterson’s Journal and "The Book 

for Every Land”, it seems that this situation offered a certain deliv

erance to the two missionaries from their sense of responsibility to 

the Edinburgh churches. It was a release, conscious or subconscious, 

from their original intent and pledge to those churches to go to India 

to found a Mission, to a new, timely and relevant purpose. The great 

need for the Gospel of the people in whose midst they now found them

selves presented to them an equally great challenge as the need of 

the far-off Hindus in India. And the means by which to meet this 

challenge already lay within their grasp through their close relation

ship with both the Religious Tract Society and the British and Foreign 

Bible Society in London. Nowhere after this time, with the one excep

tion of Mr, Henderson’s letter to Mr. Paterson in 1810, can any men

tion by either man of a desire to continue on to India be found, in 

letter or in report.
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Now that the new society was set on its course of printing and

distributing tracts, Mr. Paterson turned to the next job he had in 

mind to do - a job he considered even more important than that of the 

tracts - the circulation of the Scriptures. During his first visit 

to Sweden from Denmark, and also during his stay in Gothenburg, and 

during the several months he had been in Stockholm he had made inqui

ries about the availability of the Scriptures for the people in 

general. He was convinced by them and by the evidence of his own 

eyes that the want was great. On 10 April, 1808 he wrote to 

Mr. Tarn of the British and Foreign Bible Society: "I am sorry to say 

that there is a very great scarcity of Bibles among all ranks but espe

cially among the poor, few of whom have a copy of the Scriptures. In 

the town a copy of the Scriptures is to be found in almost every house 

among the better class; but very few of the labouring class possess 

this invaluable treasure. In the country the farmers and innkeepers 

generally have a Bible in their families, but among the cottagers who 

are by far the most numerous class in Sweden scarce a Bible is to be 

found. There is no such thing as a servant or unmarried person in

the country having a Bible and many among this class never have an 
80opportunity of reading that precious book. "’ The problem was not that

Bibles were non-existent, but that the price was prohibitive for a 

large number of the people. They were simply too poor to be able to 

pay for a copy.

With this information as support, Mr. Paterson went on to ask for 

funds for a Bible Society in Sweden to help provide the people with 

the Scriptures. A week later he received an unexpected reply. The 

London Society refused his request, stating that his information to 

them was incorrect. Had they not only four years earlier received, in
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answer to their request concerning the availability of the Scriptures 

the reply from the Society Pro Fide et Christianisme of Stockholm, 

assuring them that there was NO dearth of the Scriptures in Sweden?

(see page 137). Needless to say, Mr. Paterson felt himself to be in 

a bit of a spot - his integrity was in question. Not willing to let 

such a situation ride, he immediately went to call upon Dr, Murray, 

head of the Stockholm clergy and a member of Pro Fide. This gentle

man denied any knowledge of the matter, but promised to investigate. 

When Mr. Paterson returned to see Dr, Murray a few days later, he was 

informed that nothing at all was known about the matter. This is

difficult to understand inasmuch as the minutes of that Society on 

31 May, 18(4+ clearly state the reply which was received by the London 

Society shortly thereafter (see page 137). All Dr. Murray would have 

needed to do would have been to refer 'to the minute book and the

information he needed would have been before his eyes. And surely 

after only four years, there would have been other members of the 

Society whose memories could have stretched back that far had Dr.

Murray wished to consult them. So we are left to wonder and to ques

tion a seemingly unreasonable statement by a reasonable man. .

Mr. Paterson relayed Dr. Murray's reply to London, with the result that 

he was encouraged to proceed with his plans and promised liberal finan

cial aid.. They also suggested that he seek the cooperation of the 

Society Pro Fide et Christianismo, but this he refused to do, saying; 

"But for this I used no effort, being fully convinced, from what I knew 

of the Society, that it would prove a drag upon me rather than a help.

I freely told my friends what I thought of the Society, and there was 
81an end to all mention of it ever afterwards. ' ’
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However, he again wrote to the London Society on 17 July, in a 

further statement to support his original opinion: "I knew my state

ment was too well-grounded to admit of a doubt, I however mentioned 

the subject to ry friends here who not only confirmed me in the opin

ion I had stated; but even assured me that it was a very rare thing 

to meet with a copy of the Scriptures among the working class of the

poor, and as to the army and navy there is no such thing to be found 
82among them unless their chaplain happens to have one with him."

While all this may sound to us as though Mr. Paterson indulged himself 

in a bit of temper about the matter, perhaps he was justified in it, 

and it was just as well that he made the decision he did. According 

to the minutes of Pro Fide et Christianismo for the 1 August, 1808, 

a second application was made to them by the British and Foreign 

Bible Society tkirough Dr. Gustaf Brunnmark (minister to the Swedish 

Legation in London), who was a member of Societas Pro Fide et 

Christianisme as well as of the British and Foreign Bible Society, 

concerning the availability of the Scriptures to the general public 

in Sweden, together with an offer of support should they wish to accept 

it. Again, the Swedish Society could not see that there was any need 

for Bibles in Sweden. The following statement appears in those same 

minutes: "The Society remembered that several years earlier they had

corresponded with this Bible Society concerning the same Subject, 

having at that time announced that the supply of Bibles within the 

Fatherland was sufficient. The same testimony, it was thought by the 

Society, could even now be declared without reservation : and if yet 

some homes could be found where, according to the English missionary’s 

information, a Bible was missing, then it would usually be such a one 

which either entertained no special desire for this book, or if one
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was received., would not long understand how to appreciate or value 

it. On the contrary, the Society had learned through a certain 

experience that even the least well-to-do home in the entire Father

land, especially out in the countryside owned both a Bible and sev

eral other teaching-edifying books as well as the means to acquire
83them, as much as they wished. ’ ’

It is a pity that there is no record concerning the "certain experi

ence" mentioned above for whatever it may have been, it served well 

to confirm in the minds of the members of the Society their earlier 

opinions formed in 1830-.. At the same time, it is indeed surprising 

that in August the committee could remember an action it took in 180-. 

while only four months earlier this same action escaped the memory of

them all. •

The problem with Pro Fide is further confused by still another state

ment by Mr. Paterson in his letter of I7 July. He wrote: "I then 

shewed the inclosed letters to some of the directors of the Society 

Pro Fide Chr. ; but they knew nothing of your inquiry or of the answer 

you had received from them : nor could they conceive how it was pos

sible to give such a statement, as every person knows that a Bible is 

rarely to be found among the labouring poor; as also that it costs 

so much that they are utterly unable to purchase one. Among the rest 

I went to the most active director in the Society and who was till 

lately their President, but he knew as little of the matter as the

rest; but promised to inquire into it. I asked him if my statement 
8-was exaggerated, he said he was convinced that it was not. " Perhaps 

it was sometime during the two weeks between Mr. Paterson's letter and 

that of Pro Fide to the British and Foreign Bible Society that the 

memories of the members of Pro Fide were brought to life. But the
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entire statement with its clear contradictions leaves us with ques

tions that seem unanswerable. And it is rather unfortunate that

Westin, the only historian who so much as refers to this part of the

history states only, concerning Paterson, that, "He didn't want

to have anything at all to do with the men of Pro Fide et Christian- 
85ismo. " But in spite of it all, the London Society, faithful to 

their promise, sent in April of 1809 to the Evangelical Society three 

hundred pounds towards the printing of the Swedish Scriptures. To

this work Mr. Paterson now addressed himself.

The most recent edition of the Scriptures in Sweden had been printed 

during the reign of Gustavus III who had commissioned in 1773, twenty- 

one men to provide the church with a new and improved translation.

These men began publishing their work in parts, as they completed them, 

and the final whole was printed in 1793. It was considered a good 

translation, but it was not well-liked by the people. Therefore, the 

central committee of the Evangelical Society decided to use the old 

standard translation of 3—7(3- Work proceeded well as the committee 

had time on their hands just now to devote to the project - an order 

had been received from the government that all work on publication and 

circulation of tracts was to be suspended until a new king and a new 

constitution were effected and the political problems were settled.

By the end of 1809, they were ready to begin actual printing of the 

Bible, and announced this fact to the public in hopes of raising funds 

for it. In spite of the impoverished conditions in which so many of 

the people found themselves, they donated close to three hundred pounds. 

Their desire for the Scriptures was great indeed!

The first edition of the New Testament was printed and ready for dis

tribution in April of 1810. Three editions were printed, totalling
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10,699 copies. By 1812 the Old Testament was printed, using the 

same size paper and print so as to make a complete Bible, hut without, 

the Apocryphal hooks usually included in the Swedish Bible. Mr.

Paterson was firmly opposed to printing the Apocryphal books and 

stated: ’It never entered our thoughts to print the Apocrypha with 

the Word of God, and we resisted it to the utmost. For this Bible 

the British and Foreign Bible Society donated another three hundred 

pounds, and a further four hundred pounds were solicited in Sweden.

The omission of the Apocrypha caused a fearful row and feelings ran 

so high that the committee split over the issue. Advice was sought 

from the London Society who decided, "To leave the question to the 

foreign friends* own discretion and choice, but no annotations or 
exposition should be anticipated in the eventual edition. " 7 The upshot 

of it all was that in 181-, ten thousand copies of the Apocrypha were 

printed separately and made available to those who wished to have them 

along with their Bibles. According to Dr. Ribbner, "This division 

signified the beginning of the disappearance of the Apocrypha from the

Swedish Bible,"•

But with or without the Apocrypha, the Bibles were eagerly sought by

the people, as two separate reports sent to the British and Foreign

Bible Society clearly show. The first states: "The first edition of

the Swedish Bible, consisting of 5000 copies had been printed ... As

the whole of this edition was bespoken long before it was printed,

arrangements have been made for printing a new edition. To this and

the printing of a fifth edition of the New Testament (l6,000 copies

having been printed in four preceding editions) your committee have 
. 89contributed by a grant of £2Q0. " Also, in a report to the Society 

from Dr. C. F. Steinkopff, foreign secretary of the Society, on his
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return from a visit to Stockholm in 1813 is stated: "Many thousands 

of Bibles and Testaments have already been dispersed in Sweden, the 

beneficial effects of which become evident in the growing interest 

which the Society excites among all ranks and conditions of people, 

and the increasing desire among the poor to obtain the heavenly 

treasure; yet, much as this society has effected, more remains to be 

done. The more minute the inquiry is made, the greater the want

appears."

One is compelled to wonder how many more years might have elapsed

before the Bible would have been made available to rich and poor alike

in Sweden had not these two Scottish missionaries arrived with their

enthusiastic evangelical desire to share the Gospel, their intent to 

implement this by making both tracts and Bibles available, their drive 

to accomplish it, and their ability to inspire the Swedes to work

themselves towards this end. And when one learns the remarkable

results of their labors, it is difficult to understand the obvious 

reluctance of Swedish historiography to give them due credit.

In his history of the Swedish Bible Society, Fritz Beskow gives a 

scant four pages at the outset for the history of the years between 

1807 and 1815 and to the work of John Paterson. Mr. Henderson is not 

even mentioned. His only words of acknowledgement and praise were: 

"And see, after a visit of only five weeks in the capital city he 

succeeded in building a similar society - the Evangelical Society. 

Surely this must be seen as a master proof of the religious energy, 

if one considers that Paterson was an alien whose mother-tongue few 

understood, and whose broken Danish was not calculated to inspire con

fidence, especially now when war with Denmark prejudiced the Swedes
91against anything Danish."
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Dr. Ribbner, in his history of the Tract Societies in Sweden has 

proved to be the most generous chronicler of Mr. Paterson's work. 

Concerning the arrival of the missionaries in Sweden, he writes: "With 

this the evangelical revival in England had come into contact with our 

land and its religious life, which in the coming developments would be
I

of great significance for both missions and for evangelization, John

Paterson began an organized mass-dissemination of tracts, which,

during the first half of the nineteenth century was to reach far out 
92into the Swedish countryside. Evangelization had begun. "

Further on Dr. Ribbner adds: "Paterson does not often appear in the

minutes. That it was he who directed everything is clearly evident

in a comparison between the Evangelical Society and the Religious Tract

Society : the same determined lines of operation and, right from the

beginning, the appropriate principle of keeping the central operation 
93'free' in its connection with the church."

It would not come amiss here to state that while Dr. Ribbner's first

statement is true, the same can be said for the rest of the members of 

the Committee. However, if one examines the roll-call of those present 

at each meeting during the years that Mr. Paterson was in Sweden, it 

will be seen that he was present at a large majority of those meetings. 

He was present at three out of four meetings in I8O9 - it should be 

noted that after March in 18O9 no meetings were held for several months 

because of political exigencies. He was then present at eleven out of 

fourteen meetings in 1810, at twelve out of thirteen in 1811 and at 

seven out of eight in 1812, 1n 18O9, the very first minutes of the 

Society dated 7 February, the names of those present do not include 

that of Mr. Paterson, but it would be quite wrong to assume that he was 

not there. 1n fact, his name is also missing in the roll-call of the
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other three meetings held during that year, but inasmuch as he is 

named during the course of the minutes to have made reports at each 

of those meetings, it is quite obvious that he must have been

present.

Other historians, however, have said amazingly little. In 1929,

Gunnar Westin, in a review of the thirty years preceding the arrival

of George Scott in 1839 said only: "The Evangelical Society was a 
94-creation of British initiative and Herrnhut lay piety. " Bengt

Sundkler in 1937 merely quotes Westin and adds: "The initiative vrais

Paterson’s and therefore English, but the real strengths within the 
95society were the Herrnhut Brethren - or Herrnhut oriented. ’ 1 ' In 1939

Ernst Newman, in speaking of this work deigns not even to name the

missionaries but says only: "The initiative for this founding came

through a Scottish representative of the English evangelicalism, and 
96from English fellow-believers the Society received free support."

In view of all the gathered evidence, it seems proved that John 

Paterson and Ebenezer Henderson offered and gave a great deal more to 

the advance of evangelical Christianity in Sweden than its historians 

have allowed them. In fact, at one time in 1810 when the Swedish com

mittee’s work had evidently gone awry, Mr. Paterson himself went so 

far as to claim that, "The vhole burden of printing and issuing the 

Swedish tracts and Scriptures, with the Laplandish Testament and the 

Icelandic Bible, v/as cast on my shoulders, so that I had quite as much 

as I could do. " Credit came also from Dr. Steinkopff who, in his 

aforementioned report to the British and Foreign Bible Society in 

1812 wrote: "It is here a duty incumbent on me to add, that the ser

vices which the Rev, MIessrs. Paterson and Henderson have rendered to

the Stockholm Society, as well as to ours, are invaluable; and that
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both these gentlemen devote themselves to the cause of the Bible

with so much zeal, prudence, assiduity and perseverance, that they

have gained the esteem and good wishes of many of the best men in 
98Sweden and Denmark. ”

A final word on this subject would seem to come from the Swedish 

Society itself. In the first annual report of the Swedish Bible 

Society, translated and read at the thirteenth annual meeting of the 

British and Foreign Bible Society in London, . this encomium to Mr. 

Paterson was made: "And here your committee might very' properly be 

charged with an act of injustice, were they to omit to mention the 

name of the Rev. John Paterson, who was the first moving cause of the 

Evangelical Society’s undertaking the printing of Bibles, and who

never ceased to take a zealous and affectionate interest in the cause

of the Swedish Bible Society. Through his kind interposition it was, 

that, year after year, the English Society enriched the Swedish Bible 

fund with donations, amounting, at the close of the year 1814 to 

£1600 sterling, besides 1000 rix dollars, bank money, presented through 

the late Rev. Dr. Brunnmark; and exclusively of their gift of £300 

sterling towards the gratuitous distribution of Bibles and a donation 

of £100 sterling for the same purpose, from the Edinburgh Bible 

Society.

With the work of the Society to publish and distribute both tracts and 

Bibles now well under way, Mr. Paterson proceeded with two further pro

jects. The first of these was the printing of the Bible in Icelandic 

for the people of that island, a task on which he had worked foi’ some 

time together with Mr. Henderson and Mr. Thorklein of Copenhagen. The 

first aim was to release the thirty-five hundred copies of the New 

Testament which they had had printed while still living in Denmark. In
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order to make their plans to have more Testaments as well as Bibles 

printed., the three men met in Helsingborg. But most of the work had 

to be accomplished by letter; and. the finances were to be handled by 

the Evangelical Society in Stockholm, administered by Mr. Paterson.

Mr. Henderson volunteered to take the consignment to Iceland when the 

release was obtained for the thirty-five hundred Testaments and Bibles 

were printed, and to superintend their distribution there. By the end 

of 1810, plans were fairly well along and the work begun. Mr. Paterson 

then moved on to his next project.

This project was to be the provision of both tracts and Scriptures for 

the people of Lapland, translated and printed in their own language - 

a project whose inception sprang from the trip the two missionaries had 

made to Lapland in the summer of 1808. While visiting in HarnCsand, 

they had met Bishop C. G. Nordin, to whose diocese belonged the whole 

of Swedish Lapland, and who was the only person in Sweden at that time 

authorized to print any book in the language of the Lapps. Having 

informed the Bishop of the' plan to start a Bible Society in Sweden, 

and having given him some of their tracts to read, they were pleased 

when he showed great interest in both. The result of this visit was a 

bargain struck between them. 1f the Bishop would grant his authoriza

tion and help with the printing, Mr, Paterson would request from the 

Bible Society in London the necessary funds for printing five thousand 

copies of the New Testament in the Lapp language. That Mr. Patterson 

successfully carried out his part of the bargain can be read in the 

sixth annual report of the British and Foreign Bible Society: "Your 

Committee have also availed themselves of the assistance of the 

Evangelical Society at Stockholm to print, at the expense of the 

British and Foreign Bible Society a New Testament in the dialect of
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Lapland, for the benefit of the inhabitants of that country. The 

necessity of this work (as the former edition of 1735 was entirely 

exhausted) and the despair of accomplishing it were forcibly pointed 

out to two correspondents of your Committee by Bishop Nordin ... It 

appeared also, that in his diocese, which comprised the north of 

Sweden and Sv/ecdlsh Lapland, there were about 10,000 Laplanders unac

quainted with any language but that of their ovon country. The Bishop 

himself has undertaken to superintend the publication; and the sum

of £250 has been voted for an edition of 3000 copies of the New
m ,,100Testament."

In May of 1811, Bishop Nordin showed he had faithfully executed his 

part of the bargain v/hen he wrote to inform Mr, Paterson that the New 

Testament would be printed before the end of that month. He also

stated that he was ready to print any tracts which Mr. Patterson vould 

like to have translated and published. As a result, three tracts were 

translated and printed and shipped to the north along with the Testa

ments, which had been sent to Stockholm for binding. The next problem 

was that of distribution, for Mr. Paterson did not feel able, because 

of his many committments, to take on this job. Instead, he and Sir 

Leijonmarck decided upon a courageous step - to apply to the Ecclesias

tical Commission at the Court of Chancery for advice. Information of 

the project came as news to the head of the Commission, but that 

gentleman, "Approved of what had been done, and could not enough adnd.re

the liberality of the Society, which had taken on itself the whole 
3 01expense. ’’ ' The result was that the Chancery agreed to make all

arrangements for transportation of the Testaments to Hdrndsand and for 

their distribution together with the Consistory of Hdrndsanid. And all 

was to be paid for out of the public treasury. This was victory without 

parallel!
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Upon completion of this project, Mr. Paterson turned his eyes east
ward toward Finland and by late summer was on his way to Abo to see 

about the publication of the Bible in Finnish and to try to form a 

Bible Society there. Here he met Bishop Tengstrom and laid before 

him his proposals. The Bishop was in favor with all Mr, Paterson’s 

ideas, especially when he offered the assistance of the British and 

Foreign Bible Society in the amount of five hundred pounds for the 

printing of the Bible. Mr. Paterson then returned to Stockholm to 

await sanction from Emperor Alexander for the new project. It was 

received in November.

In March of 1812, Mr. Paterson reached the period which he considered

to be a turning point in his life. He wrote: "I had the unspeakable

pleasure of seeing my great work for Sweden - the first edition of

5000 copies of the Swedish Bible with standing types - completed, and

a bound copy presented to the Evangelical Society at their annual 
102meeting on the 17th of the month." ’ In the same month, he received

word from Denmark that the new Icelandic Bible had left the press and

was waiting to be transported (along with the Testaments) to their

destination. The -work in Finland was now under way and awaiting his

help. Besides that, the London Society had requested him to proceed to

Russia to see what he could do there. At the close of 1811 he had

written: "Great progress had been made in the work for which we had

been detained on the Continent of Europe, and for which we had been 
105sent to Sweden. " Now he concluded: "Thus my work in Sweden closed

in a measure just at the time when God, in his kind providence had 

opened up a new and a wi.de field for my exertions in Finland, and 

apparently in Russia itself. I was therefore free to move wherever the 

providence of God might point out the way. ”
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Continued Interest of fane Religious Tract Society and the British
and Foreign Bible Society

The Visit of Dr. Steinkopff; The Work of Dr. Drunnmark.

After the departure of both Mr, Henderson and Mr. Paterson from Sweden 

in 1812. after a stay in. that country of four and a. half years, the 

Evangelical Society was seemingly left on its own to get on with its 

work. And this is just what they did. hh e number o r tracts and 

Bibles printed and distributed continued to yrcw end for the next two 
years we find these figures:^

For Tracts:

1813 : 141,703
1814 : 113,089 .

For Bibles:

1813 : 2,000 Old Testaments 7,000 Nee T ebSomuhto 100 Psalms
1814 : 2,500 Old Testaments 25,000 New T ebtomuhtt 10,000 Apocrypha

The Old and New Testaments were printed separately because the contro

versy over the Apociyphal books could not be resolved and it continued

to cause problems within the Conrnittee. The old Swedish Bibles had all 

contained these books, but neither Mo. Henderson nor Mr*, Paterson would 

agree to include them. The Swedes on the committee were divided in 

their opinions concerning the matter, and after a vote in 1814, the 

decision to print them separately was made.

In the meantime, neither the Religious Tract Society nor the British 

and Foreign Bible Society in London had any intention of abandonning 

or losing contact with the Swedish Society, In the summer of 1812, the 

Rev, C, F. A. Steinkopff, foreign secretary of the British and Foreign 

Bible Society visited Sweden as part of a tour of the Continent, and
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made visits to both Stockholm and Gothenburg. He had little to report 

from Stockholm, other than to say that the work there proceeded with 

great spirit. From Gothenburg, on the other hand he had a great deal 

more to say. He spent several days there with Mr. Henderson, just 

prior to Mr, Henderson's departure, during which time they discussed 

at length the spiritual needs of the people there and what might be 

the next and best procedures to follow. In a letter to the Religious 

Tract Society dated 22 June, 1812, Dr. Steinkopff wrote; "The Rev,

Mr, Henderson and myself conversed with several respectable gentlemen 

on the best means of concentrating the efforts of the friends of reli

gion and the expediency of printing a periodical publication for 

communicating important religious intelligence, both domestic and 

foreign, and engaging the attention of the Christian public to still

more active and ctrIi>iied exertions for the promotion of the cause of 
2the Kingdom of God. "

Mr. Henderson's biographer quotes a letter from Mre Henderson (undated 

and with no salutation) concerning Dr, Steinkopff’ s visit. "— I have 

reason to believe that his visit has not been in vain. His conversa

tions with several persons of high rank relative to the worth of the 

Holy Scriptures, and the necessity of their circulation and perusal in 

order to the true happiness of a man in his individual social and 

political relations, cannot but•have been attended by salutary conse

quences --  He preached in the Garrison Church, and his sermon was,

from beginning to end, every way worthy of the Secretary of the Bible

Society.-- He began by observing that many useful books had been put

into the hands of mankind both in ancient and modern times, but that of 

all that had ever been published none was to be compared to one Book 

which generally went under the name of the Bible, or the Holy Scriptures
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1t is impossible to describe the effect produced upon the congrega

tion --  The audience looked to the pulpit with amazement as if they
5stood in doubt whether it was occupied v/ith a map or an angel. "

Such a speech along with the resulting tremendous impression it made 

upon the listeners must have done a great deal to further the cause

of the Bible in Sweden.

After eight days in Gothenburg, Dr. Steinkopff, together wite Mr. 

Henderson journeyed south to Halsipgborg. Along the way they met many 

clergymen in the towns through which they passed, giving out tracts. 

One minister told him, "The eagerness to obtain them is so great that 

some who were seldom seen in church before, now come to it every 

Sunday, for fear of losing this acceptable gift,In Helsingborg 

they met Mr, Paterson and they, "Spent six days together at a Swedish 

inn, calmly and maturely surveying the vast field for spiritual culti

vation, presenting itself to our view in the three Northern kingdoms
Aof Denmark, Sweden and Norway. " So even though Mr, Henderson would 

soon be on his way to Iceland and Mr. Paterson to Russia, they had no 

wish to leave their present field of endeavor untended.

Dr. Steinkopff’s report could only have add.ed to the concern which

both the Religious Tract Society and the British and Foreign Bible

Society felt for the Evangelical Society and its work in Stockholm.

So they cast about for someone who could act as their agent to Sweden

and promote their cause there. They turned to Dr. Bruppinaark, pastor

to the Swedish Legation in London. According to Beskow, the British

and Foreign Bible Society already had it ip mind to "form a general

Swedish Bible Society, which would be supported by Bible Societies ip 
6 ■the dioceses. " And who would be better for this work than Dr. 

Bruppmark - a native of Sweden who was thoroughly acquainted with the
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aims and. procedures of the British and Foreign Bible Society?

As a result, n^, Brunnmaik made a visit to Sweden in 1813 - a visit 

which could only be considered highly successful. Through his 

efforts two Bible Societies were founded - one in Gothenburg, the 

other in Vaster^s - and the ground work laid for a third society in 

Visby on the island of Gotland. He visited many other cities, urging 

the ministers in those cities to form Bible societies, and giving cut 

much money, provided by the British and Foreign Bible Society, to help 

in the effort. He wrote; "In the course of my journey, I visited

several clergymen in the interior, and they all rejoiced to hear the 

good news I brought them. Bibles were, in general, very scarce. When 

a copy was sold at an auction, it fetched even ten rix dollars; they 
will now get them for two rix dtllais, and the poor for much less."7 

From the preceding, one begins to get a fairly clear picture of vhat 

was happening. Many country as well as city ministers were now faced 

with a possibility of placing both tracts and Bibles in the hands of 

their parishioners, many of whom they considered to be in ' great need 

of spiritual awakening. This, in itself is a silent witness to what 

many of the clergy thought the spiritual efficacy of both tracts and 

Bibles to be! Now not only were tracts and Bibles available at a 

cheap price, but money too could be forthcoming so that this availa

bility would extend even to the poor people. And if the words of the 

minister south of Gothenburg were true, the distribution of the tracts 

was providing an incentive to attend church on Sunday, at which time 

the tracts were to be had. Is it any wonder that a new excitement was 

growing in religious circles?

The following year, I8lA, Dr. Brunnoark left his work in London to 

resettle permanently in Sweden. Again he agreed to act as a
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representative for the British and Foreign Bible Society, and the 

reports he sent back to London were gratifying indeed. The success 

of the first three Bible societies - Gothenburg, Visby and VasterSs - 

formed through his efforts - had spread quickly, and bishops as well 

as ministers both in Stockholm and in other parts of the country were 

eager to form such societies. From Gothenburg he wrote; "The Society 

in this place has been very active, and deserves truly the name of an 

Auxiliary to that in Stockholm. They have collected above 5000 rix 

dollars Banco, the greater part of which they have sent to the 

Stockholm Society, from whom they have lately ordered a fresh supply 

of 1000 Bibles, and 500 New Testaments; for all which they have paid
Q

before hand. ”

His next report was sent from VasterSs, in which he wrote: ”— Besides

the 200 Bibles, 500 New Testaments they received from the British and

Foreign Bible Society, have themselves bought 1100 Bibles, 500 New

Testaments, and 100 ditto, with Latin types, for German Schools, all 
9of the authorized version-”

When Dr. Brunnmark finally arrived in Stockholm, it was to find that 

the work of the Evangelical Society was going forward at a great pace. 

He wrote: "You will no doubt with me be astonished to find, that the 

Society have now printed 33,600 New Testaments, and that a new edition 

is preparing of 6000, for which paper and everything is ready. They 

have further printed 11,000 Bibles, and a fourth edition is now work

ing off, 22 sheets being already finished.
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Founding of the Swedish Bible Society
The Role of Mr. Paterson; The growth of both the Bible 
Society and the Evangelical Society.

While the Religious Tract Society and the British and Foreign Bible 

Society in London were meipteinipg their contacts with the Stockholm 

society, both Ebepezer Henderson and John Paterson were, so to speak, 

keeping a hand ip. More than that, they continued to advise and work 

pot only with the Evangelical Society but also with the pew Bible 

societies. The'fact that both men were now engaged in the work of the 

British and Foreign Bible Society ip other parts of northern Europe 

did not prevent either of them from making several visits to Sweden ip 

the next few years. There is no record of either map visiting Swsden 

ip 1813, but both were there in 1814.

Mr. Paterson arrived in Stockholm op the 20th of February, 1814, after 

a strenuous journey from Russia. At this time, he paid a visit to 

Count Rosepblad, pow president of the Evangelical Society, the account 

of which we have only by Mr. Paterson’s own hand. Because of the cop- 

tent of this conversation with its remarkable consequences, and because 

it is pot to be found ip any other account, this rather lengthy report 

of the conversation is quoted here, as told by Mr, Paterson ip his

memoirs.

"Having made myself acquainted with the presept state 
of the Evangelical Society, 1 represented to him that 
the time was come when the Bible department of the 
Evangelical Society ought to be separated from the 
tract department, and that the publication of reli
gious tracts ought to be left to the Evangelical

. Society, according to its first intentions, and the 
statutes it had received from the King; but that 
for the circulation of the Scrip-Xires, they ought to 
have a national or Swedish Bible Society, whose sole 
object should be to publish and circulate the Holy 
Scriptures, without note or comment, the same as the
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British and Foreign Bible Society, and kindred 
institutions in various countries. I urged that 
this had now become absolutely necessary, seeing 
Bible societies on the right plan had been formed 
in Gothenburg, Westeras, and Wisby, in the Island 
of Gothland, which ought all to be auxiliary to 
the Parent Society in Stockholm; and I argued 
that this would lead to the formation of auxilia
ries in all parts of the kingdom, and prove the 
means of augmenting their funds, and giving a 
wider circulation to the copies of the Scriptures 
published by the Parent Society. Of all this his 
excellency saw the propriety, and even absolute 
necessity. I accordingly prepared a memorial, in 
which all these considerations were fully stated, 
and drew up statutes for the proposed Swedish Bible 
Society. These I placed in the hand of the Count, 
to lay before the Committee of the Evangelical 
Society, which he did. My proposals were adopted, 
and measures put in train for carrying them into 
effect as soon as the sanction of the Government 
should be obtained.

But although I had thus laid the foundation of the 
national Bible Society in Sweden, I could not now 
stop to see its actual formation, for which time was 
required. I carried a copy of my memorial and sta
tutes with me to England, and finding that Dr. 
Biunnmaik was about to visit Sweden in the summer,
I showed him my plan, and begged he vrauld endeavour 
to get it carried into effect. He arrived in 
Stockholm about the end of June, and everything 
being previously arranged, or nearly so, he, along 
vith the secretai'y, the Rev. John Watter'dahl, my 
intimate friend, put a finishing hand to the insti
tution of the new society under a new name, with a 
more defined field of operations, and more expansive 
powers."11

This is a most interesting piece of information, particularly in view 

of the fact that all but one of the historians have chosen to ignore 

it - or have possibly been ignorant of its existence, although the 

latter possibility is highly unlikely. Beskow, who wrote the first 

major history of the Swedish Bible Society gives, strangely, no back

ground whatsoever for its formation other than his short statement say

ing that the British and Foreign Bible Society intended to form a Bible 

Society in Sweden. Just exactly when this idea first came into being 

is not.known. But as has been seen, it was in Mr. Paterson’s thinking
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as early as February of 1814, and he, within the following month took 

it to London. Certainly by the time of the special committee meeting 

of the Evangelical Society on 9 July it was fully known that the 

British Society did have such plans in mind. Paragraph two of the 

minutes of that meeting includes the following statement: "Authoriz

ation by one of the London Bible Society’s Secretaries, Mr. John Tarn, 

and those undersigned was read, in which the Bible Committee commis

sions the doctor (Dr. Brumunark), during his visit to Sweden to take 

such measures and steps, that would seem the most suitable to promote

the establishment of a Bible Society, separate from the Evangelical 
12Society . ” This authorization, addressed to the Committee of

the Evangelical Society is to be found among a number of loose papers

and letters • in the back of the minute book for 1814^. This would seem

definite proof that plans for a Swedish Bible Society vere under way

at least since early spring. And perhaps this intention of the London

Society is what Do. Steinkopff was referring to in a letter to the

Evangelical Society as early as 13 May. In it he mentions the

coming visit of Dr. Bounnmark to Sweden and states: "Concerning all

other points and wishes of our Committee, Dr, Brunnmark will personally 
13speak with you . • ”

But whether or not Beskow was aware of these plans, he deals not at ail 

with the years, and particularly the months immediately preceding July 

of 1814. The question remains unanswered as to why he has chosen to 

omit completely what can only be considered a most important area in 

the history of the Swedish Bible Society. As to the actual formation 

of the society, he merely states: "At a meeting of the Evangelical 

Society on 9 July, 1814, Brunnmaok suggested that a Swedish Bible 

Society should be founded and put forth a motion for the statutes
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thereof. A later history published in 1%7 uses practically the

same woi’ds, and likewise fails to give any information concerning

reasons for forming a separate Bible Society. Liedgren varies his

account to say: "Brunnmark had just put forth the suggestion of a

Swedish Bible Society in Stockholm at an extra meeting of the Evange- 
15lical Society.” How very strange indeed that not one of these men 

has seen fit to so much as mention Mr. Paterson's story - or even that 

he had anything at all to do with the matter.

There is, however, one account which includes some of the background of 

the formation of the Bible Society in Sweden. Edvard Rodhe wrote a 

short history of the society (in two parts) which appeared in the 

Swedish Church History Annual for 1907-1908. The first part gives a 

brief history of both John Paterson and Ebenezer Henderson - their edu

cation, their beliefs, their work in Denmark and some of their work in 

Sweden. The larger part of the second part is devoted to the work of 

Dr. Brunnmark in the cause of Bible Societies in Sweden. Unfortunately,

there are several small inaccuracies and contradictions as well, as

opinions stated so as to appear as fact in this article, so that it is 

impossible here to allow this work to stand as a basis for history. On 

the one hand, Rodhe is generous in his praise of both men, and his final 

judgment of Mr. Paterson, while limited, is not unkind: "The origin of 

the Evangelical. Society in Stockholm is, in large part, his work, as it 

was he who gathered together those interested and organized them. It 

was also he who led the society's work into those paths upon which it 

later worked with such zeal and to such great success, in that he 

brought' about the connections with the large English societies through 

v/hose financial support tract and Bible distribution first, became 

possible.
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On the other hand, while it can also he said in Mr. Rodhe's favor 

that he is the only historian to so nuch as acknowledge Mr. Paterson’s 

own account of his part in the formation of the Swedish Bible Society, 

he does not accept it. He writes: ’’The one who originally came up 

with the plan was possibly Paterson, as he himself states that it vra.s 

he who first pointed out the necessity to make a complete separation

between tract and Bible distribution-- and that he had shared this

plan with Brunnmark at their meeting during Paterson’s trip to Sweden 

and England in 1814. It is possible that Paterson is right, but by no 

means can one push Brunnmark into the background when it concerns the 

constitution of the Swedish Bible Society, as Paterson seems to want 

to do." After reading Mr. Paterson's account, this final statement 

concerning Dr. Brunnmark is difficult to explain by any other term than 

prejudicial.

Unfortunately, the minutes of the meeting of the committee of the 

Evangelical Society on the 1 March, 1814, during Mr. Paterson’s stay in 

Stockholm, as well as minutes for the next few months make no mention 

of any plans or suggestions for the formation of a Bible Society. 

Inasmuch as Mr. Paterson’s name is listed among those present at the 

1 March meeting, one can only surmise that he and Count Rosenblad 

either changed their minds about presenting the idea at that meeting, 

or that Mr. Paterson’s memory did not serve him accurately when he 

wrote his memoirs many years later. There is, however, included among 

the sundry papers and letters in the back of the minute book, a set of 

papers titled "Some Projected Paragraphs as Constitution of the Swedish 

Bible Society in Stockholm. ” (N£?gra Projecterade vid Consti

tution af Svenska Bibel Sslllskapet i Stockholm. ) These papers, written 

in what is unquestionably Mr. Paterson’s hand lay out in rough form the
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rules and statutes for a Bible Society, They are neither dated nor 

signed.

Also to be found among the papers at the back of the minute book is 

another set of papers in a hand which is identical to that of the 

committee’s secretary, John Waetterdahl, which are a reworked copy of 

Mr, Paterson’s rough constitution. A copy of this set of papers then 

appears in the minutes of the July meeting as part of the permanent 

record, In view of this, does it not seem strange that Mr. Rodhe, who 

has carefully documented , his article did not see fit to acknowledge 

these evidences which vastly increase the credibility of Mr, Paterson’s 

account? Surely to do so would not have minimized Dr. Brunnmark’s 

work or in any way have pushed him into the background.

One other account which involves the formation of the Bible Society, 

that of Dr. Ribbner, should be mentioned here, He explores the situa

tion in another area - that of internal reasons for the division. He

builds an entirely different case, ona/tting the involvement of either 

the British and Foreign Bible Society or John Paterson. According, to 

him, the reformed nature of the tracts lay, in large part, at the heart 

of the matter, causing not only contention within the committee, but 

also gaining for the Evangelical Society a reputation for separatism - 

tantamount to anathema in that day, He writes: "It is, however, 

obvious that the most important reason for the division lay in the ten

dency towards separatism, which the Evangelical Society showed through 

its uncontrolled mass distribution of tracts through ministers and

laymen. This tendency was not visible in the Bible Society, whose 
18work was controlled by bishops and chapters," The fact that the 

tracts stressed conversion as the one thing necessary for salvation - 

the only means by which mankind could escape eternal damnation was a
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real problem. This was not Lutheran! But if the latter part of the 

statement were true, it is difficult to understand. The majority of 

the men serving on the committee of the new Bible Society were the 

sane men who continued to serve on the committee of the Evangelical 

Society. Moreover, as was stated in the last chapter, in 1814 there 

were ten bishops sitting on the Committee of the Evangelical 

Society.

That Di. Brunnmark did get Mr. Paterson's plan carried into effect as

he had been requested has been well recorded. It is interesting to

note that, according to Dr. Brunnmark’s own account, he did not arrive

in Stockholm until after the 25th of June ~ only two weeks previous to

the meeting on 9 July. At that time, he called upon Count

Rosenblad at his country home, several miles south of Stockholm, He

remained there several days and had many conversations with the Count

and writes: "He entered very minutely into the whole plan with me." 7

Although he does not say what that plan was, the evidence of Mr. Tarn's

letter of 9 May authorizing Dr. Brunnmark to take the necessary

steps to form a Bible society leave little doubt as to what it was.

Moreover, as several letters written by Dr. Brunnmark to the Bible

Society in London during these weeks are large concerned with founding

Bible societies in Sweden, one can quite naturally expect that here

too he is speaking of a Bible society. A little further on he adds:

'Several bishops have already sent in applications from their Dioceses 
. 20to the Society." It is clear from this statement that plans for 

founding a Bible society must have been known well before Dr. 

Brunrnmark's arrival. Applications to "the Society" could hardly have 

been received before its actual inception had not some previous plans 

already been under way and known in dioceses outside of Stockholm. And
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vhile "the Society” may possibly have referred to the Evangelical 

Society, it is highly unlikely inasmuch as the Evangelical Society 

did not accept applications for auxiliary societies. Therefore these 

applications must have had reference to something else. So it would 

seem that the existence of a Bible Society in Sweden before 9 July 

was de facto - not only in Dr. Brunnmark’ s thinking, but in the minds 

of many others in Sweden as well. In writing to the British and 

Foreign Bible Society from Gothenburg on 3 Junes, Dr. Brunnmark

praises the Bible Society of Gothenburg saying: "The Society in this 

place has been very active, and deserves truly the name of an Auxiliary 
to that in Stockholm. ”’^

The time of Dr. Brunnmark’s arrival in Stockholm is also significant

in this matter. It should be noted that his discussions with Count

Rosenblad had begun a scant two weeks before the meeting in July, It 

would have been impossible in that length of time, in a day when mail 

and news travelled much more slowly than today, for the news of the 

anticipated formation of such a society to have spread to the farther 

dioceses, and applications to have been returned. Furthermore, for 

the same reasons, completed plans along vith rules and regulations 

could hardly have been begun, discussed with the many Committee members 

and finalized for presentation on 9 July in less than two weeks’

time.

It is also significant that two years later a report was sent to the

British and Foreign Bible Society from the first annual meeting of the

Swedish Bible Society in which the following statement appears: "The

foundation of Bible Institutions out of Stockholm, was chiefly laid by 
22the late Rev. Do. Brunnmark. ” The report goes on to speak of Do. 

Brunnnlaok’s further contributions in forming Bible societies in various
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parts of Sweeten, but at no time is he mentioned in connection with 

the founding 'of the Stockholm Society - a significant omission, espe

cially by his contemporaries. So while the historians credit Dr. 

Brunnmark with the founding of the Swedish Bible Society (while not 

outright stating that Dr. Brunnmark was the founder, the implication 

is unurStakcahle), a closer look at the total picture would lend strong 

support to Mr, Paterson’s own account and accord him credence and 

ample credit in the founding of that society. Dr. Brunnmark did not 

live to see the new society actually come into being. He died on the 

1 August, less than a month after he had made his suggestion.

Continuing Work of Ebenezer Henderson and Johm Paterson

Visits .nrntde to Sweden in 1814-, 1815, 1817, 1819, 1820; 
Disassociation of the Evangelical Society from the Religious 
Tract Society; The Effects of Tracts and Bibles.

In September of 1814, Mir, Paterson was again in Stockholm, making a

stop there on his way back to Russia. He found there two societies,

both flourishing. In a letter dated 27 September, 1814, he wrote to

the British and Foreign Bible Society: "The demand for the Scriptures

increases daily; the Society cannot nearly support it. The stock of

paper and of printed copies which would be necessary, far exceeds their

means; surely no person will now tell us that there was no want of 
23Bibles in Sweden. " One gets the feeling from that final clause,

that Mr. Paterson had not forgotten his earlier disagreement with the 

Society Pro Fide et ChristianisinG. He faind that his old friends,

Count Rosenblad and the Rev. John Waetterdahl were now president and 

secretary respectively of both organizations, and most of his other 

old friends were working in both societies along with new members. He 

wrote in his journal: "My visit at this time was useful in maturing
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the plans of the National Society, and placing them on a right foot

ing with the Evangelical Society, so as to ensure their going on
gT

comfortably together and yet separate.”" '

The Bible Society was in immediate need of funds as well as other help

for their work. Such funds were forthcoming in the form of a gif in

the amount of 2,400 rix dollars banco from the crown prince and. a

donation of 500 English pounds from the British and Pooeign Biill

Society, thereby strengthening hhere continued support. Moreover, the

Evangelical Society, "Not only delivered over to your committee all

the standing Bible types, but also Bibles and printing paper, together 
25with cash, amounting to more than 17,000 rix dollars.” Perhaps this 

was the result of the help given by Mr, Paterson - to ensure comfort

able progress.

Before long, requests for Bibles were pouring in from many places - 

schools, prisons, institutions, hospitals, the navy and from various 

regiments in the army. There was even formed in Gothenburg, through 

the influence of Cornelius Rahmm, a Bible Society for children, con

sidered to be the first such in the world. In addition to his duties

as chaplain to the Royal Artillery stationed there, Rahm was also Head

master of Prince Oscar’s School, a school for the children of the

soldiers in the barracks. At a weekly exnmrdahiod of his pupils in

the autumn of 181.4, Mr. Rahmm told them about the Bible Society. The

children became so interested that they decided to take an offering

for this Society. Not long after that, they told their master that

they wished to form a Bible Society themselves. The result was: ”He

called together interested students for a meeting on the 8 July, 1815

aid rules for the establishing of the Gothenburg Auxiliary Bible 
26Society were adopted. ” '
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That Mr. Patterson continued to concern himself vith the work of the

Evangelical Society is also known through a report from the secre

tary of that society to the Religious Tract Society, dated 7 October, 

I8I4. It read; "Permit me also more especially to beg you will offer 

the respects and gratitude of our Committee for the last donation of 

£20. I cannot, however, yet inform you, that we have been enabled to 

make use of it for the intended, purpose, (this money had been granted 

to encourage them to begin a series of tracts for Hawkers) but that as 

soon as the Rev. MO. Paterson has sent us a plan of what is to be done, 

and we have modified it, ‘so as to suit ouo local circumstances, you 

will find everything proceeding to your satisfaction. ” With such a

report as supporting evidence, there can be no doubt at all that MO. 

Paterson was still assisting the direction and progress of these

societies.

In 1815, MO. Henderson was again in Sweden, this time to give assis

tance to the newly formed Bible Society in Lund. He wrote to iO. 

Paterson: "It gives me great satisfaction to be able to inform you 

... that an institution of a similar nature with other Bible societies, 

was established at this university on the 10th inst. ... The Bishop 

himself (the Right Rev. Bishop Paxe) was then chosen President. Dr, 

Wahlin (the Archdeacon) Vice-President, Do. Hagbeog and Prost

Hellstenius, Secretaries; and as members of the Committee, Professors 
28Norbert, Hylander, Engelhart, etc. etc.” Mr. Henderson's biographer

adds this statement: "Such a galaxy of brilliant names must not be 
29passed by. ” And indeed it should not - but not just because the

names are brilliant. This list gives an indication of the high favor 

in exalted circles within the Swedish Church in which the Bible soci

eties now stood. Hagbeog was professor of Theology; Hellstenius was a
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welX-lmown minister; Dr. Engelhart was professor of medicine at 

the university and Hylsnder was Regius Professor of Divinity.

At the same time, it should he remembered that not all the bishops or

churchmen were immediately or easily won over to the woi-k of the Bible

Society, In a letter to Archbishop Dindblom from Bishop Almquist in

Stockholm dated 6 November, 1816 is written: "What has broken out in

the Swedish congregations was in general not the WORD but the

Spirit. Professor ddmann in Uppsala was outright skeptical. He

wrote to a friend: "One distributes thousands of Bibles, but no one

reads. If anyone does read, he doesn’t understand. The peasant

would dig ditches for a day rather than read. If he does read his 
31Bible, he sticks with Samson and Goliath. "

In this same letter Mir. Henderson also stated: "I proposed the erec

tion of Branch Societies in Mlal-mo, Landscrona, etc., and also where
32practicable, Bible associations." And in this way, MR". Henderson too 

continued to work in Sweden, contributing to the growth of Bible soci

eties in that land. -

There is no evidence that either Mr". Henderson or Mr. Paterson visited 

Sweden in 1816. But Mlr^. Paterson’s continuing interest and guidance 

could be found through his correspondence. A society having been formed 

in Lund the previous year, Mr. Palerson was anxious that a society also 

be formed in Uppsala, the other great university town. He v/rote in his 

Journal: "On the 3rd of April I also wrote to Upsala, to the Archbishop 

of Sweden, Dr. Lindblom, on the same subject, promising that, if they 

formed an auxiliary, the English Society would assist them with a grant 

of £3000; and in order to induce him to use his influence for this 

purpose, I got the Committee in London to send him a set of their
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33versions, elegantly bound. ” It would, seem that Mr. Paterson was

not above using a bit of gentle persuasion!

And. in this case, the persuasion bore the hoped-for fiui^t^. Later in

that year Mr. Paterson wrote: "Under the date of the 24th October,

I had a letter from Archbishop Lindblom, giving an account of the

formation of a Bible Society at Upsala. I was also gratified by

learning that my friend, the Bishop of Hernd'earnd, had formed a Bible

Society for his diocese. ’’ And further on he adds: "Thus from the

furthest north to the furthest south, Sweden was covered by Bible

societies. The demand for the Scriptures was so great, that the

Society in Stockholm could not satisfy them, and they were obliged 
35greatly to enlarge their printing office, ” It must have been with 

enormous satisfaction and joy that he penned the above words. His 

goal of spreading the Word of God among all the people of Sweden was 

well on its way to being accomplished.

This was also true concerning the tracts, whose publication and dis

tribution had preceded that of the Bibles. In a lone communication 

from the Evangelical Society to the Religious Tract Society in 1817, 

this glowing report was made: ”A more general interest in the Society's 

object has been recently excited throughout the kingdom. We have, in 

almost every town active correspondents, who distribute the Tracts 

most extensively. Our tracts are now sent to the most remote corners 

of the kingdom, where they are received with eagerness, and read with 

the deepest attention. Several noblemen of distinction, petOessoe"s, 

and others have shown themselves zealous in this good cause. Some of 

our Bishops are decidedly favourable, and almost all of them have taken 

part in the work and have especially promoted the circulation of our 

Tracts among the youth attending the places of learning in their
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respective Dioceses. From the year 1808, beginning with a small

group of interested men desiring to see their countrymen awadcened to 

a living faith in God, to that place in time eight and a half years 

later when a statement such as the above could be made by those same 

men, had been given countless hours of work committed to the accom

plishment of their purpose. They could well share in the same joy and

satisfaction as Mr, Paterson!

Mr. Henderson next returned to Sweden in 1817, visiting the societies 

in both VAster&s and Akersund, from which cities he sent reports of 

growth and expansion. He then proceeded to Stolkholm. His joy in 

what he found there can be seen in a letter he sent from that city

dated 15 September. He wrote: ”--  1 must do that country the justice

to say, that 1 know of no country on the Continent of Europe where the

interest taken in the cause is more the effect of conviction - the

expression of what is really felt in the heart, of the necessity and 

importance of the undertaking. Th e different auxiliaries are iying 

with each other, which shall most speedily and effectually ascertain 

and supply the want of the Holy Scriptures, which prevails to a 

greater or lesser extent within their respective bounds; and some of 

them are projecting, or have already commenced the establishment of 

parochial Assoc:irn.t.ians, after the example of the Bible Society of 
Lund.”57 •

Mir. Paterson too visited Sweden in 1817, but earlier in the yean, 

arriving in time to attend the meeting of the Committee of the Swedish 

Bible Society on 4 March. 1n another outburst of joy he wrote to 

the British and Foreign Bible Society: ”A More ^Mmefous er brorii.anl. 

Committee Meeting 1 have never witnessed. It is easy to conceive my 

feelings, when 1 compared it with the first meeting of a few humble
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individuals, in an upper chamber, exactly nine years ago, which

laid, the foundation of all that is now doing in Sweden. Three of

these individuals, besides myself, were present on this occasion,

and rejoiced with me in contemplating what the Lord, who despised 
38not our day of small things, hath wrought. " From Stockholm, he

proceeded to the diocese of Skara where he met with the Bishop and

his committee. A society for this diocese had recently been formed

and as this was its first meeting, its constitution was presented.

As usual, Mr. Paterson was there to guide and help, writing; "The

manner in which they should proceed in their future operations was

fully discussed. They needed much information, which I endeavoured 
39to give them, as far as was in ray power. "

He then travelled to HMrndsand to visit the. Bishop and "made arrange

ments with him for supplying his diocese better with copies of the 

Scriptures, and promised to obtain a grant for this purpose from the 

British and Foreign Bible Society. Next, he went to Uppsala from

where he vrote; "I was received by the venerable Archbishop with open 

arms. He immediately called a meeting of the Committee, to arrange 

with me about forming Bible associations in every parish in his dio-
J

cese. ’’ This must have seemed a sweet victory to Mr. Paterson, con

sidering the earlier negative pressures upon the Archbishop.

Perhaps it was just this situation which helped raise his hopes for 

even greater achievements. For at the end of this long report in 1817, 

he wrote; "Bible Associations are forming in different parts of the 

kingdom, and we may soon expect to hear of them in almost every parish. 

It is pleasing to be able to state, that the good effects intended to 

be produced by Bible Societies, in reforming the morals of the people, 

and in begetting and confirming religious habits, are most visible in
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many parts of this country. Indeed, I doubt if so much real good 

has been done in any country by the rdstihuhion of Bible Societies 

as in Sweden. The good that has been produced 'there, is more than a 

reward for all that has been done to promote the cause of truth among 

them; and affords much encouragement to us all, not to be v/eary in 

well doing, confident that in due time we shall reap, if we faint
1 p

not." ’ This bit of evaluation on the part of Mr. Paterson himself 

is not out of order and was made by a man well-equipped to make it.

While in Stockholm, Mr. Paterson also attended the meeting of the Com

mittee of the Evangelical Society, hoping to obhnid a report to bring 

back to the Religious Tract Society in London. Since the official 

separation in 1815 from the Bible Society, ties between the Evangelical 

Society and the Religious Tract Society had been deteriorating, and by 

now barely existed. This is evidenced by the dearth of information 

from the Swedish Society to be found in the records of the Religious 

Tract Society. Rillder points it up sharply, stating: "After 1815 ...

they no longer . maintained the connections with the Religious Tract 
,,2-3Society in London. ’’ The main reason for this was the aforementioned

growing dissatisfaction, not only within the Committee, but in many 

parts of the country with the reformed nature of the English tracts.

That the tracts were Christo-centric was not the problem. It was, 

rather, their insistance on conversion as essential to salvation that 

came more and more into question. The determination of Rev. Wa^^i^i^^3^«dahl

that conversion shaild codhrdue to be the dominant theme of the tracts 

soon caused sharp friction within the Committee, and before long, a 

real storm was brewing. Many of the others felt that the tracts should 

be more Lutheran in nature - "Totally in agreement with Cojc^' s Holy Word 
and the Church's Confession."^4’
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The unhappy result of this was that in 1816 and 1817 no English tracts

were published. Although there is no official report from kt?.

Paterson to the Religious Tract Society on the matter, it is known

that when he returned to Stockholm on his way back to Russia, "He

delivered to the Committee a large number of tracts, missionary tales 
45and other writings. But no money. " The Religious Tract Society was

not about to change any of its policies, much less its theological

position. And the very fact that no money was forthcoming from London

was loud testimony to a rift in relations. In this situation, Mr.

Paterson was evidently unable to be of much help. But in spite of

these problems, the work of the Society continued successfully to a

peak year in 1820, in which a total number of 156, 000 tracts were dis- 
46tributed. . After this year, the activity of the Society diminished

disastrously for a period of about four years. In-fighting on the Com

mittee over almost every question that arose prevented work from going 

forward - the reformed nature of the tracts remained the major stubblig.g 

block and had by now alienated many of t he rlerry. This work was not to

be revived until the next decade.

Mr. Henderson was next in Sweden in 1819, in which year he was to visit 

that country twice. In January he arrived in Lund, and after a short 

visit to the Bible Society there, he proceeded to Karlskrona, a town on 

the south coast of Sweden, and home of tth Swedish navy. He nmide many

visits in the town, and in a letter to h hi rife he wrote: ” I expect

to be able to do something on a grand scale for the Bible cause. Here 

is ample scope; upwards of 7000 belonging to the Admiralty to be sup-
I

plied with Bibles. ’ ’ On 2 February his work bore fruit in the

formation of the Swedish Naval Bible Society, In a letter to the 

British and Foreign Bible Society on 29 Marchi, Count Rosenblad
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wrote: "I cannot sufficiently praise the good and zealous behaviour

of Dr. Henderson on that as a result, the British soci

ety immediately granted their aid to the new society in a gift of 

£200. Following this, Mr. Henderson visited the societies in V^xio 

and Kalmar. At the latter town, he attended the first general meet

ing of the newly formed Bible Society there.

Mr. Henderson's second visit to Sweden in 1819, and his last trip to 

that country for many years was in May of that year and was only a 

means to travel from Denmark to Norway. The day after leaving 

Gothenburg, he was injured in an accident, returned to Gothenburg where 

the broken bones were set, and then sent to try the baths at Uddevalla,

where he remained for six weeks. There is no record of Mr. Henderson's

activities during this time.

Mr. Paterson was next in Sweden in the autumn of 1820, visiting vari

ous Bible societies, giving them advice and support. On 9 October 

he wrote from Stockholm: "The Swedish Bible Society goes on its way

with "Steadfastness; so much so that 1 find it unnecessary to propose

anything by way of improvement. The Committee understand their work,
49and they have persons able and willing to conduct it." He did not,

however, permit such brilliant success to blind him, for in the next

sentence he wrote: "The society in Carlstadt claims your partccular

attention ,.. their poverty is so great, that they can do little of

themselves to furnish the many thousand families there with the Bible

who are without it, and are so poor as to be utterly unable to pay for 
50 ,it." And of Vdxid he wrote: "There is a tract where the people are

extremely poor, destitute of Bibles and need assistance. Fifty pounds 
51would do much good among them. " One remarkable fact Mr. Paterson 

failed to report. That fact was that by 1819 there existed an
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auxiliary Bible society in every diocese except that of StrAngn&s, d
The reason for this was not any anti-Bible Society feeling - there '*

were several small local societies scattered about the diocese. The \
■

reason lay in the fact that Bishop Tingstadius had for many years 1

been working on a new translation of the Bible and he didn't want his <
A

diocese flooded with Bibles of the old translation. Mr. Paterson had d

visited Bishop Tingstadius during his visit to Sweden in 1819 hoping

to persuade him to give his sanction to the Bible Society, but he did

not succeed. There was not to be a diocesan Bible Society in 4

StrSngnAs untill839« £
• ’i 
'?

1n the eight years since they had left Sweden, Mi’. Henderson and

Mr. Paterson had both returned to that country year after year, to
•■'•5

advise and assist, seemingly never content to ride on successes, but <

continually working to develop and improve the work they had begun 

there. Although little is to be found in written praise of their work,

it is evident that their assistance and advice as well as their media

tion for the purpose of securing funds from the London Societies were 

not only welcome and appreciated, but needed and sought. But from this 

time on, the two men no longer made regular visits to Sweden. They no 

doubt felt, as Mr. Paterson. had written in 1820, that the Bible Society J

was now well able to look after itself, and that should the Committee 1

encounter problems they could not solve by themselves, they could 

easily correspond with London directly for help. What they thought 

about, or had in mind for the Evangelical Society is not known.

1t would be foolish to deny that the tracts and their evangelical, mes- :&
. jf

sage had a definite influence upon the spiritual awakenings that Y/ere 

beginning at this time. As Dr. Ribbner says, "There is a correlation 

between tract distribution and revival. Tracts were spread as
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52awakening appeals ..." ' While as yet there was no great revival 

movement in Sweden, small revivals kept cropping up in many parts of 

the country, especially where the tracts were being read. And they 

were being read by the thousands. Since the outset in 1808, well 

over a million tracts had been distributed. Their message was known 

and approved by many members of the clergy and their preaching was 

colored by it. Stern lectures on morals, long the ideal, were now 

frowned upon, and instead, a sermon was expected to be an outpouring 

of the very soul of the minister, verily inspired by God. Moreover, 

the sermons had to be Bible-based. Since the Bible was becoming 

increasingly available to large sections of th.e population through the 

work of the many new Bible societies, many in the congregations not 

only placed a high value on that book, but through their own study of 

it were gaining a fair knowledge of what was in it. The preacher was, 

therefore, now put on his mettle concerning the holy book and its con

tents, and was expected to be able to back up any statement with the 

proper reference - something he was frequently called upon to do! Such 

Bible-centered sermons found great favor with the congregat icns. The 

colporteurs, who with their books and tracts visited the small villages 

and remote farms, began to increase in number. This resulted in an 

increase in the “lasare” (lay readers) who quickly formed conventicles. 

And these conventicles now often met without fear of being reported, or 

of reprisal if reported. This was not true in all cases, depending 

upon the position of the local minister on the matter, but there was 

a definite softening on the part of many clergymen.
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The Changing Scene in Sweden
Political and Social Changes; The Romantic Era in 
Literature and Religion.

There were, in fact, many changes in all areas of life in Sweden at 

this time, and all had their effect on the religious life of the 

people. The political scene was undergoing a great change. There 

was a new crowm prince whose youthful energy and drive gave great hope 

to the people. Even more important, there was the promise of a last

ing peace. Wars had for so many years drained the country of its 

wealth and manpower. This had brought about unbelievable poverty in 

most parts of the country so that the people had learned to hate the 

very thought of war. The hope of peace therefore was sweet comfort 

indeed. The need for national defense was recognized, but only the 

nobility would vote for compulsory military training - both the clergy 

and the common folk were against it.

Patriotism grew and soon became synonomcus with freedom and justice.

It was taught in the schools along with civic duty. Ministers stressed

it in their sermons. Swedish traditions and Swedish customs rose in

popularity. It was reflected in the literature of the day as well as 

in the religion, giving rise to what is now called the Romantic Era of 

the century. The writings of the two greatest literary men of the time, 

Geiger and Tegner can inspire strong feelings of patriotism in Swedish 

hearts even today. It brought into being a whole new line of thinking 

among the clergy. The earlier fascination with the pragmatism of the 

German Enlightenment was waning and the popular Neology was diminish

ing. A growing admiration for the new German idealists - Goethe, 

Schiller and the Schlegels was evident. The whole has been summed up 

by Liedgren: "A certain proud inspiration of the spirit, an attraction
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to other-v/orldliness, to an unselfish endeavor towards a higher goal

than ’ success, bread and honor’ was awakening confidence in the truth 
53of spiritual power and the indispensability of ethical standards. "

This new Romanticism contained, in the field of religion, an element 

of joy and of harmony with creation that fit well in with the happy 

spirit of Hermhiutsis^m, and so found ingress into the thinking of the 

many clergymen who were so inclined. A study of the classics was now 

considered indispensible for an educated man. Both of these ideas were 

strongly reflected in the preaching. Two further ideas were of parti

cular interest - eternal life, and nature and man’s relationship to it. 

Here now were subjects that quickly caught the interest of the ordinary 

man in the church pew - he had an insatiable curiosity about the here

after, and he could easily identify with the latter. It was relatively 

easy to see God revealed in nature all about one, and thereby to sense 

an affinity with the Divine. A next step to a realization of God’s 

holiness and man 1 s unworthiness was not difficult to take, and from 

there, the need for reconciliation to God was easily acknowledged.

And these steps, of course, were all a part of the path to the eternal 

City of Heaven - the ultimate goal. Here too, was a meeting point with 

the thinking of the British Evangelicals. And before long, it seemed 

as though all the various schools of thought were able to agree on at 

least one point - sometimes more. Liedgren states: "This harmony, by

no means reached and upheld without struggle, is a result of unusually 

happily cooperative factors : singular conditions of the times, rich 

spiritual streams and significant individual powers. Never before or 

since in our land have the classical-hellenic, the Gotish-patriotic, 

the romantic German and the Biblical Christian inheritances been so

able to unite and be mutually balanced as during the second and third 
5kdecades of the l$th century. ”
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The Rise of Missions in Sweden
The Evangelical Society and Missions; Its Publication;
Earlier Missionary Interest in North and South; Mission 
in Gothenburg; Bishop Wingard.

Another interesting factor novf began to make itself known. In Britain,

evangelical revivals and. a growth of interest in Christianity had been

followed by a tremendous surge of missionary activity. It is a

unique characteristic of Christianity that once acknowledged and

accepted, it must be shared in order to remain vitally alive. This

sane missionary interest now began to surface in Christian circles in

Sweden, simultaneously with the revivals. It was evidenced by Geiger

who, in a speech in 1817 for the 300-year Reformation Celebration

aspired to ”— ’the boldest hopes’ in connection with the achievements 
55of missions in far parts of the earth." This author goes on to say,

’’Thus here the intimate liaison between tract - Bible - and mission 
56interest stand out.”

Chiefly through the efforts of its secretary, the Rev, Johan Waetterdahl, 

who was greatly interested in missions, the Evangelical Society decided 

earlier that same year to publish a missionary .magazine. The matter 

came into question at a meeting of the Committee on the 25 February - 

the meeting at which, as has been previous been noted, Mr, Paterson was 

present. And this should come as no surprise. He had been the force 

behind the formation of the Evangelical Society ; his mind and heart 

were largely responsible for the Bible Society : does it not seem only 

natural, then, that he would be present as another new movement begins 

to stir within the Christian community in Sweden?

As a result of this meeting and its decision, a weekly magazine, 

Information about Evangelical Success in all Parts of the .World
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(UnderrAttelser om Evangelii FramgAng i Alla Werldsdelar) was born, 

its first issue appearing in January, 1818. Rev, Waetterdahl, who 

was much involved with the Society of Brethren and dedicated to the 

idea of missions, was its editor. A large portion of the articles

which appeared in the magazine was taken from the British publica

tions - the Missionary Register, the Missionary Herald, and the 

Evangelical Magazine, A few articles from the German paper, Latest 

News of the Kingdom of.God (Neueste Nachrichten aus dem Reiche Gottes) 

were also included. Waetterdahl was sharply criticized by his friends 

and co-workers for the strong British flavor of the paper, but he had

no real alternative. The British societies were the richest source of

information on missions. The Herrnhut Brethren, with whom so many of 

the men in the Evangelical Society were involved had for many years 

been interested in missions, but they had only a quarterly publication 

called General News (Gemeinnachrichten) which, although translated into 

Swedish, was circulated only among their ovm members. For a time, Rev. 

Waetterdahl edited this paper, but in 1820 turned that job over to the 

Rev, 0, F. Haggman, who was to work tirelessly in the cause of

missions.

The new Swedish weekly never became very popular, and by 1825 it had

had to retrench and became only a monthly publication, changing its

name to Uriel. This move didn’t help, and by 1827 the magazine was

abandoned. It is quite probable that the very unpopularity of the

Evangelical Society and its British evangelical flavor had something

to do with this failure. During this time. Rev. Waetterdahl had also

made some attempts to found a missionary society in Stockholm, but this

too failed. His disappointment can be read in his statement: "It will

not work to gather a mission fund for a society in Sweden, No! The 
57Swedes hold on tight!" In the meantime, the magazine had not been
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entirely without some influence and Sundkler states: ",.. had with

out doubt played a not insignificant role in the spreading of mission

ary knowledge and missionary interest in those circles that came under’
58the influence of the Evangelical Society, ’ 1

This was not, incidentally, the first Swedish magazine published in 

the interest of Christian Missions. The Magazine for Evangelical 

Biblical Christendom (Magazin for Evangelisk Biblisk Christendom) was 

put out in Kristianstad and Karlskrona in southern Sweden between 1813 

and 1815. But it too was short-lived. However, the spirit of mis

sions was very much alive in this area. Professor Hylander at the 

University of Lund continued to be closely associated vith the 

Herrnhut group and therefore most interested in missions. Through his 

teaching, many of the young men studying for the ministry were influ

enced and well-informed on the subject. The result of this was that 

their congregations gained a knowledge of missions, their interest was 

aroused, and many of them were known to have taken up missions offer

ings and sent them to the -Herrnhut Missionary Institute in Germany.

Much of this growing interest in missions was centered in the Bible and 

Evangelical Societies, This is not to be wondered at as a large number 

of the members of their committees were men associated with the 

Herrnhut group in Stockholm, and therefore already mission-oriented.

The message of many of the tracts carried either an implication of 

missions or a direct command to tell others the Good News. Many indi

vidual instances of interest in missions from all parts of Sweden are 

related by Sundkler, and a large percentage of them stemmed either 

from the message of the tracts, or ' from some connection with Herrnhut 

groups, A large number of these anecdotes originate in northern 

Sveden, which makes it quite plain that this interest vas growing
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throughout the entire country. The very first contribution to mis

sions in Sweden, came from a Hihael Luncbnark in SkellefteS parish 

(in the north) who, in the spring of 1820 sent 100 rix dollars to the 

Evangelical Society "to be used for the announced Evangelism for Jews

and Heathen.

Missions had also long been of great interest in the area of Gothenburg 

As has been earlier noted, the city had been a center for foreigners 

passing through when it was the only open port during the Napoleonic 

wars, and many missionaries stopped there for a while. It had been the 

center of activity of Ebenezer Henderson, himself a missionary. Mr. 

Henderson’s close friend Cornelius Rahnrni, who became a missionary for 

the London Missionary Society in 1817 had been a minister there as 

well as headmaster of Prince Oscar’s School for several year's. The 

minister of the Gothenburg Herrnhut congregation, Efraim Stare - who 

was a close friend of Mr. Henderson - was a great promoter of missions 

among his people and made regular collections for missionary purposes. 

He also ran a boys’ school and it is not improbable that his gr'eat 

interest in missions rubbed off on some of his pupils. In 1811, a 

missionary, Johan Christian Moritz, working for the London Society for 

Promoting Christianity amongst the Jews settled in Gothenburg to begin

work there.

Bishop Wingard, who had been both student and friend of Mr. Henderson 

was also much interested in missions, a result, at least in part, of 

his association ’with Mr. Henderson. His admiration for the British 

missionary societies had long been well-known. In a meeting of the 

clergy in his diocese in 1822 he spoke out strongly for the responsi

bility of the Swedish church to translate the Bible for the people of 

her island possession of St. Barthelemy in the West Indies. In 182$,
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at a meeting of the Clergy Estate in connection with the 1,000-year 

anniversary of St, Ansgar’s arrival in Sweden - where he was sure to 

have the ear of all the top clergymen in the land - he spoke out 

strongly in the cause of missions. What better occasion, considering 

that Ansgar had come to their counti'y as a missionary, could there be 

than this to turn the eyes of the Swedish Church to the challenge of 

and their responsibility to missions? He made the suggestion, "That 

the clergy estate, through its circular should direct a recommendation 

to the clergy of the land that they should explain the benefit of 

mission institutes to their audiences and encourage their charity in 
contributions toward this goal."^ The Bishop then followed this with 

a second suggestion - that a society be formed in Stockholm to direct 

such activity. Unfortunately, this second suggestion was referred to 

a committee - and no more was heard of it. But the first suggestion 

went forward and his ideas were duly promoted in the circular that

went out to all the clergy. The furtherance of the cause of missions 

now seemed to be in full spate. And in the coming yearns. Bishop 

Wingard was to play an increasingly significant role in that cause.

If, as has been suggested, tracts, Bibles and missions are indivisihly 

linked together, it would seem that, without stretching the point too 

far, the work of 'Ebenezer Henderson and. John Paterson, from, their 

arrival in Sweden in 1808 until • their departure in the second, decade 

of the nineteenth century continued to have amazing results well into 

the third decade. Through their inspiration and direction, both tract 

and Bible societies were founded in Sweden. Their original contacts 

won for them the devotion and unfailing assistance of the Herrnhut 

Brethren. These, in turn, brought them into contact with many members 

of the clergy of the Swedish Church. Then, their persistance and
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persuasion, as well as their committed. Christian characters drew 

many clergymen to their way of thinking, thus securing the eager 

help of many of them to further the work of both societies.

There can be' no question that the tracts and Bibles contributed

largely to the coming great revivals of the mid-century, some of which

had already begun. Liedgren acknowledges: "An important precedent

for this powerful spiritual movement is, of course, the unparalleled

easy access to the Bible, which the Bible Society substantially pro- 
61moted.'• The simultaneous rise in interest in missions is undeniably 

connected with the work of the two societies, particularly as it 

involved most of the same people. This entire picture presents 

Sweden as a field - prepared, ripened and ready for the spiritual 

harvest to be reaped during the coming revivals. And both Ebenezer 

Henderson and John Patterson had continued, long after their departure 

from that country in 183.2, to play significant roles in that work.
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CHAPTER V

MISSIONARIES : JOSEPH RAINER STEPHENS AND GEORGE SCOTT

A. THE WORK OF JOSEPH RAINER STEPHENS

1, The Role of Samuel Owen

2, Joseph Stephens
Preparation for the Ministry; Arrival in and Impressions 
of Sweden; Beginning work and the new Chapel; Progress 
and Decline.

B. THE WORK OF GEORGE SCOTT

1. Background and Early Training
Early Sunday School Work; Social Service Interests; Contact 
with Methodism; Training; Contacts with Tract and Bible 
Societies; Interest in Missions; the Call to Sweden.

2. George Scott' s WcpTc in Sweden, 1830-183—
First Impressions; the First Six Months; Expansion of the 
Work; Carl Ludvig Tellstrom, the First Convert; the Work 
of Tract Distribution; Re-establishment of Communications 
with the Religious Tract Society; Work with the Swedish 
Bible Society; Establishment of the Agency of the British 
and Foreign Bible Society; Interest in Temperance and the 
Kungsholm Temperance Society; Peter Fjellstedt and the Rise 
in Interest in Missions; the Movement to form a Missionary 
Society; the Missionary Newspaper.

3. Mr. Scott's Work, 1835-182b2
Formation of the Swedish Missionary Society; Activities of 
the Committee; Carl Ludwig TellstrBm, Missiin.^aay to Lapland; 
Margaret Scott, Missionary to St. Barthelemy; Success of the 
Tract Society; Growth of the new Bible Agency; Mr. Baird 
and the Formation of the Swedish Temperance Society; the 
Affiliate Temperance Society; the Work of Peter Wieselgren 
for Temperance; the Big Temperance Meetings; Pastoral Work; 
the new Sunday Schools; the new Church; the First Methodist 
Society formed; Mr, Scott's visit to America and the 
Unexpected Result.
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THE WORK OF JOSEPH RAbYHSR STEPHENS

The Role of Samuel Owen

Not until 1826 was another missionary to arrive in Sweden from Britain, 

and he with the intent purpose of preaching the Gospel there. Yet, At 

was not exactly as a missionary that he arrived in Stockholm, but 

rather as a minister to Englishmen living An that city. He was only 

considered a missionary inasmuch as he was sent there under the auspi

ces of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, 1t came about in 

this way.

1n 1803 an English engineer, Samuel Owen, arrived in Stockholm to set 

up a number of steam engines purchased by the Swedish industries from 

a factory in Leeds. After three years he returned to England, but

soon went back to Stockholm for the same work. This time he remained

as overseer An a foundry, and by 18O9 he had moved on and had built his 

own works. As there were not enough trained men An Sweden to maintain 

the work of his foundry, he began to solicit trained workmen from 

England, with the result that a good number moved from England to

Sweden for this work.

On a visit to England An the summer of 1825, Mr. Owen, who had for 

many years been a follower of Methodism, experienced a renewal of his

faith. One of the results of this renewal was an awakened sense of

responsibility for the spiritual nurture of his workers in Sweden, He 

mentioned this to a friend, stressing his regret that there was no 

English church in Stockholm for either him or his workers. The friend 

suggested that he speak with members of the Methodist Missionary 

Society about the matter. That he did so is known through a letter
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written by Mr, Owen on 7 October of that year to a Mr. Watson 

(this would have been Mr. Richard Watson, secretary of the Wesleyan 

Methodist Missionary Society) in London to whom he refers to a con

versation they had on this subject while in London. In this letter 

he reports that he had investigated the possibilities of a Methodist 

minister coming to Stockholm and had found that it would be entirely 

in order, and adding, — and if I should be the instrument in the

hands of God, I shall be happy indeed. Mr. Owen had, in fact, dis

covered the old edict of 1741, permitting freedom to practice their 

religion to any who were of the English and Reformed churches who were 

living in Sweden, and the even more liberal edict of 1781 in which all 

foreigners were permitted full freedom of conscience, Mr. Owen then 

went on to request the services of a young man, agreeing to pay forty 

pounds per annum towards his support and offering his home as the 

place where the Gospel would be preached. This letter was read at 

the meeting of the Committee on 24 January and as a result, "It

was resolved that a suitable person be looked out for for the above 
2work, " In March, a report was made to the Committee that "-- a

suitable person was found for the purpose of undertaking the proposed

work at Stockholm, namely Mr, Joseph Rayner Stephens, now travelling in 
3 ■the Beverly Circuit.”^

Joseph Stephens

Impressions of Sweden; Beginning Work; The New Chapel;
Progress and Decline.

Joseph Rayner Stephens was bom in Edinburgh in 1805, his father being 

a Methodist minister in that city. According to his biographer, he 

"was educated in .all the wisdom of the nineteenth century, became a 

linguist, a politician, a student of Social Economy, and was versed in
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all the subtleties of logic and metaphysics.“ He was also an out

standing speaker for* the b iogaraphex', wW° knew him well lddsi ’’All 

who ever heard him beat witness that his eopeis a e an o rator aaid e 

preacher were of a very high order; there was music in his voice,

and his lips uttered the convictions of his warm heart and well- 
5cultured mind," itr. Stepse^ h ad eaely bccibeh oe onleh tee n&nistiy

and in 1825 had accepted the role of itinerant preacher for one year. 

Then, at the early age of twenty-one, and after only one year as a 

minister he was sent to Stockholm (although as yet he was nor ordained) 

to minister to the spiritual needs of the English speaking community in 

that city,

Mr. Stephens arrived in Sweden in July 1826, and a letter was sent by 

him on the 27th to the Committee in London .saying he had arrived in 

Stockholm and that his living arrangements with the Owen family had 

been made. He must have applied himself diligently to his new work 

without delay for in less than a month he sent a request to the Commit

tee for a Pulpit Bible, hymn books, 50 Bibles and 50 copies of the 

Society rules - and a number of other things. But it was to be three 

months before he would preach his first sermon, as his applications to 

the Consistorium and to the. King had first to be made and approved. 

These three months however, provided him with the time to observe the 

city and its people, to begin his study of the Swedish language and to 

learn that of the seventy to eighty Englishmen (according to his own 

count) residing in Stockholm, most had little or no interest in attend

ing a Methodist Chapel, He discovered that Methodism was actually 

unknown to many of them and reported that he had “great difficulty in 

convincing them of the true character of Methodism - that its spirit 

and design was nothing but sectarian, and illiberal, and bringing them
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to meet us upon that broad and common ground which as a body we have 

ever occupied. ” Moreover, he learned at his first meeting with Sir 

Benjamin Bloomfield, his majesty’s minister in Stockholm, whose help 

he needed in making his petition to the king, that the minister him

self was "totally unacquainted with the tenets and usages of
7Methodism. ’ ’ ' Stephens then added that he wrote an account of Metho

dism for the Minister who, after having read this account promised to 

render all assistance in his power.

As to Mr. Stephens’ observations upon his new surroundings, his impres

sions echoed those of his predecessors, Messrs, Paterson and Henderson. 

He found that a great many of the people considered foul language and 

swearing, drunkenness and gambling to be quite acceptable. His opinion 

of the clergy in general was also much the same as theirs. He wrote:

”Of the clergy in general I can say on the best authority that ignor

ance, idleness, intrigue and open iniquity are found to an extent that
Q

is quite appalling,”

Also during this time, Mr. Stephens found a location which he considered 

to be suitable as a chapel for the meetings. After December, they would 

be held in a summer pavilion near the center of the town belonging to 

Count DeGeer, which could hold up to three hundred persons.

Mr, Stephens preached his first sermon in Stockholm on Sunday, 9 

November to about twenty people in the Owen home, and on Sunday, 3 

December, the first service was held in the new chapel. Soon after the 

first of the new year he began to conduct classes .in Methodism. There 

is no record of the number of people in attendance at the services, but 

the first class consisted of seven members, two of whom were Swedes.

Five months later, in a report to London he wrote that the chapel was
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fairly well-filled, but complained in. the same breath that the people
who came "were satisfied with an occasional attendance on public 

9worship, but stand aloof from any nearer connexion." Lord Bloomfield
did not come, but his wife and daughters attended regularly, as did 
some Swedish clergymen, students and various members of the government 
- even some of the privy council. The British consul in Stockholm, 
George Foy, attended frequently with his wife and family. His daughter 
Matilda was later to make significant contributions to the Sunday
School movement in Sweden.

For the first year Mr, Stephens preached only in English, to a congre
gation of mostly Englishmen, some Americans and. a few Swedes who under
stood the language. And by all these he was evidently well-liked.. In 
a letter to London, Samel Owen wrote: "Mr. Stephens is very much 
liked and indeed is quite a wonder to all that hear him, Matilda
Foy noted in her diary: "Went to the English Chapel. Mr. Stephens

11made a most beautiful sermon on a verse from. St. Luke. " The Countess
von Schwerin, having heard Mr. Stephens preach, wrote to J, P. Wahlin, 
minister to the legation in London: "I owe you, my good MT?. Wahlin the 
sincerest thanks for having introduced this estimable and most excel
lent man to my acquaintance. I have scarcely missed hearing a single 
one of his seraxrns.-- My dear son-in-law hears Mr, Stephens with so
much pleasure, that he very seldom loses any opportunity of attending 

. . . 12 .divine service, " This excellence in preaching did not go unrewarded, 
1 ?for by the end of that year, "The chapel was too small!" '

At the same time, it must however be noted that not all who heard him 
felt that such praise was due. It was, surprisingly, the Moravians - 
those whom one would have expected to find much in common with the 
Methodists, who were not happy with Mi'. Stephens’ preaching. In a
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letter to Herrnhut, the Rev, Warnke of the Moravian group in Stockholm 
wrote: "The speeches of this young and gifted preacher are becoming 
very famous - the distinguished and the simple, learned and unlearned 
admire his great gift of speech and his attained skill in the Swedish
language. But as I have heard from several, he seldom preaches the 4

iGospel, but rather moralizes, demonstrates and philosophizes most of 3
the time, and that is happily heard by many. j

Just the same, Mr, Stephens felt encouraged - to the extent that in
his next letter to the Committee he made three requests. He asked for;
(l) That Wesley’s sermons be translated into Swedish; (2) For the
establishment of a monthly journal for the dissemination of religious <
truth planned after the Wesleyan Missionary Magazine; and (3) That a
second man be sent to Stockholm to assist him. His request for the
translation of Wesley’s sermons were based upon his opinion that they 4
would be of great value to the students in Uppsala, many of whom "were
aware of decay of vital Christianity in the Lutheran Church gener- 

15ally, " and for the particular reason that the standard classbook of
divinity students was written "by a Swederiborgian who fills the chair
-- and is abounding in many and dangerous errors, ’’’^ Concerning the s

third request he elaborated: "He whom you have sent to this place is 
young, single, and by no means well furnished with native buoyancy and 
cheerfulness. He has no bosom counsellor, no friend, and you know the 
dangers and temptations to which he is exposed. ’’ Unfortunately, u
none of these requests were granted. «

The third request, however, showed a surprising ability in one so young 
to analyse his own problems and was soon to prove indicative of what 
was to come. There was no further letter from Mr, Stephens until the 
following December'. In it he only reported that he had preached his
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first sermon in Swedish, and that on the first anniversary of the 
chapel. Eight more months were to pass before the next letter. In 
it he wrote that he had been laboring under some depression and dis
couragement saying, — having been now for upwards of two years in 
perfect solitude, as far as regards the communion and interchanges
of friendship. I feel my spirits often sinking under the influence 

18of melancholy thought.- A further communication did not arrive 
until nine months later, at which time he wrote two letters. The 
first, dated 25 May, 1829 was mainly a complaint against the English
speaking peopll - — only a small number attended the services, but 
they would not become identified with the Methodist Church, and so a 
church could not be established in Stockholm. The second letter?, dated 
27 May reiterated these complaints, but showed one ray of light by 
reporting that the services in which he preached in Swedish every Sun
day evening were well attended by the Swedes and were a source of real 
joy to him. Another positive note sounds in his statement that he had 
talked with Count Rosenblad, president of the Bible Society (to whose 
Committee he had recently accepted an invitation to membership) about 
forming a Missionary Society, But he closed on a pessimistic note 
saying that he was now anxious to return to England and hoped that a 
replacement would be sent to Stockholm as soon as possible.

In all, only twelve letters are known to have been sent by Mr. Stephens 
to the Committee of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society during 
his three years in Stockholm, and one of these, dated 1 January, 1827 
is not to be found in the archives, but is known because of its pub
lication in the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary magazine for 1828, page 
133. Six of these letters were sent during the first year and were 
optimistic in nature on the whole. This optimism was great enough to
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lead him to suggest, as early as April of 1827, the building of a 
chapel in Stockholm for which he requested a gift of two hundred 
pounds from the Society. But after this request for money, as well 
as the aforementioned requests had been refused, his spirits seem to 
have suffered a blow from which they could not wholly recover. His 
letters then became few and far between, and in addition to complaints 
of depression, he complained of physical problems and general ill 
health. He requested permission to have a rest in the country for 
two months before returning home, claiming that it was entirely neces
sary for his health. This too was refused and he was ordered directly 
home in Augist of 1829- He did not actually leave Sweden until Novem
ber, having preached his final sermon there on the 31 October, The 
cause of this delay is not known.

What Mr, Stephens’ influence in Stockholm might have been is difficult 
to adjudge due to the paucity of information. J. M. Erikson, who as 
early as 1895 wrote a history of the Methodists in Sweden deals with 
Stephens’ three years in Stockholm in less than one page, Westin, in 
his biography of George Scott has carefully documented Mr. Stephens’ 
work in Stockholm but places little value on it. He feels that the 
notice given to and the importance placed upon Mr, Stephens’ preaching 
by his contemporaries had not so ranch to do with his excellence in his 
craft as with his connections in high places. Mr, Owen, Stephens’ 
chief supporter moved in high social circles, having been knighted in 
1825 and in 1828 awarded a lifetime pension by the Swedish parliament 
for his work in industry, (He is known to this day as the Father of 
Swedish Steamboats.) Nor does Westin consider Stephens’ attachment 

to the British embassy of any less importance - Lord Bloomfield had 
"Connected him with the Embassy, as his chaplain, and Mu', Stephens
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19read prayers daily in his hiw.se, He says, "It is obvious that
Stephens* ties with the English embassy to a great extent benefitted 

20his work. ’* What credit Westin does give to Stephens is the fact

that he brcugit to Sweden extemporaneous preaching that was "about

conversion and holiness according to a pattern that brought to our 
21Lutheran land a quite foreign style," He also credits him with what

is perhaps Stephens’ most important contribution to Evangelicalism in

Sweden - that he had prepared the way, through his good reputation as

well as through his preaching, and laid a firm and good groundwork

for Methodism in Sweden. He states: "When Stephens left Stockholm,
22the earth of the new Methodist field was truly well-prepared. "

Neither do we know if Mr, Stephens was known beyond the borders of 

Stockholm, or if he made any visits to any .other part of the country 

- with one exceptions. In June of 1829 Matilda Foy wrote in her diary: 

"Went to the Asylum of Widows and heard Mr, Sv/eibergk make a very fine 

sermon, though not to be compared with those of Mr. Stephens (Re is 

gone to Tornea)." There is no known account of this journey by Mr, 

Stephens himself. However, noting the date of this entry into Miss 

Foy’s diary, we learn that Mr, Stephens did take a holiday before 

returning home to Britain, contrary to the orders sent from London.

And it could possibly account for the fact that he did not return until 

November. Moreover, in an unpublished letter dated 9 September, 1839, 

written to a friend from a jail cell in the House of Correction in 

Knutsford to which he had been sentenced for eighteen months, judged 

guilty of "Attending unlawful assembly, addressing to them seditious 

words, and inciting them to provide arms to resist the execution of
pi

the law", Stephens wrote: "To a man who has slept soundly with a 

sod for his bed and a portmanteau for his pillow within a stone’s throw
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of the North Gape, and who has made himself quite at home among
Laplanders and Russians, there is nothing so very frightful in a 

25moderately good gaol, as gaols go. ” From —iiese two statements, it 
is evident that he jou3?n€^e^e^cl to the north of Sweden at least once 
during his three years in that country. But if he preached anywhere 
on that journey, or in any vay tried to make Methodism known is not
known.

Mr, Stephens was evidently able not only to inspire those who heard
him by his preaching, but also to command their love and loyalty.
Mr, Owen was to write to the committee asking for his reappointment
and requesting them "not to let the opportunity of this work to go 

26out of your hands.'' ‘In fact, Mr, Owen, on a visit to London during
the sumner of 1829 had attended a meeting of the cymmihhee, and it vas
reported in the minutes: "Mr. Owen of Stockholm was introduced and
gave an account of the state oo Mr. Stephens* work in that city; and
requesting that Mr, Stephens may be appointed for another year, or at
least until o successor arrives to supply his place. He also engaged
to find the nittiomary his board as eihherty and to allow him the
produce of the seats in the chapel and with the money that may be 

27raised by collections to meet his other expenses." Mr, Owen's 
request wa.s not granted, but the committee made the following resolu
tion: "That the subject shall be fully entered into when Mr, Stephens
returns with the most favorable disposition to prosecute its work in
Stockholm.

A result of more lasting quality can be found in Mr, Stephens* influ
ence on Lord Bloomfield. While Bloomfield's family attended Mr. •
Stephens* services, he himself did not, because "As a high churchman, 

29feels he cannot attend." But. at the same time, he did not hesitate
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to assist Mr, Stephens in making his applications to the king when 
he first arrived and later in connecting him with the embassy as his 
chaplain. Lord Bloomfield evidently changed his mind about attending 
the English Chapel for in a tract written by George Scott concerning
Lord Bloomfield's conversion he writes that "Lord Bloomfield had for
some time been a regular hearer at the Methodist chapel when a for
mer missionary conducted Divine service there. And not only did 
he attend, but after the departure of Mr, Stephens during which time 
the chapel was closed until the arrival of Mr, Scott several months 
later. Lord Bloomfield, "Fearing that the Mission would not be 
resumed, made a strenuous, though unsuccessful, effort to secure the
residence at Stockholm of a Church of England Minister, that the pub- 

31lie worship of God might be continued in his own language, " “ And
v/hen the time came for Mr. Stephens to leave Sweden, Lord Bloomfield 
gave a farewell dinner for him in his home. Letters from Lord Bloom
field to Mr, Stephens have been published in Holyoake’s biography in 
which he states his thanks to Mr. Stephens and assures him of his con
tinued interest in the missionary. In a letter to Mr1. Stephens dated 
13 November, 1829, Lord Bloomfield wrote: "I shall always look back 
to our intercourse as the most important of my life, and I trust what
ever of profit I may have gathered is permanently established in my

32 .heart," Holyoake adds the information that "When illness overtook

Lord Bloomfield, Mir, Stephens was present, and held his hand as he 
. 33 .died," Lord Bloomfield died on 15 August, 1846, at which time 

Mr, Stephens was no longer formally connected with the Methodist Church, 
having been suspended from his office on 8 May, 1834 for advoca

ting the separation of the Church and the State, So it must have been 

as a valued friend as well as a minister that he was present on that

occasion..
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While it can be said that through Mr*. Stephens’ ministry Methodism 
became known in Sweden (although others had known of it since the 
days of Mr. Wesley himself) it must also be remembered that he could 
in no way, because of the laws of the land try to establish it there.
And while he saw the need for a religious awakening among the people, 
he was equally aware of his inability to do much about it. This frus
tration he seemed able to accept and after two years in Stockholm he 
wrote - with surprising maturity for a young man in his early twenties: 
’’The institutions of the Swedish Church are so excellent - its system 
of discipline, were it acted upon so efficient, whilst its doctrines 
(those of Luther*) differ nothing from our own, except in one or two 
almost obsolete and surrendered points, that I earnestly hope and
believe ... that a revival will commence in the bosom of the church
itself, led by its own ministry and spreading among its own members 
.., It would not be politic to think of a Methodist Establishment in
Sweden.

With such a small amount of information to go by, one can only conclude 
that Mr. Stephens’ chief contribution to Evangelical Christianity in 
Sweden was in the role of a forerunner - to open the door for Methodism 
and its eventual contributions to the coming revivals. When he returned 
to London, Mr*. Stephens left behind him a city whose ordinary dwellers 
as well as officials remenibered him with pleasure and good will. And 
if his influence was in any dependent upon his connections in high 
places, what matters that if those connections helped promote the work 
he had come to do? Moreover, if Methodists were to be judged by the 
young, well-educated, • articulate and socially acceptable Mr, Stephens, 
they would be welcome indeed. And in the light of what was to occur 
in the following decade, the value of this influence ought not to be 
undere stimat ed.
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THE WORK OF GEORGE SCOTT

Background and Early Training ■
Early Sunday School Work; Social Service Interests;
Contact with Methodism; Training; Contacts with Tract 
and Bible Societies; Interest in Missions; The Call to 
Sweeten.

Less than a year was to pass before a replacement for Joseph Stephens 
was to arrive in Stockholm. And this man would be George Scott from 
Edinburgh. He was an energetic, enthusiastic minister. During his 
youth he had been thoroughly grounded in the Christian faith in the 
Church of Scotland. He was a serious-minded young man and interested 
in the work of the church. According to his biographer, Gunnar Westin, 
he was early drawn into the Haldane circles in Edinburgh where he 
experienced some sort of religious crisis. As a result;, he began to 
work with the Sabbath Schools of the Scottish Church, thereby receiving 
his first training as a speaker. From this it was an easy step to 
preaching, and his first sermon was given in 1825 when he was only 
twenty-one years old.

By this time he had become interested in the Edinburgh Philanthropic 
Society - a group of young men who were interested in improving the lot 
of the poorest inhabitants of the city. He visited the sick and the 
imprisoned, and was particularly interested in helping the alcoholics. 
The leader of this group was William Finlay, who had been closely 
involved with the work of the Haldanes. The menbers of the group were 
motivated by Christian ideals and therefore considered themselves to be 
"Home Missionaries”. This phase of Mr, Scott’s life made an indelible 
impression, for his interest in helping those less fortunate would con
tinue for the rest of his life and become a major part of his
ministry.
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At the time of his birth in 1804, his parents were connected with 

the Methodist circle in Edinburgh, but for some unknown reason broke 

with Methodism and joined themselves with the Church of Scotland. 

Therefore Mir, Scott's first connection with Methodism cams through 
attending evening meetings in 1823 with Elizabeth Mason, whom he mar
ried in 1824-. He enjoyed the Methodist services, but had., for some 
inexplicable reason developed a strong dislike for the Methodist class 
meetings - in spite of the fact that he had never attended such a 
meeting! So when in 1825, a group of people professing Methodist 
doctrine but with Presbyterian polity joined together, Mr. Scott 
found this Methodism without class meetings to be exactly what he
would like and so united with theca. This connection lasted less than
a year. He felt that interest in spirituial matters was lacking and so 
broke away from this group. As a result, he now found himself with no 
church connection at all. Before long, however, he met up with a 
group of young men who met simply for spiritual companionship, edifi
cation and to do good works. One of his friends in this group was a 
Methodist, and he persuaded Mr. Scott to accompany him to one of the 
hated class meetings where he was, much to his surprise, both impressed 
and pleased, to the extent that he soon found himself attending the 
meetings with great regularity. The upshot of this is not difficult 
to guess. In the spring of 1827 he formally joined the Methodist 
Church in Edinburgh.

A few months later, after what had been a difficult time - his wife 

had died in November of that year - he experienced a second spiritual 

renewal, one which was to affect his outlook and views of Christianity 

for the rest of his life. Of this experience he said, in his ordina

tion sermon on 12 July, 183O: "While listening to the clear and
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decided statements of many who had received that direct witness of

God's Spirit testifying their adoption, I was convinced of my danger

in being without this blessing, and led earnestly and believingly to

seek it . *. I found poorer in that meeting to lay hold on Christ as

my Redeemer; I felt him precious; I could without hesitation have

declared then that the Lord was my portion, my God, my Saviour; that 
35Jesus loved me, and gave himself for me." Ever after, Scott could

only consider this type of a great emotional experience as proof of

a person's Christian belief. It was not enough to practice the

Christian religion : one had to experience a crisis - to "feel" -

resulting in an emotional bliss, which was the only way one could be

sure of the presence of the Holy Spirit in one's life. He was then

baptized by the Methodist minister in Edinburgh after which he stated:
' 36"This day commences a new era of my spiritual existence.”

It was during Mr. Scott's connection with the Methodist-Presbyterian 

group that he preached his first sermon. But due to the short duration 

of this connection, his preaching then reverted to short talks given 

to the Sabbath School he attended, and to talks given to the Philan

thropic Society, His talents in this field did not go unnoticed, and 

soon he was speaking and preaching at many of various types. Before 

long he began to preach regularly on the "Bethel Ship" - a ship that 

had become the locale for the services of worship for seamen, At the 

end of 1827 he was requested by the Methodists to become their local 

preacher. He agreed and preached his first sermon in this capacity 

on 11 April, 1828. As the local preacher, he was now required to 

travel and to preach to the various groups of Methodists in the many 

small towns surrounding Edinburgh. His preaching was, right from the 

beginning, aimed at revival. His goal was the conversion of the
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individuals who heard ham, which could only he achieved through a 

great penitential struggle. "Penitent meetings" were held, often 

after the regular service of worship. These meetings would often 

continue far into the night, ending, hopefully, with the release of 

the penitent from his struggles, at which time he would sense great 

peace and joy. It mattered little if his hearers considered themselves 

Christians and had been faithful church members for many years. If 

they had not experienced this formula for penitence and struggle, 

followed by a joyful victory their Christianity was not the real 

thing. Mr. Scott never lost his belief in this formula, or his zeal, 

to which he gave voice when he stated, "I could willingly die endeav

oring to rescue souls from the Devil's grasp and bring them to

Jesus.

This zeal expended itself to the class meetings as well - once so 

abhorred, but now so loved. They had become of great importance to 

him not only because they were a spiritual schoolroom in which the 

newly converted could learn Biblical truths and to find fellowship, but 

also because they were times of learning for himself, as well as an 

outlet for his emotional concerns, and a place to experience a full 

sanctification. Very often these meetings would become prayer meetings 

at which he would pray to "feel" a full sanctification. One had to 

feel it to be sure of it. This- full sanctification along with good 

works became for him the final proof of true Christianity. In fact, 

he came to consider the class meetings even more important than preach

ing the Word, inasmuch as in them the minister must deal individually 

with souls as well as make the application of truths suited to the 

case. It was a grave responsibility indeed to direct each individual

towards his own full sanctification.
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During these years he also came to appreciate the use and efficacy 

of tracts. Wherever he went, to rich or poor districts alike, he 

would distribute tracts along with an invitation to attend his meet

ings; a practice he was to continue for many years. These tracts 

were all directed toward the conversion of the reader, and he consi

dered their messages excellent preparation to hearing the preaching 

of the Word. He came into contact with the Edinburgh Bible Society 

and was frequently asked to speak at their meetings. He was a great 

supporter of their work, knowing that knowledge of the Word would 

often lead to acceptance of it.

During this time his interest in missions also was born. Monthly 

missionary prayer meetings were held in Edinburgh, joint meetings of 

all the churches who desired to join in, and Mr. Scott attended regu

larly. He became a member of the Methodist Missionary Society which 

already existed in Edinburgh and soon became its secretary.

While devoting himself to these many interests, Mr. Scott continued 

to preach and became increasingly aware of his ability in this direc

tion, feeling that this was his true gift from God, and therefore his 

true calling. By 1828 he had decided to become, if accepted, one of 

Methodism’s travelling ministers, and began to take the necessary steps 

to achieve this goal. He applied for this post and in June of 1829 he 

went through his examination. He was found to be satisfactory, accep

ted and placed on the reserve list, as there were already more minis

ters available for the post of travelling minister than posts to be 

filled. However, due to some rumor that had been noised abroad that 

he was interested in missions, his name was jumped to the head of the 

queue in order to make him quickly available should the need arise, and 

he be called by the Missionary Committee. As far as is known, Mr. Scott
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himself had not given much thought in this line, and when he received 

an invitation to make his desires known to the Committee in London, 

he found himself in a dilemma. He solved • this by writing the reply 

that he himself didn't feel capable of making such a decision, but if 

the Committee felt he should become a missionary, he would comply with 

their decision. Their answer was delivered to him at the missionary 

meeting of the Methodists in Edinburgh in May of 1830. They wanted 

him to become their missionary to Stockholm. He accepted.

The Committee of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society was not one 

to let any grass grow under its feet. George Scott was ordained to 

his new mission to Sweden, for a term of four years on 12 July,

1830. He left England shortly thereafter and on 5 August he first 

set foot on Swedish soil. In Stockholm he was met by Samuel Owen and 

made most welcome in his home. On the very first Sunday, he found that 

■ he had a fair congregation - almost fifty attended.

Fortunately, in the interim since Mr. Stephens’ departure, the previous 

autumn, the pulpit had been regularly filled by a Rev. Mr. Miller, 

formerly a Methodist minister in Scotland, now teaching in Stockholm. 

Through his efforts the little congregation had been held together.

George Scott's Work in Sweden, 1830-1834

First Impressions; the First Six Months; Expansion of the 
Work; Carl Ludvig Tellstrom, the First Convert; the Work 
of Tract Distribution; Re-establishment of Communications 
with the Religious Tract Society; Work with the Swedish 
Bible Society; Establishment of the Agency of the British 
and Foreign Bible Society; Interest in Temperance and the 
Kungsholm Temperance Society; Peter Fjellstedt and the 
Rise in Interest in Missions; the Movement to form a 
Missionary Society; the Missionary Newspaper.

Like his predecessors, Mr. Scott began immediately to learn the Swedish
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language. Vfx'&h the help of Mr, Owen, he reported his presence to 

the Church Council as Mr, Stephens* replacement to preach to those 

Englishmen who adhered to the doctrines set forth by Mr, Stephens.

He was accepted without question, due undoubtedly to the excellent 

reputation of his predecessor. He then lost no time in calling on 

the members of the congregation who had been attending regularly and 

found that he could depend on only seven of them to form a Methodist 

Society. It speaks well for Mr. Scott’s industry to report that four 

months later, this number had grown to ten. He preached three times 

a week - Sunday morning and evening and Wednesday evening. One Monday 

evening a month was to be devoted to a missionary prayer meeting.

During this time, he also busied himself observing daily life in

Stockholm and his impressions, like those of his three predecessors

were not good. He wrote; “Anything very cheering must not however be

expected from this place for some time. There is such an utter want

of spirituality, such a miserable ignorance of experimental religion

... such a disposition to worldlymindedness and the pursuit of sensual

pleasures ... such an evident dread lest the subjects of the Gospel

should be hinted at out of the place of worship, that humanly speaking,

there can be no near prospect of any genuine extension of Christ’s 
58Kingdom.’ Only a month later he wrote: • "Every day gives me new

discoveries of the exceedingly low ebb to which religion has sunk here.

I am this night informed that the sacrament of the Lord’s supper is

made so much a worldly concern that no one can give evidence in a court

of justice, marry, or easily obtain employment unless he can produce a

certificate from the priest that he has recently communicated. And

Mr. Owen told me of an individual ... not long since went to take the 
39sacrament to qualify himself for giving evidence."• It seems to have
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been a predilection of the missionaries to Sweden to write little 

of whatever beauty or good they might have encountered, but to dwell 

instead on whatever extremes of sinfulness they found. Mr, Scott was 

no exception.

Although Mr, Scott came to Sweden to minister to the British workers 

in the employ of Mr, Owen, he saw the entire English community in 

Stockholm as part of his congregation. Unfortunately, not all the 

British agreed with him, particularly Mr, Owen's iron workers, and few 

came to his services. When they didn't show up for Sunday services, 

he began Saturday evening services - but they preferred to spend that 

time at the pub, or drinking at home. He called upon them in their 

homes, trying to convince them of their need to go to church, but to 

little avail. He then urged them to send their children to be taught 

the basic principles of Christianity - it was the least they could do. 

But when he announced his first class on 25 October, only four

children appeared. He gave this up after a few weeks.

But while the British workmen, whom he had been sent to serve failed

to come to his services, the British representatives at the Swedish

court (most of whom were Anglicans) and other British in the city did

come. He soon became acquainted with Lord Bloomfield and a staunch

friendship developed between them. Lord Bloomfield was soon attending

the Sunday services regularly, along with the ambassador from the USA

and before long appointed Mr. Scott as his chaplain. He wrote to his

wife; "On the whole, we like Mr. Scott better than his predecessor.

He has less repetition, and does not employ so many adjectives to give

force to his subject. I think Mr. Scott is more spiritual, and more in

earnest out of church ... I shall cultivate his acquaintance, and hope 
40to profit by it, " Mir. Scott now bcame known as the English Pastor 

and his chapel became the English Chapel.
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The Foy family also continued to come to the chapel and Matilda wrote 

most favorable concerning Mr, Scott in her diary: "He made a most 

excellent sermon on the text ’Arid what do you think of Chx'is'bV 1 from 

the 22nd chapter of Matthew. I think he has certainly not the genius
J T

of Mr. Stephens, but is possessed, I believe of more solidity. ”

After his first six months in Stockholm, George Scott began to broaden 

the scope of his operations, having found that to minister only to the 

British in that city was to limit him. to far too small a field. He 

soon discovered that beyond the bounds of his congregation lay unlimi

ted opportunities, and he was not slow to grasp them, soon becoming 

involved in many other projects. In fact, the minutes of the Committee 

in London for 23 March, 1831 disclose that Mr. Scott, as did Mr.

Stephens before him, asked for a second missionary to help him. This 

request was denied. It was again put forward in July. And the Commit

tee again refused, saying: "The Committee do not see it to be consis

tent with their plans under present circumstances to add a second
..42missionary to the mission . at Stockholm. ”

Mr, Scott continued his study of the Swedish language, and as early as 

March of 183I he conducted devotions with the Owen family in that 

language. Finally, in November of that year, at a Wednesday evening 

service he preached his first sermon in Swedish. Before long, the 

chapel was crowded with Swedes every Wednesday evening, anxious to hear 

this fiery revival style of preaching. And not long after that, he 

began to preach extemporaneously, which drew great admiration from the 

Swedes - this was an art little developed by the Swedish ministers. By 

spring of 1832 a fhll-scale revival was under way, and the chapel which 

seated 500 at maximum, quickly became too small. Rather than offer 

another service in Swedish, Mr. Scott began to hold conventicles in
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his own rooms which also, within a, few weeks became overcrowded. The 

next step was to hold conventicles in other homes, and several offered.

These conventicles Mr. Scott considered to be classes in the Methodist

meaning, although he carefully avoided calling them by that name.

That would have been interpreted as proselytizing. One of these con

venticles gave him an unusual pleasure. He wrote in a report to the 

Committee: "I last night attended what I scarcely expected to see in 

Stockholm (the Lord pardon my unbelief) an edifying tea party. There 

were I5 present, principally ladies, and we spent two hours entirely 

in spiritual heart searching converse, in singing God's praise, read

ing His Word, and supplicating His throne. Though I had to talk and

pray in a strange language, I felt the work of the Spirit in uniform 
43... 1 felt as if among a company of zealous English Methodists."

As could be expected, the conventicles soon came to the notice of the 

Stockholm clergy and some of the old suspicions began to reappear. By 

the end of I832 many of them were loudly objecting to his Swedish ser

vices - sui*ely they were illegal ! So in February of I833 he preached 

a sermon on the Methodist belief and defended the conventicles, point

ing out that they were just that - conventicles - not Methodist clas

ses. Not only did Lord Bloomfield back him in this, but just at this 

time the Crovm. Prince gave his approval to Mr. Scott's temperance 

meetings, and these two factors, rather than anything Mr, Scott said 

or did in his own defense helped to silence the opposition. After 

several months of this silence, he became bolder, and in November 

enrolled the first group of Swedes in a Methodist class, and within
two weeks had a total of 25 names on the roll.^' By Januarv of I834 

45there were over 40.
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The first Swede to he converted under Mr, Scott's preaching, whom he 

was later to refer to as, "The first fruits of mission effort in 

Sweden’’, was a young man - a journeyman painter - by name of Carl

Ludvig TellstrCm. Soon after his conversion he felt moved to share 

his new belief and joy with others. Mr. Scott describes what then 

heppened in a report to the Editor of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary 

Magazine. He wrote: "I found that he had formed no plan, but had a 

decided conviction on his mind, that he ought to do something; and 

that he could not retain his own spiritual enjoyments without exertion. 

He immediately went to work, gathered a few destitute children together 

as a Sunday-school, and visited many cottages of the poor with reli

gious tracts; remaining and reading where he was well received,"

The historian of the Sunday School Movement in Sweden cast a bit more 

light on it saying that Mr, Tellstrom met with a number of young boys,

"With whom he read, sang, prayed and conversed concerning the salvation 
48of their souls. ’’ This is thought to have been the first Sunday

School in Sweden, and although no exact date is known, the year 1834 
49 'has been suggested. One might question why Mr, Scott did not attempt

to start a Sunday School, particularly for the children of his large 

Swedish congregation, even though his attempt at holding a class for 

his English congregation had failed. The answer is simply that to have 

done so would further have brought the wrath of the Swedish clergy upon 

his head. But it would be quite wrong to think that Mr. Scott was not 

interested - his work in the Sabbath Schools in Edinburgh several years 

earlier had shown his zeal in this matter. After his efforts to start

a school among the English congregation had failed, and fully aware 

that he could not begin such a work himself among the Swedes, he rea

lized that the answer to the problem lay with the Swedish clergy. In 

March of 1831 he visited an examination of confir^nands at Katarina
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Church and was dismayed to hear how little the children really knew.

By summer he had talked with Pastor H&ggman about the matter, hoping 

that this young minister would be willing to do something, and had 

also sent to Edinburgh for some Sunday School books which Mr, Haggman 

promised to translate. For some reason, nothing came of all this.

And so it must have been with no little pleasure that he encouraged 

and advised Mr. Tellstrom in every possible way without giving any 

personal attention to the school itself - in fact, by his own admission, 

he never visited it. The locale of this school is not knowm, but it 

is known that Mb?. Tellstrom kept it going until his departure from 

Stockholm in June of I836. Nor is it known if there was anyone to 

carry on his work after he left.

It is not surprising to observe that all this work as a local pastor 

for his congregation was not enough to satisfy a man with the enormous 

energy and zeal of George Scott. He involved himself in many areas of 

Christian work in Stockholm, all of which have been carefully documen

ted by his biographer. We shall concern ourselves vith only those few 

areas which directly contributed to the revivals of the times as well

as to the rise of the free churches. These areas are in Bible and

tract distribution, missions, temperance, in which areas Westin clad-ms: 
50"Here Scott was a pioneer”, and of course, his continuing pastoral

work.

To begin with, it should be remembered that for several years there had 

been little contact between the Evangelical Society and the Religious 

Tract Society in London. Nor had any economic aid come from them to 

Stockholm, a fact which had caused the Swedish Society great problems. 

Printing had not ceased entirely, but the number of tracts printed had 

decreased sharply. The Swedish Society wanted to print more tracts,
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but could not do so without the financial aid from London, The

London Society was only willing to send money if the English tracts 

were translated and printed. And this was the hub of the problem.

For the Swedes refused to print any more English tracts with their 

emphasis on the need for conversion, foar being born again, for their 

"separatist tendencies". So the impasse continued.

It is interesting to note Dr. Ribbner's comments concerning this. He

claims that information about the rise of several revivals in various

parts of Sweden began to arrive in Stockholm, and that in the reported

areas many tracts had recently been distributed. He adds; "Young and

old were touched by the revivals, realized the one thing necessary,

and sought the answer to the main question - What shall I do to be 
51saved?" In the tracts they found the answer to that question. It

was clearly stated that, "Salvation implied conversion, and conversion

led to observance of the laws of conscience which came by reconcilia- 
52tion through Christ. " Evidently not everyone disliked the tracts.

In spite of this acceptance of the English tracts by many of the people, 

and not a few of the clergy, there was still enough antipathy to hinder 

the work of the committee, and it was not until Mr. Scott appeared on 

the scene that the breach was eventually healed, and the work in Sweden 

could go forward, supported by financial aid from London. He continued 

to believe in the efficacy of tracts as a preparation for and an adjunct 

to revival, and he was familiar with the publications of both the London 

and Edinburgh Tract Societies, having used their material in his Sunday 

School work in Edinburgh. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that he 

lost no time in getting the work of tract distribution under way in 

Sweden, and he had no intention of permitting the problems of the 

Evangelical Society to hinder him. In a report to the Committee of the
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Methodist Missionary Society in January of 1831 he wrote: "Pastor 
H&ggman, a Swedish priest, has translated ■ for me nine religious hand

bills. He is to offer them first to the Stockholm Tract Society, and
53if they make the least hesitation I shall have them printed."

Knowing both the problems and attitudes of the Evangelical Society, 

he was obviously leery about thier response. And well he might have 

been. The Swedish Society was not at all anxious to join in with this 

venture for the reason that, "It would associate them with the

Methodists.

So Mr. Scott went ahead and had the tracts printed, entitling them,

"For the Sake of Religion", In the meantime, he contacted the Reli

gious Tract Society in London, ostensibly with the view to re-open its 

association with the Evangelical Society. On l6 October of 1832 a 

letter was read from Mr, Scott at a meeting of the Committee in London, 

requesting funds for printing some of the Society's tracts, faithful 

translations of which he premised to secure. He also asked for the 

sum of £65 for the publication of Doddridge's "Rise and Progress of 

Religion in the Soul" in Swedish - already translated but out of print. 

The response of the Committee to these two requests was: "Resolved: 

that in Swedish tracts be published by the Evangelical Society to 

be granted to Mr. Scott: and Resolved: that a communication be made

to the Evangelical Society at Stockholm on the subject of the tracts 
55... mentioned by Mr. Scott." The second resolution was by far the 

more important, for it re-opened, communications between the two 

societies. The £65 for Doddridge's work was not forthcoming.

In the spring of 1833 Mr. Scott made a visit to England (he was on his 

way to Scotland to marry Miss Janet Kelly, a teacher in Edinburgh) and 

stopped off in London to attend a meeting of the Committee of the
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Religious Tract Society. Re reported on the low state of the funds

of the Evangelical Society, and asked for further financial aid. The

minutes report: "Mr. Scott laid before the Committee a letter from

the Rev. F. M. Franzen, Secretary of the Evangelical Society at

Stocldiolrn ... They have selected three tracts ... which are in the 
56course of translation."

This would indicate that the Committee of the Evangelical Society

were once again willing to publish the English tracts, providing the

funds would be available from London. The response of the London

Society was, "Resolved: To grant Mr. Scott £25 for the publication 
57of the above works." The relationship between the two committees 

was rapidly improving.

At this same time, Mr. Scott pointed out the inactivity and the unhappy 

circumstances of the Evangelical Society and put forward the suggestion 

that a subsidy from the Religious Tract Society would be the best 

method of giving it new life. The Committee, unable to agree that 

money was the solution, turned to Ebenezer Henderson, now a secretary 

of the organization, and to John Paterson, who just happened to be in 

London at the time. Mr. Paterson supported Mr. Scott's request for 

funds and it was agreed to send the Stockholm Society £20. Mr, Hender

son was requested to correspond with Mr, Scott on the question of 

renewal within the Stockholm Society. This was indeed a touchy subject 

and could easily be interpreted by the men in Stockholm as interference

from the outside. Just what the reaction of these men was is not known.

But on 9 January, 1835, Mr. Scott reported to the Committee in

London that: "The Committee of the Evangelical Society has been

reorganized, and the stock of tracts removed to the house of Mr. Kayser, 
58a warm friend of the cause. ’ ’
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With the injection of these funds, with the .reorganization of the 

Committee, plus the inspiring work of Mr, Scott, a new life began to 

breathe in the Evangelical Society, Activity increased noticeably.

The minutes of the Religious Tract Society reveal monthly correspon

dence and information about new tracts being written and published..

During the three years 1832 to 1834 only 35,676 tracts were distribu-
- 59 60ted. But in the single year 1835, 89,063 were sent out, most of

which were translations of English tracts provided, by the Religious 

Tract Society in London. And it is, without doubt, Mr. Scott's inter

vention which brought about this new life and activity in the 

Evangelical Society.

Mr. Scott himself continued to use tracts as a part of his ministry - 

they were an important extension of his preaching and were distributed 

to the congregations at the close of every service at the English 

Chapel. He also supplied tracts to many who were willing to act as 

agents for their distribution. For all practical purposes, he was now 

the driving force in the Evangelical Society, and once again the 

reformed, evangelistic tracts found their way into homes throughout the 

land. And he was thoroughly convinced that they were a powerful influ

ence on the people who read them toward their conversion. .

Closely related to his work with the Evangelical Society and the dis

tribution of tracts was the work of the Swedish Bible Society, with 

which Mr. Scott also involved himself. Since 1826, financial help from 

the British and Foreign Bible Society had been withdrawn because of 

the Swedish Bible Society's desire to include the Apocryphal books - 

they had always been a part of the Swedish Bible and would be greatly 

missed if omitted. The British Society, on the other hand, would not 

hear of including these books. For a short while, minimal help was
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given to the Swedish Society to print the New Testament, hut by 1828 

that help too was withdrawn. The reason for this was probably the 

fact that in that year the Swedish Bible Society confirmed their posi

tion, stating that they would continue to include the Apocryphal 

books in any editions of the Bible printed by them. Then, in 1832, 

because of a desire on the part of the British Society to have a 

closer relationship with Sweden, they asked John Paterson to visit 

Sweden in their behalf, with a view to set up their own agency in that 

country.

This he diet, and with the full and generous support of the Swedish 

Bible Society. Although the Swedish Society could not print or dis

tribute Bibles without the Apocryphal books, they claimed to be happy 

to have a second agency in their country which would work to get the 

Scriptures into the hands of the people - with or without the Apocrypha. 

It was in this agency that Mr. Scott was to involve himself in the work

of Bible distribution in Sweden.

In May of 1832 four men were appointed by Mr. Paterson to act as agents 

for the British and Foreign Bible Society in Sweden. They were: Mr. 

Scott; the Rev. Mr. Wamkes, pastor of the Brethren congregation; Mr.

G, Th. Keyser; and Chamberlain Ludwig Nejber. Mr. Scott was placed 

in charge of the work. These men constituted a wise choice on the part 

of Mr, Paterson for they were all supporters of both Swedish societies, 

thus avoiding any feelings of separation from the Bible Society, or of 

competition. Mr. Paterson was so anxious to avoid any such feelings 

that he wrote this recommendation to the British Society: "You ought 

immediately to make the Swedish Bible Society a grant of 1000 copies of 

the New Testament ... This would serve to convince them of your earnest 

desire to be their fellow-helpers, and would be most acceptable to them.
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as they have felt themselves unable to answer the demands made upon 
6lthem this year for supplying the wants of the poor."

Mr, Scott’s first report to the London Society evidences that he

approached this job as their agent with his usual energy. He wrote:

"Considerable progress has been made in the printing of an edition of

10,000 New Testaments in the Swedish language. 5000 copies will be

ready in a few days and we expect the whole to be completed in about 
62a month from this date." In the same letter he reported that the 

promised Bibles had arrived from London and that he would send them to 

the dioceses to which they had been promised by Dr, Paterson. Mr. 

Scott’s monthly reports to the British and Foreign Bible Society wit

ness to continued energetic action.

With what must have seemed to the Swedish Society unlimited resources 

from London, the work of the agency grew quickly, its success not at 

all undue to the fact that they were able to sell their Bibles at a 

significantly cheaper price than the Swedish Society could sell theirs. 

As a result, Mr, Scott, before the end of 1832 had employed a colpor

teur who was to distribute Bibles among the needy in Stockholm. This, 

in all probability, was the young Mr. TellstrSm. Moreover, the agency 

was already receiving requests from various parts of the country for 

the cheap Bibles, the first request for 1,000 New Testaments coming 

from the Bible Society in Lund. In January of 1833 he reported to his 

own missionary society: "This year opens with many favorable tokens 'in

reference to the Swedish work - in general to the agency of the British 

and Foreign Bible Society ... and an awakening to the Vford of God.

Last month an application was received from one Lutheran Diocese much . 

neglected, for no less than 10,000 Bibles, as that number of individu

als in the Diocese had communicated to their respective pastors their 
desire to possess a copy of the Word of God," '
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By early November Bibles had been sent to Alingsas and Norrkdping,

Two years later, Bibles had been sent to many other parts of the

country, and they had a colporteur working for them in Lulea in the

far north. They had also made contact with the Bible Society in

Finland and sent Bibles there, Westin gives the following figures:

"This wide-spread work showed the results that the agency, by the close

of 1834 had distributed nearly 40, 000 Bibles and Testaments and had

printed 11,000 Bibles and 45,000 Testaments. Of the latter, 15,000 
,t64were in the Finnish language.

Although now the directing hand of the British and Foreign Bible 

Society's independent agency in Stockholm, and in competition, as it 

were, with the Swedish. Bible Society, Mr. Scott maintained excellent 

relations with the Swedish Society and continued to be a member of its 

Conmittee. In this position, he came to know Count Rosenblad, whose 

friendship and influence were to stand him in good stead in the coming 

years. Even more significant for the sake of Mr. Scott's work was his 

acquaintance, through his membership on this committee, with Bishop 

WirgOh?d, who continued to be an energetic promoter of the Bible Society 

cause. And through his friendship with both these men, Mr. Scott was 

able to meet many others, both well . and highly placed in both Clergy 

and Nobility Estates, from all parts of Sweden, with the happy result 

that his name and work were quickly becoming very well known. This was 

to be of great help to his work in the next few years.

Mr. Scott was now doing the work of three men - minister to his congre

gation ("both English and Swedish), printer and distributer of tracts, 

and executor of the agency of the British and Foreign Bible Society in 

Sweden. He received no extra pay for this work, although the other 

three men of the agency made, in 1834, a request of the London Society
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for some remuneration for their efforts. For himself he wrote: "I

dare not, I will not receive one shilling of your Society’s holy 
66funds. ” And in hzLss diary he noted: "Bless God I fTeel no wish to

touch a farthing, nay I abhor the idea; what I do, that I will do 
66freely and for Christ’s sake.”

Mr. Scott’s enormous capacity for hard work is visible in yet another 

area - that of Temperance. This subject had been close to his heart 

since the days of his work with the Philanthropic Society in Edinburgh. 

In Samuel Owen his n<ow found a man whose interest in the subject was as 

great as his own. For some time, Mir. Owen and a Colonel Carl av 

Forsell had met together to discuss the problem of drunkenness, con

sidered by many to be Sweden’s worst problem, but they had not been 

able to find any practical way to deal with it. When Mir. Scott first 

arrived and wrote his impressions to the Missionary Committee, this 

problem had not escaped his attention, and he wrote: "The manufacture 

and sale of brandy is so incorporated into the interests of the govern

ment and landholders, and the system on which it is made is so pervas

ive, every peasant being allowed to distill by paying a trifling sum, 

which means there are more than 60,000 makers of brandy in Sweden ...

By a calculation of the quantity of grain that enters Stockholm, con

trasted with the quantity of brandy that comes here, it appears clearly

that 1/7 more grain is used in the manufacture of this poison than is 
6*7consumed as bread or any other way. " Before Mr. Scott had been in

Stockholm two months, he was invited to join MEr. Owen and Col. av 

Forsell in their discussions. It is possible that Mir. Scott and Col. 

av Forsell had met earlier, for only a few weeks after his arrival in 

Stockholm, Mir. Scott made this entry in his diary: "A Swedish gentle

man had a long conversation with me about temperance societies and
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seems desirous that one should be formed in Stockholm - nothing is 
impossible with God, "68 Westin. claims that this man could have only 

been Col. av Forsell. It seems that these Swedish men clearly saw 

the need, and were aware that societies existed in England which were 

doing something about a similar problem in their country. But they 

had not yet, however, been able to discover exactly the way to go 

about solving the problem in Sweden. Now they saw in Mr, Scott just 

the person to help then.

By Mr, Owen's own admission, it was Mr, Scott's presence and initiative 

that enabled them to realize their hopes and put action into their 

words. He wrote: "When Pastor Scott came to Sweden, I asked him con

cerning these (temperance societies) in England. A few days after, I 

took Pastor Scott with me to Colonel av Forsell ,. , We agreed that

Forsell should call together some of his friends to talk about this 
69subject. " This meeting took place on 13 November, 1830.

Realizing Mr. Scott’s drive and urge to set things into motion, it is 

not difficult to imagine his frustration when the meeting broke out 

into an argument concerning the degree of temperance to be adopted. 

Should temperance be interpreted to mean moderation, or should it indi

cate total abstinence? But Mr. Scott could not have been too surprised 

at this, for the question had already arisen during his earlier conver

sation with Col. av Forsell. When that gentleman had voiced his 

opinion that he thought a society which stood for total abstinance 

could in no way succeed, Mr, Scott replied: "Nothing but entire

abstinance - a total banishing of the plague - could answer any impor- 
70tant purpose." He then gave the Colonel a copy of Dr. Lyman 

Beecher’s tract, "Sir Sermons on the Nature, Occasions, Signs, Evils 

and Remedy of Intemperance”, which that gentleman then used as a
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basis for a brochure in which he urged the formation of a Temperance

Society in Sweden.
I

However, a majority of those present at that meeting supported the

idea of moderation - there was no doubt in their minds that total

abstinance would simply not be acceptable to the Swedes. A second 

meeting was arranged for 28 November (Mr. Scott was not present 

at that meeting), and at that time a Temperance Society was formed and 

moderation was the interpretation given to the word temperance.

Bishop J. 0. Wallin was the leader of this group.

Mr, Scott's unhappiness with this state of affairs was great, and it 

is not surprising that in just a little over a year, Mr. Owen and his 

supporters for total abstinance (including Mr. Scott) left the original 

group, and on 18 February, 1831 formed the Kungsholm Temperance

Society, which had total abstinance as its aim. The president of this 

group was N, W, Strdle, Justice of the Supreme Court, Mr, Owen was 

vice-president, and Mr. Scott was to be a director.

In this new society, Mr. Scott quickly became active. He spoke at its 

founding meeting (at which not a single clergyman other than himself 

was present) telling them: "I heartily wish success, seeing intemper

ance is destroying the morals of this people and of course removing
71them further from the influence of Religion."‘ To him, alcohol in 

any form was an enemy of Christianity. Therefore its removal was not 

only the duty of every Christian, but it would be a real centributimn 

to revival and conversion. Above all, the "absolute principle" must 

be adhered to. And he spoke out boldly against the moderates - which 

hardly improved his standing with the clergy! - and poked fun at them 

in a letter to the Christian Advocate, saying: The Central Committee
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have drawn up lengthened and complex rules, prescribing when, by

whom and to what extent brandy shall be drunk. These have been laid 
72before the King, and received his smiling sanction, "

This new society flourished and within two months had over 1, 000 mem

bers, and by April inquiries regarding the society were received from
73"almost every district in the country". Mr. Scott sent for many

tracts from both British and American Temperance Societies, which he 

translated for the Svzedish Society. He also translated sections of 

the minutes of the Committee into English which were then sent to 

America and Britain and published in both The Christian Advocate and

The British_ and Foreign Temperance Herald.

No opportunities for education were lost. Statistics which linked 

crime to drunkenness were gathered and printed. The problems of the 

men in the army and navy, mostly found to be linked to drunkenness 

were discussed. A tract appeared called Health Meter for Drinkers and 
Non-Drinkers (H&lsomdtare f6r Drinkare och Nyktra).'^ One result of 

the efforts of the Committee to uphold and spread the absolute prin

ciple was that several small societies which earlier had been formed 

on the moderate principle were now changing their minds. At the close 

of 1832 Mr. Scott reported: "They have discovered that this in prac

tice is no principle at all, and they have now commenced forming
75societies on the principle of total abstinence." In fact, the soci

ety formed by the moderates died an early death. It held only one

meeting after its formation - an annual meeting held on 30 November,
761831, and thereafter sank into oblivion.

In March of 1832 the Society received a hefty boost. The King had 

granted an audience to the directors of the Society and had not only
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pronounced his satisfaction with their work, but had also assured 

them of his support by whatever means possible. And when at the 

meeting of the Society in December of 1832 the Crown Prince not only 

was present, but agreed to become a patron of the Society, Mr, Scott 

and his friends were overjoyed. Mr, Scott preached a sermon at this 

meeting which was later printed as a tract and sent throughout Sweden, 

In it, he accused the Moderates of being one of the main contributors 

to drunkenness - which would hardly have endeai'ed him to the clergy, 

many of whom still upheld the moderate point of view, including Bishop 

Wallin who took this as a personal insult! However, the Seal of 

Approval of the Crown Prince was given to this speech, thus making it 

entirely acceptable in places where without that approval it might not 

have been read at all. And again, both the name and the views of 

George Scott were being broadcast throughout the country.

Still not content with their successes, Messrs, Scott and Owen found 

another avenue for their zeal and started a temperance newspaper which 

they called Stockholms Temperance Herald (Stockholms Nykterhets- 

Hdrold). Mr. Owen was editor, but it was Mr. Scott who searched for 

and brought in material from many other similar publications. The 

first edition came out on 4 February, 1833* This project, however, 

was not to succeed and its final edition, • number 13, appeared on 

22 July of that year. But failure was the exception rather than the 

rule, and little by little the Society grew. By 1834, many men of the 

nobility, members of parliament and a large number of clergymen, inclu

ding five bishops, attended the meetings.

Mr. Scott's work with the Temperance Society of Stockholm was probably 

one of his most significant contributions to his field of labor as well

as to the revivals of the time. As a founder and leader of this work
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he came into contact with many of the men who would become leaders 

in the next few decades, and his evangelical spirit which was always 

at the forefront could not have failed to exert a strong influence 

upon them. Conversion of the individual, to be followed by a life 

of holiness remained his chief goals. The conquest of alcoholism, an 

enemy which could be counted on to prevent the individual from achiev

ing either of these goals was paramount. Having won approval of both 

King and Crown Prince, his words now carried an enormous influence in 

many parts of the country. In Stockholm, more and more people fcund 

their way to the English Chapel to hear him preach, and all were 

challenged to acknowledge theiLi' sinful state, to accept redemption and 

to seek to live a holy life. To many who heard him whose homes were 

broken and ruined by alcoholism, these words, and the healing they 

promised were welcome indeed. Several of his sermons were printed 

and distributed, and he both authored new tracts and translated many 

English tracts which were widely read. It is easy to see that the 

Temperance Society had become a vehicle for his missionary work, one

which he used to the utmost.

In the autumn of 1833 the question of Mr, Scott’s re-appointment as a

missionary to Stockholm came before the Committee in London. It was

resolved: "That the Committee are of the opinion that considering

MT'. Scott’s special suitableness for the mission at Stockholm and the

success which has attended his labours there, it is expedient that his

stay shoild be prolonged at least three years beyond the time first 
77fixed, thus extending the period to seven years in the whole." Mr. 

Scott’s star was riding high.

The greatest of all Mr. Scott’s efforts, however, was to be in the 

cause of missions. Interest in ndssions in Sweden, as we have already
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seen, had risen slowly but surely during the second and third decades 

of the century. The work of the missionaries from Herrrhiut as well 

as those from the newer missionary societies in Basel, Berlin and 

Rotterdam were well known, thanks not only to the literature of the 

Tract and Bible Societies, but also to the short-lived missionary 

papers. Ministers in high places such as Professor Hylander at the 

university in Lund and Bishop Wingard in Gothenburg continued to speak 

out for the need of a missionary society in Sweden. As a missionary 

himself, Mr, Scott was eager to help promote the cause in every 

possible way.

An important factor which added to this rapidly growing interest in 

missions was the ordination of Peter Fjellstedt as a missionary for 

the Church Missionary Society in London. He had studied under Pro

fessor Hylander in Lund where he had come in contact with the Brethren 

and their zeal for .missions. When Mr. Fjellstedt completed his 

studies, Professor Hylander secured for him a teaching position in 

Gothenburg where he became a menber of the Society of Brethren in

1826. Here he continued his studies and was ordained a minister in 

1828. Meanwhile his interest in missions grew, urged along by both 

the missionary J, C. Moritz and by the minister of the Brethren,

Efraim Stare. He decided to become a missionary and then had to look 

for a place outside of his own country to prepare himself. Mr. Moritz 

suggested he go to Basel. He applied for and received a place to 

study at the Missionary Institute there. After a short period of 

study, he was appointed a missionary for the Church Missionary Society 

in London and went to Tennevelly in India. Before going to India, he 

made a visit to Sweden, stopping first in Gothenburg in January 1829. 

Here he met again his old friends among the Brethren, and his
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missionary zeal made a deep impression. They were, in fact, so

inspired that a month later, on 15 February these Brethren formed 

the first missionary society in Sweden. It bore the name The Swedish 

Missionary Society in Gothenburg (Svenska Missions Sdllskapet i
70

Goteborg). News of this new society spread rapidly and interest was 

aroused throughout the entire diocese.

The aim of this society was a simple one - to spread knowledge about 

missions. And in this, they succeeded. Newspapers and tracts were 

brought over from Herrnhut, translated and distributed thrcw^u^l^^ut all 

of Sveden. Unfortunately, the quantities were small and so these 

papers were destined to reach mainly other groups of Brethren, and as 

a result, the hoped-for growth did not eventuate. Their influence in 

Gothenburg however, vhere they opened a reading room for the general 

public, was enormous.

After Peter Fjellstedt concluded his visit to Gothenburg in 1829, he 

went to Stockholm where he was welcomed gladly by the Brethren as well 

as the many others there who were interested in building a missionary 

society. He was immediately put in touch with many of the men who 

were on the committees of the Bible and Evangelical Societies, and to 

them he put forward the suggestion that they form a sort of support 

society for the Basel Missionary Society. After a certain amount of 

persuasion, due in part to the lack of any other suggestion, the men 

agreed to this. But for some reason, interest seemed to lag, and little

was done.

When George Scott came to Stockholm in 1830, he began, as has been 

stated, to hold missionary prayer meetings on the first Monday evening 

of each month* Historians are in agreement that his first such
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meeting was undoubtedly the first missionary prayer meeting ever to

be held in Stockholm. To Mr. Scott, this meeting would have been

nothing whatsoever out of the ordinary. He had come from a land where

missionary prayer meetings were a regular occurence within the life of

the church, so it was quite natural that he should have such meetings

in his church in Stockholm, This was in September of I83O, presumably

attended only by Englishmen and conducted in the English language to

a small congregation. Only a year and a half later, on 2 January,

I832 Mr. Scott held the first such prayer meeting in Swedish and,

according to Westin, "The crowd in the chapel was enormous, and large 
79numbers could not gain acdaiitance. ” i At these meetings, Mr, Scott 

would speak on some aspect of missions, read some letters from mis

sionary papers, pray for particular missions, and did not fail to 

take an offering for missions. As Sweden had no missions to which to 

send these monies, they were sent to other missions, the first going 

to a Methodist mission in Barbados. These meetings became and 

remained popular, the chapel filled at every meeting.

Mr, Scott’s next project was to publish a missionary paper. It was 

important that the spirit and activity of the missionary fervor in 

Stockholm, that had begun to rise sharply after Mr. Pjellstedt’s 

visit, should spread to the rest of the land, and he trusted in the 

power of the printed word to accomplish this. He had hoped for the 

help of a few churchmen in this enterprise, but this help was not 

forthcoming and as a result, he foond himsslf aamoss alone in the pro

ject. The first issue of his newspaper, called The Messenger 

(Budbararen), came out in August of 1832. Unfortunately, it was not 

to see success, and after three ediLi^t^i^n£j ii sttoped. This in no way 

dampened Mr, Scott’s missionary f fervor, or' hewn his desire tt publish
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a missionary newspaper - this failure simply meant delay. Soon much 

larger things would be attempted.

Nor did missionary fervor diminish among the other men interested in 

its promotion. One of the leaders in Stockholm was the Rev, J. P. 

Haggman who had been editor of the now defunct newspaper Uriel.

Although he had had to give up this paper, which fact probably was one 

of the reasons he refused to help Mr. Scott with The Messenger, his 

interest in missions also grew rather than waned. He kept in touch 

with to, Fjellstedt and reported on his activities. He also kept in 

touch with other missionaries he had previously met as well as with 

the various European missionary societies. And while he had at first 

been strongly in favor.with Mr, Fjellstedt’s suggestion of a missionary 

work in Stockholm that would be supportive to the Basel Society rather 

than an independent Swedish society, soon after Mr. Ejellstedt’s depar

ture he changed his mind and began to promote the idea of a Swedish 

Missionary Society. Nor had Bishop Wingtrd in Gothtenburg lost inter

est. At a meeting of the manisterium in that city in 1831 he again

introduced the subject of missions saying; "Until the present, too 
80little has been done in Sweden for the work of missions. ’’ This was

followed by a recital of what other countries were doing for missions. 

And in southern Sweden, the Rev, Johan Ternstrom wrote in his news

paper Siaren; "In Sweden there.is little intei'est in Missions. 

Stockholm is perhaps the only capital city in Europe, at least in the 

protestant countries, that as yet has no missionary society ... It is 

certainly necessary, to first send missionaries to our Swedish desert, 

to awaken the sleeping public; but it would also be desirable if this

cause, so closely related to humaneness could gain more support amongst 
81us." In religious circles all over the country the subject of
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missions simmered and seethed with increasing heat and the conversa

tion from which it was omitted was rare. But in spite of this, there 

yet seemed to be no one who had the power or the drive to convert the 

thought into the act.

Then in 1834, matters began to move toward their eventual conclusion. 

Early in the year, Mr, Scott, at his monthly missionary prayer meet

ings brought to the attention of his congregation the plight of a 

Methodist mission station on the island of St. Barthelemy in the West 

Indies. The mission, which had been there since 1796 was in the pro

cess of decline;, due to lack of financial support. The significance 

of this was the fact that St. Barthelemy was a colony belonging to 

Sweden! Surely it was the duty of the Swedish people to come to the 

aid of the people - and the mission ~ on Swedish land. And the best 

way to do this, Mr. Scott was quick to point out, was through a 

Swedish IVLSsiocnury Society. It was a powerful argument.

In April, Mr. Scott and his friend Mr. Keyser made the decision to meet 

with a few friends to actually make some plans for a missionary society 

This meeting took place on the 17 April. This group of friends, George 

Scott and Mr. Keyser, and very probably Samuel Owen, the Rev. H&ggrnan 

and Andreas Vfarnke - not only decided that a Swedish Missionary 

Society would be founded, but went so far as to decide upon the rules 

upon which it should be founded. On the 9 May, 1834, Mir. Scott sent 

the following report to his own missionary committee in London: "A 

few friends of missions belonging to various Christian denominations 

have during the last month had several lengthened meetings, and a 

series of rules based upon most Catholic and excellent principles have 

been agreed on as the rules of the Swedish Missionary Society. His 

excellency Count Ros erib lad, President of the Bible Society expresses
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himself willing to lead the proceedings - and the Bishop of

Gottemburg is also friendly ... So far the v/ay is prepared, and I am

convinced the subject is now started not to be again laid to 
n «82sleep."

These men then agreed that without delay a missionary type of news

paper should be printed and distributed. It would be the best means 

of publicity and for gathering support. With the Rev. Mr, TlenstrOo 

as editor, the new publication, called simply Missionary Newspaper 

(Missions Tidning) was first issued on 9 July, 1834. It was an 

rmoediate success and was soon known in most parts of the land. It 

contained rdOoroatron about both British and German missions, related 

stories sent by their missionaries and published translations of 

articles from the missionary newspapers from both Herenhut and Basel, 

Mr. Scott, again grasping the opportunity at hand, worked untiringly 

for this venture and saw it not as an end in itself, but rather as the 

means to a much greater end.

But even with all this activity, a oistronaey society had still not

been officially formed. Mr. Scott was not, however, about to allow

this great project to fail to come to completion and "worked during the

summer and autumn of 1834 with indomitable zeal to persuade leading and

influential persons such as Rosenblad, Sparre, Bishop Wingard and

Bishop a. 0. Wallin to make themselves available for founding a Swedish 
83missionary society. ” He had the wisdom not to try to form such a 

society within the small circle of his congregations and friends - this 

would be far too limiting. He waited, instead, till he had the full 

support of these men whose influence, prestige and backing would remove 

any doubt or suspicion from the enterprise, thereby ensuring its suc

cess among all classes throughout the country. This was important, for
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as yet the clergy in Stockholm were not at all ready to commit them

selves to such a cause ~ which fact could prove a difficult hindrance 

to the success of all these plans. In the letter of the 9 May he 

also wrote: "In the event of a Missionary Society coming into acti

vity here, it is intended to hold Monthly Prayer Meetings in connex

ion with that Society - and as I may safely say, no Swedish priest
84can be found to conduct such a meeting. ” Moreover, he had to rely

on himself and his own resources for these meetings, for, he goes on

to say: "I forsee that they will be held in the English Chapel and 
85conducted by your missionary. " It is quite clear that Mi, Scott was 

not only the driving force behind all the work that was eventually to 

bring about a Swedish Missionary Society, but that it was his hand

that directed the whole.

Mr. . Scott's Work, 1835-1842

Formation of the. Swedish Missionary Society; Activities 
of the Committee; Carl Ludwig Tellstrom, Missionary to 
Lapland; Margaret Scott, Missionary to St. Bartheleny; 
Success of the Tract Society; Growth of the new Bible 
Agency; Mr. Baird and the Formation of the Swedish 
Temperance Society; the Affiliate Temperance Society; 
the Work of Peter Wieselgren for Temperance; the Big 
Temperance Meetings; Pastoral work; the New Sunday 
Schools; the new Church; the First Methodist Society 
formed: Mr. Scott’s visit to America and the Unexpected 
Result.

On 9 January, 1835 Mr. Scott sent the following message to his

friends in London;

"Thanks be to God the Missionary Society so long 
talked of here is at last formed. This for Sweden

. important event took place last Tuesday the 6th.
On the morning of that day, knowing that Count 
Rosenblad, Bishop Wingard, General Sparre, Dr. 
Pettersson and Mr, Keyser were to meet on the sub
ject, and fearing that mere loose talk leading to 
no result would be the only effect of the meeting,
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it was impressed on my mind that I should go 
to Mr. K. and suggest to him that as that day 
was held sacred in commemoration of the Manifes
tation of Christ to the Gentiles no day could he 
fixed as more proper for the formation of a 
Missionary Society. I did so - and the finger 
of God was in it, for it was not till Mr. K. 
made a reference to this, that any decision 
seemed likely to he come to - hut directly 
afterward the aged County Rosenblad seemed to 
receive new light and declared that altho’ many 
subsequent arrangements were necessary - that 
the Swedish Missionary Society from this day to 
he considered as formed. Bishop Wingard under
took to write a memorial requesting His Majesty’s 
sanction to the rules. As a proof of the Catholic 
Spirit in which the Society commences, Count R. 
stated that Pastor V/arnke of the Moravian Church, 
and Pastor Scott of the Methodist must as repre
senting so large a proportion of the Mission work 
be invited to become members of the Committee.”86

Mr. Scott could have had no greater blessing than to begin the new year 

in this fashion. He had worked tirelessly for many months for the for

mation of a missionary society and now his hopes were fulfilled, he

had received his reward. He wrote to the Committee in London: "When

I survey the probable results of the formation of this society, I am 

constrained to say had I come to Sweden for nothing but this, it is 

enough.

The work of the Committee of the new society, of which Mr. Scott was 

to be a member, having been asked to be its foreign correspondent, now 

began. Royal sanction was sought and received on 27 February, 1835. 

Officers were chosen and Count Rosenblad, still president of both 

Evangelical and Bible Societies was asked to be president of this group

also. Other members of the committee included several men who had beer-

working with either or both the other societies, in particular Bishop 

Wingard and Mr. Keyser. The latter, a Stockholm merchant and faithful 

member of the Moravian group in that city, had probably the longest 

history in this work. He had worked closely with both Mr. Henderson 

and Mr. Paterson and had been instrumental in founding those societies.
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Later on, Mr. Scott was to refer to him as "The factotum of all
religious operations in Sweden. "88 The aim of the new Society, which

had been stated as part of the rules was for, "The spread of Protes- 
" 89tant Doctrine among the Heathen." Their first official meeting 

took place on the 3 April, 1835.

The Committee "was quickly plunged into all the various activities and 

problems of the work. Where and how would they find candidates for 

missionaries? Where would they send them? How and where should mis

sionaries be trained? Where would the money come from? One by one 

they tackled these problems, and one by one they were solved. And in 

each solution, Mr. Scott’s gliding hand could be seen.

It was agreed that the first job to be done was to make the society 

known throughout the country. And at their disposal they had a ready

made vehicle - the Missionary Newspaper. In addition to that, copies 

of the announcement Bishop Wing&rd had written to all the bishops in 

April about the decision to form a missionary society, together with 

the proposed rules of the society, and a request for their assistance 

in founding branch societies in their respective dioceses were to be 

printed and sent out. This would assist in tying the new society to 

the church - a most important factor for success. Seven thousand were 

printed and sent, not only to the bishops, but also to the newspapers, 

who willingly distributed them along with their publications.

This publicity also served a second and very important function - it

served as a means of recruitment for missionaries. It was not long

before candidates began to present themselves to be trained as mission-
• 90aries. Between 1835 and 1845^, sixteen were to apply to the committee. 7 

There was some difficulty as to how to proceed with the screening of
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these volunteers, so when Mr. Scott went to London in 1837, he

obtained a copy of the application blank used by the London Missionary 

Society, which he subsequently showed to the Committee in Stockholm.

They found this form to be more than adequate and directed Mr. Scott

to formulate a similar one which would be suitable for the Swedish

Society.

However, once a more careful screening of the candidates had begun, 

the sad fact came to light that only one of the sixteen was acceptable. 

The Basel Mrssronary Institute which had, thanks to the relationships 

built in 1829 through the assistance of Peter Pjellstedt, agreed to 

train missionaries for the Swedish Society, required previous training 

which most of these men did not possess. Some volunteers, upon closer 

investigation proved to be quite unsuitable for the work. Until 1844, 

with two notable exceptions, both of whom were recommended by Mr. Scott, 

no candidate had been agreed upon and acccpted. Inasmuch as the two 

exceptions would not need training at B a^e, theer w nn ene ne senn 

there. Nor therefore, was the question of where to send mrshronsriph 

pressing. Mr. Scott, however, wrote to Basel and to the school for 

Orararag urshrsaarreh cO Herunhut, keeping the hontacOh open till such 

Orup they would have need of them.

The first of the two exceptions, and the first candidate to be accepted 

and sent by the Swedish Missionary Society was the young painter, Carl 

Ludvig TeHsOrcm, the same young man who, under Mr. Scott's di.rectrsn 

had begun a Sunday School in Stockholm. He had, by this time, greatly 

broadened the scope of his religious activities. Not only did he 

thsrst Mr, Scott with the services in tth English ahapel, but he dis

tributed tracts and invited people to aomm to eth shpvircs aa the 

Chapel. He had also given up his work as a pai-nOer in order to devote
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all of his time to religious work and become a colporteur for the 

British and Foreign Bible Society's agency in Stockholm.

As a close friend and co-worker of Mr. Scott, it is not surprising 

that this young man developed an interest in missions, and he confided 

to Mr. Scott that he had 0. great desire to become a missionary. As 

early as 1834 he had become interested in Lapland and began to study 

the Lapp language on his own. It seems quite probable that he had 

read Petrus Laestadius' journal which had been published in I83I, and 

that work had fired his interest. Mr. Scott, realizing the opportunity 

at hand, brought this information to the attention of the Committee, 

who lost no time in acting upon it. Mr. Tellstro'm was accepted, and 

thus became the first missionary to be sent out by the Swedish Miision- 

ary Society. He would be sent to Lapland where the church had, for 

many years, felt there was much work to be done both in eduation and 

religious training.

Lapland was to prove a wise and fortunate choice. For many years the 

Moravians had been sending their missionaries there, and they had long 

proclaimed the great needs of the Lapp people. They were nomads with

no homes and no formal education and no one to minister to their

spiritual needs. Years later Mr, Tellstrdm was to write: "If a 

friend of missions inquire in what condition the Laplander is found, 

the answer, without any hesitation must be, in a very degraded one.

His wandering life must necessarily make him a rude, shy, ignorant and 

superstitious being. "Interest in Lapland had come to the fore in 

1808 when Messrs, Henderson and Paterson traveled there and brought 

back their reports. It was well known that due to the connections 

they had made on that trip, the Evangelical Society had sent many tracts 

there, and that in 1811, with the help of Bishop Nordin in H&rn$sand,
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and the financial support of the British and Foreign Bible Society, 

a New/ Testament in the Lapp language had been printed. The fact that 

many of the men who had been involved in that work were now active in 

the Missionary Society insured that this would indeed be a popular

enterprise.

Mr, Tellstrom sailed north to Lycksele on 29 June, 1836, where he was 

to begin further study of the Lapp language as well as to receive 

training from the present bishop, F. M. Franzen. The church was eager 

for schools to be started in this area, and to that end Mr. Tellstrom 

applied himself. By 1839 ke had two other catechists to work with him, 

and three schools had been opened. Mr, Scott kept in close touch with 

the missionary and gave his testimony to the young man's diligence in 

a report to the Wesleyan Methodist Magazine: "He has recently made a 

tour through the principal villages in the widely-extended parish of 

Lycksele, for the purpose of holding prayer meetings, and otherwise 

promoting the spiritual welfare of the people ... He travelled on foot 

upwards of one hundred miles." Mr. Tellstrom, having been for sev

eral years a disciple of Mr. Scott, was in most respects a Methodist,
z

and as such would teach reformed Evangelical Christianity to his pupils 

rather than pure Lutheranism as adhered to by the clergy in the society 

that sent him. This was to be evident for many years in various parts 

of Lapland, and contribute to the revivals there.

1n 1838 a second particular missionary project was undertaken by the 

Society, again through the interest and direct intervention of Mr. Scott 

He had continued, at the missionary prayer meetings to pray for the 

Methodist Mission on the Swedish island of St. Barthelemy in the West 

Indies. Nor had he ceased to write about it in the aforementioned 

Missionary Newspaper, 1n 1837 a hurricane had caused great destruction
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on the island, a fact which Mr. Scott was quick to bring to their 

attention, suggesting that help should be offered. The Committee 

voted to send £50* Mr. Scott also informed the Committee that he had 

learned of the need for a teacher in the mission. As it happened,

Mr. Scott's sister Margaret, a teacher, was visiting just at that time 

with the Scott family in Stockholm. The matter was evidently discussed 

at home, for Mr, Scott informed the Committee that his sister had 

expressed her willingness to go to St. Barthelemy to teach, provided 

support could be found. He then suggested that the Committee offer to 

pay £60 for her support, providing the Y/esleyan Methodist Missionary 

Society in London would agree to send her. The Swedish Society agreed, 

as did the London Society, and so in 1838 Miss Scott became the second 

missionary of the Swedish Missionary Society. 1n retrospect, this 

decision is an amazing one, when one considers that this Swedish 

Society was to sponsor as their missionary a Scottish teacher in a 

Methodist Mission, and who herself was a Baptist! This in itself wit

nesses to the extent of Mr. Scott's influence on the Swedish Committee.

According to the annual reports, this support for Miss Scott continued 

until 1845, at which time she married and moved to England.

1n the meantime, many people, inspired by the news of the Missionary 

Society, began to send in contributions to the Committee. As branch 

societies began to spring up about the country in response to the appeal 

from Bishop YYing&d, large missionary offerings began to come from them. 

Soon monies were coming in from all parts of the land. People whose 

lives had been touched by revival, and whose spirits were therefore 

anxious to do whatever they could to further the Gospel sent their 

donations. Whereas before they had only been vaguely aware of nebulous 

hordes of heathen in faraway lands, these dim figures now, through
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articles in the Missionary Newspaper became real. There actually 

were tribes of warlike savages and chieftans with names they could 

hardly read, much less pronounce, and they now took on character and 

personality. Peculiar names of the missions and their surrounding 

areas became real places where these people lived, and where the mis

sionaries actually went. What had previously been remote and there

fore of little interest, had now become real and fascinating. A 

whole new world opened up for the reader, and deep in their hearts 

many longed to become a part of it. Sending a contribution was one 

way to do so. Mr. Scott and his fellow editors showed positive genius 

in selecting, translating and authoring colorful and inspirational 

articles for publication.

As the money continued to come in, it became obvious that something had 

to be done with it. The Society was still too young to have its own 

fields of work, nor was it strong enough. Again it was Mr, Scott who 

came up with a solution. At his suggestion it was decided that these 

monies should be sent to other societies who already had established 

missions. They chose four : The Basel Missionary Society, Moravian 

Missions in Herrnhut, the London Missionary Society, and the Wesleyan 

Methodist Missionary Society - four cjuite obvious selections because 

of both previous and present connections with each. This procedure 

continued until i8j-l. .

Mr. Scott worked actively in the cause of missions until he left Sweden 

in 1842. He continued his work as foreign correspondent for the 

Missionary Society and maintained contact with the four missionary 

societies with whom they were affiliated. He wrote to many missionar

ies, whose replies, filled with the colorful anecdotes which so captured 

the interest of the Swedes, found their way into the Missionary
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Newspaper. He wrote many articles which appeared in that publication, 

and contributed to it translations of articles from other missionary 

newspapers. Together with Mr. Keyser, he kept in touch with all who 

wrote and wished to become missionaries, and they were in charge of 

screening the candidates. He continued to hold missionary prayer 

meetings in the English Chapel until April of 1836, when they were 

moved to Ankehus Church because the crowds were too great for the 

Chapel. He was, as long as he remained in Sweden, the driving force 

in this society.

1t is amazing to realize that with this seeming overload of work for 

the Missionary Society, Mr, Scott at no time neglected his work with 

the Evangelical Society and the Agency of the British and Foreign 

Bible Society. Because he stepped in with new ideas, vigor and spirit, 

the work of the Evangelical Society, which had almost come to a stand

still was re-activated. He again contacted the Religious Tract Society

in London in 1835 and they responded, sending a gift of £30 to the 
95Swedish Society. And in 1836: "On the suggestion of Dr, Henderson

a notice was given of a further grant to the Stockholm Evangelical 
94-Society not exceeding £50. ” As a result of this help, a record

95number of 97,175 tracts were distributed in 1836, This was an 

increase of over 12,000 over the previous year, which itself had been 

a great increase over the year preceding it. Early in 1837, Mr. Scott 

reported that the Evangelical Society was again extending its opera

tions. Count Rosenblad renewed his efforts for the society and enlis

ted the help of the bishops, many of whom agreed to cooperate. This 

seems surprising because so many of the tracts now being printed were 

the despised English tracts. Mr. Scott had employed four colporteurs 

for the distribution of both tracts and Bibles, a fact which Dr. Ribbner
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considers to be of great importance. He states: "Laymen felt more

and more a personal responsibility and devoted themselves to the

religious objective. Tract distribution was considered (by them)
96preparation for revival."

Early in 1837 Mr. Scott requested another £50 from the Religious Tract

Society, grateful acknowledgement for which was received at their 
97meeting on the 28 March. At the annual meeting of the Religious

Tract Society on the 5 May of that year, Mr. Scott was present and

spoke to its members. He brought them greetings from Stockholm, and

concerning the Society there he reported that it had "For a time lain

inactive. But a great revival had taken place. Conversions had also 
98occurred by reading the tracts."

The activity of the Evangelical Society in the year 1835 to 1837 

reflect Mr, Scott's work and show that in those three years, 309,078 

tracts were printed and distributed, the largest year being 1837 during 

which 123,078 were distributed.^ Then in 1838 the number fell drama
tically. That year only 65, 579 tracts were distriruted.ed rr. Ribbner 

explains that this drop was due in part to the death of many of the men 

on the committee, and in part to the fact that opposition had again 

arisen to the reformed nature of the tracts. Inasmuch as Mr. Scott, a 

Methodist, and therefore a separatist, was so instrumental within the 

Evangelical Society which had published these tracts, they could only 

lead to separatism in Sweden, and this was not to be tolerated. A 
drive mounted by the clergy against the Society was successful. 1t 

should be pointed out, however, that this was not the feeling of the 

entire clergy. 1n the Archdiocese as well as in the dioceses of 

Link^c^p^j-nf, Skara and Vaxjo were, "Many zealous ministers a.nd school 

teachers who, each within his own circle, wished to dissribute
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tracts, Dr. Ribbner also points out that just at this time, in

many localities in these particular dioceses great revivals were taking

place. He adds: "From this it is clear that an obvious connection

between the Evangelical Society and its work and the local revivals

and their leading figures of this time when the large folk revivals 
3 02began, can be found. " All the same, opposition became so strong,

that the Society had no choice but to reduce their activities. And 

by 1841 their work had come to an end.

Mr. Scott, however, was not one to accept defeat. He proceeded to 

print tracts himself, and late in 1837 had John Newton's Three Letters 

to Awakened Christians printed and distributed. These were so eagerly 

received that in 1839 Mr. Scott created a small branch agency to the 

Bible Agency for the express purpose of printing and distributing 

tracts. He reported to the London Society: "On 38-fch June the Rev,

A. Warnke, Moravian minister, and W, C. Bruzewitz, Under Secretary in 

the Ecclesiastical Offices and Editor of the Swedish Missionary Journal, 

and Mr. G. T. Keyser, agent of the Bible Society have consented to 

unite with me as an agency for receiving, employing and accounting for 

any grants this society may place at their disposal. They propose to 

employ any sum that may be so voted them in purchasing tracts from the 

Evangelical Society, being faithful translations of the Religious 

Tract Society's Tracts, in reprinting ' such as may have run out, and 

publishing new tracts.

When this communication reached the Committee of the Religious Tract

Society, help was quickly forthcoming in both money and tracts.

"Notice given of a grant for Swedish translations of this Society's 
1 Q)tracts in the amount of <£50", appeared in the minutes in October of

1839* With this assistance, the new branch agency proceeded to
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re-publish a large number of the English tracts formerly printed by 

the Evangelical Society, and these were distributed throughout the 

next ten years. And by this time, Mr, Scott had found, through his 

acquaintance with Mr. Robert Baird of New York, a new source of 

funds. 1n the Annual Report of the American Tract Society for 1839 

is found this communication from Mr, Scott: "1t is my settled con

viction that great good could be done in this country by a liberal 

distribution of suitable tracts. 1 have been eye-witness of the 

eagerness with which they are sought in country places; and have 

known instances, not a few, in which they have been evidently blessed 

to the conversion of souls. " This correspondence bore rich fruit 

and in 1841 the agency received a.considerable contribution from the 

American Society for publishing tracts in Sweden. Mr, Scott made this 

report to them in 1841: "That the new agency had published eleven

tracts totalling 120,000 and ten handbills totalling 100,000 from 

monies which had come from London and the ATS in New York, Through

the establishment of this agency, Mr, Scott not only succeeded in pub

lishing and distributing tracts which he considered to be awakening 

agents to precede revival, but ensured the continuation of this work 

after his departure the following year.

The work of the Bible Society Agency too was forging ahead with great 

success. With money now coming from the British and Foreign Bible 

Society, many Bibles and Testaments were printed and distributed in 

all the dioceses of Sweden. There was not the opposition to this work 

that confronted the Tract Agency, for there was no printed interpreta

tion to disagree with. The annual report of the British and Foreign

Bible Society for 1838 showed that since the beginning of the agency 
107in 1832, nearly 21,000 Bibles and Testaments had been distributed.
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The number of colporteurs increased and were now travelling in all 

parts of the country. And with their increase, the number of conven

ticles increased. The colporteurs, upon arrival in any small village 

or cluster of cottages in remote parts of the country as well as in 

the towns would gather people into small groups and read to them from 

both Bible and tracts, often adding little homilies to help explain 

what had been read. Acceptance of these conventicles depended 

entirely upon the opinion of the local minister. 1f he were one who 

considered them to be of help to his ministry and his people, they 

were permitted. 1f he were more or less indifferent, he may or may 

not have indulged them, often depending upon what pressures may have 

been put upon him. 1f he were against them, the colporteurs would 

very likely be taken to court, or with luck, just be asked to leave.

But by that time, the Bibles and tracts were already in the hands of 

the people. While Mr. Scott continued to give of his time and energy 

to the work of this agency, it was probably Mr, Keyser who was the real 

agent, and it was he who saw to it that the work was done.

By this time, Mr, Scott had greatly increased the numbers of the col

porteurs he employed to distribute tracts and Bibles, for he placed 

great faith in their ability to penetrate into all areas of the country. 

There were not exactly a new breed in Sweden - the Moravian missionar

ies who had for many years been travelling to the north had been col

porteurs, in that they distributed their booklets wherever they went. 

But until now, the Swedes themselves had made little use of this means 

of communication. Now their popularity grew swiftly as people longed 

and waited for their arrival. By mid-century, several years after Mr. 

Scott had left Sweden, colporteurs were a regular part of the religious 

life there, and there was a colporteur's school in Stockholm where they
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could get training. This venture was a far greater contribution of 

Mr. Scott than he is given credit for, and one which influenced 

Swedish Christendom for many years.

At the beginning of 1835, the work of the Temperance Society was not 

having the success that Mr. Scott would have liked. Many of the 

affiliated societies in the countryside had decided to adopt a moder

ate view of abstinence, although much to Mr, Scott's relief, none of 

them lasted very long. Many of the men in the Stockholm Society 

seemed to have lost their earlier fervor, to the extent that in the

annual report of 1835 could be sensed, "A tone of resignation and dis- 
108couragement. " And Mr, Scott later wrote to a friend in America,

"The Temperance Societies formed in 183O and 1831 were all but dis

solved, and the few which still remained at their posts were much dis-
109couraged and ready to faint in their minds."

However, with the arrival in the summer of 1836 of the Rev. Mr, Robert 

Baird, a Presbyterian minister from America, a new hope began to grow. 

Having for a long time been interested in the subject of temperance, 

Mr. Baird had, the previous year, published in Paris where he was 

engaged in working for the Protestant faith., a history of the Temper

ance Societies in the United States. Upon his arrival in Sweden he 

presented the king with a copy of his book. The king was so impressed 

with it that he requested permission from Mr. Baird to have it trans

lated into Swedish and published. Permission was granted. After its 

publication, Mr. Baird, at his own expense presented a copy to every 

parish in the country! The results of this were so encouraging that 

Mr. Scott wrote in the same letter to Arnerica: "1t would be quite

impossible to give you any adequate idea of the effect produced by 

the circulation throughout the land of this book. As one of the
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secretaries of the Swedish Temperance Society, 1 have the means of 

knowing, that in almost every instance where zealous temperance 

efforts have been commenced in the country, Baird's book has been 

cited as the moving instrument ... Of all the more distinguished tem

perance advocates 1 am acquainted with, there is not one who does not 

acknowledge, that it was the reading of Baird's book which decided to 

active exertion in this good cause."

Mr. Scott and a few of his friends who had felt so disheartened over

the decline of the Temperance Society were now filled with this same 

inspiration and decided to form a new society, which would be called 

The Swedish Temperance Society. Continuing in the same letter, Mr. 

Scott gives full credit to Mr, Baird's book for its formation, sta

ting: "The Swedish Temperance Society, a new and most efficient insti

tution ,,, owes its origin to the same source .., Seldom, if ever, has

a single book in so short a time, produced such results in a whole 
111country." The new society would be formed on the same idea as the 

Bible Society, having well-known men placed in the positions of leader 

ship. Mr. Scott spoke personally with the Crown Prince who happily 

agreed to use his influence to assure the willingness of these men.

All plans met with success,, and the Crown Prince agreed to be honorary 

president. Count Franc Sparre, who had been an active member of the 

Committees of both Evangelical and Bible Societies would be the presi

dent. Mr. Scott would be a member of the Committee, and he began 

immediately to publish and distribute tracts. The same men who in 

1834 published the Missionary Newspaper now decided to start another 

paper, in the interest of temperance. And so, Friend of the Native 

Land (Eosterlandsv&inen) came into being, its first publication arriv

ing in November of 1836. The Rev. Mr. August von Hartmansdorff, state
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secretary of the ecclesiastical offices, and who was in 1838 to 

become president of the new society, requested the new archbishop,

J. 0. Wallin (who had earlier been leader of the moderate temperance 

group) to give his sanction to the society, in hopes of tying it 

firmly to the church. But he refused. 1n spite of •this, plans went 

ahead and the society’s first official meeting took place on the 17 

May, 1837, the king’s sanction having been received on the 5 May.

Again Mr. Scott had refused to accept failure, grasping the advantage

at hand to turn it into success.

The names of neither Mr. Scott nor Mr. Owen appear on the roster of

those present at the first meeting of the Committee on the 25 April -

they were both in London. Mr, Scott's name appears for the first time

at the meeting on 30 December of that year, at which time he pre- 
112sented a gift of £10 from the Temperance Society in America. * 

Thereafter his name appears regularly until 1841, when at the meeting 

of the 11 December, Mr, von Hartmansdorff, greatly troubled by the 

many difficulties which at that time beset Mr. Scott, refused to admit 

him to the meeting.

1n December of 1837, the old Kungholms Temperance Society turned over 

its records and monies to the new Swedish Temperance Society, but this 

did not mean that that vork no longer existed. Because many people in 

the countryside were in correspondence with the old society for tracts 

and papers, Mr. Scott was concerned lest they become confused, not 

knowing which society to correspond with. 1t was decided to simply 

change the standing of the old society, making it an affiliate to the 

new society. This was done, and in February of 1838 it now became 

known as The Swedish Temperance Society’s First Affiliate Society in 

Stockholm (Svenska Nykterhets-S£llskapets Fdrsta Fulual-F8rening i
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Stockholm). Mr, Owen would be president, Mr. Scott vice-president, 

and they would meet quarterly. One more society which Mr. Scott 

would help direct! •

Because Mr. Scott's tracts on temperance had now been added to those 

carried by the colporteurs and so found their way into the hands of 

the people, the matter of temperance was becoming a burning issue 

throughout the country. These tracts soon reached a young minister 

in southern Sweden named Peter Wieselgren - a fiery young man who had 

for some time been battling the ill effects of alcoholism among his 

parishioners. 1n 1836, Mr. Wieselgren had founded a Temperance Society 

in his parish of Vasterstad in Sk&ne. He kept in close touch with all 

that was going on in Stockholm, and made much of the many publications 

that proceeded therefrom. 1n 1837 he wrote an article which he sent 

to be printed in The Friend of the Native Land, in which he supported 

all Mr. Scott's ideas on total abstinence, and urged people to sub

scribe to both that publication and to the Missionary . Newspaper. He 

even wrote to Bishop WingSrd to draw him into the work, but failed.

But Mr. Wieselgren’s zeal was infectious and several other ministers 

in southern Sweden soon joined him in his religious-temperance drive, 

in particular, Professor J. H. Thomander in Lund and the Rev. Mr. P.

G. Ahnfelt in Bosarp, both of whom were to accomplish great things for 

this cause. Branch societies were soon formed, and even though this 

was Schartau _ , country, revivals sprang up rapidly. Several of the

ministers of the area contributed articles to The Friend of the Native 

Land - but often to its disadvantage, so wildly enthusiastic had they 

become. Soon other supporters began to make themselves known from 

other parts of the country. As had happened in the Missions cause, a 

wide-spread network of societies and individuals, all working toward
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one goal now seemed literally to cover the land. 1t cannot he denied 

that Mb. Scott's genius for organization as well as his drive and 

inspiration contributed greatly to this. • •

There seemed to be now a tremendous surge of enthusiasm for temperance 

in the north. 1t was decided to hold a large Missionary Temperance 

meeting for the people in the area of NjutHnger in H^lsirgylErnd. Word 

of this meeting spread rapidly, and on the day, thousands found their 

way to that town to hear the sermons. Conventicles had been frequent 

and well-attended in this area, where during the past few years, many 

revivals had taken place, and where a. steady stream of colporteurs 

had distributed innumerable tracts. Both Missionary and Temperance 

newspapers were avidly read, and through these means, much had been 

done dn the matter of temperance to improve the condition of the 

people. The following figures are available from the diocese of 

Harndssand, just to the north of Halsingland : The number of brandy 

pans in 1834 was l6l,000. 1n 1838 there were only 109, 000; and the 

size of the pans were greatly diminished - only one-third as large; 

and by the end of that decade, over 50,000 persons belonged to 

temperance societies.

This meeting was really in the nature of a religious meeting and was 

so successful that exactly one year later, a similar meeting was held 

in the south - in Jb'rnkping in Sm&land on 1-2 July of 18130. At 

this meeting both Mr. Scott and Mr. Wieselgren were present. Ministers 

and laymen from all over southern Sweden attended - although the bishop 

of that diocese, Bishop Tegn£r, stayed away. Many conventicles were 

held during these two days, and Mr. Scott, in great demand, attended 

as many as he could, speaking briefly at a few. Without question, he
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was the leading figure at the Jdnkoping meeting and his name became 

as well known in the south as that of Mr. Wieselgren.

The following month Mr. Baird again came to Stockholm, in order to 

attend a second temperance meeting in northern Sweden, this year in 

the town of Hudiksvall. Because of the fame of his book, his name 

had become a household word in almost every corner of the land. Mr. 

Wieselgren also came to Stockholm, ostensibly to meet Mr. Baird, and 

so it happened that these three men, Scott, Baird and Wieselgren, 

whose names were synonomous with temperance in Sweden came to speak 

on the same Sunday in the English Chapel to record crowds. Mr, Scott's 

star was riding very high at this point and the English Chapel v/as nnv 

become the center of all temperance work in SwedLen. Attached to it 

too was the work of missions, and it was known,. as a sure source of

both tracts and Bibles.

On 19 August, the three men headed north to a.tend the meetings

at Hudiksvall which were to begin on the 26 August. They held meetings

at many stops along the way which were enthusiastically attended by

huge crowds. When they reached Hudiksvall, they were amazed to find 
3 lZi-over 5,000 gathered there, among whom were 54 ministers. The meet

ings here too were more in the spirit of a religious revival than 

simply temperance meetings, and the enthusiasm of the people moved 

Mr. Baird, who actually understood little Swedish to write; "1t was 

one of the most cheering sights in the world to see such vast meetings

of people, who seemed to devour every word ... Such a change as is now 
115going on in Sweden, 1 certainly had no hope of seeing, " When the 

men returned to Stockholm in September, another large meeting was held 

at which Bishop Wingard took part. This was success indeed, and the 

temperance movement had truly become a religious matter, with close

ties to the church.
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However, not all the clergy were happy about what was going on, in 

particular Archbishop Wallin. With his approval, the antagonism of 

the clergy grew against Mr. Scott, and by now, many of them spoke out 

clearly to defame him. Some of the large newspapers joined in with 

them in a vicious smear campaign, and their anger was especially 

aroused by these large meetings. Too many people were listening to 

this foreigner - this Methodist! Moreover, the meetings were not 

strictly legal, and constituted a gross attempt at deceit. Westin 

states: "It was now not a question of conventicles, but here it con

cerned a large religious folk meeting under the cover of the matter
116of temperance. " But if the clergy and newspapers hoped to stop the 

work of the various organizations, they were laboring under false 

hopes. Mr. Scott’s work for spiritual awakening in Sweden was well 

under way and was no longer dependent upon his participation alone.

The work continued throughout the countryside by means of the countless 

conventicles. Through the colporteurs who found their way into every 

small parish and remote farm in Sweden with their evangelistic tracts, 

the causes of both Missions and Temperance became well-known, and a 

deeply ingrained part of religious life. People were also reading 

their new Bibles, learning the truths of God in a new light. The 

tracts also spoke to them of the new life offered in the Scriptures 

and pointed out how it could be attained. And thousands there were 

who earnestly wished to attain it - above all else. And so the revi

vals spread like fire and flood over the land.

Mr. Scott’s contributions to the temperance movement in Sweden was 

almost as great as his contributions to missions. To begin with, the 

need for help and improvement was unbelievably great. Secondly, the 

interest was there before his arrival, but it took his initiative, his
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remarkable ability to organize, and his tremendous drive to put into 

motion the interest and potential energies of those men who themselves 

saw the need for such work in their own land. He gave of himself 

unstintingly, a fact which served to inspire many others to do the 

same. Once he had shown the way to Mr. Owen and his friends, the 

first temperance society was formed. When interest began to lag and 

the society almost died, he again went to work and with new ideas and 

energy he inspired and led them to new and greater successes. 1t was 

this same initiative and drive that helped Peter Wieselgren to sur

vive his early unsuccessful attempts and spurred him to greater com

mitment and eventual success with his temperance work in the south.

As a result, Mr. Wieselgren continued, long after Mr. Scott's depar

ture from Sweden to become the leader of the temperance movement 

there.

With all this work to hand - guiding the Missionary Society, both the 

Temperance Society and its Auxiliary, as well as both Bible and Tract 

Agencies, Mr. Scott was still first of all a minister, and had his 

small flock to care for. One might think that all the other activi

ties would have pushed his pastoral duties into the background, but he 

did not fail to meet weekly with his classes and to preach at least 

three times a week, in both English and Swedish.

At the beginning of 1856 he still had only twelve names entered on his 
117rolls for the Methodist classes. According to his records, only 

118ten regularly participated in the sacrament of communion. They

were evidently not a very stable or happy group, for Mr. Scott wrote 

of them: "0 what a pity that half a dozen people who might all be 

helpful to each other bite and devour one 7 He preached

in English every Sunday, and although the Chapel was full, the
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congregation was largely composed of those Britishers who lived in 

Stockholm but were not Methodists - those attached to the Embassy, 

seamen whose ships were in harbor for a while, and others. He con

sidered them all to be his parish, and never hesitated to minister to 

their needs. As a result they were faithful in their attendance in 

the Chapel. His most successful services, however, were those in the 

Swedish language. By the middle of 1838, the number of sermons in

Swedish surpassed those in English - ’’English sermons, 39; Swedish,
12063." And the congregations for the Swedish services were far 

greater than those for the English.

The Swedish services were attended not only by the 'Swedes of the city, 

but by the many visitors coming to the capital from all over the 

country. Because the English Chapel was the place from which both 

Bible and tracts as well as information concerning both missions and 

temperance emanated, it gained the reputation of being the center of a 

living Christianity in Sweden. For this reason, it became ’’the place” 

for the country people to visit when they came to the city. Those who 

came could be sure of hearing the message they expected - it was always 

the same - that they rrnst repent of their sins, receive God’s forgive

ness, strive to live a life of holiness and engage in good works. Many 

of those who heard believed, and experienced a renewal of their faith. 

Upon their return home they would tell of it to any who would listen, 

and many did. So in this way too, the Gospel spread.

Along with the services, his classes continued, and after a while began

to grow. Early on these were seen by the Swedes to be conventicles,

and therefore fairly harmless. As we have seen, by 1834 over 40 were

enrolled in classes. The following year, he reported that there were 
12132 enrolled. But as yet he could only count 11 as actual members 

122in the Methodist Chapel.
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One problem which had troubled Mr. Scott during these years, yet had

remained unsolved was that of the Christian education of the children

of his congregation. Children too were souls in need of salvation 

and to continue to neglect them must have caused him many moments of 

guilt. 1t has been pointed out that the English members had little 

or no interest, and that he could in no way form any sort of Sunday 

School for the Swedish children without further pulling down upon his 

head the wrath of the Swedish clergy. Mr. Tellstrom had given up his 

class when he left for Lapland, and as far as is known, no one took 

his place. So Mr. Scott must have felt that this was a great void in 

his ministry. Then in 1834, Mr. Scott's friend and co-worker in the 

Temperance Society, Col. av Porsell became interested in the 1nfant 

Schools in England and decided to make a visit there to study these 

schools. They were actually Kindergarten schools for the children of 

working people in which Bible stories were told, religious stories 

read and hymns sung. When Mr. Scott learned of the Colonel's approach

ing journey, he directed him to Hull where he would be cared for and 

entertained by Methodist friends who were directly involved with the

1nfant Schools there.

When Colonel av Porsell returned to Sweden, he wrote a report in the

form of a book in which he included a suggestion that any who would be

interested in having such a school in Stockholm should contact him.
123He received twenty replies. A meeting was held with these twenty, 

which Mr. Scott attended, and steps were taken to set up an 1nfant 

School. 1t was decided to first make an unofficial attempt - a trial 

run - which would begin on 26 January, 1836. Mr. Scott worked very 

closely with Col. av Porsell on this project and, according to Y/estin,

He was the soul of "the entire undertaking. ' Not only was he present
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every day, but he wrote lessons for the children, which must have 

taken up hours of his time. This attempt proved, so successful that 

in May a society to form Infant Schools was organized and Mr, Scott 

added the responsibility of being a member of its Committee to his 

already full schedule. In addition to this, he wrote a text book for 

the children and translated lessons in Natural History from English 

to Swedish. In August the school opened. In July he had written to 

his Committee in London: "Much of my public time has been during the

last month taken up with arrangements for the opening of an excellently 

appointed normal Infant School, which I hope to see in full operation 

ere fourteen days elapse. The subscriptions and donations to this 

object are very encouraging, and though the work of rendering the 

English lessons into Swedish has been laborious, yet I feel it to be 

quite a part and a weighty part too of my broad commission to do all 

the good I can.

After Mr. Scott had completed writing the lesson book, it was approved 

by the committee in charge of the work. But by the time it was ready 

for print, several major changes had been made on the proofs. He was 

outraged. He had spent much ill-afforded time on this project and had 

even explained the use of so much time to his Committee in London, 

saying: "The Directors of the Swedish Infant School Society strongly 

urged me to do this work. I hesitated for a time on account of my 

already numerous engagements, but anticipating that if I entirely 

refused, the work would fall into the hands of a person totally des

titute of religious principle I was led to consider the matter a call

of providence to lay a good foundation for the system as applied to 
126Sweden. ” Mr. Scott then went to the Committee - who proceeded to

do nothing at all. The proofs were to stand. Mr. Scott promptly
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resigned, and made this notation in his diary: ’’This being done by

a proper authority I have nothing more to say. I have done my duty,
127and God will take care of the rest. ” No explanation for this 

action on the part of the Committee is known. But Mr. Scott never 

lost his interest in the Infant Schools, and visited them from time 

to time as long as he remained in Sweden.

For several years now Mr. Scott, concerned for the many people who 

had to be turned away from his services because the English Chapel 

could not hold them, had been looking for a larger church in which to 

hold his services. As early as 1832 he had tried to rent the large 

Finnish church, chiefly for the Wednesday evening services when he 

preached in Swedish. But permission was withheld and he had to be 

content with Count.deGeer’s permission to build a balcony in the Chapel, 

which would permit an extra one hundred persons to attend. Even this 

early, many members of the Stockholm clergy were unhappy about the 

large congregations flocking to hear Mr. Scott preach in Swedish. His 

popularity was not pleasing, for as a Methodist he could only be prea

ching false doctrines, which would surely lead to separatism. More

over, these Swedish services were, strictly speaking, illegal. For 

the time being, however, there was little to fear, for Lord Bloomfield, 

who had become a close friend to Mr. Scott now attended the Chapel 

Services regularly and defended him against all attacks. In his own 

defense, Mr. Scott answered the Swedish clergy stating: "Any who seek 

edification need not fear by their coming here to be led astray from 

their fundamental doctrines of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, but 

may rather expect by God’s grace to obtain a more steadfast faith in

these doctrines and a warmer zeal for the real welfare of their
, , „128 church. ”
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But by 1837 this same problem still existed. Great crowds of Swedes 

were still coming to the English Chapel to worship, and many were 

still being turned away because there was not enough room. Moreover, 

with the large meetings of both the Missionary Society and the 

Temperance Society being far too large to be held in the Chapel, Mr. 

Scott was finding the need for a large church of his own becoming 

urgent. Unhappy about having to borrvw churches for these large meet

ings, he came to the conclusion that the only satisfactory answer to 

the problem was to build a new church, one that would be adequate for 

all his needs. There would be many problems - peimnission to purchase 

land, permission to build, and the formidable problem of financing 

such a project. But greater than any of these would be the problem of 

his own Committee in London, from whom permission even to enter upon 

such a scheme must come. How could he, with such a small British and 

even smaller Methodist congregation persuade the Missionary Society 

in London to go along with the idea? After all, to minister to the 

British congregation was the chief reason he had come to Eweden. 

Moreover, it was of utmost importance that this reason be kept clearly 

in the foreground. He later explained this to the conmittee saying; 

"The english department of the mission is only sufficient to furnish

an excuse to the Swedish law for our being here, and to give us the 
129opportunity of trying to do good among the natIvet." The fact was 

that the British congregation had been diminishing - some had died, 

some had moved away, and others had not come to take their place. But 

in spite of that, would not a large church building be of great bene

fit to his large Swedish congregations? And what about the large 

Missions and Temperance meetings? Where else could these people hear 

the message he had been sent to preach? 1t was amazing in. itself that 

these services were permitted to continue - were they not, in reality,
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against the law? And was not their continuation, therefore, evidence 

that God willed it so? He then applied for and received permission 

from the king to build a Methodist Church in Stockholm, a fact which 

not only added weij^it to his persuasions to the Missionary Committee, 

but totally infuriated a large number of the Stockholm clergy,

Mr. ' Scott's persuasions were not without their results. In March of

1837, the Committee passed the following resolution: "Resolved, that

Mr, Scott be requested to pay a visit to this country in time to

attend the meeting of the Society in May next, and at this visit the 
150whole subject shall be taken into, consideration. " To Mr, Scott,

this was a far more positive reply than he had dared hope for, so it

was no doubt with high -expectations he presented himself before the

Committee in London the following spring. At the end of the meeting

this resolution was passed: "Resolved, that the sum of £500 be allowed

from the funds of the Society towards the erection of the proposed 
131chapel in Stockholm," His elation mist have been boundless. Mr,

Scott remained in Britain for six months, which time he used well for

his cause, travelling widely and speaking frequently, and receiving

offerings for a new church in Stockholm. In Edinburgh, he received

the happy support of the now aging Dr, Paterson who could not have

been other than overjoyed at Mr. Scott's reports of his work in Sweden.

When he returned to Stockholm at the end of the year, he had a total of 
. . 132over £1, 500 with him, all designated for the new church building.

In his usual business-like fashion, Mr, Scott lost no time in beginning 

to plan fqr his new church. Early in 1838 he contacted a Scottish 

architect living in Gothenburg who drew up plans for a church in the . 

style typical of British free churches. However, it was to be a full 

year before he was able to find and purchase a plot of land near to
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the center of the city, which would be suitable. When the purchase 

was completed, another storm broke over his head, instigated by the 

entire consistory of the clergy, headed by Archbishop Wallin. The 

right of the Methodists to build a church had to be admitted - such 

a right had existed since 1781. What the Swedish clergy could not 

stomach and loudly condemned was the fact that Mr. Scott did not, as 

he ought, limit himself to preaching in English to the British congre

gation. He had the effrontery to preach in Swedish, to Swedes, who by 

all rights ought to be in their own Lutheran churches listening to 

Lutheran ministers delivering Lutheran sermons. One cannot help but 

wonder to what degree the wrath of the clergy was caused by their 

desire to protect their people and their faith, or by pure and simple 

jealousy against this foreigner who could draw such great crowds of 

their members to listen to his sermons and be so moved by what he had 

to say that many lives were changed from an unhappy existence to joy

ful living.

1n October of 1839 Mr. Scott took another important step - one he had

long hesitated to take, concerned about the reaction of the clergy. In

conjunction with the 100-year jubilee of the Methodists in October he

took this step. At the close of a large Swedish service in the Chapel

he suggested that, "A Methodist Society composed of Swedes should be 
133formed. " Those interested were asked to return in a few days time

in order to organize formally the new society. But to this meeting

only between 30 to 40 persons came, and of those, only 28 signed them- 
13kselves on as members. That Mr. Scott was aware of the significance

of this step is reflected in his report to his Missionary Committee in 

London. He wrote: "Thus the ice is at last broken. 1 have passed the

Rubicon." In the light of the difficult circumstances that already
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existed between him and the clergy, one is compelled to question why 

he did this at this particular time. 1t would appear from here to 

be either unbelievable courage or sheer foolhardiness.

All during that year building proceeded and the small hall was comple

ted and dedicated in a service at which Mr. Baird preached. The main 

doors of the church were opened a few weeks later on the 24 October

and several Swedish ministers spoke at the service. The new church 
' 136was large - it could seat 1,100 - and from the very beginning was

filled at all services. His large following among the people had no 

reason to be unhappy. But with the opening of the church, Mr. Scott 

lost more of his old friends, particularly among the clergy. 1t had 

become quite impossible for them to remain friendly in the face of 

the growing opposition, and in particular because his ministry was 

now being openly recognized as illegal. And the fact that he. was now 

accepting Swedes into membership into the Methodist Church was separ

atism, pure and simple. 1t was not to be tolerated.

Late in 1841 Mr. Scott, at the invitation of Mr. Baird went to 

America to raise the funds necessary to liquidate the existing debts 

on the church. During this visit;, Mr. Scott incautiously made some 

remarks about the Swedes which were not complimentary - a fact which 

his enemies in Stockholm were quick to note and use against him. They 

were furious that he should so abuse their hospitality. And what 

right did he, a Methodist have to criticize the Lutheran Church? The 

newspapers, scenting a lovely scandal, picked up the story, and for 

many weeks many bitter and vitriolic statements were made against Mr. 

Scott. When Mr. Scott returned to Stockholm late in 1841 there was a 

terrible hullabaloo, and he found himself in deep trouble, the likes 

of which he had never before experienced. The battle raged about him.
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and spurious tales appeared almost daily, which in turn aroused 

large numbers of the public. These began to congregate outside the 

church at about the time of the meetings, -and would shout and make 

a terrible racket, sometimes so loud that the service within the . 

church had to stop. Finally, on Palm Sunday, 30 April, 184-2, Mr. 

Scott's friends, fearing for his very life, smuggled him down to the 

harbor and put him aboard a ship bound for England. Thus ended Mr. 

Scott' s ministry in Sweden. .

Although Mr, Scott’s stay in Sweden ended at that time, his mission 

did not. His work and influence, like that of his predecessors were 

to live on long after his departure. His contributions through the 

founding of both Missionary and Temperance Societies were to insure 

him a lasting place in the religious history of Sveden. Largely 

because of his efforts, the work of tract distribution became an impor

tant part of religious life and the revivals, and was to continue for 

many years. At the same time, he helped a faltering Bible Society to 

regain its impetus, and augmented its work with the new agency of the 

British and Foreign Bible Society. Through his extensive use of col

porteurs the tracts and Bibles reached thousands of homes all through

the land.

Due in large part to his encouragement, religious education of children 

and young people eventually grew into a flourishing Sunday School move

ment. The enthusiasm which all the meetings of these various groups 

engendered contributed greatly to the many revivals already in progress 

and would be the inspiration to others. The natural contagion of this 

enthusiasm aided the work to spread and grow rapidly. Moreover, Mr. 

Scott's own enthusiasm and complete dedication to his work inspired
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the men who worked with him to reach nevr heights of devotion and 

achievement, both up to and long after his departure.

His spirited preaching was the inspiration of much spiritual revival, 

not only among the people of Stockholm, but perhaps even more so among 

the people in both north and south where he preached particularly on 

the subjects of mission and temperance. His sermons were no educated 

lectures on morality or some uplifting subject. They were usually 

Bible exposition, and intended to speak to the listener about his own 

spiritual condition. Matilda Poy commented in her diary: "1n the

morning heard a splendid sermon. Each time Scott becomes more inter

esting, more diversified, and manifests a greater capacity to make

even the most common Bible passage into something completely new for 
137us. " His use of both Bibles and tracts was undoubtedly of great 

assistance to his preaching - they helped answer many of the spiritual 

questions which he, through his preaching raised in the minds of his 

hearers. As a result, many in his congregations were awakened to a 

new life, discovering that Christianity was not just a matter of liv

ing to a set of given rules which enabled one to endure an often drab 

and dreary existence, but rather a new and alive awareness of wonder 

and joy in a living fellowship with one’s Lord which changed their 

attitudes from a lethargic acceptance of that dreary existence to a 

hope for a better life through a striving for holiness. The number of 

readers increased steadily and consequently the number of conventicles 

increased. This is particularly significant because it was so often 

in the conventicles that the revivals began. There also arose, through 

the conventicles a great spirit of freedom in worship and a desire to 

discuss and think through one's own religious problems. This freedom 

once attained was a heady glorious thing and would not only be tena

ciously retained, but prove to be highly infectious.
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And not to be overlooked is Mr. Scott's influence in the area of 

lay participation in religious work. He considered the recruitment, 

training and use of laymen to be of great ‘iinortance, and proceeded 

to employ the laity in all his projects, in particular the colporteurs, 

who travelled the length and breadth of the country, distributing their 

Bibles and tracts and often giving short homilies or exegeses as they 

visited the many conventicles. 1t was necessary, he thought, to give 

laymen all possible opportunities to witness and to serve as well as

to believe. 1n the Swedish Church few outside the circles of the

clergy did much to advance Christianity which to him, was so important 

in order to attain that nluchwdetired state of holiness. The importance 

Mr. Scott attached to lay participation was later revealed when writing 

about Mr. Tellstrom^’s work. Speaking of himself he wrote: "One of 

the most important results of the Missionary's labours in Sweden has 

been to break the ice on this question and, by demonstrating the desir

ableness, practicability, duty and blessedness of engaging in such 

labours of love, to lead the spiritually enlightened to exert themselves

in a suitable manner for the conversion and salvation of their fellow- 
countrymen. •’,'38

1t was, however, through the lives of those with whom he so closely had 

worked that Mr. Scott may be said to have achieved his most lasting 

success. The first of these, Mr. Tellstrom we have already mentioned. 

He was to continue working as a missionary in Lapland for many years, 

with seemingly small but unquestionably lasting results. 1n a letter 

to Mr. Scott in 1851 he wrote: "Besides three schools supported by the 

government, the Swedish Missionary Society has five ... More than a 

thousand children have in the Society's schools been instructed in the 

knowledge of God's Word, and the systematic doctrines of our Christian
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139faith. ‘ ’ And further on he added: "It may interest you to know

how we in this desert manage a Sunday School ... We have to content 

ourselves if, on every second, third, sometimes even fourth Sunday we 

can call together our pupils.

In the matter of Sunday Schools, two people who, although they did not 

work with Mr. Scott but were quite certainly influenced by him to pro

mote this work in Sweden were Matilda Foy and Per Palmquist. As far 

as is known, there were no Sunday Schools, as we know them, to be in 

existence in Sweden until some years after Mr. Scott's departure. Then, 

in 1844 a young lady named Augusta Norstedt is known to have conducted 

one. But where it met or how long it continued is not known, except 

that it could not have been of too long a duration as in 1846 Miss 

Norstedt went to China as a missionary under the auspices of the Basel 

Missionary Society. A little more is known about a Sunday School 

started by Matilda Foy. It is not improbable to think that she was 

inspired to this work by Mr, Scott, As early as 1835, she made the 

following entry into her diary, following her attendance at a service 

in the English Chapel where she had heard Mr. Scott preach: "He 

developed it (the sermon.) in a way so clear and comprehensive that I 

got a very good explanation-of this much contested point. God gives 

salvation freely-by grace, which we may receive thi^^ugh faith. But 

we must make that faith active (if I may say so) not passive, by let

ting it work good works. Such is now ny conception of it and it 

satisfies my mind completely,

Miss Foy did not begin immediately to set up a Sunday School, in fact 

not until 1844 when she became interested in Miss Norstedt's work.

In January of that year she wrote: "In the morning, to the French

Church, and from there up to the Sunday School, heard h-wT well it went
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T2i-2for them. Mlle Norstedt has a most unusual gift for explaining. ”

Miss Foy also spoke with the Rev. Mr. Nordland, the minister in her 

parish about what was on her mind and he had encouraged her’. Just how 

long the idea had been fermenting in her mind cannot possibly be 

known, but it could not have been a sudden thing. She had continued 

her attachment to the circles in the English Chapel, for she often 

mentions going to hear Mr*. Rosenius preach. But she had clearly been 

inspired earlier by Mr. Scott's preaching.

Per Palmquist was a young school teacher who came into .contact with 

Mr, Scott after his arrival in Stockholm in 1838. As a teacher he

had become concerned about the need for better literature for child

ren claiming: "The Swedish literature for children consisted almost

exclusively of more or less absurd fairy tales without any moral edi- 
11.3fication or significance. ” He obtained from Mr. Keyser some suit

able books which Mr, Scott had left with him. and translated them.

When he went to London in 1851, he contacted Mr, Scott, and inspired
T H

by his Sunday School of over 250 children and some 20 to 30 teachers 

returned to Sweden to work for and establish Sunday Schools in several 

parts of Sweden, From this time on, Sunday Schools grew and flour

ished in Sweden, greatly helped and encouraged by the many whose lives 

and faith had been renewed through the revivals which Mr, Scott had 

helped bring into being.

We have also seen how Mr. Scott inspired Peter Wieselgren, who later 

became Sweden's greatest promoter for temperance, and whose preaching 

did so much not only to bring revival during the next few decades, but 

also to help mend many lives and homes broken through the use of alco

hol. He never deviated from his devotion to the idea of total absti

nence, and considered it necessary for a life of holiness.
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Four other men are of particular interest to this writing - Olof 

Pettersson, F. 0. Nilsson, Anders Wiborg and Carl 0. Rosenius.

Through his contacts with the Seamen’s Mission in Stockholm, Mr. Scott 

met Olof Pettersson, a young sailor who had had an experience of 

spiritual renewal in a Methodist mission in New Zealand. When he 

arrived in Stockholm, he found there the new Methodist church and 

quickly attached himself to it, becoming one of the original members 

whose name appears on the roll in 1839* As a Swede and therefore auto

matically a member of the Swedish church, he was considered by this act 

to be a separatist. He soon began to assist Mr. Scott in his work, and 

was employed by him as a colporteur. 1n 1841, Mir. Scott had obtained 

money from the American Seamen's Friend Society which was to be used 

for missions among seamen in Sweden, and he chose Olof Pettersson for

this work in Stockholm. Mr. Pettersson carried on in this mission for

many years, ministering to seamen from all over the world. He also 

made many trips all over Sweden, telling of his work and seeking sup

port for it, and holding many revival services. He and his work 

thereby became widely known.

Mr. Scott first met Fredrik Olaus Nilsson at the big temperance meet

ing in Jonkdping in 1840. He too was a former seaman and had become 

a Methodist following a religious experience in one of their societies 

in New Work City, where he remained for four years, working as a city 

missionary. He returned to Sweden in the winter of 1840, planning to 

stay only for a few months. But after the meeting in J6nk6‘ping, he 

decided, after conversations with Mir. Scott, to stay in Sweden, and 

when Mr. Scott returned to Stockholm, Mr. Nilsson went with him. Not 

long after that, he went to the west coast, working as a colporteur, 

holding temperance meetings, working with children and gathering in
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offerings for missions. When Mr, Scott received the money from the 

American Seamen’s Friend Society to be used for seamen’s missions in 

Sweden, part of it was allotted to Mr. Nilsson to start a mission in 

Gothenburg and generally do the same work in that city that Mr, 

Pettersson was doing in Stockholm. And like Mr. Pettersson, Mr,

Nilsson also travelled widely, preaching and holding revival meetings. 

He continued his work for temperance, and in November of 1840 he foun

ded a Temperance Society in Varo in the north of Halland province.

But it was not for this work that Mr. Nilsson was to make his mark in

Sweden. While working as a missionary among the seamen in Gothenburg, 

he met another seaman, G. W. Schroder. He was a Baptist, and had many 

long talks with Mr, Nilsson and loaned him books to read about the 

beliefs of the Baptist Church. The result of this was that he began 

a correspondence with a baptist minister in Hamburg, the Rev. Mr. 

Oncken. In July of 1847 Mr, Nilsson went to Hamburg and was baptised.

A year later, he was ordained as a Baptist minister, after which he 

returned home and formed in Landa Parrish, not far from Gothenburg a 

tiny congregation of six persons who had been influenced by his Baptist

teaching. The small group grew quickly and by November of 1849 they
145numbered 4-5. As can be expected, the group soon came under the

attack of the clergy and were harshly persecuted. As their leader,

Mr. Nilsson, after many hardships was exiled in 1850, not to return to 

Sweden until ten years later. Letters from Mr. Nilsson telling of 

some of his hardships and persecutions appeared in the July and August 

issues of Evangelical Christendom in London in 1850, causing an enor

mous stir. Many letters were sent from Britain, as well as from France 

where the story had also been made known, to just about everyone in 

authority in Sweden, from the king on down, pleading for clemency and
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the release of Mr, Nilsson. The Evangelical Alliance in Britain 

wrote to the king: "Mt can be regarded with no other feelings than 

those of sorrow and shame, when Protestants turn persecutors of each 

other The judicial authorities by whom he was tried, reluctantly 

convicted him, but were compelled to do so by the revival of an obso

lete law .,. Your memorialists confide in the wisdom of your Majesty, 

and in your Majesty's sense of what is due from an enlightened Gov

ernment to the claim of justice, and to the rights of conscience, to 

render unnecessary any such wider demonstrations of feeling, by the 

extension, in the first instance, of your royal clemency, to the

sufferer, and then by the adoption of such measures as may lead to 
lZt.6the repeal and abolition of the obnoxious law," Mr, Nilsson's 

letters had been put into the hands of the Evangelical Alliance by 

Mr. Scott who hoped for just this result. 1n this indirect way he was 

responsible for formidable pressure being put on the Swedish goverwnent, 

which would eventually result in the abolition of the restrictive 

church laws and freedom of religion in Sweden.

Mr, Nilsson's departure did not, however, indicate the end of the 

Baptists in Sweden. The little group struggled on in spite of contin

ued persecutions until finally, in 1855 a young man arrived from 

America to be a Baptist missionary in Sweden. He was Anders Wiborg - 

a former minister in the Swedish church who had been a great admirer 

of Mr. Scott and under his ministry had experienced a renewal of his 

faith. He had been at one time, secretary of the Affiliate Temperance 

Society in Stockholm and was for a vzhile editor of the Missionary 

Newspaper. For several years he battled with many doubts about the 

policies and beliefs of the Swedish Church and finally resigned his 

office as a clergyman. He came to Stockholm where he came into
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contact with some Baptists who had come there. This contact resulted

in his becoming a Baptist in 1851, and in 1852 he was baptized by

Mr. Nilsson in Copenhagen. From there he went to America where he

worked for the American Baptist Publication Society for three years,

during which time he became well-grounded in Baptist beliefs. He then

accepted their appointment to go to Sweden to "Act as preacher and

leader of the dissemination for the propagation of Baptist ideals 
1J "7there." This he did and subsequently became a great worker for

the freedom of the church in Sweden. His earlier work with Mr. Scott

was of great help to him in this work, as he was able to put into
I

practice many of the ideas and techniques he had learned from that 

man. When he came to Sweden in 1855, he organized and became the 

leader of the Baptists who were there, and is considered by present- 

day Baptists in Sweden to be the founder of their church.

Perhaps the greatest of all the men who v/ere influenced by Mr. Scott 

was Carl Olof Rosenius. His father, a minister, had become a member 

of the Evangelical Society as early as 1812, using their tracts in 

his ministry, and as a minister in Pitea from 1817 to 1823, undoubtedly 

took part in the revivals there. The young Carl Olof was therefore 

early exposed to the evangelical tracts and to the whole idea of revi

val. As a student in Uppsala in 1839, he heard about Mr. Scott and 

soon went to Stockholm to hear him preach. There he underwent a 

spiritual renewal, and as a result stayed on in Stockholm to become a 

lay minister and assistant for Mr. Scott. That Mr. Scott thought • 

highly of him was evidenced in a letter to his Missionary Society in 

London when he wrote to them in 182fl, just before going to America.

He wrote: "As regards the Swedish Services, 1 could no doubt for a 

very trifling remuneration engage a devotedly pious and very acceptable
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young man here, who has long appeared to me to be the assistant God 

had provided for myself ... He would undertake the Sabbath and

Wednesday evening services and thus no interruption in the public
_ , _ , ,,1/4.8ordinances result from my absence.

With this new help at hand, Mr, Scott set out on still another venture. 

This was to be another missionary newspaper - his fifth newspaper ven

ture in Sweden! - to be concerned with home missions, as a parallel to 

the existing Missionary Newspaper which concerned itself mainly with 

foreign missions. The first issue of this paper, called The Pietist 

(Puetusten) came out in January of 184-2. Inasmuch as Mr. Scott had 

spent most of the previous six months in America raising funds for 

the church, this paper must have been largely the work of Mr. Rosenius. 

Its purpose was, "To meet the inquiries of earnest seekers of salva

tion and prove a means of communication betwmen the godly scattered
1J.Qabroad in the land. ” The paper was well, though not exactly enthu

siastically received among the several evangelical groups but not, as 

could be expected, among the clergy. When Mr. Scott left Sweden, Mr. 

Rosenius became editor of the paper, and continued as such for many 

years. And when, only a few months after Mr. Scott's departure Anders 

Wiberg gave up the job of editing the Mis si onary N ewspaper, Mr.

Rosenius took on that job as well. Then suddenly The Pietist began

to grow in popularity, and by August of 18485, 1, 500 were printed for
150 151each edition. By 1850, the number had risen to 2,000, and in

1521855, when the revivals were in full spate, they published 7,000. 5

He also carried on with most of Mr. Scott’s regular pastoral- duties.

He conducted small meetings on Sundays, preaching in the homes of the 

members, as the church was still closed. Eventually it became neces

sary to hire rooms as the homes could not accommodate the increasing
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number of people, and. the church was still closed. During the week

he led the classes, now four, also in the homes. Missionary prayer

meetings he held in his own home and wrote to Mr. Scott with some

pride: "Mostly the offerings are larger than those in Enkehus
153Church, the only public prayer meeting now held. "

He was interested in the education of the children, though he did not 

himself do Sunday School work, Matilda Foy writes of a visit he made 

to the Sunday School which she taught together with Betty Ehrenberg: 

"Today we had 8 girls, but no new ones ... While Betty was busy with 

them, Rosenius came in. He sat down to listen, but Interrupted a few 

times, speaking to the girls so very warmly and sincerely that they 

were surprised. " The rest of her statement, incidentally, indi

cates how strongly the tension between the church and the evangelical 

groups still existed, for she went on to say: "1 was thankful, but at 

the same time afraid lest someone should come, for if Nordlund had 

come in just then he could, with good reason have suspected some con

spiracy going on with Rosenius at the bottom of the affair, although
155it was all so innocent."

One young man, Theodor Hamburg, who came often to hear Mr. Rosenius 

preach, usually in the company of Matilda Foy, was converted at one 

of the meetings, and soon thereafter offered himself as a missionary. 

He was accepted. After two years' study at Basel, he 'vent in 1847 to 

China, supported by the Swedish Missionary Society, thereby becoming 

Sweden’s first missionary to that land. The echoes of Mr, Scott's 

ministry were carried far beyond the Scandinavian penninsula!

Mr, Rosenius’ schedule by now seemed to approximate that of Mr. Scott, 

but he was exceeding modest about it. 1n 1849> he wrote to Mr. Baird
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in America. with whom he kept in contact: "My work is divided in

this way; l) Editing the two newspapers, The Missionary Newspaper

and The Pietist; 2) Daily talks with those with problems; 3)

Preaching at our meetings; 4) Correspondence with our friends out in 
156the countryside. " The numbers who came to hear him preach increased 

steadily, and this resulted in several small revivals. Before long, 

the revivals spread and were a part of the many all over the country.

By 185O they were quite general, and by this time one could detect in 

them a growing murmur not only for freedom of conscience and worship, 

but definite talk of separation. For separation, however, Mr. Rosenius 

had no taste whatsoever. While he had been strongly influenced by 

Mr. Scott, and could be said to be very Methodist in much of his think

ing, and his evangelistic style of preaching sounded more Methodist 

than Lutheran, he had no liking at all for the idea of separating from 

the Lutheran Church. His roots went too deep. And as time went on, 

he found himself more and more isolated from the growing mr.mbers of 

separatists. 1nstead, his evangelical leanings found a different, but 

no less significant channel.

After Mr. Scott had left Stockholm, Mr. Rosenius as hi.s closest co

worker, became the unofficial leader of the various evangelical groups. 

By 185O the number of these groups had increased, mainly because there 

arose many differences over various theological points. He did not 

allow himself to become involved in these arguments - he felt that 

freedom of both belief and conscience were important, but mainly in 

respect to what it could contribute to the Church and to the total 

picture of Christianity in Sweden. 1nstead, he welcomed on 21 

June, 1853 the formation of a branch of the Evangelical Alliance 

(founded in London in 1846) in Stockholm, whose aim was: "To work
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for understanding and love among Protestants of different coranunions, 
157but not themselves to establish onn.” Some sort of central organ

ization was sorely needed for all the various groups and the Evange

lical Alliance seemed exactly tailored to do just this. In view of 

the existing church laws and the insular attitudes still held by many 

of the clergy, it is utterly amazing that such an organization as the 

Evangelical Alliance could even come into being in Stockholm! How

ever, it was an uneasy existence, for arguments broke out between the 

Baptists and the Lutherans with the result that in January of 1856 

the Lutherans proceeded to form their own group called Stockholm City 
Mission (Stockholms Stads-Mission). Mr. Rosenius associated himself 

with this group, becoming their secretary. It was still loosely con

nected with the church, as was the Deaconess Institute, recently 

founded in 1849. with which he also worked. Both these groups add

ressed themselves largely to what they called Home Mission (inre 

Mission), an answer to the social challenge of the Gospel, to which 

Mr. Rosenius was devoted. As a disciple of Mr. Scott, he imst often 

have come into contact with that man's deep rooted interest and acti

vities in the church's action to help its people. The five areas of 

interest of this organization, which Mr. Rosenius helped to define 

were: "l) To visit the sick, privately and in the hospital; 2) To

establish Sunday Schools in private homes; 3) To visit the poor,

privately and in the poor houses; 4) To visit the prisons; 5) To
158seek to persuade fallen women to turn from the paths of vice."

One can easily imagine that had the choice been up to Mr. Scott rather 

than Mr. Rosenius, the five areas would have been exactly the same. 

This work grew, and by 1857 they were employing several colporteurs . 

and publishing a paper.
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1n the meantime, Mr. Rosenius and several of his friends from the 

English Church had been gravely concerned as to the fate of that 

building. 1n 1851, the Rev. P. M. Elmblad expressed a desire to use 

it for his evangelistic services and sought permission from Keyser,

in whose hands the key had been left. He contacted the Committee of 

the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society in London, who in turn gave 

their permission. Mr, Elmblad preached there every Sunday, and soon, 

the church was being used for other large religious meetings - for 

both Missionary and Temperance Societies, Then, in 1854,, Mr, Elmblad 

and Mr, Rosenius, together with several other men formed themselves 

into a church society and bought the church from the Methodists. 1n 

1855 a minister was hired to preach regularly and the church was 

renamed The Bethlehem Church.

The last organization to which Mr. Rosenius affiliated himself, and.

for which he is best known in Sweden today was the Evangelical Society

of the Native Land (Evangeliska Eosterlandsstiftelsen), formed, on

7 May, 1856. 1t was exactly the kind of organization for which he had

longed, although he had not seen his way clear to form one himself.

That honor belongs to a young clergyman named Hans Jacob Lundborg.

whose aim was to form, "An independent central organization within the

church for evangelistic work, with emphasis laid on spreading printed 
159matter. " To this end they began to write and publish many tracts 

that would be purely Lutheran literature. Mr. Lundborg, who at that 

time made a trip to Scotland where he met the very Rev. Professor 

James Lumsden at the University of Aberdeen who had advised him con

cerning the new society was quite willing to include some of the old 

"reformed” tracts. But Mr. Rosenius and many of his friends disagreed, 

and the Lutherans proved to be in the majority. As the colporteurs
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they employed to distribute their tracts were expected to speak on 

and explain the messages in the tracts, which, it was hoped would 

lead to great evangelization within the church, they founded a school 

in the colporteurs could be trained to do the job properly. To

this work, along with all the other work Mr. Rosenius devoted himself’, 

and with great energy and dedication proved himself a more-than- 

worthy successor to the work Mr. Scott had set in motion.

Mr. Scott’s work and influence in Sweden is still known through the 

continuation of the organizations for which he was either directly or 

indirectly responsible. His preaching was the stimulus that brought 

about many revivals, which in turn changed many lives. Thousands 

were now reading not only their Bibles but also stimulating, edifying 

literature - it was easily available and it was cheap, thanks to the 

Bible and Tract societies. The Temperance movement, in which he 

played such a large part improved and sometimes actually saved the 

lives of countless persons who by themselves could not have conquered

alcoholism. It was also a direct cause for the tremendous reduction

in the production of brandy. His work for the propagation of missions 

made the Christians in Sweden aware of their responsibility to the 

heathen in the world, and led the way to correct this deficiency.

Home Missions ~ helping the needy of any kind in Sweden itself - was 

an important part of his ministry, and he inspired many other ministers 

to work in this area. He cared for his little flock as a good shep
herd, and his preaching won the aimUrathor of those who heard him. He 

encouraged others to build the Christian education of children when he 

could not himself do so. All this, as well as his own personal life 

of Christian devotion inspired many young men who vrorked with him 

during his twelve years in Sweden to carry on his work with his spirit
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and ideals. His enormous influence for good on Christendom in Sweden 

cannot be questionned.
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CONCLUSION

The middle three decades of the nineteenth century were perhaps the

most active and unsettled in the history of the Swedish Church. In 

spite of the several laws which had been passed over the centuries 

which were intended to protect the church from outside influences and 

keep it pure, new ideas had succeeded in finding their way into the 

country and influencing the minds of both clergy and laity. Early on, 

the Pietists had brought their message of living the life of holiness, 

to be followed by the Moravians from Herrnhut who brought their more 

mystical approach through an emotional awareness of the "blood and 

tears" of Jesus, and their practical rules for daily living. Then 

came the thinking of the Enlightenment from Germany and Prance which 

developed into the Neology of the Swedish Church. None of these move

ments in themselves caused much concern within the church until large 

numbers of their people began to emulate the Moravians and meet in 

small conventicles to read the Bible and other religious literature 

and to pray together. This caused great alarm among the clergy who 

passed, in 1726 the Conventicle Edict, forbidding the people to gather 

for such purposes and imposing severe fines on those who defied the nevz 

law. Other than that, little else had happened as a result of these 

influences to cause the Church to fear for its uniformity, for its pure 

Lutheran Orthodoxy. This resulted, in many instances, in a cold dog

matic Christianity, more concerned with the letter of the law than in 

a loving, caring Christ-like church.

When the four Scottish missionaries arrived in Sweden early in the 

nineteenth century, the church there appeared to them to be, with some 

remarkable exceptions, made up of a clergy whose interests lay mainly
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in producing lofty and learned sermons concerned with moral or politi

cal issues and in pursuing the kind of gentlemanly existence which 

valued conversation, wit and social graces. They found the people, 

on the whole, to be secular-minded with little true warm religion in 

their hearts, and who attended church regularly on Sundays because 

failure to do so would be to break the law. They also found, however, 

those who were interested in seeking and promoting a kind of Christian

ity in which the individual . sought to become Christ-like and to live a 

life of true and loving service to God. And with the help of these 

like-minded Christians, they would begin their work.

With the enthusiastic energy and fervor that characterized evangelical 

British Christendom, as well as their single-minded commitment to 

serving their Lord, these men launched their campaigns to bring new 

life and inspiration into Swedish Christianity. Believing in the power 

of the printed word, they founded both Bible and tract societies. They 

promoted the idea of Missions, teaching that in order to live, 

Christianity must witness and reproduce. They pointed out the duty of 

the Christian community to help cure the social ills of the day, in 

particular that of alcoholism.

Above all, they taught that Christians ought to experience being born 

again, and to feel the presence of the Holy Spirit who would help them 

to live a life of holiness. The Bible, which was to be made available 

to all who wished it, would in itself be effective in bringing about 

this process of changing lives, and would, to all who read it be a 

guide for this new life, for the progress of each pilgrim. The thous

ands of tracts were to provide the people for little cost (and often 

for nothing) with Christian literature written in simple language which 

everyone could read and understand. Tales of the colporteurs and
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others who distributed these tracts snd Bibles bear witness to their 

effica^c^y^, snd many people were reported to have been converted through 

reading them. •

This new Christianity wss in no way a superficial acceptance of a new 

fad. It was, for most of those who were so converted a deep emotional 

experience that revealed itself in the outward msnif‘eatsthona of 

changed lives. It was a religion of the heart as well ss the mind, 

rather than s legal system to which they adhered because it was custom

ary or because not to do so weald incur punishment. Its chief end wss 

devotion to Jesus ss Lord, to emulate the life of Christ snd to obey 

the entreaty of Paul to the Colossim-is: "Set your minds on things 

that are above, not on things that are on earth ,.. Put to death there

fore what is earthly in you : immorality, impurity, passion, evil 

desire, and covetousness, which is idolatry ... Put on then., as G-od’s 

chosen ones, holy snd beloved, compassion, kindness, lowliness, meek

ness and ostmsnce, forbearing one another and, if one hss and, if one 

has a complaint against another, forgiving each other; ss the Lord has 

forgiven you, so you also must forgive ... Let the word of Christ dwell 

in you richly, ss you teach and admonish one another in all wisdom, snd 

ss you sing psalms snd hymns snd spiritual songs with thankfulness to 

God." (C6l6ssbans 3:2, 5, 12, 13, 16) Thereby, to be good became more 

desirable than to be bsd. Attending cirnrch became a desire rather than 

s duty. They heard the same minister preaching in the same way, but 

they heard those same words with s new insight, their spirits now 

awakened not only to hear, but to understand the Word of God.

Many of these experiences of re-birth took place in the conventicles, 

in which Bibles and tracts were eagerly read. As contact between the 

conventicles, and then between communities grew, tewhvala sprang up,
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and by nd^d-cenuui-y they had occurred in almost every part of the 

country. There is no explanation as to how these revivals started 

except that it was attributed to the Holy Spirit moving in the midst 

of the people. Nor did the revivals depend on any one factor. Cer

tainly the widespread teaching of Biblical truth on the part of the 

ministers of the Swedish Church provided a broad basis of Biblical 

knowledge. The preaching of the Pietistic party of ministers within 

the church provided their listeners with a background of evangelical 

thinking. The practical piety of the Moravians was early known in 

the conventicles - in which meetings Christians were expected and urged 

to active participation. Before long, however, simple participation 

in the conventicles was not enough to saiisfy the impulses within the 

hearts of their members to transform their feelings into some form of

service.

It was exactly at this point that the four missionaries from Britain 

found the chaaienge to which their particular talents were best fitted 

to meet. Their training and experience in the evangelical churches .in 

Scotland had taught them how best to tap the great resources of human 

talent lying dormant within the Christian Church and this ability was 

now to stand them in good stead. These same latent powers awaited them 

in the Swedish Church and almost seemed to leap into life at their 

touch. It took only the spark of their initiative to set the embers 

aglow, which by mid-century had grown into a blazing fire throughout 

the entire country.

With the very first tracts distributed by John Paterson and Ebenezer 

Henderson in 1808, interest in this new and different kind of Christ

ianity began to rise. As the demand for more tracts increased, the 

supply grew, translated into Swedish from the tracts published by the
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Religious Tract Society in London and published by the new Evangelical 

Society in Stockholm founded by Mr. Paterson for that purpose. The 

publication of Bibles soon followed, and all were provided at a very 

low cost so that they were available to the poor as well as the rich, 

a large portion of the financing being provided by the Tract and 

Bible Societies in London. Eight years la.ter, through the continued 

work of Mr. Paterson, the Bible Society was formed. As the revivals 

began to increase in number, it became evident that many of them were 

occurring in those areas where large numbers of tracts and Bibles had 

been distributed, and there could be no denying that there was a 

strong connection between the two.

With rare exception, these British tracts pointed the reader to the

"One Thing Necessary" - the need of the individual to be born again. 

And they clearly explained what this meant : the individual had to 

recognize his sinful state and his need for salvation : this was to be 

followed by true repentance and a desire to know and do the will of 

God : this was to be accomplished through prayer and devotion and 

through living a life of holiness, thereby assuring him of eteimal 

life. To the thousands of poor in the country living in near-poverty 

circumstances, this new Christianity provided not only an cutlet for 

their emotions (sometimes healthy, sometimes not), but offered them 

comfort in their present situation and great hope for the future. To 

the middle and upper classes it offered a number of blessings - relief 

from either the drudgery of daily hard work or of boredom and an emo

tional excitement that lifted them above their problems and struggles. 

To all it offered salvation - they could be reconciled to God and be 

rid of guilt for their sins. It wa.s more than Good News - it was an 

unbeatable formula. Little by little the movement grew until, by mid

century it covered most parts of the country.
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With the sirival of the two Methodist mhsshonstiea at the end of the

1820*s new life was breathed into the work, which had begun to dete- 

riorste several years after the first two mhssioistiea had left. Mr.

Scott was s firm believer in the use of Bible snd tract distribution

ss an aid to revival - which wss his chief goal - and he hm^nsihately 

set Sbout to renew the work of both the Evangelical Society snd the

Swedish Bible Society. His contacts with London assured these

Swedish societies of the much-needed financial aii..

Within weeks of his arrival in Stockholm, his interest in the social 

aspects of Chthsthaihty became known, and in a very short time he Was 

involved with organizing hntsreated Swedes, of whom there were ma^^, 

in the formation of a Temperance Society. Because alcoholism had 

grown to such enormous proportions snd its resulting problems become 

so severe, interest in temperance aochsthea grew taohily snd vrihLin a 

year such societies were beginming to appear in other parts of the 

country. Clergy and laymen alike were involved in the leadership, 

and Mr, Scott made sure that the movement was closely tied to the 

church. This was necessary not only to ensure the cooperation of the 

clergy, but because to him, temperance - meaning total abstinence - was 

necessary for a Christian in order to live a life of holiness.

By 1835 he had, together with the help of several hitsteated clergymen 

built the interest in missions to such a high pitch that the Swedish 

Missionary Society was formed. Here too, concern and hntetsat in the 

matter on the part of the Swedes had existed for several yeairs, but 

for some reason, they seemed unable to transform their interest into 

action. It was, instead, the hnithathwe and the organizational ability 

of the mhaah6isry which was necessary to perform the task. His tremen

dous capacity for hard work, his limhtleaa energy snd his complete
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dedication to the work to which he considered he had received a holy 

calling seemed to inspire those about him to follow his lead and to 

embark with him upon his numerous ventures. This fearless leadership, 

often in the face of seemingly insurmountable difficulties was undoubt

edly one of his outstanding contributions to the progress of free 

evangelical Christianity in Sweden.

As the revivals continued to grow in both fervor and number throughout 

the country, the spirit of freedom also grew. During the years the 

missionaries worked in Sweden, there was no mention of separation from 

the Swedish Church on their part. In fact, they often had to defend 

themselves against this accusation from the Swedish clergy, many of 

whom seemed to suspect separatism as the chief motive behind most of 

their activities. But all four men quickly learned that the best way 

to accomplish their goal of revival in Sweden would be within the 

framework of the Swedish church. But by 1850 this picture had changed 

and the idea of free churches was growing. Through the first five 

decades of the century the revivals and the various organisations all 

existed within that framework - sometimes with its approval, sometimes 

not. But as the strong group of the clergy wrho wished to retain the 

old "pure" Lutheran orthodoxy and be rid of the new evangelicalism 

gained strength, resistance to their controls also grew.

At the close of the fifth decade, the first Baptists became known in 

Sweden and quickly formed their own communion, by which action a 

church outside of the Church of Sweden was born in that country. While 

many were quickly drawn to this free church, it grew slowly because of 

the severe persecutions inflicted ' upon its members. Many of them were 

jailed, some on bread and water for thirty days, and some were exiled. 

But the spirit of freedom was not to be extinguished, and wittiin a few
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years there were several Baptist societies in Sweden. Not long after, 

the Mormon missionaries had arrived and were attempting to build their 

groups, and several new evangelical groups were formed within the 

Swedish church, Colporteurs of all groups travelled the length and 

breadth of the country, zealously promoting their own particular 

beliefs, with the result that many were growing increasingly dissatis

fied with the Swedish Church and its controls. They openly flouted 

the old church laws, attended conventicles and frequently failed to 

attend church services on Sunday. Unrest was literally seething, on 

every level of society. By 1852 the pressures had become so severe 

that the clergy listed the problem of religious freedom to be of prime 

consideration at their general meeting in Stockholm. And in both 1853 

and 1854, parliament discussed the question - not only for freedom for 

the conventicles - but for a general religious freedom. By the middle 

of that decade, feelings had become so strong and the old church laws 

were being ignored by such large numbers, the officials were simply 
powerless to impose effective disciplinary measures. Something had 

to be done. The result was the abrogation of the Conventicle Edict in 

1858 - which thus became the first of several acts permitting freedom 

of worship in Sweden.

Freedom of worship in Sweden may well have been achieved had not the 

four missiona-ies come from Britain. However, the fact that they did 

arrive and that their preaching was such as to encourage freedom cannot 

be regarded as of no significance. They did arrive. They did make 

tracts and Bibles available to the people, which in turn resulted in 

revivals that brought a new spirit of evangelical Christianity to the 
people. They did preach the need for living holy Christian lives and 

the importance of sharing their new-found Christianity with others,
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both in Sweden snd in other parts of the world. They did practice 

what they preached and so hnaphted many others to follow their 

example. They did demonstrate the value of a Christian social con

science, channelling efforts of laymen as well as clergy into forming 

City snd Seamen's Missions, temperance societies and educational 

groups - all of which would serve to imot6vs the lives of others.

They did teach that Christianity was s religion of freedom - salvation 

wss God's free gift to man snd man was, in return, encouraged to give 

himself freely to God, making church laws neither necessary nor desir

able.

Their concerns snd actions had been prompted by and nourished in a 

free church background where men's hearts snd minds were beckoned -

not forced - into commitment and service to God. One need not hesi

tate to say on close examination, that the scope of their contributions 

to the religious life in Sweden and to the thae of s free evangelical 

Christianity was such that it should be given far greater acknowledge

ment than hss hitherto been done.

One must recognise that the way had been well-prepared for their, arri

val by the Pietists and the Moravians. As hss been seen, there were 

many in Sweden of both clergy and laity who were aware, of the existing 

problems and needs snd who longed to do something abcut them, but who 

simply had not been able to find the solutions. Within the confines 

of the strict church laws, to which they had been subject for many 

years, they were unable to discover snd use the loopholes through 

which they could have found the way to solving those problems. The

four British evangelical ministers who came to Sweden saw the need 

and discovered ways in which to fill them. To their experience,
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initiative and unquenchable zeal was quickly added the strength, 

talent and unlimited energy of the Swedes themselves, and thus, their 

joint activity helped to bring about a great spiritual renewal in 

Sweden which culminated in freedom of religion in that country.
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